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PREFACE

The objective of this book is to discuss in one volume di�erent approaches and

di�erent heuristic techniques of optimization. We proceed from the formal

Bayesian Approach (BA) to the semi-formal Bayesian Heuristics Approach

(BHA) and to the informal Dynamic Visualization Approach (DVA). We show

the advantages and disadvantages of BA, BHA, and DVA, applying these ap-

proaches to di�erent problems of global and discrete optimization.

The authors attempt to provide a setting in which one can discuss a Bayesian

adaptive choice of heuristics for discrete and global optimization problems. We

make predictions taking into account partial information and evaluate all in the

spirit of the average rather than the worst case analysis. The role of visualization

is also considered.

In this context "heuristics" are understood to be an expert opinion de�ning

how to solve a family of problems of discrete or global optimization. The main

goal is to describe in one volume di�erent ways of applying heuristics. Di�erent

ways represent di�erent degrees of formalization. We start from the traditional

Bayesian Approach (BA), where heuristics are included by a choice of an a priori

distribution. We extend the formal BA to a semi-formal Bayesian Heuristic

Approach (BHA) where heuristics may be included more exibly. We �nish

by describing the Dynamic Visualization Approach (DVA). Using DVA, we can

include heuristics directly, bypassing any formal mathematical framework.

All theoretical results developed in this book are applied in real-life or test prob-

lems. The application examples illustrate theoretical results. One of the real-life

familie of application examples, scheduling of batch operations, is described in

detail because this family illustrates most of the theoretical results.

The theoretical discussions are for the readers with a mathematical background.

However, one may skip the theoretical part of the book if only the applications

are of interest.

xiii



xiv BAYESIAN HEURISTIC APPROACH

In the introductory Part I, Bayesian Approach, the results are discussed at

several levels in order to facilitate understanding of what the book is about. At

the �rst level (Chapter 1), only the general ideas are outlined. At the second

level (Chapter 2), the Bayesian Heuristic Approach is discussed using the terms

of the well known complexity theory. In Chapter 3, mathematical justi�cation

of BHA is considered.

In Part II, Global Optimization, the theory and some application examples of

the Bayesian Approach to continuous global optimization are described.

In Part III, Network Optimization, useful heuristics are considered and the

power of BHA is discussed for network problems.

In Part IV, Discrete Optimization, we show how to reduce discrete optimization

problems to continuous stochastic ones, using the Bayesian Heuristic Approach.

The traditional knapsack, travelling salesman, and ow-shop problems are con-

sidered as test problems. The application of BHA to Mixed Integer Nonlinear

Programming (MINLP) is discussed.

In Part V, Batch Process Scheduling, the real scheduling problem is considered

as an example of BHA application, using various heuristics.

In Part VI, Software for Global Optimization, the global optimization software

is described for both UNIX and MS-DOS environments.

In Part VII, Visualization, the Dynamic Visualization Approach is considered

as a promising technique for solving ill-de�ned optimization problems.

The enclosed disk contains a LINUX version of the UNIX (X-windows) global

optimization software (GM), including application examples. A portable For-

tran library is also included for the users (see README in the disc). The GM

software is intended for "active" readers, who would like to apply the results to

their own problems immediately. Contact e-mail addresses:

jonas:mockus@ktl:mii:lt

jonas@optimum:mii:lt

audris@bell� labs:com

mockus@ecn:purdue:edu

The theoretical aspects of BHA and the book editing was performed by Jonas

Mockus, the numerical results are due to Linas Mockus and Audris Mockus, the
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Batch Scheduling part is contributed by G. Reklaitis and L. Mockus, and the

Dynamic Visualization part by W. Eddy and A. Mockus.

Finally, we wish to express our thanks to colleagues who directly or indirectly

contributed in the process of writing this book. We further acknowledge the

support of the publisher in producing the book.

J. Mockus, W. Eddy, A. Mockus, L. Mockus, and G. Reklaitis

July 1996
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BAYESIAN APPROACH





1
DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO

NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES

AND DIFFERENT WAYS OF

REGARDING HEURISTICS:

POSSIBILITIES AND LIMITATIONS

1.1 OUTLINE

1.1.1 Objective

The aim of this book is to investigate the advantages and limitations of di�er-

ent approaches and di�erent heuristic techniques of optimization. We proceed

from the formal Bayesian Approach (BA) to the semi-formal Bayesian Heuristic

Approach (BHA) and �nally, to the informal Dynamic Visualization Approach

(DVA). Therefore, in addition to BA and BHA algorithms, we discuss various

visualization techniques and their application to case studies of optimal decision

making.

We start the description from the application of BA in the continuous global

optimization. Then we show how to extend the results to the BHA, namely, to

the optimization of parameters of randomized heuristic techniques of discrete

and global optimization.

A new concept employed in this book is to de�ne an a priori distribution on a

set of parameters of randomized heuristics. The traditional way is to de�ne it

on a set of functions to be minimized. The de�nition of the a priori distribution

on the set of heuristic decision rules is a vehicle for including expert knowledge

more exibly and a means of speeding up the search.

We show the advantages and disadvantages of BA and BHA applying those

approaches to di�erent problems of global and discrete optimization.

3
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We describe the software for UNIX and DOS platforms and enclose the disk.

1.1.2 Di�erent Formalization Degrees

The maximal deviation is traditionally used while developing various numerical

techniques. We de�ne that as the Minimax Approach (MMA) or the worst case

analysis.

The advantage of MMA is a complete formalization. Everything is well de�ned,

and one obtains results with a guarantee. A disadvantage is the high price

we have to pay for the guarantee. By guarantee we mean maintaining a �xed

error limit for all the functions to be optimized. The guarantee price often is

an algorithm of exponential time, that is, the time of solution exponentially

depends on the problem complexity (see Sub-section 2.2.5).

In this book we consider the average deviation as a criterion when designing nu-

merical optimization techniques and algorithms. We de�ne that as the Bayesian

Approach (BA).

A disadvantage of BA is the degree of uncertainty while de�ning an a priori

distribution on the set of problems to be optimized. Thus one obtains no per-

formance guarantee. An advantage is the possibility to include some elements

of expert knowledge while de�ning an a priori distribution. By involving expert

knowledge one can tailor the algorithm to speci�c problems. In this way the

e�ciency of algorithms is increased.

In some cases it is more convenient or e�cient to express expert knowledge in

the form of a priori distribution on a set of heuristics rather than on a set of

problems. People often become experts by acquiring knowledge in a domain

while applying di�erent solution methods to encountered problems. Hence,

such expert knows which methods worked well and which did not. This type

of experience is most naturally incorporated into BHA framework. We refer

to this extension of traditional BA as a Bayesian Heuristic Approach (BHA).

Thus we obtain less formalization but more exibility.

Both BA and BHA help the algorithm developers to include the expert know-

ledge into a regular mathematical framework. Dynamic visualization helps the

decision makers to include expert knowledge directly in cases when the object-

ive function has multiple criteria (is in�nite-dimensional) or is not well de�ned.

The expert knowledge is used to de�ne visual-time representation of the object-
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ive and the optimization stage involves visual inspection of the modeling results

under various parameters with the goal to reach qualitative decisions. We de�ne

this as the Dynamic Visualization Approach (DVA)

1.1.3 Heuristics Randomization

Traditionally heuristics are understood to be a set of rules de�ning decision

priorities based on the experience and intuition of experts [111]. The priorities

are de�ned in two ways:

by the decision rules ordering the decisions,

by the utility function on the decision set.

The �rst way de�nes which decision is better but does not say how much better.

That is acceptable, if one uses only "pure" decisions. However, we have to know

how much better, if we desire to lift this restriction and want to evaluate the

"mixed" decisions. The advantages of mixed strategies in games are well known

[112]. In game theory, mixed strategies denote the probabilities of discrete

decisions. Using mixed strategies one extends the set of discrete decisions to

a convex set, thus providing equilibrium conditions (see [112] and Chapter 7).

In Section 3.3 we illustrate the advantages of the mixed heuristic decisions.

Mixing the heuristic decisions by randomization we extend the discrete decision

set to the continuous one. Consequently, we obtain better average results by

optimizing on the extended decision set.

The BHA in discrete optimization is similar to the search for equilibrium solu-

tions in games. In game theory, we optimize the mixed strategies to obtain

the equilibrium solution to the game. Using BHA we optimize the parameters

of randomized heuristics to adapt the heuristics to the original optimization

problem or to the family of optimization problems. De�ning BHA we assume

randomization parameters such that convergence is attained (see Section 3.2).

1.1.4 Heuristics Optimization

Many authors , who apply randomized heuristics, adapt the heuristic decision

parameters "by hand" as a part of the research process. This adaptation may be

formalized as an optimization problem. We regard the randomization paramet-

ers as real numbers. The outcome of optimization is stochastic. The function
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to be optimized is multi-modal in many cases. Thus the optimization of ran-

domization parameters, in general, is a problem of continuous stochastic global

optimization. We may optimize the parameters by any suitable method, not

necessarily by BA. However, we prefer to use the BA for both theoretical and

practical reasons

theoretically BHA is interesting because it unites the Bayesian Approach

and Heuristic Programming [110, 111] by de�ning an a priori distribution

on a family of heuristics.

the practical reason is that the Bayesian methods [100] are designed for

global stochastic optimization (see Chapter 4) so we may expect good res-

ults in optimizing the multi-modal stochastic auxiliary function that de�nes

how the best decision depends on the randomization parameters.

1.2 SOURCES OF HEURISTICS

1.2.1 Classi�cation

A rigorous formal de�nition of heuristics would be di�cult and not very useful

because strict formalisms contradict the informal nature of heuristic knowledge

[111]. Thus we introduce the following informal classi�cation of di�erent types

of heuristics:

"greedy" heuristics, those which "build" a system by adding the elements,

that are the "most desirable"[59] based on local information

(see Section 11.4);

"permutation" heuristics, those which start from a feasible solution, and

decide which of several permutations to accept based on local information

(see Section 11.4);

"deterministic search" heuristics, those which employ some well-known de-

terministic approximate search algorithm, for example, the Gupta heurist-

ics (12.11) in the ow-shop problem;

"stochastic search" heuristics, those which consider a stochastic search al-

gorithm as a heuristic, for example, the Simulated Annealing algorithm

(see Sub-section 11.5.4).
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In all the cases we "improve" the heuristics by randomization and by optimizing

the randomization parameters. A possible exception is the "stochastic search"

case in which we may optimize parameters of the algorithm directly because the

algorithm is stochastic by its de�nition.

1.2.2 Greedy and Permutation Heuristics

"Greedy" heuristics are an important family of heuristics. In [59] the follow-

ing de�nition is given "a greedy algorithm, when run on a set system, builds

a solution by beginning with the empty set and successively adding the best

remaining element while maintaining feasibility." Here the number of decision

stages I is equal to the number of the system elements.

Another family of heuristics are so-called "permutation" heuristics. Using this

strategy one starts from some initial state of the system and then performs

a number of permutations. One stops, if using the given set of permutations

cannot improve the results. In such a case, the number of stages may be much

larger than the number of system elements.

Let us explain the di�erence between greedy and permutation heuristics by

using the example of the well known travelling salesman problem. The simplest

technique is to connect the cities sequentially, starting the path of a salesman

from some initial city. A greedy heuristic would be to focus on the distance

(with a negative sign1) to some non-connected city. A pure heuristic decision

would be to go to the nearest non-connected city. A randomized heuristic would

be to go to a non-connected city with a probability that depends on the distance.

A permutation way to de�ne heuristics is to start from a certain initial path

and de�ne feasible permutations of that path as follows. First one selects two

pairs of adjacent cities A�B and C �D on this path. A feasible choice would

be one in which we break the connections A� B and C �D, and reconnect A

to C and B to D while still obtaining a path that visits all cities in succession.

Thus by �xing a pair C �D and reconnecting A to C and B to D we de�ne a

permutation. In this case the permutation heuristics for each given pair A�B

is the length of the reconnected path (with a negative sign) that corresponds to

the pair C �D. So a pure heuristics is to select a pair C �D corresponding to

the shorter reconnected path. A randomized heuristics is to select a pair C�D

with a probability that depends on the length of reconnected path.

1We regard greater heuristics as better ones.
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An advantage of permutation heuristics is the wide choice of di�erent feasible

permutations. Another advantage is that we can use expert knowledge by se-

lecting a favorable initial solution.

If no initial solution is available, then one can optimize in two stages. In the

�rst stage we use a greedy algorithm which starts from the empty set and

constructs a feasible solution. In the second stage one improves the "greedy"

solution by a feasible permutation. It is possible to eliminate the �rst stage of

the optimization, if there is a good expert who can provide the initial solution.

1.2.3 Stochastic Search Heuristics

Simulated Annealing

A popular method of global optimization is simulated annealing, which may be

considered in the BHA framework using heuristics de�ned in Sub-section 11.5.4.

The main di�erence from the traditional simulating annealing is that using BHA

we optimize the "initial temperature" for some �xed number of iterations.

Genetic Algorithms (GA), GRASP system, and

"Taboo" Search

Genetic Algorithms [4] are an important "source" of interesting and useful

stochastic search heuristics. It is well known that the results of the genetic

algorithms depend on the mutation and cross-over parameters (see Chapter 16

and Section 13.2). The Bayesian Heuristic Approach could be used in optimiz-

ing those parameters.

In a GRASP system (see [42, 114, 130, 116, 117, 131]) the heuristic is repeated

many times. During each iteration a greedy randomized solution is constructed

and the neighborhood around that solution is searched for a local optimum.

The "greedy" component constructs a solution, one element at a time (in the

style of a greedy heuristic), by doing the following:

apply to all not yet unselected candidates a GREEDY function;

sort these candidates according to the GREEDY function;
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select a subset, consisting of GOOD (but not only the BEST) candidates

to be included in the Restricted Candidate List (RCL);

select a CANDIDATE, at RANDOM, from RCL to be in the solution;

change the GREEDY function to take into account the inclusion of the

candidate into the solution.

These steps are repeated until a solution is constructed.

A possible application of the BHA in GRASP is in optimizing a random selection

of a candidate to be in solution because di�erent random selection rules could

be used and their best parameters should be de�ned. BHA might be useful as

a local component, too, by randomizing the local decisions and optimizing the

corresponding parameters.

In "Taboo" Search [115] some parameters also need to be optimized. It seems

the Bayesian Heuristics Approach may be considered when applying almost

any stochastic or approximate method of discrete optimization. The proven

convergence of a discrete search method (see, for example, [3]) is an asset. If

convergence is proven, then no additional testing of convergence conditions (see

Theorem 3.2.1) is needed.

1.2.4 Deterministic Search Heuristics

Lower Bounds and Penalty Functions

Lower bounds2 (see Chapter 13) may be regarded as useful heuristics, if feasible

solutions may be easily obtained. Using BHA one de�nes the probability r(m)

of decision m as a function of the lower bound h(m) corresponding to this

decision. The lower bound techniques are developed in the Branch-and-Bound

(B&B) algorithms. If insuring feasibility is not easy, then some form of penalty

function may be accepted as a heuristic (see Chapter 13).

Heuristic Generalization

One may often obtain good average results by applying to more general cases

algorithms that provide exact solutions for special cases. An example is the

2Upper bounds are considered if we maximize the objective function.
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Gupta heuristic in the ow-shop problem 3 (see Chapter 11). Another example

is the Global Line Search (GLS) in the high-voltage electrical network optim-

ization problem (see Chapter 8). In this case, the GLS algorithm yields the

exact solution in both the linear and the zero-one case. This algorithm may be

regarded as a good heuristic in the cases which lie "between" the continuous

linear and the strictly zero-one.

A popular example of heuristic generalization is the application of local search

while solving multi-modal problems. In Chapter 10, we consider why local

search works well in the multi-modal problem of Arti�cial Neural Networks

(ANN) optimization. Here the heuristics are involved in choosing proper initial

points. One starts from the solution of linear problem corresponding to small

inputs. Afterwards the linear solution is improved, by gradually introducing

non-linearities related to greater inputs. In Chapter 10, only the deterministic

case of ANN optimization is considered. However, we expect that the e�ciency

of search will be increased using BHA by introducing randomization and op-

timizing the randomization parameters.

1.3 DIFFERENT APPROACHES

1.3.1 Minimax Approach

Mathematical optimization methods traditionally are evaluated by their max-

imal error. We de�ne that as the worst case analysis or a Minimax Approach

(MMA). A practical advantage of MMA is that we guarantee that the error will

not exceed some �-limit. A theoretical advantage of MMA is that no subject-

ive judgments or uncertain data are required. Unfortunately, the price of the

guarantee and the theoretical elegance may be too high.

For example, the usual price of a guarantee while solving the NP-complete

problems is an exponential time algorithm (see [79] and Sub-section 2.2.5).

This means that when one starts designing some MMA algorithm one has to

answer the following questions:

is the problem NP-complete?

can we "a�ord" an exponential time algorithm?

3The Gupta heuristic provides the exact solution to the two-machine ow-shop problem
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In solving real-life optimization problems one often cannot a�ord exponential

time. Thus, we replace the guarantee by some more relaxed conditions. We

use not only the well-de�ned speci�c properties of the given problem, but also

informal expert knowledge. The subjective components of expert knowledge

are referred to as heuristic knowledge or simply "heuristics".

An a priori distribution is a traditional way of representing the subjective know-

ledge in the framework of statistical decision theory (see [27, 28]). One determ-

ines the average error of a given optimization algorithm by de�ning an a priori

distribution on a set of objective functions. Consequently, one designs optimiz-

ation methods which minimize the average error. We de�ne that as a Bayesian

Approach (BA). Clearly BA may be regarded as an indirect way of using heur-

istics through the vehicle of the a priori distribution. That is a well formalized

but rather inexible way.

It is of interest to �nd other more exible ways of including heuristics within

the Bayesian framework. We de�ne that as a Bayesian Heuristic Approach. In

the following we will consider this approach in a step-by-step fashion.

1.3.2 Heuristic Approach (HA)

As the �rst step, let us de�ne a pure Heuristic Approach (HA). We represent

the heuristics as some function hi, where i denotes the decision index. HA

involves maximization of the heuristics hi at each iteration. In some cases, by

maximizing the heuristics we may obtain the exact solution [59]. However, in

most cases, heuristic algorithms stop short of reaching the exact solution. This

means one cannot improve the pure heuristic solution any more even in case

one has available a large amount of computer power.

The advantage is that by applying HA we may decrease the average error,

depending on the "quality" of heuristic" hi. An important problem arises how

to estimate this quality and how to improve it.

1.3.3 Randomization Approach (RA)

As the second step, we consider a Randomization Approach (RA). We take a

decision i with some probability ri. The advantage of RA is that we obtain the

optimal discrete solution with probability 1, if the minimal ri is positive (see

Theorem 3.2.1). However, one may need the exponential time, if ri is generated
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more or less uniformly while solving an NP-complete problem (see Sub-section

2.2.5). A uniform distribution in RA means that we do not apply the expert

knowledge.

1.3.4 Randomized Heuristic Approach (RHA)

As the third step, to derive the advantages of both HA and RA, we consider

a Randomized Heuristic Approach (RHA). We de�ne probabilities ri as some

function r(hi) of heuristics hi. A simple choice of r(hi) is a linear function of

hi.

One may improve the results of RHA by considering not a single function r(hi)

but a "mixture" of m di�erent functions

r1(hi); r
2(hi); :::; r

m(hi):

One encounters an additional decision problem: which of these functions to use.

We may make the choice by a "lottery":

x = (x1; x2; ::::; xm)

where xj denotes the probability of "winning" the randomization function rj .

Denote by f(x) = fK(x) the best result obtained by applying RHA K times to

some optimization problem mind v(d), where v is an objective function (of the

original optimization problem) and d is the decision d.

In this book, as usual, we denote a function of continuous variables x by f(x).

By v(d) we denote a function of variables d which might be discrete. Such a

notation is convenient using BHA, since the auxiliary function f(x) depends

on continuous "winning" probabilities x. The original objective function v(d)

may depend on discrete or continuous variables d de�ning the parameters of the

original problem.

If mini ri > 0, then
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lim
K!1

fK(x) = min
d

v(d): (1.1)

Expression (1.1) follows from Theorem 3.2.1.

1.3.5 Bayesian Heuristic Approach (BHA)

We see that f(x) is, in general, a multi-modal stochastic function. Thus, a

natural way of minimizing it is by de�ning an a priori distribution on the set of

randomization parameters x. This is the last step in de�ning the Bayesian Heur-

istic Approach. We regard BHA as a semi-formal way of including heuristics

into a mathematical framework.

BHA uses heuristics in two ways:

directly, as the arguments of randomization functions rj(hi);

indirectly, by the a priori distribution

on the set of randomization parameters x.

An additional advantage of BHA is its "learning" ability. By learning we mean

the possibility to apply the optimal randomization parameters x obtained while

solving problems from the "learning" set to other related problems. Learning

is important in the "on-line" or real-time mode of optimization, when there are

strict computing time limits.

1.3.6 Dynamic Visualization Approach (DVA)

We started our classi�cation of algorithms from a strictly formal MMA. Then

we considered a traditional BA and a semi-formal BHA. An informal interactive

optimization is needed if an optimization problem is not well de�ned. This may

arise, for example, if the mathematical model, including the objective function,

must be updated during the course of optimization process.

The informal interactive approach attempts to represent an optimization prob-

lem in a visual form that is domain speci�c and is intuitive to the domain
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expert. The visual representations can vary signi�cantly across the domains.

In the examples the dynamic visual representation of a smooth function in time

and space turned out to be e�ective in several domains. The domain speci�c

visual representation can e�ciently convey information about a complex model

and help make qualitative judgments about model's adequacy and optimality.

The e�ciency of informal interactive optimization depends on dynamic visu-

alization techniques. We regard dynamic visualization as an important tool

using heuristics in an informal interactive way and thus will refer to it as a Dy-

namic Visualization Approach. Two basic techniques of dynamic visualization

are considered:

space-time smoothing;

image search.

Those techniques will be explained through real life examples.

Now we shall consider these and some other approaches in more detail.

1.4 MINIMAX APPROACH: WORST

CASE ANALYSIS

A traditional approach to numerical methods is to design a sequence of points

xn 2 A � Rm; n = 1; 2; : : :

such that converges to an exact solution x� for all problems from a given family,

when n is large. In some simple cases, usually connected with convexity, the

convergence rate can also be de�ned. In terms of decision theory this approach

can be considered as the "Worst Case Analysis" , or a "Minimax Approach".

This means that the method must retain some property in all cases, including

the worst one.

This approach seems so natural that numerical analysts usually assume it to

be the only rigorously acceptable one. Other approaches are usually considered

to be "heuristic." Heuristic here means methods that may be practically quite

e�cient, but without proper mathematical justi�cation. The mathematical jus-

ti�cation is frequently assumed to be the necessary part of a serious numerical

analysis. So any property of numerical methods that does not hold for all the
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problems from the given family is often regarded as some empirical evidence at

best.

An obvious advantage of the traditional approach is that it helps to maintain

strict standards in the numerical analysis. It does not allow a ooding of the

�eld by numerical methods with unknown mathematical properties.

An important disadvantage is that the Minimax Approach is to expensive, in

general. To obtain the exact solution in the worst case one needs many itera-

tions, if the family of problems is large enough. In a large family of problems

the worst case can be expected to be very bad indeed.

Let us consider, for example, the global optimization of a family of Lipschitz

functions with an unknown Lipschitz constant. In this case, the best method,

in a minimax sense, is a uniform grid on a compact feasible set [143]. This

means that the global optimization algorithm will be of exponential time4 .

The number of required observations will be increasing exponentially with the

complexity of the problem. We de�ne complexity as the number of variables

and the accuracy of solution (see Sub-section 2.2.5). The term "observation"

denotes an evaluation of the objective function f(x) at some �xed point x.

If the Lipschitz constant is known, then some nonuniform grid technique is

preferable, [40]. However, even here the time of the algorithm, apparently,

remains exponential, although with a better rate parameter.

We cannot apply the Minimax Approach to the global optimization of continu-

ous functions at all. The maximum does not exist on the set of all continuous

functions because this set is not a compact one. This means that for any �xed

continuous function and a �xed method of search there exists another continu-

ous function with a larger deviation from the global minimum. Therefore, the

condition of uniform convergence does not apply here.

Some weaker convergence conditions are usually considered, for example, the

condition of convergence for any �xed continuous function. However, to satisfy

even this, much weaker, condition, one needs an exponential time algorithm

(see [79]). The convergence for any continuous function can be achieved only

by asymptotically dense observations. This means that the maximal distance

between observations converges to zero. Otherwise, we can miss the global

minimum for some continuous function.

4The well known and rather e�cient algorithm for Lipschitzian optimization without the

Lipschitz constant (see [73]) is not a minimax one.
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The problem becomes even more complicated in the presence of "noise". For

example, the noise is present if we de�ne an objective function by Monte Carlo

techniques or by physical experiments.

The convergence of the best observation (the so-called "hit-convergence" (see

Section 3.2)) to the global optimum is rather weak. It holds for any global

optimization method that provides asymptotically dense observations of con-

tinuous functions. This means that this convergence can be regarded only as a

necessary condition. Some additional conditions should be included if we wish

to justify our method su�ciently.

Following the traditions of local optimization, one would like to prove not only

convergence but also the rate of convergence. However, we cannot do that for

the set of all continuous functions. This set is too large. The trouble is that

usually we de�ne the convergence rate using a notion of supremum directly or

indirectly. This notion does not apply to a non-compact set of all continuous

functions. Thus, di�erent ways to make the convergence conditions stronger

must be investigated.

One way is to consider a density ratio instead of the rate of convergence. We

de�ne the density ratio as a ratio of density of observations in a vicinity of global

minimum to the average density of observations (see Section 3.2). This de�nes

the asymptotic e�ciency of the methods of global optimization reasonably well.

Therefore, we regard the density ratio in the global optimization using BA as a

replacement for the traditional rate of convergence.

Another way is to regard the convergence of the last observation, the so called

"stay-convergence" (see Section 3.2). This convergence is usually considered in

simulated annealing algorithms [154]. Convergence and even convergence rate

are inherently asymptotic properties of numerical algorithms. However a useful

method should not only have good asymptotic behavior but also exhibit ef-

fective performance over a �nite number of observations. This means that good

asymptotic behavior can be regarded as a necessary but not su�cient condition.

To justify any claim for practical e�ciency of a method of global optimization

some additional "non-asymptotic" conditions should be considered. It is well

known that in real life applications even the best asymptotic property can hap-

pen to be nearly useless if the number of observations is not large enough or if

the observations lie outside of the region of convergence.

Under the "worst case" notion we de�ne the "optimal" method as a method that

provides a minimal or at least a reasonably low deviation from the global op-

timum for all functions of the given family. This of necessity requires de�nition
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of what constitute the "worst case". Such a de�nition is not possible if the set

of functions is not compact. This in fact is the major theoretical di�culty of

the "worst case" approach. The practical di�culty is that the worst case can

be very bad, if the family of functions is su�ciently large.

For example, for smooth convex functions the well known variable metric meth-

ods are, perhaps, nearly optimal. A super-linear convergence was proved [124]

for those methods. For the family of one-dimensional unimodal functions [77]

quite an e�cient optimal method in the minimax sense was developed. Some

optimal methods, in the minimax sense, are available for the set of Lipschitz

functions [40, 123, 138, 143].

Some of these objective functions belong to a limited set of functions, namely,

smooth convex or one-dimensional uni-modal. It is easy to see from these ex-

amples that the minimax (or approximately minimax) methods can be regarded

as nearly optimal from both the theoretical and the practical point of view. For

a wider family of functions, such as Lipschitz functions with an unknown con-

stant, the minimax approach is not so attractive. The guarantee of optimality

of the method is too expensive in the problems of high complexity in the sense

of high dimension and accuracy (see Section 2.2.5).

For the family of continuous functions as well as as for functions with noise

the worst case does not exist. Therefore, the worst case analysis is impossible.

In the global optimization of continuous functions, the average case analysis

seems to be a reasonable way to make the conditions of practical e�ciency and

mathematical justi�cation compatible.

For a theoretical justi�cation of the numerical method, we need to prove some

good properties of the method under well de�ned conditions. For example, as-

suming continuity, di�erentiability, or the existence of the Lipschitz constant

of the objective functions, homogeneity and the independence of the m-th dif-

ferences of the a priori distribution (see [100]) and so on. A formal test of

these conditions in real life applications is a problem nearly as complex as that

of global optimization. Thus the correspondence of applied problems to the

theoretical conditions is judged by intuition of experts.
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1.5 PARETO-OPTIMAL APPROACH:

DOMINANT ANALYSIS

The concept of Pareto Optimality (PO) (see [114]) is traditionally used re-

garding the cases when an objective is a vector-function f!(x); ! 2 
, where

x 2 A � Rm is the control parameter, ! is a component index of the vector-

objective f!(x), and 
 is a set of all indices !. A decision x� is called Pareto

Optimal5 if there is no dominant decision x such that

f!(x) � f!(x
�); for all ! 2 


f!(x) < f!(x
�); for at least one ! 2 
: (1.2)

In this section we talk about a non-traditional application of Pareto Optimality

while designing algorithms for optimization of scalar objective functions.

We explain the application of the PO concept in optimization of a scalar ob-

jective function using an algorithm for Lipschitzian optimization without the

Lipschitz constant called DIRECT (see [74]) as an example6. In this example


 denotes a set of all Lipschitz functions with unknown Lipschitz constants

!. We consider the DIRECT algorithm [74] in one dimension as an illustra-

tion. This algorithm partitions the space into intervals whose center points

are evaluated . The basic idea of DIRECT is to select (and sample within)

all "potentially optimal" intervals during an iteration. A formal de�nition of

potentially optimal intervals follows.

Suppose that we have partitioned the interval [a; b] into intervals [ai; bi] with

midpoints ci, for i = 1; :::;m. Let � > 0 be a positive constant, and fmin be the

current best value. Interval j is said to be potentially optimal if there exists

some rate-of-change constant ! > 0 such that

f(cj)� ! (bj � aj)=2 � f(ci)� ! (bi � ai)=2 for all i = 1; :::;m

f(cj)� ! (bj � aj)=2 � fmin � � jfminj: (1.3)

Numerical results in [74] have shown that this method has low computational

overhead and is e�cient for bound-constrained, black-box global optimization

5Here we consider minimization, in maximization the inequalities should be reversed
6The cited authors describe their method making no reference to Pareto Optimality.
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problems of small size. A constrained version of the algorithm has been in use

at General Motors since 1993 for solving engineering design problems.

We extend the set of potentially optimal intervals to a set of Pareto Optimal

(PO) intervals replacing condition (1.3) by the following condition of Pareto

Optimality considering the same lower bounds as in condition (1.3). An interval

j is called Pareto Optimal if there is no dominant interval i such that

f(ci)� ! (bi � ai)=2 � f(cj)� ! (bj � aj)=2 for all ! 2 


f(ci)� ! (bi � ai)=2 < f(cj)� ! (bj � aj)=2

for at least one ! 2 
: (1.4)

Note that upper inequalities (1.3) de�ning the set of potentially optimal intervals

and upper inequalities (1.4) de�ning the PO intervals are the same. Only the

lower inequalities di�er. The PO "extension" (1.4) of the DIRECT algorithm

(1.3) is important conceptually because it includes the speci�c DIRECT al-

gorithm within a general PO framework. We do not investigate computational

advantages and disadvantages of the PO version of DIRECT because the ob-

jective of this book is application of the Bayesian approach. We mentioned the

Pareto-Optimal Approach merely as an important alternative.

1.6 BAYESIAN APPROACH: AVERAGE

CASE ANALYSIS

A theoretical question related to the Average Case Analysis is how to de�ne

the notion of "average." Mathematically, an average is an integral. It is well

known that to de�ne an integral, some measure must be �xed, a convenient

one being a probability measure P . This measure is a part of the problem

de�nition. Therefore, P should be �xed before starting any investigation of

the problem. In statistical decision theory [27], the measure P is called an a

priori distribution. In this fashion we de�ne the Bayesian Approach (BA) or

the Average Case Analysis.

The �rst problem of the Bayesian Approach is how to de�ne the a priori distri-

bution P . The second one is how to update it using the results of observations

zn = (xi; f(xi); i = 1; : : : ; n); n = 1; : : : ; N . We de�ne the updated distribu-

tion as an a posteriori distribution P (zn). The third problem of BA is how to
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minimize the a posteriori risk function. The risk function Rn(x) is an expec-

ted deviation from the global minimum at a �xed point x. The expectation is

de�ned by the a posteriori distribution P (zn). The minimization of the risk

function Rn(x) serves to determine the point of the next observation xn+1.

Since any Bayesian method depends on an a priori distribution by de�nition,

it is desirable to de�ne this distribution on the basis of some clear and simple

assumptions. For example, it follows from the conditions of continuity of f(x),

homogeneity of P , and independence of the m-th di�erences that the a priori

distribution P is Gaussian with a special covariance matrix (4.4) (see Section

4.2).

We update an a priori distribution by the well known formula of conditional

probability. Unfortunately, to update a Gaussian distribution, one should invert

the covariance matrix of the n-th order 7. Inverting is not practical if n is more

than, say, 500. Here n is the number of observations. Since the covariance

matrix represents Kolmogorov's consistency conditions (see [100]), the inversion

can be avoided only by replacing the consistency conditions with something

weaker.

Let us replace them by the following three conditions: continuity of the risk

function Rn(x), convergence of the Bayesian method to the global minimum of

any continuous function f(x), and "simplicity" of expressions de�ning a "con-

ditional" expectation and a "conditional" variance (see Section 4.4). Thus, we

de�ne some "Bayesian" method that can be regarded as the simplest one under

some assumptions. The term "Bayesian" here has a meaning di�erent from

the traditional de�nition of the Bayesian Approach. The reason is that a mod-

i�ed de�nition of "conditional" expectation and variance does not correspond

to Kolmogorov's consistency conditions.

There are other ways of simplifying the expressions of conditional expectation

and conditional variance. For example, [167] approximately expressed them

using extrapolation theory.

A Bayesian algorithm converges to a global minimum of any continuous func-

tion, if the a priori distribution is chosen correctly [100], This means that asymp-

totically the Bayesian method is at least as good as any traditional method

which o�ers hit-convergence (see Section 3.2) for the family of continuous func-

tions. In fact, it is usually even better because the asymptotic density of ob-

7In Markovian cases there exist simple ways of determining conditional probabilities. Un-

fortunately, we are able to de�ne only one-dimensional Markovian functions.
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servations of Bayesian methods is considerably higher near the global minimum

(see Section 4.5). However, the main advantage of Bayesian methods is that

they minimize an expected deviation from the global minimum for any �xed

number of observations. It should be emphasized that the objective of Bayesian

methods is di�erent from the traditional asymptotic notions, including such

de�nitions as the convergence rate and the exponential or the polynomial time

algorithms (see Sub-section 2.2.5).

The problem of minimizing the risk function Rn(x) is multi-modal even in the

simplest case (see Section 4.4). Therefore, by using the Bayesian method we

replace the original multi-modal problem by an auxiliary multi-modal problem.

The advantage of doing so is that in optimizing the auxiliary problem even large

deviations are not essential. We need the auxiliary problem merely for some

rough prediction of the risk. Since one uses this prediction only to choose the

best point for the next observation there is no need to minimize the risk function

exactly. We can use simple methods such as Monte Carlo, to minimize Rn(x)

approximately. However, the optimization of a multi-modal risk function is it-

self a computationally demanding task. Therefore, the applications of Bayesian

algorithms can be e�cient only in the global optimization of "expensive" ob-

jective functions. The function f(x) can be regarded as expensive if at least

several minutes of CPU time are necessary for its evaluation. For inexpensive

functions, simpler global optimization methods such as clustering [148], global

line search (see chapters 18 and 19), uniform deterministic search (see chapters

18 and 19), and even the simplest Monte Carlo search could be more e�cient.

It is well known that the intuition of experts depends on their practical ex-

perience. This means that the theoretical analysis of the methods of global

optimization should be supplemented by the analysis of case studies, covering

a su�ciently large family of di�erent applied problems. It is done in the parts,

chapters, and sections of the book oriented towards applications, considering

several real life examples from very di�erent �elds.

1.7 BAYESIAN HEURISTIC APPROACH:

AVERAGE CASE HEURISTIC

ANALYSIS

Generally algorithms of exponential time are needed (see Sub-section 2.2.5) in

order to obtain the exact solution of global and discrete optimization problems.
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Screening techniques, such as Branch-and-Bound (B&B) can be quite useful,

but the high complexity remains. The exponential time performance often re-

mains even if one is ready to accept an approximate solution. This means that

an important factor of exponential time is our desire to guarantee satisfactory

results for all cases, including the worst one.

The reason is that the worst case can be very bad, if the family of functions to

be optimized is large. Therefore, many applied global and discrete optimization

problems are solved using heuristics. The heuristics are de�ned as some simple

functions that roughly predict the consequences of decisions in the optimization

process. We use randomized decision procedures if we wish to assure conver-

gence to the global minimum, in the probabilistic sense, by a multiple repetition

of randomized decisions.

If one knows or expects that some heuristics "work" well, then one may further

enhance the e�ciency of search by de�ning decision probabilities as a function

of those heuristics. We may consider merely one speci�c heuristics or use a

"mixture" of di�erent heuristics.

We adapt the decision function to the given family of optimization problems by

optimizing the randomization parameters through repeated optimization. We

may do it for each problem or merely for one or several problems belonging to

some "learning" set.

We �x a randomized decision function, except for some parameters that are

de�ned as the randomization parameters. We repeat the decision procedure

several times (for given values of the randomization parameters) and accept

the best outcome as the result. We optimize the continuous randomization

parameters to make the search more e�cient. Thus we replace the original

optimization problem by an auxiliary problem involving continuous stochastic

optimization. We solve the auxiliary problem by means of Bayesian algorithms

of global optimization, hence we assume some a priori distribution on a set of

randomized heuristics 8.

The traditional way is to de�ne the a priori distribution on a set of functions

to be minimized. The de�nition of this distribution on the set of heuristic

decision rules allows including of expert knowledge and accelerate the search.

The reason is that we obtain here two ways of introducing expert knowledge.

8Using the Bayesian algorithms to optimize the parameters of randomized heuristics we

tacitly assume an a priori distribution on a set of these parameters.
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The �rst, is by de�ning an a priori distribution, while the second, a new one

for the Bayesian Approach, is by selecting heuristics.

BHA may be applied to both global continuous optimization and discrete op-

timization. The di�erence is that in the continuous optimization all the "neigh-

borhoods" and distances are uniquely de�ned. It is not so in the discrete case.

This introduces some additional uncertainty while de�ning the a priori distribu-

tion directly on a set of functions of discrete variables. Using BHA for discrete

optimization this uncertainty is avoided by de�ning the a priori distribution on

a set of randomized heuristics instead of the set of objective functions. That

makes the application of BHA to discrete optimization problems more attractive

as compared to the traditional BA.

Many well known discrete optimization techniques belong to the MMA meaning

that they are oriented towards the maximal deviation. Usually, these techniques

are referred to as "exact methods". Each approach has advantages and limit-

ations. The comparison by a single criterion is hardly possible, because both

MMA and BA (including BHA) consider completely di�erent criteria. This

applies both to the theoretical and the experimental comparison.

For example, the investigation of asymptotic results is a natural part of the worst

case analysis. In the Bayesian analysis the meaning of asymptotic performance

is not so clear, the expected value after a �nite number of observations is more

important. It also changes the investigation methods. Asymptotic behavior

is a domain of theoretical analysis: one cannot de�ne asymptotic properties

by computing. The estimation of expected values from limited data usually

involves a lot of computing.

The main advantage of the Worst Case Analysis is that we obtain upper bounds

on the deviation. The main disadvantage is the orientation towards the worst

possible conditions. If the family of objective functions is large, then many

iterations are needed to obtain su�ciently low upper bounds (see Table 12.7).

That is the natural "cost" of performance guarantees.

The main advantage of the Bayesian Approach is the orientation towards the av-

erage conditions. An additional advantage of the Bayesian Heuristic Approach

is the possibility of including expert knowledge in a natural and convenient

way. The potential ability to "learn" is also a positive feature of the BHA.

By learning we mean that randomization parameters, that are optimal for some

problems of the given family, will be "good enough" for the rest of the family

(see Section 3.4).
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The main disadvantage is that we cannot de�ne guaranteed bounds on the

deviations. That is the "price" we have to pay for the advantages of the Bayesian

Approach.

1.7.1 Illustrative Examples

Several well known examples are considered in this book to show the advant-

ages and the disadvantages of the Bayesian Heuristic Approach. During the

comparison we ignore the "learning" ability of Bayesian methods, meaning that

we do not use the optimal randomization parameters of the previous problem

as a "starting point" for the next problem.

The knapsack example is the most favorable one for deterministic and exact

methods. Tables 12.1 and 12.2 describing the knapsack example suggest that

the most e�cient method seems to be close to the deterministic heuristics, if

about 1% accuracy is required. Table 12.3 shows that the exact methods can

be more economical, if the average accuracy is needed much higher than 1%.

The knapsack example is a case when the Bayesian Heuristic Approach is not

very useful.

The ow-shop example is known to be very challenging for exact methods. Table

12.7 shows that for a ow-shop example the average deviation of the standard

MILP techniques exceeds that of the Bayesian heuristics many times for the

comparable amount of calculations. The best heuristics happens to be the well

known Gupta algorithm (12.11). The Bayesian improvement over pure Gupta

heuristics is signi�cant (keeping the amount of calculations about the same), (see

Table 12.8). The ow-shop example shows the Bayesian Heuristic Approach in

the most favorable light.

The travelling salesman example shows that if a heuristic is really good, then

the Bayesian approach improves the pure heuristic (similar to [87]) only by

1� 2% (see Table 12.5 and Table 12.6). Nevertheless, that might be important

in some applications.

For both the knapsack problem [69] and the travelling salesman problem obeying

"triangle inequality" [19], there exist polynomial time algorithms which provide

�xed error bounds. For certain problems, no polynomial time approximation

scheme can exist, unless there exists a polynomial time exact algorithm [50].

The ow-shop problem seems to belong to the family of problems di�cult for

approximation [54]. The di�culty of obtaining guarantee bounds is apparently
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one of the factors explaining why the Bayesian heuristics work well in the ow-

shop problem but not in the knapsack and travelling salesman problems.

This means the ow-shop is some type of "Bayesian" problem, while the knap-

sack and the travelling salesman problems are not. How to "recognize" the

"Bayesian" problem is an important task of future investigation. By "Bayesian"

we understand the problems where the Bayesian Heuristics Approach works bet-

ter, as compared with the exact methods and pure heuristics.

The parameter grouping example shows that the Bayesian approach consider-

ably improves the initial temperature of the well known Simulated Annealing

techniques (see Figure 12.5).

We also discuss how to apply the Bayesian heuristics to the job-shop problem,

and how to extend the Bayesian heuristic techniques to the stochastic case.

The reason for this discussion is merely to show the potentials extending the

Bayesian Heuristic Approach. No computing results are presented for these two

problems.

The scheduling of batch processes [128] is considered in detail for di�erent

reasons. This example is very close to real life applications. In addition, the

example shows that in some cases it is convenient to reduce the discrete optim-

ization problem to the global optimization of continuous variables.

We approach this problem by including logical conditions and discrete para-

meters into some algorithmically de�ned objective and constraints. Then we

apply the Bayesian Heuristic Approach using penalty functions. Table 14.1 and

Figure 14.1 represent a simple illustrative example of batch scheduling.

1.8 DYNAMIC VISUALIZATION

APPROACH: INTERACTIVE

ANALYSIS

We describe some dynamic visualization techniques because DVA could be use-

ful while solving the ill-de�ned optimization problems. We de�ne an optimiza-

tion problem as "ill-de�ned" if we update the objective and the model during

the optimization process. It implies a necessity to de�ne the objective and the
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model interactively. Considering various real life optimization problems we see

that many of them are "ill-de�ned".

Visualization is regarded as a decision optimization tool in problems where the

model and/or the objectives are not well de�ned. We investigate four speci�c

problems representing di�erent degrees of determination.

The �rst problem concerns a smooth dynamic representation of data collected

at �xed locations. In the example we want to minimize deviations from constant

temperature in space and time.

The second and the third problems are a dynamic representation of observations

in the form of averages over regions in space and time, and they are exempli�ed

by epidemiological data. We are looking for spatial-temporal patterns that can

suggest the most e�cient ways for prevention and control.

The fourth problem may be referred to as visual indexing. We make an explor-

atory analysis of a large collection of complex objects. The example involves

the application of a dynamic index to a collection of 30,000 images. We search

for the "most interesting" subsets of images via visual inspection of the index.

In all the four cases we de�ne appropriate techniques for the visual repres-

entation. We describe the software and hardware. The software and a video-

tape which displays the results may be acquired from Audris Mockus, e-mail:

audris@bell� labs:com.

1.9 LIST OF APPLICATIONS

We apply BA for the following problems of continuous global optimization:

modeling and yield maximization of electric circuits;

optimization of shock-absorber;

estimation of parameters of an immunological model;

estimation of parameters of bilinear time series;

estimation of parameters of the time series describing the exchange rates;

search for the equilibrium in a competitive economic model;
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optimization of composite laminates;

minimization of molecule potential energy;

optimization of thermostable polymeric composition.

Some useful heuristics are described and potential abilities of BHA are discussed

in the following network optimization problems:

electric circuits;

power grid;

arti�cial neural networks.

We apply BHA to the following discrete optimization problems:

knapsack;

ow-shop;

travelling salesman;

parameter grouping.

We illustrate the dynamic visualization techniques by the following examples:

smooth dynamic representation of data collected at �xed locations (with a

view to minimize deviations from the constant temperature in space and

time);

dynamic representation of observations in the form of averages over regions

in space and time, exempli�ed by epidemiological data (we are looking

for spatial-temporal patterns that can suggest the most e�cient ways of

prevention and control);

visual indexing, a dynamic index to a collection of 30,000 images (in search

for the "most interesting" subsets of images by visual inspection of the

index).
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1.10 BATCH PROCESS SCHEDULING

Most of these examples are regarded as illustrations how to apply the tech-

niques developed in this research. We describe one example separately and in

detail. That is the scheduling of batch processes. One reason for this is that

batch scheduling can be considered either as a continuous or as a discrete op-

timization problem. Since batch scheduling is an important and well known

engineering problem, one may conveniently compare BHA with the results of

other approaches.

A general framework for modeling and optimization of short-term scheduling

problems in multi-product/multi-purpose batch chemical plants is described.

We model time events in the schedule directly by a Non-Uniform Discrete-Time

Model (NUDM) thus making the model clear and convenient for optimization

purposes.

Batch processes can be represented by a state-task network. The problem is

formulated as a Mixed Integer Non-Linear Program (MINLP) and the Bayesian

Heuristic Approach is used to design some new global optimization techniques.

In Chapter 14, BHA is applied for the batch scheduling using the polynomial

randomization (see Sub-section 11.5.1) of the well known Material Requirements

Planning (MRP) heuristics.

In Chapter 15, BHA is applied to randomize the heuristics by means of simulated

annealing techniques. In this chapter, we compare the results of Non-Uniform

Discrete-Time Model with the traditional Uniform Discrete-Time Model. We

consider several examples (including two well-known ones) and show the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of each approach.

In Chapter 16, we reduce the MINLP to a Mixed Integer Linear Programming

(MILP) problem and consider how to solve it using BHA in Genetic Algorithms

(GA).
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1.11 GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION

SOFTWARE

The global optimization software was developed considering the results of inter-

national "competition" of di�erent algorithms of global optimization (see [30]).

Some experience in real life optimization problems was also used in selecting the

set of optimization algorithms (see the "application" chapters of this book). The

set of algorithms of global optimization includes four versions of the Bayesian

search, a version of clustering, a version of a uniform deterministic grid, and a

version of pure Monte-Carlo search.

There are three local optimization methods. One method is of the variable metric

type with Lagrange multipliers and penalty functions for constrained optimiza-

tion of smooth functions (see [137]). The second method is of the simplex type

of Nelder and Mead with penalty functions for constrained optimization of non-

di�erentiable functions (see [61]). The third one is a stochastic approximation

type with Bayesian step size control for noisy functions [100].

All global methods optimize in a rectangular region. Therefore we represent

linear and nonlinear inequality constraints in some form of penalty functions.

The same also applies to local methods of the stochastic approximation type.

In local methods of the simplex and variable metrics types, linear and nonlinear

constraints can be de�ned directly. This may in fact be done by subroutines for

constraints, supplied by the user.

The LINUX C++ version of the global optimization software GM is in the

enclosed DOS format disk in the archive �le 'gmc.tgz'. The archive 'gmc.tgz'

includes illustrative examples of applications to knapsack and ow-shop prob-

lems, too.

In the �les 'gm.tgz' and 'gmf.arj' are the portable Fortran 77 versions of GM

for LINUX and DOS compilers, correspondingly.

In the directory 'classroom' there is a "class-room" version of GM for HP-UX.

The "server" software is in 'classroom/server/gmhp.tgz', the "user" software is

in 'classroom/user/Make�le'.

The illustrative examples of application of the software to optimization and pre-

dicting of exchange rate models are in the �les 'arma.tgz' and 'ar�ma.tgz' (see

README �le in the disk). The software may also be acquired from Jonas

Mockus, e-mail:

jonas@optimum:mii:lt

jonas:mockus@ktl:mii:lt.
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INFORMATION-BASED

COMPLEXITY (IBC)

AND THE BAYESIAN HEURISTIC

APPROACH

2.1 INTRODUCTION

Some concepts of Information Based Complexity are applied in global and dis-

crete optimization, assuming that only partial information about the objective is

available. We gather this partial information by observations and use the tradi-

tional IBC de�nitions and notions while de�ning formal aspects of the problem.

The Bayesian framework is used to consider less formal aspects, like expert

knowledge and heuristics, A parallel computing strategy is considered to over-

come the computational di�culties in using the Bayesian Heuristic Approach.

The objective of this chapter is merely to discuss the relation between the con-

cepts of IBC and the Bayesian Approach (see [75]) including BHA, while ap-

plying those concepts in global and discrete optimization. Speci�c techniques

of BA and BHA are discussed in separate chapters of this book.

2.2 OUTLINE OF IBC

2.2.1 General Objective

We introduce some concepts of Information Based Complexity (IBC) [113, 149].

We follow the development given in [150] while using the IBC notation and

de�nitions.

31
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Let S be a mapping

S : F ! G (2.1)

where F is a subset of a linear space and G is a normed linear space. The aim

is to compute the approximation to S(f) for all f from F .

2.2.2 Information Operations

Since, typically, f is an element from an in�nite-dimensional space, it cannot

be represented on a digital computer. We, therefore, assume that only partial

information1 about f is available. We gather this partial information about f

by computing information operations L(f), where L 2 � 2. The class � denotes

a collection of information operations that may be computed.

For each f 2 F , we compute the number n of information operations from the

class �. Let

N(f) = (L1(f); L2(f); :::; Ln(f)) Li 2 � (2.2)

be computed information about f where Li can be chosen adaptively. That is,

the choice of Li may depend on the already computed L1(f); L2(f); :::; Li�1(f).

We do not consider termination criteria, thus we �x the number n of information

operations.

N(f) is referred to as the information about f , andN is an information operator.

In general, N is many-to-one, and that is why it is impossible to recover the

element f , knowing y = N(f) for f 2 F . For this reason, the information N is

de�ned as partial.

2.2.3 Algorithm of Approximation

Having computed N(f), we approximate S(f) by an element U(f) = �(N(f)),

where � : N(F )! G. The mapping � is referred to as an algorithm.

The de�nition of the error of the approximation U depends on the setting. In

the worst case setting

e(U) = sup
f2F

kS(f)� U(f)k: (2.3)

1For simplicity, we do not consider contaminated information (noisy observations).
2Later we refer to these operations as observations.
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while in the average case setting, given a probability measure � on F , the error

is de�ned as follows:

e(U) = EFkS(f)� U(f)k

=

Z
f2F

kS(f)� U(f)k�(df): (2.4)

2.2.4 Cost of Computing

Suppose that for each L 2 � and for each f 2 F , the computation of L(f) costs

a unit of computing. We de�ne that unit as the observation cost. Let cost(N; f)

denote the cost of computing the information N(f). Note that cost(N; f) � n,

and the strict inequality may occur, since adaptive selection of Li may require

some operations in addition to the cost of n observations.

Knowing y = N(f), we compute U(f) = �(y) by combining the information

Li(f). Let cost(�; y) denote the cost of the operations needed to compute �(y).

The cost of computing U(f); cost(U; f), is given by

cost(U; f) = cost(N; f) + cost(�;N(f)): (2.5)

In the average case setting

cost(U) =

Z
F

cost(U; f)�(df): (2.6)

In subsequent development we shall divide cost(U; f) into two parts: the cost

of observations n and the cost of auxiliary computations a needed for adaptive

selection of Li and for computation of the algorithm �(y). Usually we are certain

how to de�ne the observation cost but are not certain about the cost of auxiliary

computations. Therefore, we shall consider the cost of auxiliary computations

only in qualitative terms, such as "low", "high", etc.

In the IBC framework, the �-complexity is de�ned as the minimal cost among

all U with an error of at most �

comp(�) = inffcost(U) : U such that e(U) � �g: (2.7)
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2.2.5 Exponential-Time Algorithms

We de�ne an algorithm as exponential-time, if the solution time

Ts � C2s; (2.8)

where C > 0 and the parameter s de�nes the "complexity" of a problem.

In discrete optimization problems, the complexity sn is understood as the num-

ber of variables n, meaning that sn = n. Then, from expression (2.8)

Tn � C2n: (2.9)

In problems of real function optimization, we understand the complexity sn as

the index n of guaranteed accuracy of approximation an, therefore sn = n. We

de�ne the accuracy as the error limit3 �n, where the approximation an and the

accuracy �n are related by the expression,

jan �min
x

f(x)j � �n: (2.10)

Here the error limit �n = 2�n (see [79]).

An algorithm is of exponential-time, if to obtain the accuracy �n of approxim-

ation an one needs exponential time of computation. From this de�nition and

expressions (2.8),(2.10) it follows that

Tn � C2n: (2.11)

Thus we arrived at seemingly identical de�nitions of exponential-time algorithms

for both the discrete and the real case (see expressions (2.9) and (2.11)). The

di�erence lies in the di�erent de�nitions of complexity sn.

We call an algorithm to be of polynomial time, if there exist C > 0 and m such

that the solution time

Ts � Csm: (2.12)

Here s de�nes the complexity of the problem. These notions are related to the

well known NP -complete class. If a problem of this class needs polynomial

solution time, then all the others need that,

too 4. If one problem of the NP -complete family can be solved in polynomial

time, then all the others can, too. No polynomial time algorithm has been found

for any NP -complete problem.

3We assume that small error limit implies high accuracy.
4A rigorous de�nition of the NP -complete class in both the continuous and discrete case

is in [79].
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2.2.6 Radius of Information

The traditional IBC theory makes a distinction between information and al-

gorithm. As we have already explained the approximation U(f) is computed

by combining information operators from the class �. Let y = N(f) denote

the computed information. The set S(N�1(y)) consists of all elements from

G which are indistinguishable from S(f). Since U(f) is the same for any f

from the set N�1(y), the element U(f) must serve as an approximation to any

element g from the set S(N�1(y). The quality of approximation U(f) depends

on the "size" of the set S(N�1(y). Therefore IBC theory de�nes the radius of

information radInfo(N) while considering the set S(N�1(y) for y 2 N(F ). In

the worst case setting that means the maximal radius is given by:

radInfo(N) = sup
y2N(F )

rad(S(N�1(y))): (2.13)

Here rad(A) = infx2G supa2A kx� ak.

In the average case setting, the radius of information should be de�ned as the

average radius. However, a formal de�nition of the average radius is more

complicated then appropriate for the present setting (see [113]). We shall not

use the information radius while considering optimization problems. We merely

introduce the information radius as an elegant concept of IBC.

2.2.7 Bayesian Risk

We shall minimize the Bayesian risk R(�) de�ned by the condition

R(�) = inf
U

e(U) (2.14)

Note that in�mum is taken over all possible U , where U is identi�ed with a

pair (N;�), where N is the information and � is an algorithm that uses this

information. This means that the in�mum is taken over all the information N

consisting of information operations from the class �, and over all algorithms �

that use N . We next apply these concepts to global optimization.
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2.3 IBC AND GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION

2.3.1 Observations

Let F be a family of continuous real functions f de�ned on the m- dimensional

hypercube A = [�1; 1]m � Rm, thus G = Rm. Let

S(f) = x�(f) = x� = argmin
x2A

f(x): (2.15)

The information is obtained by the information operator

N(f) = (f(x1); f(x2); :::; f(xn)): (2.16)

Here the points xi are adaptively chosen and the number n is given. A pair

zi = (yi; xi), where yi = f(xi), is de�ned as an observation. A vector z(n) =

(z1; z2; :::; zn) is de�ned as an observation vector.

Denote by xn+1 = xn+1(�) the �nal decision by the algorithm � using the

observation vector z(n). The result of the �nal decision is denoted as

yn+1 = f(xn+1) and the result of the last observation is denoted by xn. The

index i = 1; :::; n denotes current observation.

Since adaptive information is considered, the coordinates of the next observa-

tion xi+1 depend on the already observed results z(i) = (z1; z2; :::; zi). The

observation vector l(N; f) = z(i) is the information about f obtained after i

observations. In general, z(i) is multi-valued, and that is why it is impossible

to recover the element f , knowing z(n) = N(f) for f 2 F .

2.3.2 Decision Algorithms

Having computed z(n) = N(f), we approximate S(f) by an element xn+1 =

U(f) = �(N(f)), where � : z(n)! A. We de�ne xn+1 as the �nal decision.

If we wish to perform each observation in an optimal way we have to de�ne the

algorithms of sequential decisions, too. A mapping �ni : z(i)! A is de�ned as

an algorithm of sequential decision, if i < n. Thus we de�ne each observation

xi = �ni�1(z(i� 1)); i = 1; :::; n5.

5The notion of sequential decisions is indirectly included while de�ning the adaptive in-

formation operations Li in the traditional IBC framework [113].
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2.3.3 Errors

The error of approximation U of the global minimum in the average case setting,

given a probability measure � on F ,

e(U) =

Z
F

w(S(f); U(f))�(df): (2.17)

Assume a linear loss function w to be:

w(S(f); U(f)) = f(U(f))� f(S(f)): (2.18)

Here f(S(f)) = f(x�) is the global minimum of f , and f(U(f)) = f(xn+1) is

its approximation after n observations.

The second component f(S(f)) of expression (2.18) does not depend on the de-

cision algorithms � and �ni . Therefore we truncate expression (2.18) by omitting

the second component

w(U(f)) = f(U(f)) = f(xn+1): (2.19)

Then from expressions (2.17) and (2.19)

e(U) =

Z
f2F

f(U(f))�(df): (2.20)

Note that the non-negative linear loss function (2.18) is a speci�c feature of

optimization problems. Therefore the average error is de�ned by expression

(2.20) omitting the constant term
R
f2F

f(S(f))�(df) where f(S(f)) = f(x�).

That is convenient considering the theoretical cases because the expression of

average of the minimum f(x�) is much more complicated as compared with

that of average of f(xn+1) at a �xed point xn+1
6. This also justi�es the direct

comparison of di�erent approximate algorithms using "truncated" expression

(2.20) instead of traditional expression (2.17). That is important while com-

paring various approximate methods by solving NP -complete problems where

exact algorithms need exponential time.

6The reason is that the optimal x� depends on both the objective f and the algorithm �.
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2.4 BAYESIAN APPROACH

2.4.1 Sequential Decisions

After the observation i we choose the next xi+1 2 A minimizing the expected

error Ri(x):

xi+1 = argmin
x2A

Ri(x);

Ri(x) =

Z
N�1(z(i))

f(U(f))�(df jz(i)): (2.21)

It is supposed that the error is a continuous function of x and that the set A is

compact. Condition (2.21) de�nes the sequential decision rule �ni : z(i)! A.

Using the statistical language, one may say that the measure �(f jz(i)) is an
a posteriori measure that represents our belief in the distribution of elements

f 2 N�1(z(i)) which are indistinguishable after the information z(i) = Ni(f)

has been obtained. Here Ni(f) = (f(x1; :::; f(xi)) denote information operator

(2.16) truncated at the observation i � n.

Clearly, de�ning algorithm (2.21) one has to solve kind of a multi-dimensional

nonlinear dynamic programming problem. The reason is that making a decision

at some stage i < n one has to predict what information will be obtained later.

This means that we should predict all the pairs zj = (xj ; yj); i < j < n+1. We

cannot expect to obtain the complete multi-stage solution. Thus we consider

various ways of simplifying the problem.

2.4.2 Simpli�ed Decisions

Assuming that the current observation is the last one (i = n) we may reduce

the sequential decision rule (2.21) to a sequence of non-sequential problems7.

We de�ne a non-sequential decision, based on the assumption that i = n, as

"zero-step" approximation [102].

In doing so one may oversimplify. If the minimal conditional expectation hap-

pens to be at some observation point, then the optimization stops. An example

is the Wiener process. Consider a family of continuous functions equipped with

7Corresponding to the optimal error algorithm � de�ned by [113].
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the Wiener measure � [168]. Usually

argmin
x2A

�i(x) = xj(i); (2.22)

where �i(x) is the conditional expectation of f(x) given z(i), and

xj(i) = arg min
1�j�n

f(xj): (2.23)

It follows from expressions (2.21) and (2.22) that

xi+1 = xj(i): (2.24)

This means that the optimization stops (see condition (2.22)), and one may be

far away from any minimum. Therefore we consider a "one-step" approxima-

tion, later on assuming that the next observation is the last one: i = n�1. This

means that we use sequential decisions, but we look only one step ahead.

. Theoretically one may look two steps ahead, three steps ahead, and so on.

However, we do not see any speci�c advantages to look more than one step

ahead. Besides, we do not know any practical means to do that.

2.5 A POSTERIORI MEASURE

2.5.1 Traditional Case

If N(f) is a measurable mapping and if F is a measurable subset of a separable

Banach space [113], then one may de�ne the a posteriori measure �jz(i) by

an a priori measure �. Thus Kolmogorov's consistency conditions are retained

and we obtain a powerful analytical tool. For example, one may show how the

sample behavior depends on the a priori measure �, etc. The conditions on �

providing the continuity, di�erentiability, and Lipschitzian properties of sample

functions are well known [23].

For example, the sample functions f(x) of some stochastic process � are con-

tinuous (mod P )8 on [0; 1] if the di�erence

�h(t) = �(t+ h; t+ h)� �(t+ h; t)� �(t; t+ h) + �(t; t) (2.25)

8The term (mod P ) is short for "with probability P = 1" and is convenient considering

several di�erent probability measures.
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satis�es the condition

�h(t) <
Kjhj

klog jhjjq
; (2.26)

where q > 3, K > 0, and P is a probability measure de�ning the stochastic pro-

cess �. These results are important while using the proper sequential decisions

as de�ned by equations (2.21).

2.5.2 Replacing Consistency Conditions

It is less clear why to keep the consistency conditions when one-step approxim-

ation is applied. Using one-step approximation means that the statistical model

is changed after each observation. The consistency conditions imply updat-

ing information while keeping the same statistical model (considering the same

stochastic function). Consequently the traditional consistency conditions seem

almost irrelevant using one-step approximation. Therefore we replace them by

some weaker conditions, namely, the continuity of Bayesian risk and simplicity

of expressions (see [100]).

2.6 BAYESIAN HEURISTIC APPROACH

2.6.1 Why Heuristics?

An important advantage of the Bayesian approach is that one may include some

expert knowledge. That is the main reason why we use the Bayesian approach.

Applying the traditional Bayesian setup one may include the expert knowledge

while de�ning an a priori measure �. Looking at many real life decision tech-

niques one may notice that the expert knowledge is usually exploited via some

expert decision rules so-called heuristics.

There are hundreds of well known heuristic optimization techniques in engin-

eering design and many other �elds [115], [59]. Therefore we may extend the

application of Bayesian approach if we �nd the ways how to include heuristic

optimization into the Bayesian framework. Further we will consider one such

way.
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2.6.2 De�ning Heuristics

Using BHA denote the original objective not by f but by v:

v = v(d); d 2 A � Rm: (2.27)

Denote the original optimization problem by

d� = min
d2D

v(d): (2.28)

A di�erent notation of the objective helps to recognize what approach is used:

the objective v means BHA, and the objective f means BA, or some other

traditional approach not involving any heuristics.

Denote some additional objective as

h = h(d; v) 2 H; d 2 D = D(v) � A: (2.29)

De�ne function (2.29) as a heuristics. De�ne the following mapping as a ran-

domized heuristic decision:

��n : H ! D: (2.30)

Mapping (2.31) de�nes the variable dn 2 D as a function of heuristics h de-

pending on some randomization measure � and the stage n:

dn = ��n(h): (2.31)

We refer to a sequence of heuristic decisions dn as �-consistent if it converges

to the global minimum x�:

lim
n!1

dn = x� (mod �): (2.32)

We consider randomized heuristic decisions because randomization is an easy

way to obtain a convergence. Condition (2.32) holds, if the probability � to hit

any �-neighborhood in the continuous case (or any point in the discrete case) is

positive (see Theorem 3.2.1).

Usually we cannot specify exactly what heuristics h and what randomization

� would be preferable. In such cases, it is natural to consider a "mixture"

of heuristics hs and/or a mixture of randomizations �l. However, we are not

certain about the best "weights" of the mixture. The "weight" of a mixture

component implies a probability of using this component. It is a some type of

a lottery where one may "win" some particular heuristics or/and some speci�c
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randomization procedure. In this lottery weights de�ne the probabilities to

"win".

We represent heuristics by a vector h = (hs; s = 1; :::; S) and randomization

measures by a vector � = (�l; l = 1; :::; L). Denote weights of the components

hs and �l by a vector x 2 X :

x = (xi; i = 1; :::; n);
X
i

xi = 1; xi � 0; n = S + L: (2.33)

A convenient way of representing the uncertainty about the mixture weights is

by an a priori measure �H on X .

Applying the Bayesian Heuristic Approach (BHA) the solution of the original

optimization problem (2.28) may be divided into two parts

In the �rst part minimizing the auxiliary objective f(x) one obtain the

optimal mixture of randomized heuristics

x� = argmin
x2X

f(x) (2.34)

given the a priori measure �H of weights x 2 X .

In the second part we the original objective (2.27) is optimized using ran-

domized heuristic decisions (2.31) de�ned by this mixture.

Here the auxiliary objective f(x) de�nes the best results one obtains by multiple

repetition of randomized decisions given the weights x.

2.6.3 Optimizing Heuristics

One may regard this two-part procedure as a reduction of the original problem

of objective v(d) optimization to an auxiliary problem of mixture weights x

optimization. By mixture weights we de�ne the probabilities to use di�erent

heuristics or/and di�erent randomizations. The best results of repeated Monte

Carlo simulation applying some consistent heuristics h to a function f using the

weights x are de�ned by f(x). These techniques are referred to as a Bayesian

Heuristic Approach (BAH) [94]. One may see that the number of weight vector

components is de�ned only by the number of di�erent heuristics and di�erent

randomization procedures.
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Thus the dimensionality m of the original problem mind v(d); d 2 Rm is not

directly related to the dimensionality n of the corresponding BHA problem

minx f(x); x 2 A � Rn, where n < m, as usual.

2.6.4 Discrete Optimization

There are some additional di�culties in de�ning an a priori measure directly on

a set of the original discrete optimization problem. The reason is that the neigh-

borhood relations are not uniquely de�ned on discrete sets. Those relations are

important in de�ning the a priori measure. It is natural to assume the statistical

relation weak between the distant points and strong between the close ones. We

may apply this assumption only if we know the neighbors. The problem is that

the a priori measure in discrete cases depends on the neighborhood de�nition

what is not always clear.

We avoid this problem using the Bayesian Heuristic Approach. Here the a

priori measure is de�ned on a continuous set of weights of randomized heuristic

decisions. This is an additional advantage of applying BHA to an discrete

optimization problems.

2.6.5 "Learning" Heuristics

The e�ciency of Bayesian Heuristic approach is enhanced by "learning" tech-

niques, common in pattern recognition, neural networks, etc. By "learning" we

mean the optimization of x using a "learning set" (some selected members of

the objective function v of a family V ). We apply these parameters to the other

members of the family V later on (with or without additional optimization)

(see [82]). That is important in designing "on-line" techniques. The learning

e�ect is investigated in the sequel while considering the ow-shop problem (see

Section 12.3).

2.6.6 Comparison with Traditional

Approaches

In traditional approaches (both IBC and BA) the a priori measure � is de�ned

on a set of original objective functions (see expression (2.20)). The optimal

decisions are determined by expressions (2.21).
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Using BHA, we consider a di�erent framework: we de�ne the a priori measure

�H on a set of randomized heuristic decisions directly. This means that we

skip the most di�cult part of the problem. The reason is that applying BA to

optimize the original problem directly, we:

consider equations (2.21) of the same high dimensionality as that of the

original problem;

include the expert knowledge while de�ning an a priori measure on a set

of functions to be optimized.

Applying BHA to solve the original problem indirectly by optimizing a "mix-

ture" of heuristics, we:

consider equations (2.21) of lower dimensionality that is equal to the num-

ber of di�erent heuristics and randomization techniques which usually is

not too large;

include the expert opinion in a natural and e�cient way while de�ning

heuristics 9.

Now let us discuss in short how to "restore" the traditional BA problem, given

the BHA problem. Theoretically one may describe a BHA problem by the triplet

(�H ; �; h), where �H is an a priori measure de�ned on a setX of mixtures x (see

(2.33)), � is a randomization measure, and h is a heuristic. One may describe

a BA problem merely by an a priori measure �.

It is possible to "restore" the BA problem in some simple cases. By restoring

we understand a de�nition of an a priori measure � on a set of objective func-

tions such that the optimal solution of two parts of BHA problem (2.31) and

(2.34) satis�es optimality conditions (2.21) of the BA problem. In other words,

restoring the BA problem we are looking for a single measure � such that yields

BA decisions the same as the BHA triplet (�H ; �; h).

Consider a trivial example of "irrelevant" heuristic h. We de�ne a heuristic

as irrelevant if there exists no relation between h and the original objective v.

In this case, under some obvious conditions, the randomized heuristic decision

9In addition to that, we also include the expert knowledge by de�ning an a priori measure

on a set of "mixtures" of heuristics. This means that BHA provides two ways to include the

expert knowledge. Traditional BA provides only one way
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(2.31) of BHA corresponds to simple Monte-Carlo search. It is easy to see that

Monte Carlo search satis�es optimality condition (2.21) of BA, too, if the a priori

measure � is of "white noise" type. This means that "white noise" decisions in

the traditional BA framework correspond to the decisions of irrelevant heuristics

using the BHA. The possibility of restoring theoretically BA problem from BHA

problem in non-trivial cases is doubtful. However, there is no apparent reason

for such restoration.

Note that a related "restoration" was considered experimentally while invest-

igating decisions of experts solving a multi-modal problem (see [1]). It was

shown that the heuristic expert decisions (the BHA problem) roughly corres-

pond to the Bayesian ones assuming some a priori distribution (the "restored"

BA problem).

2.7 PARALLEL BAYESIAN ALGORITHMS

2.7.1 Outline

Bayesian algorithms perform three types of computations:

observation: here we de�ne the objective f(x) given x = xn 2 A;

forecasting: here we optimize the Bayesian risk R(x), thus de�ning the next

observation point xn+1;

heuristics evaluation: here the best results of a randomized heuristics by

Monte Carlo simulation are de�ned.

One may apply parallel algorithms in all the three cases.

2.7.2 Parallel Risk Optimization

Usually one optimizes the risk R(x) de�ned by expression (2.21) 10 generat-

ing M points x by some simple covering techniques ( such as Monte Carlo or

LP-sequences). If there are K processors, then one may calculate R(x) at K

10Some simpli�ed expressions (see condition (4.11) are used, as usual.
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di�erent points x at the same time. Obviously M � K and M should be di-

visible by K. The result of risk optimization is a set IR(K) of K best points:

l 2 IR(K) if R(xl) � R(xj); j =2 IR(K): That is one iteration. We repeat the

same procedure at each iteration.

2.7.3 Parallel Observations

At each iteration we observe a set IR(K) of K best points. Each observation is

performed in parallel by di�erent processors. We use all available observations

de�ning risk R(x) in the next iteration and continue the optimization until we

reach the limit observation number N which has to be divisible by K. The pro-

cessor number K is assumed much less as compared with the total observation

number N . Otherwise, we should consider di�erent techniques.

2.7.4 Parallel Heuristics

Denote by fK(x) the best results we obtain repeating K times the "mixture" of

randomized heuristics de�ned by the parameter vector x [94, 95]. For example,

x0 may denote a "weight" of the uniform component of randomization, x1 may

denote a weight of the linear component, and x2 may denote a weight of the

quadratic component. If there are K processors, then one may perform all the

K "repetitions" at the same time. If we more repetitions are needed, then one

may choose any repetition number divisible by K.

2.8 CONCLUSIONS

It is convenient to apply the traditional IBC de�nitions and notions directly

while formulating the global optimization problem in general. If we wish to

include less formal aspects, such as expert knowledge, then the Bayesian frame-

work seems more natural. The Bayesian techniques are �t for the optimization

of stochastic problems and for parallel computing.



3
MATHEMATICAL JUSTIFICATION

OF THE BAYESIAN HEURISTICS

APPROACH

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The main objective of BHA is to increase the e�ciency of heuristics by including

them into the Bayesian framework. A natural criterion of algorithm e�ciency

is the results of real life problems [30, 44, 115, 63]. Needless to say, one should

use any available mathematical justi�cation, too. An important condition is to

regard the theoretical and experimental results in right proportions.

For example, it would be wrong to assume that an algorithm that converges to

the optimum is always superior to the one that does not. However, it would be

equally wrong to ignore the convergence. A realistic approach is to consider the

convergence as one of important criteria. The convergence should be regarded

merely as a necessary condition for an algorithm to pretend to some mathemat-

ical justi�cation. As usual, it is not di�cult to prove some convergence, under

appropriate assumptions.

A disadvantage of convergence as a criterion is that it is too "easy" for a mean-

ingful comparison. Many methods converge, including obviously ine�cient,

such as Monte-Carlo search. Therefore we regard the convergence as a �rst

stage of theoretical justi�cation.

Some inequalities could be important as a second stage of theoretical comparison

and justi�cation of global and discrete optimization techniques. It is shown on

simple examples that we obtain better results by randomizing heuristics and by

"mixing" di�erent randomizations.

47
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A third stage of theoretical justi�cation is to show some useful properties, typical

of the given algorithm. For example, in a Bayesian case a speci�c property

is minimization of the average deviation (by de�nition). Another important

feature is the "learning" ability of BHA.

3.2 DEFINITION OF CONVERGENCE

3.2.1 Convergence of Deterministic

Techniques

Using the notation of the previous chapter we consider the information vector

N(f) = (f(x1); f(x2); :::; f(xn)) (3.1)

with the points xi 2 A � Rm adaptively chosen and the number n given.

We de�ne a pair zi = (yi; xi), where yi = f(xi) as an observation. We refer to

a vector z(n) = (z1; z2; :::; zn) as an observation vector.

The traditional convergence de�nition is as follows. An algorithm (3.1) con-

verges to the optimum x� if for any objective f 2 F and any positive � there

exists n� such that

�n = �n(f; d) � �; if n � n�: (3.2)

Here the deviation �n(f; d) de�nes the di�erence between the �nal decision

xn+1(d)
1 using the search algorithm d while optimizing the objective function

f .

Condition (3.2) implies that

sup
f2F

�n(f; d) � �; if n � n�: (3.3)

Therefore, the convergence condition (3.2) belongs to the worst case analysis.

Convergence de�nition (3.2) is not unique, it depends on the de�nition of the

deviation �n(f; d). In this book we de�ne a deviation as the di�erence between

1Note that the index n+ 1 and a reference to algorithm d de�nes the �nal decision made

by algorithm d after n observations. A point of the last observation is denoted as xn.
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the objective values

�n = �n(f; d) = f(xn+1(d)) � f(x�) (3.4)

assuming that the �nal decision xn+1(d) of the decision procedure d is the best

observation

xn+1(d) = arg min
1�i�n

f(xi): (3.5)

Denote the result of �nal decision by yn+1 = f(xn+1(d)).

The convergence often is determined assuming tacitly that the �nal decision is

the last observation

xn+1(d) = xn; (3.6)

and de�ning a deviation as the di�erence

�n = kxn � x�k: (3.7)

This de�nition is usual in local optimization. Di�erent deviations de�ne di�er-

ent convergences. A de�nition of convergence (3.2) using traditional conditions

(3.6) and (3.7) implies that we reach the �-vicinity of global minimum and will

"stay" there. Therefore we refer to it as a "stay-convergence".

Convergence de�nition (3.2) using expressions (3.4) and (3.5) means that we

"hit" the �-vicinity of global minimum at least once. That is called a "hit-

convergence". This de�nition is weaker since condition (3.5) de�nes a sub-

sequence of xn(d).

We may regard the stay-convergence as a special case of the "convergence rate"

(see expression (3.9)) if lim � = 1. If lim � = C < 1, then "convergence

rate" condition (3.9) is weaker than that of stay-convergence (3.7) and (3.6).

Speaking of the convergence in this book we usually mean hit-convergence

de�ned by expressions (3.2) and (3.4) assuming that the �nal decision is the

best one (see condition (3.5)). Other convergence de�nitions are mentioned

merely for comparison.

An algorithm (3.1) is said to converge super-linearly, if for any objective f(x) 2
F and any positive � there exists n� such that

kxn � x�k
kxn�1 � x�k

� �; if n � n�: (3.8)
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Convergence de�nition (3.2) using conditions (3.6), (3.7) is natural and conveni-

ent in a local optimization, but not in the global one. The reason is that two

very di�erent points kx1 � x2k � M may be equal f(x1) = f(x2) (or almost

equal) in the sense of the objective function, what is confusing. We avoid the

contradiction by using conditions (3.4) and (3.5) in the convergence de�nition

(3.2).

Following [100] we de�ne the global optimization convergence rate as a limit of

the relation of observation density �n around the global minimum to the average

density n. We denote this relation as �n = �n=n. Then, the "convergence

rate"

� = lim
n!1

�n: (3.9)

where � is determined by condition (4.12).

A di�erent de�nition of the convergence rate of global random search algorithms

is given in [126]. This shows that the average deviation is equal to O(n�2=m).

However, this result is applicable only while considering the neighborhood of

x� and assuming that the Hessian of f(x�) is positive de�nite. In contrast, one

may apply the convergence rate de�nition (3.9) while considering all the

area A.

3.2.2 Convergence of Randomized Techniques

Algorithm (3.1) is said to be random, if the observations depend on some prob-

ability measure P . A random algorithm converges (mod P ) if for any objective

f , any positive � and �, and all m = 1; 2; ::: there exists n�;� such that

P (sup
l

�n+l � �) � �; n � n�;�: (3.10)

Random algorithm (3.1) is said to converge in probability P , if for any objective

f(x) and any positive � and �, there exists n�;� such that

P (�n � �) � �; n � n�;�: (3.11)

Here �n denotes the deviation de�ned by expressions (3.4)(3.5) or by alternative

expressions (3.7) (3.6). Conditions (3.7) (3.6) are applied while considering the

convergence of simulated annealing (see [154]) and stochastic approximation

(see [39]) methods. We de�ne the convergence using weaker conditions (3.5)

(3.4) assuming that the �nal decision is the best one.
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We de�ne a gap radius �n as a maximal distance to the nearest observation

�n = max
x2A

min
1�i�n

kx� xik: (3.12)

Considering optimization of a continuous objective f(x); x 2 A on a compact

set A using conditions (3.4) (3.5) we replace the the deviation �n by the gap

radius �n in convergence de�nitions (3.10) and (3.11)2.

Then, from conditions (3.10) and (3.11) it follows

P (sup
l

�n+l � �) � �; n � n�;� (3.13)

and

P (�n � �) � �; n � n�;�: (3.14)

The gap radius (3.12) is a non-increasing function of m. This means, that

sup
m

�n+m � �n: (3.15)

In this case stronger condition (3.13) is satis�ed, too, if weaker condition (3.14)

holds. Later on we shall consider mainly the randomization techniques that

satisfy condition (3.14).

Gap-Avoiding Randomization (GAR)

Denote by pi(�) the probability that an observation iwill "hit" the region � 2 A.

Denote by

ri(�) = 1� pi(�) (3.16)

a "no-hit" probability.

Denote by rij(�) a joint no-hit probability, meaning that both the observations

i and j do not hit �. We refer to a randomization as GAR, if

rij(�) � ri(�)rj(�): (3.17)

2We do the same replacement for discrete optimization problems, too.
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Theorem 3.2.1 A Gap-Avoiding Randomization (GAR) converges, in the sense

of condition (3.10), for any continuous objective f(x); x 2 A on a compact set

A 2 Rm
(or for an objective f de�ned on a discrete set A), if the condition

pi(�) � 1� exp(�c=i) (3.18)

holds for some c > 0.

Proof

From condition (3.17) the probability r(n; �) that not a single of n observations

will hit the region �

r(n; �) �
nY
i=1

ri(�): (3.19)

Denote

r(�) = lim
n!1

r(n; �): (3.20)

It follows from conditions (3.19) and (3.18) that

r(�) = 0 (3.21)

because

r(�) = lim
n!1

exp(�c
nX
i=1

1=i) = 0: (3.22)

This means that the gap radius �n de�ned by expression (3.12) satis�es con-

vergence condition (3.14) and consequently condition (3.13). Condition (3.13)

implies the convergence (mod P ) de�ned by condition (3.10) in the case of

optimization of the continuous functions f on a compact set A.

That proves a "continuous" part of the theorem.

Using expression (3.4) we may formally replace the deviation �n by the gap

radius �n in convergence conditions (3.10) and (3.11) for discrete optimization

problems, too. Therefore, the theorem conditions also hold, if the set A is

discrete.

2

It is well known [151] that in the continuous case the convergence of random

search algorithms follows from the assumption that p(�) > 0 for each � of
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a positive Lebesgue measure, where p(�) = 1 � r(�). Theorem 3.2.1 is more

speci�c, in the sense that it de�nes the su�cient conditions when the assumption

p(�) > 0 holds. Testing of these conditions is simpler, sometimes.

Convergence condition (3.18) is satis�ed under the usual convergence conditions

of simulated annealing [154]. The advantage of Theorem 3.2.1 is that it holds

for any "initial temperatures". However this theorem ensures merely the hit-

convergence (see conditions (3.10) (3.5) (3.4)) assuming that the �nal decision

is the best one. The traditional simulated annealing convergence theorems [154]

regard the stronger stay-convergence (see conditions (3.10) (3.7) (3.6)).

3.3 ADVANTAGES OF RANDOMIZED

HEURISTICS

3.3.1 Optimizing a "Mixture" of Pure

Heuristics and Monte-Carlo Search

Consider a given sequence of Monte-Carlo and pure heuristic search. For ex-

ample, the symbol (r; :::; r; h; :::; h) means that the Monte-Carlo search (denoted

by r) is repeated several times and then multiple pure heuristics (denoted by h)

is applied. Denote by vk(r; :::; r; h; :::; h) the average results in this case, where

k is the number of repetitions including both Monte-Carlo and pure heuristics.

Assume, for illustration, that

the values of the objective function are uniformly distributed in a unit

interval;

results of pure heuristics may be expressed as

vk(h; h; :::; h) = y0(� +
1� �

(k + 1)2
) = � +

1� �

(k + 1)2
(3.23)

regarding the starting point y0 = 1.

The parameter � � 0 denotes an asymptotic residual value as k ! 1. Thus,

expression (3.23) roughly represents the results of some local search algorithm

starting from the initial value y0 and approximating a local minimum by �.
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After simple calculations we obtain the expression of average results of the k-th

repetition of Monte-Carlo search

vk(r; r; :::; r) =
1

k + 1
: (3.24)

If �rst we repeat pure heuristics l times and afterwards Monte-Carlo search

m = k � l times, then

vk(h; :::; h; r; :::; r) =
1

m+ 1
(1� (1� v(l; 0))m+1): (3.25)

If we start by repeating of Monte-Carlo search l times and afterwards the pure

heuristics m = k � l times, then

vk(r; :::; r; h; :::; h) =
1

l + 1
(� +

1� �

(m+ 1)2
): (3.26)

Now we consider a "mixture" of pure heuristics and of Monte Carlo search.

Denote by qi a probability of choosing Monte-Carlo search at the stage i, then

the probability of pure heuristics at this stage will be pi = 1� qi. Assume that

probabilities qi are independent. In this way we de�ne probabilities of di�erent

(r; h) sequences. For example, the probability of Monte-Carlo sequence r; ::::; r

is a product
Qk
i=1 qi, and so on. Denote by vk(q) the average results given

q = (q1; :::; qk).

Consider two simple cases for illustration.

Two-stage Case

For example, a pair (r; h) denotes that the Monte-Carlo search is used at the

�rst stage and the pure heuristics at the second one. A symbol v(r; h) = v2(r; h)

denotes average results given sequence (r; h) and a symbol v(q) = v2(q) de�nes

average results given probability q.

Assume, for simplicity, that q1 = q2 = q. Then the average results given q

v(q) = q2v(r; r) + q(1� q)(v(r; h) + v(h; r)) + (1� q)2v(h; h): (3.27)

The optimal value of q = q� is de�ned by the expression

q� =

8>>><
>>>:

q0; if 2v(h; h)� (v(h; r) + v(r; h)) � 0,

and 2v(r; r) � (v(h; r) + v(r; h)) � 0,

and v(r; r) + v(h; h)� (v(h; r) + v(r; h)) > 0

0; if 2v(h; h)� (v(h; r) + v(r; h)) < 0

1; if 2v(r; r) � (v(h; r) + v(r; h)) < 0.

(3.28)
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This expression was obtained by optimizing average v(q) and meeting necessary

constraints. Using expressions (3.23)(3.24)(3.25)(3.26) one may write that

q0 =
1

2

81�2 + 242� � 35

81�2 � 14� + 29
; (3.29)

and

2v(h; h)� (v(h; r) + v(r; h)) < 0; if 81�2 + 242� � 35 < 0; (3.30)

and

2v(r; r) � (v(h; r) + v(r; h)) < 0; if 81�2 � 270� + 93 > 0: (3.31)

Solving (3.29)-(3.31) we obtain

q� =

8<
:
q0; if 0:138 � � � 0:390

0; if � < 0:138

1; if � > 0:390.

(3.32)

This means that pure heuristics are optimal, if the local minimum � is close

to the global one (� < 0:138). The "pure" Monte-Carlo search is optimal, if

the local minimum is far away (� > 0:390). A mixture of pure heuristics and

Monte-Carlo search is optimal if the parameter �, that approximately de�nes

the local minimum occurs between these limits.

Three-stage Case

In this case expression of average results v(q) = v3(q) given q is longer. Solving

equations similar to expressions (3.29)-(3.31) we obtain

q� =

8<
:
q0; if 0: � � � 0:40

0; if � < 0:

1; if � > 0:40.

(3.33)

Here

q0 =
A
+
�
p
A2 �BC

B
; (3.34)

where

A = 0:14�3 � 3:91�2 � 1:09� � 0:22; (3.35)
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and

B = �0:42�3 + 6:15�2 + 1:05; � + 0:88 (3.36)

and

C = 1:58�2 � 0:19� + 0:11: (3.37)

The examples show that using a mixture of pure heuristics and Monte-Carlo

search one may obtain better results than using them separately. It seems

natural since using a mixture we optimize a real variable q 2 [0; 1] instead of

the Boolean one corresponding to the choice between the pure heuristics q = 0

and the Monte- Carlo search q = 1

3.4 "LEARNING" OF BHA

In pattern recognition systems "learning", as usual, is via "teaching" sequences.

A "teacher" declares the true state and the recognizing system adapts its para-

meters accordingly.

Here we consider learning without a teacher. The system optimizes a sequence

of problems and updates optimization parameters by the results. One may

regard that as a "self-learning" or extrapolation. However we use a shorter

term, namely, "learning".

Using BHA in a non-learning mode we optimize its parameters for each problem

separately. If solving a new problem we use BHA parameters which were optimal

while solving some other problems, then we work in a learning mode. A learning

mode is useful while solving "on-line" problems when we are short of time for

BHA parameter optimization. In such a case, we may use BHA parameters

obtained from a "learning set" containing a number of real life or test problems.

The "quality" of learning is de�ned as the di�erence between the "learned"

parameters and the "actual"3 ones.

Denote by 
 a set of optimization problems

min
d2D

v!(d); ! 2 
: (3.38)

Denote the optimal BHA parameters by x! (see Chapters 1 and 11).

x! = argmin
x2X

f!(x): (3.39)

3By "actual" we mean optimal for a given problem.
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Suppose that problems ! are generated independently and uniformly distributed

in 
. Assume that to each ! there corresponds one and only one optimal BHA

parameter x!. Then expression (3.39) de�nes a mapping of the set 
 into the

set X . Assume, for simplicity, the existence of probability density p(x!).

Denote by 
l(m) � 
 a learning set of m problems. Suppose that all the m

problems of the learning set 
l(m) are generated independently and uniformly

distributed in 
. Denote the learned parameters (parameters de�ned consider-

ing the learning set) by xl. For example, one may de�ne learned parameters as

an averages on the learning set. Than

xl = 1=m
X

!2
l(m)

x! : (3.40)

Consider learned parameters xl as some approximation of optimal parameters

x! ; ! 2 
n
l(m), where index ! denotes the sample function to be optimized.

Denote by R(l;m) an expected error, when an approximate parameter xl is used

instead of the true one x!. We de�ne it as learning error. Assume a quadratic

loss function

l(x!; xl) = jjx! � xljj2: (3.41)

Then, from expressions (3.40) and (3.41)

R(l;m) = El(x!; xl) = E(x! � xl)
2

= Ex2! � 2Ex!xl +Ex2l : (3.42)

From the independence of problems ! 2 
, it follows that x! are independent,

too. Therefore

Ex!xl = Ex!Exl (3.43)

consequently

R(l;m) = Ex2! + 2Ex!Exl +Ex2l

= �2! + �2l + (�! � �l)
2: (3.44)

Here �! = Ex!; �l = Exl; �
2
! = Ex2! � (Ex!)

2; �2l = Ex2l � (Exl)
2.

We generate learning problems independently in 
, consequently it follows from

(3.40) that

�! = �l

�2l = 1=m �2! : (3.45)
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From expressions (3.44) and (3.45) it follows that

R(l;m) =
m+ 1

m
�2!: (3.46)

We see that the learning error depends on the number m and the variance �!.

Given the number m, the learning error is determined by the variance �!. Thus

one may say that the maximal variance means no learning, and the minimal one

means a complete learning. We say that learning is "weak", if the variance is

equal to that of a uniform distribution of x! 2 X .

This de�nition of BHA learning is illustrated by a one-dimensional example,

where X = [�1=2; 1=2]. In this case, weak learning error is

R(l;m) = (m+ 1)=m

Z 1=2

�1=2

x2dx = 1=12; (3.47)

the maximal learning error (no learning) is

R(l;m) = (1=2(1=2)2 + 1=2(�1=2)2)(m+ 1)=m = 1=4 (m+ 1)=m; (3.48)

and the minimal learning error (complete learning) is zero.

The complete learning means that the optimal parameters x! remain the same

for all the problems ! 2 
. The no-learning means that these parameters are as

far away as possible from the learned value xl. The weak learning corresponds

to a uniform distribution of optimal parameters x! 2 X .

The following example illustrates a smooth change in the learning error. Sup-

pose that the density of optimal parameter x! is

p(x!) =

�
1=�; if x! 2 [��=2;�=2]
0; otherwise

: (3.49)

Then

R(l;m) = 1=12 (m+ 1)=m �: (3.50)

If � = 1, then we obtain a weak learning, if �! 0, then we approach a complete

learning, if 0 < � < 1, then the learning is between weak and complete.

The idea may be directly extended to a multi-dimensional case, too. We de�ne

a learning test by applying BHA to a set of uniformly distributed optimization

problems. If the results of the test are uniform, that means a weak learning.
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One may regard the learning good, if the results tend to concentrate in one

area. For example, Figures 12.1 and 12.2 show that in the ow-shop example

the learning of BHA is rather good because the density of optimal parameters

is clearly non-uniform. The density is considerably greater around the point

x = (0:2; 0:5).
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4
BAYESIAN APPROACH TO

CONTINUOUS

GLOBAL AND STOCHASTIC

OPTIMIZATION

4.1 METHOD OF SEARCH

Consider a family CA of continuous functions f = f(x); x 2 A � Rm. Assume

a possibility to evaluate f at any �xed point xn; n = 1; : : : ; N , where N is the

total number of observations.

The point of n+1 observation is de�ned by a decision function dn in the following

way: xn+1 = dn(zn). Here the observed data are represented by a vector

zn = (xi; yi; i = 1; : : : ; n); yi = f(xi). We represent the method of search by

a vector d = (d0; : : : ; dN ). Denote the �nal decision by xN+1 = xN+1(d)
1. A

deviation of the method d from the global minimum x� is expressed as a linear

function:

� = �(f; d) = f(xN+1(d))� f(x�) (4.1)

The worst case analysis corresponds to the "mini-max" condition:

min
d

max
f2CA

�(f; d) (4.2)

The well known example of the mini-max method is a uniform grid, in a case

of Lipschitz functions with an unknown Lipschitz constant (see [143]).

De�ne the average case analysis by the "Bayesian" condition:

min
d

Z
CA

�(f; d)dP (f) (4.3)

1Note that the index N + 1 and a reference to algorithm d de�nes the �nal decision made

by algorithm d after N observations. A point of the last N-th observation is denoted as xN .

A point of the current observation is denoted by xn; n = 1; :::;N .
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Here P is an a priori distribution.

4.2 DEFINING A PRIORI DISTRIBUTION

It is easy to see from expression (4.3) that Bayesian methods depend on an a

priori distribution P . The choice of P is very wide. Therefore, �rst we must

set some conditions that de�ne "a proper family" of a priori distributions.

An a priori distribution is considered as "proper", if it ensures the convergence

to the global minimum of any continuous function when n is large. The su�cient

conditions (see [100]) are:

the conditional variance converges to zero, if the distance to the nearest

observation approaches zero.

the conditional variance converges to some positive number, otherwise.

This means that we cannot predict exact values of an objective function outside

the "densely observed" area. A large family of a priori distributions satis�es

this condition. Some additional conditions should be introduced if we wish to

narrow this family. Simple and natural are the three following conditions:

1. continuity of sample functions f(x);

2. homogeneity of the a priori distribution P ;

3. independence of the m-th di�erences

Condition 2 means that a priori probabilities do not depend on the origin of

coordinates. Condition 3 means that the m-th di�erences are like "white noise".

Here the m-th di�erences can be regarded as discrete approximations of deriv-

atives of the m-th order. Assumption 3 is the weakest condition compatible

with a continuity of samples. It does not restrict the behavior of derivatives.

As a result, the sample functions are non-di�erentiable almost everywhere.

The Gaussian a priori distribution with constant mean � and the covariance

function �j;k satis�es these conditions if

�j;k =

mY
i=1

�
1�

jxij � xik j
2

�
: (4.4)
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Here xij 2 [�1; 1]; i = 1; : : : ;m. If m = 1, then a priori distribution (4.4) can be

regarded as a sum of two Wiener processes running in the opposite directions

plus a constant �.

This example shows that the a priori distribution on a set of continuous func-

tions is not so "subjective" after all. It can be derived from some simple and

clear assumptions.

4.3 UPDATING A PRIORI

DISTRIBUTIONS

Denote by px(y) an a priori probability density of the objective function y =

f(x) at a �xed point x. By px(yjzn) denote a conditional probability density of
f(x) with regard to the observation vector zn. It is refered to as "a posteriori

density".

A transformation of px(y) to px(yjzn) corresponds to the well known Bayesian

formula. This transformation can be regarded as an updating of the a priori

density after observing the results represented by the vector

zn = (xi; yi; i = 1; : : : ; n); yi = f(xi).

In a Gaussian case, the a posteriori density can be expressed as:

px(yjzn) =
1

p
2��n(x)

e
� 1

2

(y��n(x))
2

�2n(x) : (4.5)

Here �n(x) is the conditional expectation of f(x) with regard to zn. It shows

expected values of y = f(x) after n observations. The corresponding conditional

variance is denoted by �2n(x). It de�nes the degree of uncertainty of f(x) after

n observations. Denote by �(x) an a priori expected value of f(x) and by �2(x)

the initial uncertainty represented as an a priori variance.

Denote by �ij an a priori covariance between f(xi) and f(xj). Denote by �xi an

a priori covariance between f(x) and f(xi). Here the corresponding covariance

matrices are expressed as � = (�ij) and �x = (�xi). Then the conditional

expectation:

�n(x) = �(x) + �x�
�1(y � �(x)) (4.6)

and the conditional variance:

�2n(x) = �2(x)��x�
�1�Tx (4.7)
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If the a priori distribution corresponds to equation (4.4) and m = 1, then

expression (4.6) is a linear interpolation between the observed values yi. Ex-

pression (4.7) de�nes a piecewise quadratic positive function with zero values

at the observed points xi. In this special case we need no inversion of the co-

variance matrix. The reason is that the a priori distribution corresponding to

equation (4.4) is Markovian. This means that the conditional expectation and

conditional variance depend only on two closest observations, one observation

on the left and one on the right. It helps to design simple and e�cient Bayesian

methods for one-dimensional global optimization (see [148]). Unfortunately, the

Markovian property holds only in a one-dimensional case.

4.4 DEFINING AND MINIMIZING RISK

FUNCTIONS

It follows from condition 4.3 that a Bayesian method may be expressed in the

folowing way:

d� = arg min
d

Z
CA

(f(xN+1(d))� f(x�))dP (f)

This condition can be simpli�ed omitting the second component of the integral

which does not depend on d. Thus we have:

d� = argmin
d

Z
CA

f(xN+1(x))dP (f) (4.8)

Equation (4.8) can be reduced to an N-dimensional dynamic programming prob-

lem (see [99]). However, this problem is too di�cult. Therefore one-step ap-

proximation is used. For any n we suppose that the n + 1 observation is the

last one, and so on, until we reach n = N .

Assume P such that the minimum of the conditional expectation

�0n = minx2A �n(x) is equal to the minimal value observed y0n = min1�i�n yi,

like in the Wiener process. Then the point of the next observation x = xn+1

(see Figure 4.1) should minimize the conditional expectation of the least of the

two values: f(x) and cn, where f(x) is a predicted value at the point x and

cn = y0n � �n Here �n is a correction parameter. This parameter can control

the inuence of the remaining observations. The parameter should be large if

there are many of them. It should be small otherwise. In the one-step Gaussian

case, the risk function can be expressed as:
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Rn(x) =
1

p
2��n(x)

+1Z
�1

min(y; cn)e
�

(y��n(x))
2

�2n(x) dy (4.9)

Consequently the Bayesian method can be de�ned as the following sequence:

xn+1 = arg min
x2A

Rn(x); n = 1; : : : ; N: (4.10)

We see from equations (4.6),(4.7), and (4.9) that to de�ne the risk function for

m > 1 one needs to inverse the covariance matrix of the n-th order. It is too

di�cult when n is large. Consequently one has no other choice than to abandon

the classical framework of the probability theory. We shall replace some of its

basic assumptions by other conditions more convenient for calculations.

The inversion of the covariance matrix � corresponds to the solution of the

system of linear equations representing Kolmogorov's consistency conditions.

Thus, the only way to avoid the expensive inversion is to omit those conditions.

It seems reasonable to replace Kolmogorov's consistency conditions by the fol-

lowing three assumptions:

1. continuity of risk function (4.9);

2. convergence of method (4.10) to the global minimum of any continuous

function;

3. simplicity of expressions for �n(x) and �n(x).

Then method (4.10) can be expressed (see [100]) as:

xn+1 = arg max
x2A

min
1�i�n

kx� xik
2

yi � y0n + �n
; n = 1; : : : ; N: (4.11)

4.5 CONVERGENCE OF BAYESIAN

METHODS

The main motivation for introducing the Bayesian search was not its asymp-

totic performance. We wanted to minimize an average deviation after some
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�nite (usually small) number of observations. In this way we de�ned Bayesian

methods (4.10) and (4.11).

Let us consider these methods from the point-of-view of asymptotic behavior,

too. We have already included the usual convergence conditions as condition

2 de�ning Bayesian method (4.11). This condition is weak. It does not show

the e�ciency of search. The e�ciency of search can be de�ned as a relation of

the density of observations in the area of global minimum to the corresponding

average density. It is denoted by �n. Then the limiting behavior of �n for

method (4.11) can be expressed as:

� = lim
n!1

�n =
fa � f0 + �

�
; (4.12)

where

� = lim
n!1

�n:

Here �n > 0 is a correction parameter, f0 is a minimal value of f(x) and fa is

an average value of f(x) (see [100]),

One can see from equation (4.12) that the search will be nearly uniform asymp-

totically if the correction parameter � is large, or if the objective function f(x) is

at, what means that fa�f0 is small. If the correction parameter is small, then

most of observations will be in the neighborhood of the global minimum asymp-

totically. However, a large number of observations will be needed to approach

the asymptotic condition (4.12).
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Figure 4.1 Conditional expectation m(x), conditional standard s(x), and risk

function R(x) with regard to �xed values x(1); x(2); :::





5
EXAMPLES OF CONTINUOUS

OPTIMIZATION

5.1 OUTLINE

Many examples of applications are related to the optimization of parameters of

mathematical models represented as systems of non-linear di�erential equations.

The objective function f(x) depends on the solution of equations. Variables x

represent controlled parameters of the system. The three following examples:

maximization of the general yield of di�erential ampli�ers (see Section 5.2),

optimization of the mechanical system of shock-absorber (see Section 5.3),

estimation of the parameters of non-linear regression of an immunological

model (see Section 5.4),

belong to such a family of problems The last example suggests a broad area for

applications of global optimization. It is well known that in non-linear regression

square deviation as well as a likelihood function could be multi-modal one for

some data. The number of local minima may be very large, even in simple

cases. An example is

estimation of unknown parameters of bilinear time series (see Section 5.5).

A large "source" of di�cult global optimization problems is engineering design.

Here one optimizes parameters of mathematical models, usually non-linear . An

example is

71
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optimization of composite laminates (see Section 5.6).

Many laws of nature could be de�ned in terms of global optimization. An

example:

the "Disk" problem: minimization of potential energy of organic molecules

(see Section 5.7).

We are often not able to describe the behavior of new materials and technologies

by mathematical models, because the corresponding information and knowledge

is not available. Here we optimize by direct experiments, changing the control

variables and observing the results. An example:

The planning of extremal experiments of thermostable polymeric compos-

ition (see Section 5.8).

Let us now consider these examples separately.

5.2 MAXIMIZATION OF THE GENERAL

YIELD OF DIFFERENTIAL

AMPLIFIERS

In the production of Large Scale Integration (LSI) electronic circuits there are

some inevitable deviations of dimensions of the LSI elements such as transistors

and resistors from the ratings, set by a designer. As a result, some of the circuits

do not meet the standards. The reason is that such parameters like delay time

� , a lower level of output voltage U or a bias of zero u may get out of the

feasible region.

We de�ne these parameters by a system of non-linear di�erential equations,

depending on the dimensions of transistors and resistors. Usually the system of

di�erential equations is solved using speci�c numerical techniques. Deviations

of dimensions from the �xed ratings are simulated using some Monte Carlo

techniques assuming a multi-variate Gaussian distribution.

In addition, there are "catastrophic" rejects, due to the defects of a silicon

crystal.
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Therefore the yield function can be expressed as a product of three components:

The number of circuits in a crystal . It is a decreasing function of dimen-

sions.

The unit minus the fraction of rejects, attributable to the deviation of para-

meters. It is an increasing function of dimensions;

The unit minus the fraction of rejects, due to crystal defects. It is a de-

creasing function of dimensions.

The product of monotonous functions is not necessarily unimodal. Simulating

a di�erential ampli�er we got the yield function that is two-modal for each

variable representing the width or the length of a transistor. This means a

possibility of 22m modality, where m is the number of transistors.

A multi-modality of the yield function together with the presence of noise,

inevitable in any Monte-Carlo simulation, makes the problem very di�cult.

A coordinate optimization (global search optimizing each variable separately

one-by-one (see Chapter 18)) seems convenient enough. It includes elements

of visualization because one may see how the objective depends on separate

dimensions during coordinate optimization.

The noise is �ltered by Wiener smoothing. This means that the yield function is

assumed to be aWiener process and that the simulation error is a Gaussian noise

with a standard deviation � (see [7]). If � is large, then one gets a horizontal

line corresponding to the average value of observations. This means complete

�ltering and no optimization. If � is zero, then we see a piece-wise linear

line connecting the observed values. This means no �ltering at all and a large

number of pseudo local minima. The value � = 10 is convenient for optimization

and visual investigation of the yield function of a di�erential ampli�er.

In one-dimensional global optimization the Wiener smoothing seems more con-

venient in comparison with the well known techniques of "smoothing of scatter-

plots" (see [48]). In the Wiener smoothing there is only one parameter con-

trolling the smoothing level, and this parameter has a clear statistical meaning.

It can be regarded as the variance of Gaussian noise and can be estimated using

the results of observations.

The idea of the Wiener smoothing can be regarded as a spline smoothing under

some conditions (see [24]). The meaning of standard deviation of noise � is

similar to that of the spline smoothing parameter �.
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5.3 OPTIMIZATION OF THE

MECHANICAL SYSTEM OF

SHOCK-ABSORBER

Let us consider a mechanical object of two masses. Suppose that a shock is

an instantaneous impulse and that a shock-absorber can be represented by a

system of linear di�erential equations. The parameters of the shock-absorber

should minimize the maximal deviation during a transitional process.

f(x) = max
0�t�T

j �(t)j; (5.1)

where �(t) denotes a trajectory of the lower mass, and f(x) means the maximal

deviation during the transitional process. Four components of the vector x 2 B

represent di�erent relations of elasticities, masses and dampers. We de�ne a

feasible set B by non-linear constraints. Using penalty functions we can reduce

the problem to the optimization in a rectangular set A, where B � A.

Expression (5.1) means that the objective f(x) is de�ned by solving a one-

dimensional multi-modal problem maxt2[0;T ] j �(t)j . As a result, we get a

four-dimensional multi-modal problem minx2A f(x) .

A convenient way to maximize a one-dimensional multi-modal function �(t) is

by a relatively simple one-dimensional Bayesian method (see [164]). The four-

dimensional function f(x) is rather expensive. The calculation of this function

for a �xed x is de�ned algorithmically and includes two procedures: the �rst

one de�ning the trajectory �(t), and the other maximizing j�(t)j. Thus when

minimizing f(x) we use the global multi-dimensional Bayesian method (see

[100]).

The case of a non-linear shock-absorber (when we represent the object by a

system of non-linear di�erential equations) can be treated in a similar way. The

di�erence is that the numerical integration of non-linear di�erential equations

should be applied instead of the analytic one. Another di�erence is that there

appears an additional, �fth, parameter of "non-linearity."
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5.4 ESTIMATION OF NON-LINEAR

REGRESSION PARAMETERS OF THE

IMMUNOLOGICAL MODEL

The well known mathematical model of immune response is a system of non-

linear di�erential equations with time delay (see [9])

dv

dt
= �fv

df

dt
= �c� �fv � �1f

dc

dt
= �fvjt�� � �2(c� c0): (5.2)

Here v = v(t) is a density of plasma antigen, f = f(t) is a density of spe-

ci�c antibodies, c = c(t) is the density of plasma cells, � is time delay, and

; �; �; �1; �2; � are unknown parameters of the model, represented by a vector

x.

The relation between the parameters x of the model and the trajectories v(t),

f(t) and c(t) at the points ti; i = 1; : : : ;K is de�ned by numerical methods.

The objective function f(x) is a likelihood function for some given data. Ex-

perimental data correspond to the reaction of a homogeneous sample of mice

to the inoculation of a non-pathogenic antigen. The results of experiments are

plasma cell densities at six �xed moments of time ti; i = 1; : : : ; 6.

For these data the likelihood function seems like a unimodal one. However, the

global optimization turned out to be useful while selecting a good starting point

for local optimization. That is important, because the e�ciency of local search

depends on the starting point.

The function f(x) is not "expensive" due to the e�ciency of speci�c numer-

ical integration methods (see [9]). Thus the methods of uniform deterministic

optimization proved to be su�ciently good in preliminary global search of the

starting point for local optimization.
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5.5 ESTIMATION OF BILINEAR TIME

SERIES PARAMETERS

The class of bilinear time series models is useful for describing many non-linear

phenomena. Let us consider a simple example:

yi = x1yi�1 + x2yi�2 + x3yi�1ei�1 + x4yi�2ei�1 + ei

Here x = (x1; : : : ; x4) are unknown parameters, yi; i = 1; : : : ; k are experi-

mental data, and ei are residuals.

The way of behavior seen from this model, is rather common in seismological

data (see [125]). For this type of data, the activity due to an event is of very

short duration. The unknown parameters x can be estimated by minimizing the

sum of residual squares:

f(x) =

KX
i=1

ei
2

It is easy to see that if i is large, then the residuals ei are polynomials of a high

degree, thus the multi-modality of f(x) is almost inevitable. In that sense it is

a good example of the application of global optimization. The function f(x) is

smooth, therefore some type of second order techniques such as variable metrics

techniques may be used for local optimization.

Consider an example of bilinear time series (6.19) with p = 2; q = 1; s = 2; r = 1:

zt � a1zt�1a2zt�2 + �t + c1;1zt�1�t�1 + c2;1zt�2�t�1; t = 1; :::; T (5.3)

For illustration we consider a simple case when T = 12, �t are Gaussian f0; 1g,
and a1 = 0:8; a2 = �0:4; c1;1 = 0:6; c2;1 = 0:7 The mean square deviation

f(x) =
P12

i=1 �t. Figure 5.1 shows how f(x) depends on c2;1. In this �gure d(x
4)

denotes a mean square deviation f(x), and x4 denotes a variable parameter c2;1.

5.6 OPTIMIZATION OF COMPOSITE

LAMINATES

The optimization is usually most e�cient in new developments. There are

several reasons for that, such as the lack of experience, and the absence of
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Figure 5.1 Bilinear Time Series

library of ready-made designs to be chosen. There is no "expert feeling" of the

problem, which usually appears after some experience.

An example of a new application area is the design of laminated composite

materials. Several thin layers (plies) are bound together to form a composite

laminate. A single ply consists of long reinforcing �bers (e.g., graphite �bers),

embedded within a relatively weak matrix material (e.g., epoxy). All �bers

inside an individual ply are oriented in one direction. Composite laminates are

usually fabricated in such a way that �ber angles vary from ply-to-ply.
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The decision variable xk is a �ber orientation angle in the kth ply. Here k ranges

from 1 to n and n equals the number of plies in the laminate. The angles xi

range from �900 to +900.

The objective function f(x) is de�ned by experts as a sum of "penalty" functions

corresponding to di�erent plies k = 1; : : : ; n under di�erent load conditions j =

1; : : : ;m. It was supposed that penalties are exponentially increasing functions

of calculated ply strains �ki(j); i = 1; 2 and a ply shear strain k12(j). It was

assumed that the penalty functions are multiplied by a factor � = m � n, if the
corresponding critical strains �cri and cr12 are exceeded. Thus,

f(x) =
�
1
m

�Pm
j=1

"Pn
k=1

"�
� � exp

j�k1(j)j��
cr
1

�cr
1

�2

+

�
� � exp

j�k2(j)j��
cr
2

�cr
2

�2

+

�
� � exp

jk12(j) j�
cr
12

cr
12

�2
##

(5.4)

The ply strains �ki(j); i = 1; 2 and k
12(j) are functions of the decision variables x

k

and the applied loadings. The summation is taken over all n-plies and m-loading

conditions.

Three methods of global optimization were compared: Bayesian, uniform de-

terministic, and Hit-and-Run (see [162]). As expected, the Bayesian method

used the available observations in the most e�cient way. The method of Hit-

and-Run consumed less computer time, due to simpler auxiliary calculations.

The method of uniform deterministic search was somewhere between the Bayesian

and the Hit-and-Run method , both in terms of computer time and the number

of calculations.

This ordering of e�ciency of the methods is natural for simple functions. We

expect that with an increase in the complexity of f(x), what apparently will

happen taking into account many additional important factors, the Bayesian

method may turn out to be the best one.
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5.7 THE "DISK" PROBLEM:

MINIMIZATION OF POTENTIAL

ENERGY OF THE ORGANIC

MOLECULE MODEL

Assume that the potential energy f(x) of a molecule can be represented as a

sum of functions vij(rij), where rij is the distance between atom i and atom j.

Thus,

f(x) =
X

i;j=1;:::;m;i<j

vij ;

where

vij =
�sij
rij

�12
�
�sij
rij

�6
:

Here

sij = 1=2(si + sj), sj is a diameter of "atom" j and

rij =
p
(xi � xj)2 + (yi � yj)2 + (zi � zj)2:

A vector (xj ; yj ; zj) represents the center of atom j.

A two-dimensional problem was an attempt to compare di�erent methods of

global optimization at the CECAM Workshop on Global Optimization and Mo-

lecular Chemistry, Paris, June 1990. Most of the optimization methods at the

Workshop were using also gradient values. It was supposed that the gradients

were roughly N + 1 (where N is the number of variables) time more "expens-

ive" and more "informative" in comparison with a single observation of f(x).

It was assumed that the minimal number of iterations in the seven point (14

variables) disk problem is ten. Consequently the minimal equivalent number of

observations can be estimated as 10(14 + 1) = 150.

The Bayesian algorithm was good in the sense of the number of observations.

Some other methods such as tunneling (see [85]), stochastic equations (see [41]),
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and a discrete dynamical system (see [31]), were more e�cient with respect to

computer time, due to simpler auxiliary calculations. The disk problem was

considered in two stages.

In the �rst stage, the main objective is merely to get a preliminary understanding

on the behavior of the objective function. In order to do that we would like to

de�ne some initial approximation to the global minimum, using a very small

number of observations.

The advantage of this stage of research is that di�erent methods can be easily

compared using di�erent computers, including PC. A disadvantage is that the

bench-mark problem of 7 "atoms" is very small as compared to real organic

molecules with 300 and more atoms. However, the results of comparison of

the methods obtained for a small problem using a small number of observa-

tions may be useful for larger problems and, correspondingly, larger numbers

of observations.

For the tasks of the �rst stage, a convenient tool is a PC and global optimization

software with good graphics, for example, the system GM (see Chapter 19). The

result after 9 observations of global Bayesian search and 108 observations of

local search was �9:45. It deviates signi�cantly from the global minimum which

is about�12:6. One of the reasons of such a great deviation is that the number of
observations was very small. Another reason is that global optimization methods

are usually most e�cient , if the objective function can be represented as a

sum of two components: one unimodal and one multi-modal. The multi-modal

component makes the sum also multi-modal. The projection of the potential

energy function looks as a nearly constant function with occasional high and

narrow spikes.

The second stage is to compare the results without restricting the observation

number. The result after 153952 observations using the clustering algorithm

was �12:5396, what is quite near to the global minimum. Some other methods
achieved a similar result, only the number of observations was larger.
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5.8 PLANNING OF EXTREMAL

EXPERIMENTS ON THERMOSTABLE

POLYMERIC COMPOSITION

The objective function f(x) is a speci�c loss of mass kg=m2 in the ow of high

temperature gases during a �xed interval (20 sec.).

There are four variables x = (x1; x2; x3; x4), where

x1 is the ratio of carbonized phenol- formaldehyde resin to phenol- formalde-

hyde,

x2 is the percentage of urotropine,

x3 is the speci�c pressure of moulding kg=cm2,

x4 is the time of moulding min.

Technological constraints are given in the form ai � xi � bi; i = 1; : : : ; 4.

No mathematical description of the objective function was available. The expert

opinion was that f(x), perhaps, has more than one local minimum. The only

way to de�ne the values of f(x) at �xed points xi was by physical experiment.

In such a case, noise � is present as usual. The noise makes the testing of

uni-modality of f(x) very di�cult. Thus, applying local methods of extremal

experimental planning we can get stuck to some local minimum, which is far

from the global one.

Table 5.1 Minimization of speci�c loss of mass

i x1i x2i x3i x4i f(xi)

1 50 13 4 070 8 2.141

2 55 14.5 6 990 12 0.737

4 65 12.5 5 210 4 0.514

5 70 11 5 909 30 0.495

11 70 14 3 289 3 0.493

8 77 7.7 3 700 20 0.417

26 80 10.5 4 320 17 0.385
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Here the application of Bayesian methods seems natural. The �rst 12 obser-

vations were uniformly distributed using a deterministic uniform search (see

[136, 141] and Sections 18, 19). The following 14 observations were carried

out by the one-step Bayesian algorithm with the Gaussian a priori distribution

de�ned by expression (4.4)1.

Table 5.1 shows only the results of these observations when the quality of ma-

terial was increasing. The best value of speci�c loss 0.385 was considered to be

good for the materials of the given type at the time.

1This algorithm is not in the GM software, because it satis�es Kolmogorov's consistency

conditions and therefore needs inversion of the covariance matrix (see Section 4.4 and [100]),

what is a very expensive operation, if the number of observations is large. The experimenters

ignored the computing expenses because the cost of physical experimentation was very high.



6
LONG-MEMORY PROCESSES

AND EXCHANGE RATE

FORECASTING

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Modeling persistence in economic and �nancial time series using the autoregress-

ive fractionally integrated moving average (ARFIMA) method has attracted the

attention of many researchers in recent years [29, 16, 161, 17, 81, 103]. The

frequency of the use of ARFIMA modeling in empirical research underscores

the importance of e�cient, both computational and statistical, estimation of

the models. In estimating the parameters of the ARFIMA models, three ap-

proaches have been used: Maximum Likelihood(ML) [142], approximate ML

[86, 46, 65, 66], and two-step procedures [51, 70]. Geweke and Porter-Hudak's

method [51], unlike the ML approach, is less computationally demanding but

some analysts consider it to be inadequate for �nite samples.

In all the cases local optimization techniques were used. Theoretically we

may apply the global optimization algorithms to the traditional ML problem.

However, for parsimony in computation, the local optimization is usually ap-

plied [142]. In this case, the optimization results depend on the initial values,

what implies that one cannot be sure if a global maximum is found. Further-

more, as noted in [21], the maximum likelihood estimation of ARFIMA models

hinges upon estimations of the auto-covariances which are complicated functions

of hyper-geometric functions. Thus in estimating auto-covariances of ARFIMA

models one has to engage in computations of the hyper-geometric functions that

may lead to serious round-o� errors.

Theoretically, we may obtain a much better approximation to the global op-

timum using the advanced techniques of global optimization [63, 95, 148, 168].

83
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However, the global optimization is very di�cult in almost all the cases1. The

reason is a high complexity of multi-modal optimization problems in general.

It is well known [79] that optimization of real functions cannot be done in

polynomial-time, unless P = NP 2. In practice, this means that we need an

algorithm of exponential time to obtain the �-exact solution. The number of

operations in exponential algorithms grows exponentially with the accuracy of

solution and dimensions of the optimization problem (see Subsection 2.2.5).

A simple approximate approach in estimating the parameters of ARFIMA mod-

els is Least Squares (LS). We minimize the log-sum of square residuals instead

of maximizing log-likelihood (see [103]).

Section 6.2 deals with the ARFIMA models and estimation methods. Section 6.5

considers the models of variable structure (VS) using the Iranian rial/$ monthly

"black" market exchange rate as an illustration. Section 6.6 investigates multi-

modality problems using $/$ and DM/$ daily exchange rates, and AT&T and

Intel Co stocks closing rates. Section 6.7 compares the average prediction results

of ARMA and the Random Walk (RW) models.

6.2 AUTO-REGRESSION

FRACTIONALLY-INTEGRATED

MOVING-AVERAGE MODELS

(ARFIMA)

6.2.1 De�nitions

We de�ne an ARFIMA3 process as a time series zt
4

A(L)(1� L)dzt = B(L)�t: (6.1)

1By `di�cult' we mean the time measure of computational complexity, that is, the minimum

length of time would be needed for a standard universal computer to perform a task, see

Subsection 2.2.5.
2The notation P = NP means the existence a polynomial-time algorithm P for solving

NP -complete problems. That is merely a theoretical possibility.
3Often the alternative title ARIMA(p,d,q) is used.
4Note that, contrary to the traditional practice, we do not assume the time series to

be stationary. We allow the degree of integration of the series to be determined by direct

estimation of the di�erencing parameter, d.
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Here

A(L)wt = wt �
pX
i=1

aiwt�i (6.2)

and

B(L)�t = �t �
qX
i=1

bi�t�i; (6.3)

where �t = Gaussian f0; �2g .

We de�ne the transformation (1� L)d as follows:

wt = (1� L)dzt = zt �
1X
i=1

dizt�i: (6.4)

Here

di =
�(i� d)

�(i+ 1)�(�d)
; (6.5)

where d is a fractional integration parameter, and �(:) is a gamma function.

We assume that

zt�i = 0; wt�i = 0; �t�i = 0; if t � i: (6.6)

We truncate sequence (6.4)

di = 0; if i > R: (6.7)

Here R is the truncation parameter, the number of non-zero components.

6.2.2 Likelihood Maximization

The log-likelihood function of the ARIMA(p,d,g) process is de�ned as follows:

log L(z;�;�) = �
1

2
log j�j �

1

2
(z � �)T��1(z � �): (6.8)

Here � is a covariance matrix and � is an expectation vector of z.

In [89] they used direct maximization of (6.8) to estimate the parameters of a

fractional Gaussian model. To simplify the calculations in [65, 66] approximate

optimization techniques were used, maximizing the log-likelihood function (6.8).
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6.2.3 Minimization of Residuals

One of the advantages of residual minimization, as compared with the log-

likelihood maximization, is that one may see directly how the objective depends

on unknown parameters. We de�ne residuals by recurrent expressions:

(6.9)

�1 = w1

�2 = w2 � a1w1 + b1�1

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

�t = wt � a1wt�1 � :::� apwt�p + b1�t�1 + :::+ bq�t�q:

(6.10)

Next the sum

f(x) = log fm(x); fm(x) =

TX
t=1

�2t (6.11)

is minimized.

The logarithm is used to decrease the objective variation by improving the

scales. The objective fm(x) depends on m = p+q+1 unknown parameters that

are represented as an m-dimensional vector x = (xk ; k = 1; :::;m) = (ai; i =

1; :::; p; bj ; j = 1; :::; q; d).

It is easy to see from (6.10), (6.4), and (6.2) that residuals �t are linear functions

of the parameters at. This means that the minimum conditions

@fm(x)

@ai
= 0; i = 1; :::; p (6.12)

are given by a system of linear equations that de�nes the estimates of parameters

ai = ai(b; d) as a function of parameters bi; i = 1; :::; q; d. It reduces the number

of parameters of non-linear optimization to n = q + 1.

The system

@fm(x)

@bi
= 0; i = 1; :::; q (6.13)

may have a multiple solution, because the residuals �t depend on bi as polyno-

mials of degree T � 1.
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The equation

@fm(x)

@d
= 0 (6.14)

may also have multiple solutions, because the residuals depend on d as a poly-

nomial of degree R, where R is a truncation parameter.

These imply that, in general, the objective fm(x) is a multi modal function of

parameters d and bi; i = 1; :::; q 5. Therefore, one has to consider the methods

of global optimization (see, for example [100]).

Denote

f(x) = log fq+1(x) (6.15)

where

fq+1(x) = fm(x); xj = bj ; j = 1; :::; q; xj+1 = d; xj+1+i = ai(b; d); i = 1; :::; p:

his means that by condition (6.12) we de�ne those x- components that represent

the parameters ai; i = 1; :::; p.

There is no variance �2 in expressions (6.15) and (6.10). If necessary, we have

to estimate the variance by some other well known techniques.

6.2.4 Advantages and Disadvantages of

Squared Residuals Minimization (SRM)

An advantage of the SRM approach is that objective (6.11) is explicitly ex-

pressed as a function of variables a, b, and d. It is important in the investiga-

tion of multi-modality problems while looking for an e�cient method of global

optimization. Model (6.11) is exible. For example, one may conveniently

consider the sum of ARIFMA model with some other models,

A disadvantage of model (6.11) is a truncation (see expression (6.7)), and a

change made by truncation in variances and covariances. Compare, for example,

the simulated series of [56] which did truncate and that of [51] which did not.

We think that in some cases the advantages of model (6.11) outweigh the dis-

advantages. In any case, a simple model (6.11) is a good test problem while

5The same reasoning applies to the log-likelihood function, too.
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developing some global optimization techniques that may be used for likelihood

maximization, too.

For Box-Jenkins ARIMA models (see [12] and expressions (6.2) and (6.3)),

the parameters ai and bj are estimated by formal methods. The parameter d

is determined by intuitive examination of various plots of autocorrelation and

partial autocorrelations of the estimated residuals obtained from expression

(6.1). As a general rule fractional ARIMA processes with 0 < d < 1=2 exhibit

long memory, and for d � 1=2, the process is non-stationary.

Using the formal methods of estimation, such as the present one, we directly

estimate the di�erencing parameter d as well as other parameters. Note that the

ARFIMA model does not represent the long run relationships per se; although

it detects persistence in the series if one exists. One can use the ARFIMA

model to test for existence of long-run relationship between the variables of the

model, but that method has not been elaborated in this book.

6.3 ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORKS

MODELS (ANN)

One uses the ARFIMA model (6.1) because of two reasons

the model may detect the persistence in the time series;

the model is linear regarding the data and non-linear as a function of para-

meters of both the moving average b and the fractionally integration d.

If we are interested mainly in the non-linearities, then we may apply many

other non-linear models, including the ones that are non-linear regarding the

data, too. In this book we will discuss two of them. In this section the ANN

model will be considered. In the next section, we shall introduce a bilinear term

into the ARFIMA model.

We apply ANN by involving the non-linear activation function � (see (Section

10.1)) into the standard Auto-Regression model

wt = �(

pX
i=1

aiwt�i) + �t: (6.16)
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The idea lurking behind ANN is that the activation function � roughly represents

the activation of a real neuron. We minimize the sum

fm(x) =

TX
t=1

�2t ; (6.17)

where the objective fm(x) depends on p unknown parameters represented as a

p-dimensional vector x = (xk; k = 1; :::; p) = (ai; i = 1; :::; p).

From expression (6.16) it is clear that the residuals �t are nonlinear functions

of parameters at if the activation function � is nonlinear 6. This means that the

minimum conditions

@fm(x)

@ai
= 0; i = 1; :::; p (6.18)

is a system of nonlinear equations that may have a multiple solution. Obviously,

using ANN one obtains the same multi-modality problem as in a case of AR-

FIMA model (see non-linear equations (6.13)). The multi-modality problems

of ANN models are discussed in Chapter 10.

6.4 BILINEAR MODELS

It is well known that for the adequate description of some phenomena additional

non-linear terms of the time series could be of use. A simple example is to add

a bilinear term (see [125, 88]). Here are bilinear time series extending the

ARFIMA model:

A(L)zt = B(L)�t + C(L)zt�t; (6.19)

where

C(L)zt�t =

sX
i=1

rX
j=1

cijzt�i�t�j : (6.20)

For an illustrative example of the bilinear time series see Section 5.5.

6Assuming the linear activation function � the ANN model is reduced to the standard

Auto-Regression model.
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Figure 6.1 The rial/$ monthly exchange rate in "black" market (1965-1988)

6.5 VARIABLE STRUCTURE MODELS

(VSM)

There are cases when the model structure changes. An examples is the former

Eastern-Block countries and some Developing Nations. A simple example illus-

trating how the proposed approach works in the VSM is rial/$ monthly "black"

market exchange rate. Assume that the real life �nancial models may be rep-

resented as a sum of two components: deterministic and stochastic.

6.5.1 Deterministic Component

Figure 6.1 shows the rial/$ rate yt as a function of time t. The series may

be represented as a sum of a deterministic component �t and some ARIFMA

process. Assume that

�t =

�
�0; if t � T0
�0 + �(t� T0); otherwise.

(6.21)

Here �0 and � are unknown parameters, and T0 is the structural change moment

(the time of Iranian revolution). Note that the standard �t of the rial/$ rate yt
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depends on �t. Suppose that

�t =

�
��0; if t � T0
�(�0 + �(t� T0)); otherwise.

(6.22)

Assume the residuals �t, as de�ned by expressions (6.10) and (6.4), to be inde-

pendent with zero expectation and a constant standard �

E�t = 0; (6.23)

E�2 = �2:

This assumption and conditions (6.21),(6.22), (6.10), and (6.4) hold, if

zt =
yt � �t

�t
: (6.24)

6.5.2 Estimation of the Deterministic Model

Consider some simple estimators of deterministic parameters �; �; �0. First

we estimate the parameters �0 and � using only yt; t � T0. It follows that

��0 = 1=T0

T0X
1

yt; (6.25)

��2 = 1=T0

T0X
1

(yt � ��t)
2:

The parameter � is estimated by minimizing the sum h of squared zt de�ned

by expression (6.24)

h(�) =

TX
t=1

z2t : (6.26)

It follows from (6.24) and the condition dh(�)=d� = 0 that

TX
t=1

(y2t (t� T0)� yt(t� T0)(�0 + �(t� T0)

(�(t� T0) + �0)3
= 0; (6.27)

or

TX
t=1

(y2t (t� T0)� yt(t� T0)(�0 + �(t� T0)

(�(t� T0) + �0=�)3
= 0; (6.28)
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or

TX
t=1

(y2t (t� T0)

(�(t� T0) + �0=�)3
= �

TX
t=1

yt(t� T0)

(�(t� T0) + �0=�)3
: (6.29)

After some rearrangement

� =

PT
t=1

y2t (t�T0)��0
(�0=�+(t�T0))3PT

t=1
yt(t�T0)2

(�0=�+(t�T0))3

: (6.30)

We may use the following simple estimate of � as a �rst approximation

~� =

PT
t=T0+1(yt � �0)PT
t=T0+1(t� T0)

: (6.31)

The estimate ~� is unbiased, because

E~� =

PT
t=T0+1E(yt � �0)PT
t=T0+1(t� T0)

= (6.32)

PT
t=T0+1(�(t� T0) + �0 � �0)PT

t=T0+1(t� T0)
= �: (6.33)

To improve the estimate of � one may use the iterative procedure. At the �rst

iteration we obtain �� from (6.30), by �xing � = ~� on the right side of (6.30)

�� =

PT
t=1

y2t (t�T0)��0
(�0=~�+(t�T0))3PT

t=1
yt(t�T0)2

(�0=~�+(t�T0))3

: (6.34)

At the second iteration we replace ~� by the estimate �� and obtain an "updated"

estimate ���. The procedure is repeated until some stopping condition is met.

As an alternative, one may use the Newton method to minimize h(�)

�n+1 = �n � sn; n = 1; 2; :::: (6.35)

where

sn = dh(�n)=d� d2h(�n)=d�
2: (6.36)

Here

d2h(�n)=d�
2 =

TX
t=1

yt(t� T0)
2(

2

(�0 + �(t� T0))3
�

3yt

(�(t� T0) + �0)4
):(6.37)

One may choose the iterative (6.34) or the Newtonian (6.35) technique de-

pending on the initial choice of the parameters ~�0 and ~� that determines the

convergence conditions.
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6.5.3 Estimation of a Joint Variable Structure

Model

We joined two di�erent models to make the estimation of parameters �0; �; �

more convenient. This helped us to "clean up" the ARIFMA models by reducing

the inuence of a deterministic component. ARIFMA parameters a; b; d are

estimated before and after the Iranian revolution separately, using the common

estimates ��0; ��; �� for both ARIFMA models: 1 � t � T0 and T0 + 1 � t � T .

These models are referred to as model 1 and model 2.

Figure 6.2 shows the rial/$ rate transformed by expression (6.24) for model 1

(from 1965 to 1976). For a better "visibility" we add the value of �0 to the

data.

Figure 6.3 shows the rial/$ rate transformed by expression (6.24) for model 2

(from 1977 to 1988). Estimating unknown ARIFMA parameters we minimize

the log-sum of squared residuals de�ned by expression (6.11).

6.5.4 Multi-Modality in VSM

A set of �gures 6.4, 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11 shows how log-sum (6.11)

depends on the parameters b0, b1, and d, correspondingly. The �rst four �gures

indicate the results of model 1. The remaining four show the results of model 2.

The basis of selecting intervals such as b0 2 [�0:5; 0:5]; b0 2 [�0:35; 0:5], etc.
is the proper scales. For example, selecting the interval [�0:5; 0:5] we see the
multi-modality. The objective looks at in the region [�0:35; 0:5]. Selecting

[�0:35; 0:5] we see how the objective changes in this region, while the multi-

modality "disappears". Parameters a are estimated by expression (6.12) dir-

ectly. Inspecting Figure 6.4 we notice two distinct regions: a "multi-modal"

region, and a "uni-modal" one. For better visualization we show only the "uni-

modal" region in Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.6 shows that the relations of log-sum (6.11) on b1 are more regular,

meanwhile being multi-modal. Figure 6.7 shows that the relation of log-sum

(6.11) on d is multi-modal. The global minimum of objective (6.11) as a function

of d is at d = 0:747. The local minimum is at zero.

7That is the only observed case when the optimal d is non-zero.
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Figure 6.2 Transformed rial/$ monthly exchange rate (1965-1976)
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Figure 6.3 Transformed rial/$ monthly exchange rate (1977-1988)
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Figure 6.4 Log-sum (6.11) as a function of the parameter b0 2 [�0:5; 0:5] of

the model 1
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of the model 1
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Figure 6.6 Log-sum (6.11) as a function of the parameter b1 2 [�1; 1] of the

model 1
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model 1
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Figure 6.8 shows a multi-modality of log-sum (6.11) as a function of b0 in

model 2. Figure 6.9 shows a "multi-modal" region of b1 in model 2. Figure

6.10 illustrates only the "uni-modal" region. Figure 6.11 demonstrates that the

global minimum of log-sum (6.11) as a function of d is exactly at zero, as usual.

The results witness that ignoring the multi-modality of sum (6.11) one cannot

obtain reliable estimates of parameters b and d. Therefore the global optimiza-

tion is needed.

6.5.5 Semi-Monte Carlo Simulation

A simple way of visual "validation" of a model is by Monte-Carlo simulation.

The objective of simulation is to compare the real data with the simulated results

of the statistical model de�ned by expressions (6.21), (6.22), and (6.4).

An obvious way to do that is by using some type of "Semi-Monte Carlo" simu-

lation technique de�ned in short as "Simulated Forecasting" (SF). Using SF we

�x the estimated values of unknown parameters �0; �; � common for both the

models 1 and 2. We also �x the "individual" parameters a; b; d for each of two

ARFIMA models.

The residuals �t (see expression (6.10)) are determined up to the simulation

starting moment t(s) using the observed data. The rest of residuals �t; t � t(s)

are generated by a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance �2. We

repeat the simulation 10 times for each ARIFMA model separately. The results

are presented in Figures 6.12 and 6.13.

The lines denoted as "real" show the real data (the rial/$ exchange rate trans-

formed by (6.24) plus �0). The "mean" lines show the average results of SF

prediction of yt + �0. The "min" and "max" lines denote the lower and the

upper values of simulation. Therefore, these lines are referred to as "SF- con-

�dence intervals", meaning that if the model is true, one may expect those

"intervals" to cover the real data with some "SF-con�dence level" �(SF ). It

is very di�cult to de�ne �(SF ) exactly. Assuming that "interval deviations"

may be regarded as independent and uniformly distributed random variables,

we obtain �(SF ) = 1� k. Here k is the number of Monte-Carlo repetitions. In

our case, k = 10, thus �(SF ) = 0:9
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Figure 6.8 Log-sum (6.11) as a function of the parameter b0 2 [�0:3; 0:6] of

the model 2
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Figure 6.9 Log-sum (6.11) as a function of the parameter b1 2 [�0:6; 0:9] of

the model 2
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Figure 6.10 Log-sum (6.11) as a function of the parameter b1 2 [�0:6; 0:3]

of the model 2
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Figure 6.12 Results of Semi-Monte Carlo Simulation of the transformed

rial/$ monthly exchange rate (1965-1976)
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Figure 6.13 Results of Semi-Monte Carlo Simulation of the transformed

rial/$ monthly exchange rate (1977-1988)
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Unfortunately, this assumption "over-simpli�es" the statistical model. There-

fore, one may regard "SF-con�dence levels" �(SF ) merely as a Monte-Carlo

approximation.

6.6 OPTIMIZATION OF ARFIMA

MODELS

6.6.1 Multi-Modality Examples

We consider $/$ and DM/$ daily exchange rates and AT&T and Intel Corpor-

ation stocks closing rates as examples (see 6.14, 6.15, 6.16, 6.17). Estimating

unknown ARIFMA parameters we minimize a log-sum of squared residuals

de�ned by expression (6.11).

A set of �gures 6.18, 6.19, and 6.20 shows how log-sum (6.11) depends on the

parameters b0, b1, and d, considering the $/$ exchange rate.

A set of �gures 6.21, 6.22, and 6.23 shows the same relation considering the

DM$ exchange rate.

A set of �gures 6.24, 6.25, and 6.26 show the relation regarding the AT&T

stocks closing rate.

A set of �gures 6.27, 6.28, and 6.29 show the relation obtained from the Intel

Corporation closing rate.

Parameters a are estimated by expression (6.12).

The �gures indicate the multi-modality of log-sum (6.11) as a function of para-

meters b0; b1; d in all the three cases8. We see that zero is always the local

minimum of objective (6.11) as a function of d. The point d = 0 is the global

minimum, too, in most cases, an exception is model 1 (see Figure 6.7).

8That means a multi-modality of sum (6.11), too.
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Figure 6.16 AT&T stocks closing rate (starting from August 30, 1993)
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Figure 6.17 Intel Co. stocks closing rate (starting from August 30, 1993)
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Figure 6.22 Log-sum (6.11) as a function of the parameter b1 2 [�0:05; 0:]

regarding the DM/$ exchange rate
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Figure 6.23 Log-sum (6.11) as a function of the parameter d 2 [�0:1; 0:1]

regarding the DM/$ exchange rate
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Figure 6.25 Log-sum (6.11) as a function of the parameter b1 2 [0:01 : 0:1]
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Figure 6.26 Log-sum (6.11) as a function of the parameter d 2 [�0:1; 0:1]

regarding the AT&T stocks closing rate
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Figure 6.27 Log-sum (6.11) as a function of the parameter b0 2 [�1:; 1:]
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Table 6.1 The initial points obtained in optimizing ARFIMA models by

global algorithms

Data b0 b1 d min log f(x)

$/$ -1.195 -0.169 0.0005 1.51675

DM/$ -1.019 0.0120 0.0007 1.60065

Rial/$ (1) 0.15 0.45 0.74 0.9395

Rial/$ (2) 0.51 -0.45 0.0004 0.9350

AT&T -1.017 0.0118 0.00005 9.83208

Intel Co 0.9975 0.0055 0.012 7.35681

6.6.2 "Initial" Points

The "initial" points b00; b
0
1; d

0 (see Table 6.1) for drawing all these relations

were de�ned using a sequence of two global methods referred to as BAYES1 and

EXKOR (see [100] and Chapter 19). BAYES1 denotes a search in accordance

with a multi-dimensional Bayesian model (4.11). The best result of BAYES1

is a starting point for an one-dimensional coordinate search EXKOR using an

one-dimensional Wiener model, see expression (4.4). In both the cases 1000

iterations are used.

The number of auto-regression (AR) parameters is p = 10, the number of

moving-average (MA) parameters is q = 2, and the truncation parameter (6.7)

is R = 30. The reason is that increasing these numbers we did not succeed to

improve the objective function (6.11) signi�cantly.

Table 6.1 shows the estimated parameters for $/$, and DM/$ daily exchange

rates , and for closing rates of AT&T and Intel Co stocks. Table 6.1 also shows

these parameters for rial/$ monthly exchange rates for two periods: period (1)

is before the Iranian revolution, and period (2) is after it. It is clear from Table

6.1 that d's for all the time series (except the rial/$ ones) are very close to zero.

Hence, we may conclude that the underlying stochastic processes generating

$/$and DM/$ rates do not exhibit persistence.

Let us to compare this result with that of traditional approaches to testing

for long memory processes (see, for example,[16, 161, 17]). The traditional

methods are based on the assumption of continuity: small changes in data do

not cause jumps in parameter estimates. This assumption is valid in a linear

regression. However, in a non-linear regression, as is the case here, the multi-
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modality cannot be ignored because a sum of non-convex functions (6.11) could

be multi-modal.

In multi-modal cases, a small change in data may result in a jump of the optimal

parameter value. For example, a small change in data may cause the jump of

optimal parameter d from zero. Say we obtained optimal d = 0 considering the

rial/$ post-revolution data (see Fig. 6.7). We obtain optimal d = 0:74 using the

pre-revolution data (see.6.11). Investigating various �gures we �nd that slight

data changes cause jumps in parameters b0 and b1, too.

The present research clearly shows that the traditional uni-modality assumption

used in the linear regression models, is not sustainable for the data sets used

in this study and which show evidence of non-linearity. Ignoring the multi-

modality of (6.11) one cannot obtain reliable estimates of parameters b

and d.

The objective of this work is merely to show a multi-modality of the problem.

Therefore to save the computing time the global optimization was carried out

approximately using not many of iterations. The results of global optimization

were used as a starting point for local optimization. Thus we guarantee the

�nal results at least as good as that of local optimization.

The high-accuracy global optimization is very expensive. As usual, the com-

puting time is an exponential function of accuracy in the global optimization.

Therefore, what happens after the high-accuracy global optimization of the ob-

jective function, is not yet clear. However, it seems clear that the investigation of

multi-modality should be the �rst step in estimating parameters of non-linear re-

gression models, including the ARFIMA ones9. Balancing computing expenses

and accuracy of estimation is the important problem of future investigation in

the �elds of exchange rate prediction and global optimization.

6.7 OPTIMIZATION OF ARMA MODELS

In the previous sections we considered, in general terms, the optimization of

parameters of ARFIMA models. Here we consider an algorithm for optimization

of parameters of the ARMA model. This model is much simpler and may

be regarded as a good �rst approximation. Denote by yt the value of y at

9Meaning that the sum (6.11) of the ARFIMA model is a non-linear function of the para-

meters b.
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the moment t. Denote by a = (a1; :::; aq) a vector of auto-regression (AR)

parameters, and by b = (b1; :::; bq) a vector of moving-average (MA) parameters.

yt �
pX
i=1

aiyt�i = �t �
qX

j=1

bj�t�j ; t = 1; :::; T: (6.38)

The residual

�t = yt �
pX
i=1

aiyt�i +

qX
j=1

bj�t�j (6.39)

or

�t = Bt +

pX
i=1

aiAt(i): (6.40)

Here

Bt = yt +

qX
j=1

bjBt�j�1 (6.41)

and

At(i) = �yt�i�1 +

qX
j=1

bjAt�j�1 (6.42)

where t� i > 0 and t� j > 0.

6.7.1 Optimization of AR parameters

Denote

S(a; b) =

TX
t=1

�2; (6.43)

where a = (a1; :::; ap) and b = (b1; :::; bq).

From expressions (6.43) and (6.40) the minimum condition is

@S(a; b)

@aj
= 2

TX
t=1

�tAt(j) = 0; j = 1; :::; p (6.44)
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or

pX
i=1

A(i; j)ai = �B(j); j = 1; :::; p; (6.45)

where

A(i; j) =

TX
t=1

At(i)At(j) (6.46)

and

B(j) =

TX
t=1

At(j)Bt: (6.47)

The minimum of expression (6.43) at �xed parameters b is de�ned by a system

of linear equations:

a(b) = A�1B: (6.48)

Here matrix A = (A(i; j); i; j = 1; :::p) and vector B = (B(j); j = 1; :::p),

where elements A(i; j) are from (6.46), components B(j) are from (6.47), and

A�1 is an inverse matrix A. This way one de�ne the vector a(b) = (ai(b); i =

1; :::; p) that minimize sum (6.43) at �xed parameters b.

6.7.2 Optimization of MA parameters

The sum of squared residuals (6.43) is a nonlinear non-convex function of MA

parameters b. Thus we have to consider the global optimization algorithms.

Denote

f(x) = logS(a(x); x); (6.49)

where x = b and S(a; b) is from (6.43) at optimal parameter a = a(b). Denote

b0 = x0 = argmin
x

f(x): (6.50)
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6.7.3 Predicting "Next-day" Rate

We minimize the expected "next-day" squared deviation �t+1 using the data

available at the moment t

y0t+1 = argmin
yt+1

E�2t+1: (6.51)

Here

E�2t+1 = E (Bt+1 +

pX
i=1

At+1(i)ai(b
0))2; (6.52)

where the optimal parameter b0 was obtained using the data available at the

day t. Variance (6.52) is minimal, if

y0t+1 = Bt+1 +

pX
i=1

At+1(i)ai(b
0); (6.53)

because the expectation of yt+1 is Bt+1+
Pp

i=1 At+1(i)ai(b
0) under the assump-

tions.

6.7.4 "Continuous" model

If we wish to keep the "continuity" of sample functions as time unit tends to zero,

we have to consider a special case when a1 = 1. In such a case, one ought to

change expressions (6.38)-(6.53), correspondingly. The popular Random Walk

(RW) model:

yt+1 = yt + �t; (6.54)

may be regarded as a special case of the "continuous" model when q = 0.

6.7.5 Examples

We compare the "next-day" ARMA prediction results and a popular Random

Walk (RW) model, where the conditional expectation of yt+1 = yt . Table 6.2

shows the di�erence between the mean square deviations of ARMA and RW

models using DM/$ and $/$ exchange rates and AT&T and Intel Co. stocks
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Table 6.2 The average prediction results of ARMA and RW models

Data ARMA RW ARMA�RW

$/$ 2.299928e-02 2.262379e-02 3.754923e-04

DM/$ 3.912910e-02 3.968943e-02 -5.603285e-04

AT&T 1.677580e+02 1.644688e+02 3.289204e+00

Intel Co 4.063805e+02 4.133900e+02 -7.009471e+00

closing rates for the period of T = 460 days. Let us denote by T0 = T=4 = 115

the number of days, used for the "initial" parameter estimation employing global

optimization methods. This number seems su�cient for the initial estimation.

The "initial" estimates are updated later on by local methods. ARMA and RW

denote the mean square deviations of ARMA and RW "next-day" predictions.

The di�erence is denoted as ARMA�RW .

Table 6.2 shows the average over 345 "next-day" predictions. The table demon-

strates that the ARMA model predicts the DM/$ exchange rate and the Intel

Co. closing rate better than RW. For the $/$ exchange rate and the AT&T

closing rate the opposite is true. The di�erence is slight but not so insigni�cant

since the average of 345 "next-day" predictions is shown.

There are formal signi�cance tests to answer to this type of questions. However,

the results depend on the estimate distribution which is not well-de�ned in

multi-modal cases. The reason is the discontinuity of multi-modal estimates

since even slight data changes my cause jumps of estimates.

The results of traditional signi�cance tests depend on the observation numbers,

too. For instance, it is shown (see [98]) that any positive di�erence will become

"signi�cant", if the observation number is su�ciently large. Therefore, let us

merely de�ne the average prediction errors (see Table 6.2) and declare that

the number of observations is 345. Table 6.3 shows optimal parameters a(b) =

(a0(b); :::; a9(b)) and b = (b0; b1) of the ARMA model used for the �rst 10 of 345

"next-day" predictions of the DM/$ exchange rate. The values of the objective

function f(x); x = (b0; b1) are denoted by v.

Finishing this chapter it seems appropriate to cite a remark made by our col-

league Professor of Economics Abdol Soo� made after reading the manuscript:
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Table 6.3 The optimal parameters a and b of ARMA model for 10 predictions

a= 1.6261e+00 -1.5934e+00 9.650e-01 0.000e+00 -1.999e+00

0.0000e+00 -1.9986e+00 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00 0.0000e+00

b= 6.2827e-01 -9.7024e-01 v= -4.9132e+00

a= 1.6126e+00 -1.5691e+00 9.5426e-01 0.0000e+00 -1.9991e+00

0.0000e+00 -1.9986e+00 6.0840e-05 6.2966e-05 -7.8000e-03

b= 6.1477e-01 -9.5945e-01 v= -4.9053e+00

a= 1.6085e+00 -1.5632e+00 9.5250e-01 0.0000e+00 -1.9991e+00

0.0000e+00 -1.9986e+00 7.6840e-05 7.1677e-05 -4.0000e-03

b= 6.1063e-01 -9.5766e-01 v= -4.9041e+00

a= 1.6197e+00 -1.5866e+00 9.6464e-01 0.0000e+00 -1.9991e+00

0.0000e+00 -1.9986e+00 4.8488e-04 4.2047e-04 -2.0200e-02

b= 6.2186e-01 -9.6989e-01 v= -4.8595e+00

a= 1.6284e+00 -1.6028e+00 9.7224e-01 0.0000e+00 -1.9991e+00

0.0000e+00 -1.9986e+00 5.9513e-04 4.9755e-04 -1.0500e-02

b= 6.3051e-01 -9.7745e-01 v= -4.8502e+00

a= 1.6322e+00 -1.6079e+00 9.7354e-01 0.0000e+00 -1.9991e+00

0.0000e+00 -1.9986e+00 6.5913e-04 5.5094e-04 -8.0000e-03

b= 6.3427e-01 -9.7880e-01 v= -4.8437e+00

a= 1.6388e+00 -1.6254e+00 9.8438e-01 0.0000e+00 -1.9991e+00

0.0000e+00 -1.9986e+00 8.2813e-04 7.1553e-04 1.3000e-02

b= 6.4082e-01 -9.8975e-01 v= -4.8243e+00

a= 1.6348e+00 -1.6177e+00 9.8062e-01 0.0000e+00 -1.9991e+00

0.0000e+00 -1.9986e+00 8.5517e-04 7.4322e-04 -5.2000e-03

b= 6.3693e-01 -9.8600e-01 v= -4.8212e+00

a= 1.6351e+00 -1.6236e+00 9.8619e-01 0.0000e+00 -1.9991e+00

0.0000e+00 -1.9986e+00 1.0597e-03 8.8185e-04 -1.4300e-02

b= 6.3722e-01 -9.9145e-01 v= -4.8049e+00

a= 1.6382e+00 -1.6311e+00 9.9063e-01 0.0000e+00 -1.9991e+00

0.0000e+00 -1.9986e+00 1.1319e-03 9.0880e-04 -8.5000e-03

b= 6.4026e-01 -9.9593e-01 v= -4.8020e+00
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There is a lingering debate between the academicians who believe that �nancial

markets behave randomly and the chartists, the practitioners, who believe that

there are pro�ts to be made by manipulating �nancial data regardless whether

the markets behave randomly. While the academicians press on with their theor-

etical constructs in supporting the random walk models, the practitioners make

fortunes in the assets markets, and in the process increase income disparity

between themselves and the academicians.

Note that The Wall Street Journal does an experiment regarding the compar-

ative advantages of "experts" vs. the RW. The experiment goes something like

this. They get a number of experts, money managers, to recommend a number

of stocks. Then they select an equal number of stocks by throwing darts on a

page of the Wall Street Journal with a listing of stocks. Then after a period

of time, they compare the returns on both set of stocks in order to determine

which group has the highest return. Which group has won? Well, it usually

varies. No de�nitive results thus far.

The ARMA optimization is doing about the same. We may improve the per-

formance of time series by non-linear models and by more exact optimization.

The Wall Street Journal may improve the experts results, too.





7
OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS IN

SIMPLE COMPETITIVE MODEL

7.1 INTRODUCTION

We consider here optimization problems of a simple competitive model. There

are several servers providing the same service. Each server �xes the price and

the rate of service. The rate of service de�nes the customers time losses while

waiting in queue for the service. The customer goes to the server with lesser

total service cost. The total cost includes the service price plus waiting losses.

The customer goes away, if the total cost exceeds a certain critical level. Both

the ow of customers and the service time are stochastic. There is no known

analytical solution for this model. The results are obtained by Monte-Carlo

simulation. The analytical solution of a simpli�ed model is considered.

The model is used to illustrate the possibilities and limitations of the optim-

ization theory and numerical techniques in competitive models. We consider

optimization in two di�erent mathematical frameworks: the �xed point and

Lagrange multipliers. Two di�erent economic and social objectives are con-

sidered: the equilibrium and the social cost minimization.

The competitive model is applied as a test function for the Bayesian algorithms.

However, a simple model may help to design more realistic ones describing the

processes of competition better. Besides, one may use the competitive model

for teaching Operations Research, too.

119
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7.2 COMPETITIVE MODEL

Let us consider m servers providing the same service:

ui = ui(x1; x2; y1; y2) = aiyi � xi; i = 1; :::;m; (7.1)

where ui is the pro�t, yi is the service price, xi is the running cost , ai is the rate

of customers, and i is the server index. Assume, for simplicity, that a service

rate1 is equal to the running cost xi. The service cost

ci = yi + i; (7.2)

where i is waiting cost. Assume that the waiting cost is equal to

an average waiting time at the server i. A customer goes to the server i, if

ci < cj ; j = 1; :::;m; j 6= i; ci � c0: (7.3)

A customer goes away, if

min
i
ci > c0; (7.4)

where c0 is the critical cost. The rate a of incoming consumers ow is �xed:

a =

mX
i=0

ai; (7.5)

where a0 is the rate of lost customers.

Conditions (7.3) and (7.4) separate the ow of incoming customers into m +

1 ows thus making the problem very di�cult for analytical solution. The

separated ow is not simple even in the Poisson incoming ow case [52]. Thus

we need Monte Carlo simulation, to de�ne the average rates of customers ai; i =

0; 1; :::;m, by conditions (7.3) (7.4), and the average pro�ts ui; i = 1; :::;m. by

expression (7.1).

7.3 SEARCH FOR EQUILIBRIUM

We �x the "initial contract", the initial values x0i ; y
0
i ; i = 1; :::;m. The "new

contract" x1i ; y
1
i ; i = 1; :::;m, is obtained by maximizing the pro�ts of each

1Average number of customers per unit time
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server i, under the assumption that all the partners j 6= i will honor the initial

contract x0i ; y
0
i ; i = 1; :::;m

(x1i ; y
1
i ) = argmax

xi;yi
ui(xi; yi; x

0
j ; y

0
j ; j = 1; :::;m; j 6= i); i = 1; :::;m: (7.6)

Condition (7.6) transforms the vector zn; n = 0; 1; 2; ::: into the vector zn+1.

Denote this transformation by T

zn+1 = T (zn); n = 0; 1; 2; ::: (7.7)

Here the vector z = (xi; yi; i = 1; :::;m) 2 B � R2m . We obtain the equilib-

rium at the �xed point zn, where

zn = T (zn): (7.8)

The �xed point zn exists, if the feasible set B and the pro�t functions (7.1)

are all convex [90]. We obtain the equilibrium directly by iterations (7.7) , if

the transformation T is contracting [109]. If not, then we minimize the square

deviation

min
z2B

k z � T (z) k2 : (7.9)

The equilibrium is achieved, if the minimum (7.9) is zero. If the minimum (7.9)

is positive then the equilibrium does not exist. One minimize (7.9) by the usual

stochastic approximation techniques [39]), if square deviation (7.9) is unimodal.

If not, then the Bayesian techniques of global stochastic optimization (see [100]

and Chapter 4) are used.

Obviously an equilibrium will be stable if transformation (7.7) is locally con-

tracting in the vicinity of �xed point (7.8). If not, then some stabilizing con-

ditions should be introduced. The transformation T (z) is referred to as locally

contracting if there exists a constant 0 � � < 1 such that
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kT (z1)� T (z2)k � �kz1 � z2k (7.10)

for all z1; z2 2 Z�, where Z� is an �-vicinity of �xed point de�ned by the

"natural" deviations from the equilibrium.

7.3.1 Simpli�ed Illustration

To illustrate the idea of equilibrium we consider very simple deterministic model.

We express the waiting time as

i = ai=xi; i = 1; 2: (7.11)

We may compare the simpli�ed expression (7.11) with the well-known expres-

sion of average waiting time in the Poisson case, see [52]

i =
ai

xi

1

xi � ai
: (7.12)

Assume the steady-state conditions2

ai=xi + yi = q: (7.13)

Here q is a steady-state factor. From expression (7.4)

q � c: (7.14)

From steady-state conditions (7.13)

2This example is merely an illustration, stability of equilibrium conditions is not considered

here.
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ai = (q � yi)xi (7.15)

and

ui = (q � yi)xiyi � xi (7.16)

Maximizing the pro�t

max
xiyiq

xi((q � yi)yi � 1)

0 � xi � a; q � c (7.17)

we obtain the optimal values

xi = a; yi = q=2; i = 1; 2; q = c: (7.18)

From expressions (7.17) and (7.18) the maximal pro�t

ui = a((c=2)2 � 1) (7.19)

We achieve a positive pro�t equilibrium, if c > 2. These results may be helpful

understanding the model (7.1).

7.3.2 Monte-Carlo Simulation

Assume that the n-th customer estimates the average waiting time at the server

i as the relation
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i(n) = ni=n; n = 1; ::::; N i = 1; :::;m; (7.20)

where ni is queue length at the server i when the n-th customer arrives. Then

from expressions (7.2) and (7.20) the service cost

ci = yi + ni=n; n = 1; ::::; N i = 1; :::;m: (7.21)

Alg. Prices yi and Rates xi Pro�ts ui Object.

No. x1 y1 x2 y2 x3 y3 u1 u2 u3 min f

1 0.04 0.95 2.45 8.30 1.31 1.25 0.03 2.87 1.50 1.78

2 3.24 8.81 0.13 0.09 0.45 1.32 9.48 0.02 0.77 0.45

3 0.63 6.87 0.63 1.88 3.13 9.38 2.73 2.15 4.67 0.88

4 0.01 0.95 2.45 8.30 1.31 1.25 0.01 3.46 1.50 1.48

5 2.23 3.56 0.73 0.38 3.52 2.99 0.12 0.09 0.13 1.72

Algorithm Numbers

1 2 3 4 5

MIG1 BAYES1 LPMIN EXKOR GLOPT

Table 7.1 Simulation Results

Table 7.1 indicates the possibilities and limitations of direct Monte-Carlo simu-

lation of transformation (7.7) using di�erent algorithms of global optimization.

The simulation parameters are:

m = 3; N = 500; a = 2; c = 12.

The constraints are:

0:0001 � xi � 10; 0:0001 � yi � 10; i = 1; 2:

The positive result is that we obtained relatively small deviation from the equi-

librium (0.45 using BAYES1 and 0.88 using LPMIN). However, we need much

greater accuracy to answer a number of questions, for example:

why using algorithm 2 we obtained the pro�t u1 which is much greater as

compared with u2 and u3 in the symmetric conditions?

why using di�erent algorithms we obtained so di�erent results?
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is the equilibrium solution unique?

is the algorithm accuracy su�cient?

The visual inspection shows that the pro�t functions ui look like convex. That

indicates the existence of the equilibrium. However one needs a large amount of

computing to obtain the answers to these and related questions. That is outside

the objective of this book because we consider the competitive and the other

models mainly as test functions to compare di�erent algorithms including the

Bayesian ones. Table 7.1 shows that in this special case the best results we

obtained by the Bayesian methods and the second best by the uniform search

algorithms during comparable time (see lines 2 and 3 correspondingly).

7.4 "SOCIAL" MODEL

De�ne the "social" cost of service as follows

X
i

(xi + aii): (7.22)

Expression (7.22) de�nes a sum of running and waiting costs. For example, both

the running and waiting costs may be de�ned as a time lost by the members of

society while running the servers and waiting in the queues. The prices y are

not present in social cost expression (7.22), since the service rates xi are not

limited.

In the simpli�ed case (7.11), the optimal service rates

xi = ai; i = 1; 2: (7.23)

Here the prices y are eliminated, since the of service rates are not limited.
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7.5 LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS

Consider now the Lagrangian model. We limit the total service rate of both

servers by b X
i

xi � b; (7.24)

�x the customer rates ai; � = 1; 2, and minimize the service losses

min
x

X
i

aii: (7.25)

Problem (7.25) (7.24) can be solved by Lagrange multipliers, assuming the

convexity of i

max
y�0

min
x�0

(
X
i

aii + y(
X
i

xi � b)): (7.26)

Here the Lagrange multiplier y means the "price" which the server pays to the

supplier of service resources xi. First let us �x y and minimize (7.26) by x.

Thus the optimal rate xi = xi(y) is de�ned as a function of price y. Next we

maximize (7.26) by y � 0 to obtain the equilibrium (max-min) price y = y0.

Now each server can de�ne the optimal service rate xi = xi(y0) by minimizing

the social service cost

min
xi�0

(y0xi + aii); i = 1; 2: (7.27)

Apparently this model is not quite competitive, since the customer rate is �xed

for each server. One de�nes equilibrium between the supplier and the servers.

Here we assume a competition not between servers, like in (7.1), but between the

supplier and the servers. The servers are of "non-pro�t" type. They minimize

the social service cost including the customer waiting losses i plus the price

y0xi paid by the server to obtain the resource xi.

In the simpli�ed case (7.11),

max
y�0

min
x�0

(
X
i

a2i =xi + y(
X
i

xi � b)): (7.28)

First we �x y and obtain optimal xi = xi(y) as a function of y

xi(y) = ai=
p
y: (7.29)
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Next we maximize by y

max
y�0

(
p
y
X
i

ai + y(1=
p
y
X
i

ai � b)) =

max
y�0

(2a
p
y � by) (7.30)

and obtain the optimal price

y = y0 = (a=b)2: (7.31)

This and expression (7.29) imply

xi = ai=ab: (7.32)

All the solutions of simpli�ed models are illustrative. However, they may be

used as a �rst approximation considering more complicated models, correctly

representing the stochastic service and processes.
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NETWORKS OPTIMIZATION





8
APPLICATION OF GLOBAL

LINE-SEARCH IN THE

OPTIMIZATION OF NETWORKS

8.1 INTRODUCTION

An application of Global Line-Search (GLS) to the optimization of networks is

considered in this chapter. Advantages and disadvantages are discussed. It is

shown that GLS provides the global minimum after a �nite number of steps in

two cases of piecewise linear cost functions of arcs. The �rst case is, where all

cost functions are convex. The second case is, where all costs are equal to zero

at zero ow, and equal to some constant at non-zero ow. In other cases the

global line-search approaches the global minimum with a small average error.

Therefore this algorithm is regarded as a good heuristics.

An extension of the method to vector demands is given. The application of

the method to the optimization of the high-voltage power system networks is

described.

8.2 GLOBAL LINE-SEARCH (GLS)

Suppose that the objective function f(x); x = (xj ; j = 1; :::; J) may be approx-

imately expressed as a sum of components depending on one variable xj .

f(x) =

JX
j=1

fj(xj): (8.1)

Then the original J-dimensional optimization problem can be reduced to a se-

quence of one-dimensional optimization problems. If decomposition (8.1) is
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exact, then we obtain the global optimum after J steps of optimization. If

sum (8.1) represents f(x) approximately, then we obtain some approximation

of global optimum.

The result of step i is regarded as the initial point for the i + 1-th step of

optimization. The optimization stops, if no change occurs during J steps. The

di�erence from the classical version of line-search method is that the search

is not local but global. As usual, it helps to approach the global minimum

closer. There are important cases when the global line-search reaches the global

minimum, and the local line-search does not. One of such cases is the following

problem of network optimization.

8.3 OPTIMIZATION OF NETWORKS

Suppose that the cost of network f(x) can be expressed as sum (8.1), where

fj(xi) is the cost of arc j and xj is the ow of arc j. The sum of ows of arcs

connected to each node i has to be equal to the node demand ci. It means that:

JX
j=1

aijxj = aici; i = 1; :::; I (8.2)

where

i=IX
i=1

aici = 0: (8.3)

Here J is the number of arcs, I is the number of nodes, ci is a demand of the

node i,

aij =

(
+1; if arc j goes to node i

�1; if arc j goes from node i

0; if arc j is not connected to i

and

ai =

�
+1; if node i is the source

�1; if node i is the sink.
:
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The J-dimensional problem of network cost minimization (8.1) under I � 1 of

conservation-of-ow equations (8.2) can be reduced to a J � I + 1-dimensional

unconstrained minimization problem:

f(x) =

KX
k=1

fk(xk) +

JX
l=K+1

fl(

KX
k=1

blkxk + xl0): (8.4)

Here K = J � I + 1 is the number of loops, xl0 is de�ned by expression (8.2)

taking xk = 0; k = 1; :::;K,

blk =

(
+1; if directions of arc l and loop k are the same

�1; if directions of arc l and loop k are opposite

0; if arc l does not belong to loop k.

Loop k is generated connecting a pair of nodes of some tree containing arcs

l; l = K + 1; :::; J by an additional arc k; k = 1; :::;K. The ow xk of arc k

generating a loop k is called a loop ow. Loop ows xk; k = 1; :::;K can be

changed independently during optimization.

Expression (8.4) depends on the tree which generates loops k; k = 1; :::;K. As-

sume that the costs of arcs are piecewise linear functions. Then, it is convenient

to carry out the global line-search along the bounds of linear areas. It can be

done by changing the tree after each step of optimization. An obvious rule is to

remove some arc from the tree, if the arc ow happens to be on the bound of

linear parts of an piece-wise linear cost function. We do not consider degenerate

problems. It is shown (see [98]), that this algorithm provides global minimum

in two cases:

cost functions of all arcs are convex;

cost functions of all arcs are constant, with an exception of the zero ow

point. At zero ow, the value of the cost function has to be zero. It means

that cost functions are "very" non-convex.

It is easy to see that in the linear case the algorithm is as simple and e�cient

as conventional algorithms of linear programming. The di�erence is that the

global line-search algorithm works almost as well in non-linear convex problems

and in some special non-convex problems, too.

A generalization of the algorithm to S-dimensional demand is straightforward

theoretically: we just replace a scalar demand ci by a vector demand
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ci = (ci1; :::; ciS). To keep conservation-of-ow equations (8.2) we have to re-

place scalar ows xj by the corresponding vector ows xj ; xj = (xj1; :::; xjS).

In practical applications a straightforward generalization is not convenient for

two reasons:

an exponential growth of calculations when S is large;

practical di�culties de�ning general S-dimensional piecewise linear func-

tions fj(xj1; :::; xjS).

In special S-dimensional demand cases, the global line-search can be carried

out more conveniently using speci�c heuristics. The proof of convergence can

be extended directly only for a straightforward generalization. However, the

experience shows that, as usual, the global line-search is e�cient in solving

S-dimensional load problems of network design. One of such problems is the

optimization of a high-voltage net of a large power system.

8.4 OPTIMIZATION OF HIGH-VOLTAGE

POWER SYSTEM NETWORKS

Arcs represent components of a network such as power transmission lines and

transformers. Nodes represent demands. Demands are sources (generators or

higher voltage sub-stations) or sinks (users or lower voltage sub-stations). The

demands of nodes ci = (cin; n = 1; :::; N) in real life power systems are some

vector-valued functions of time cin = cin(t); t 2 [1; T ]. Usually these functions

are approximated as some step functions of time, so

ci = (cint; n = 1; :::; N; t = 1; :::; T ); i = 1; :::; I:

Here di�erent t-components of S = NT -dimensional demand represent di�erent

periods of time, from t = 1 to t = T . Then ows of arcs are

xj = (xjnt; n = 1; :::; N; t = 1; :::; T ); j = 1; :::; J and scalar problem (8.4) can

be directly extended to the vector case:

f(x) =

KX
k=1

fk(xk) +

JX
l=K+1

fl(

KX
k=1

blkxk + xl0); (8.5)
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where

xk = (xknt; n = 1; :::; N; t = 1; :::; T ); k = 1; :::;K (8.6)

The costs of arcs j representing transmission lines and transformers j directly

depend not only on ows xj but also on states yj . So the arc cost can be more

conveniently expressed as fj(xj ; yj). Here the state variable yj = (yj;t; t =

1; :::; T ) usually depends on time but not on n.

Each component yjt of the vector yj is a non-negative integer de�ning technical

parameters of arc j, such as the number of parallel circuits of the transmission

line, the number and cross-section area of wires, the number and power rating

of transformers, and so on. Assume that the capacity of arc Xjt(yjt) is an

increasing function of its state yjt (this assumption will help us later to deal

with capacity constraints). So we de�ne a mixed integer programming problem:

f(x; y) =

KX
k=1

fk(xk ; yk) +

JX
l=K+1

fl(

KX
k=1

blkxk + xl0; yl): (8.7)

This problem can be reduced to a continuous non-linear programming problem

by choosing the cheapest state yj for a �xed ow xj , namely:

fj(xj) = min
yj2Yj

f(xj ; yj); (8.8)

providing that the capacity constraints hold

jxjntj � Xjnt(yjt) (8.9)

The capacity constraints jxjntj � Xjnt(yjt) are satis�ed by increasing the state

variable yjt, if inequality (8.9) does not hold. Notation Yj = Yj(xj) means a set

of feasible states of arc j that can depend on the ow xj . So expression (8.8)

de�nes the cost function, generally a multi-modal one.

Expression (8.8) gives a convenient de�nition of the S-dimensional cost function

fj(xj). However, there remains an exponential complexity of minimization of

non-convex cost function (8.7) depending on vector variables xk; k = 1; :::;K.

So we shall consider some other ways, too.

An interesting way is to reduce the problem of mixed integer programming

(8.7) to a problem of pure integer programming, regarding the states yj as

independent integer variables. Here, for each �xed state y = yk the optimal

value of ow xk has to be calculated.
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An advantage of the pure integer programming approach is that the cost of

arc fj(xj ; yj) at a �xed state yj is usually a convex function (compare it with

non-convex cost function (8.8) of the non-linear programming approach). It is

well known that sum (8.7) of convex functions is a convex function, too.

However we should carry out the optimization of convex function (8.7) many

times, for each state y. It is a hard task, if N and T are not small. The

practical experience shows that the best computational results can be obtained

by facing the mixed integer programming problem (8.7) directly. It means that

we optimize states and ows together at each step of global line-search.

8.5 MIXED INTEGER LINE-SEARCH

Let us consider a special case

fj(xj ; yj) =

TX
t=1

[gjt(yjt�1; yjt) +

NX
n=1

hjnt(yjt)x
2
jnt]: (8.10)

Here the function gjt(yjt�1; yjt) de�nes the cost of reconstruction of node j

from state yjt�1 to state yjt. The expression hjntx
2
jt means the power loss of

ow xjnt in the arc j at the state yjt. It is well known that minimization of

(8.7) under assumption (8.10) de�nes the natural distribution of power ows in

a homogeneous electrical net for any �xed state y. The net is not homogeneous

if it contains transmission lines of di�erent voltages or if it includes lines and

transformers together.

Suppose that yjnt = 0; ifxjnt = 0 and that yjnt+1 � yjnt. It means that zero

state is feasible only for zero ows, and that the state variable can't be decreased

in time. The last assumption is usually true, but not always.

If the state of arc is zero from time 1 to time t, we shall de�ne it as a t-interrupted

arc. It is supposed that after time t the state of the t-interrupted arc is non-zero.

The optimization of each loop k is carried out in T + 1 stages.

At the �rst stage, we compare all possible cases of T -interruption of arcs be-

longing to the loop k. For each �xed state we minimize sum (8.7) as a function

of ow xk. We do it by solving linear equations corresponding to the condition

of zero �rst derivatives with regard to xknt; n = 1; :::; N; t = 1; :::; T . In the

most economical state of loop we replace zero state values yjt = 0 by unit state

values, that is by yjt = 1 and accept it as the initial state for the next stage.
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At the second stage, we consider all cases of T � 1 interruption and so on until

the last T + 1-st stage. At T + 1-st stage all non-zero states are considered.

We compare sums of the costs of arcs belonging to the loop k for all stages. The

state which corresponds to the minimal cost function is accepted as a result of

global search along the "line" k. The enumeration of arcs may be changed after

each step of global line-search. The purpose of this change is to keep the "most

interrupted" arcs out of the tree.

An arc is called "most interrupted" if it is interrupted for the longest time t0.

Here t0 = argmaxl2Lk tl, where tl is de�ned as yl;t = 0; t = 1; :::tl; ylt � 1; t =

tl + 1; :::; T and Lk is a set of arcs belonging to the loop k.

If T � 2, then the optimization at each stage can be carried out by a simple

comparison of all corresponding states. If T is greater, then some dynamic

programming procedure is usually more e�cient.

The optimization stops, if the cost of net changes is less than � during K steps

of global line-search.

The CPU time � of global line-search software developed by J.Valevi�ciene can

be estimated as

� = cKINM:

Here c depends on a computer, for PC approximately c = 0:2�1:0 sec:, K is the

number of loops, I is the number of nodes, N is the number of ow components

and M is the average number of states of the arcs.

Since 1969 the algorithm was used for optimal planning of the North-Western

power system of the former USSR in designing new power transmission lines of

110 KV, 220 KV and 330 KV in the Leningrad branch of "Energosetprojekt",

which was the leading institution in the country at the time. These results

indicates that the global line-search is a good heuristic that may be improved

by randomization and parameters optimization in the framework of the BHA.

The exact dynamic programming procedures were also used at the same place,

but with a lesser success. The reason was that the approximate global line-

search method was solving the problems up to 100 nodes and more. The exact
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dynamic programming procedures were directly applicable only to problems

with tens of nodes.

Pardalos and Rosen [119] present an approximation technique based on piece-

wise linear underestimation of concave cost functions fj(xj). The resulting

model is a linear, zero-one, mixed integer problem. A direct comparison of this

approach and global line-search techniques is an interesting problem of future

research. For a review of results in network optimization see [57].
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SOLVING DIFFERENTIAL

EQUATIONS

BY EVENT- DRIVEN TECHNIQUES

FOR PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION

9.1 INTRODUCTION

Here the optimization of parameters of a large system of non-linear di�eren-

tial equations is considered. The system is assumed to simulate semiconductor

circuits. We apply the well known event-driven techniques to obtain an approx-

imate solution fast. We extend these techniques by considering pairs of nodes,

instead of single nodes. The "twin-node" technique is more e�cient in tightly

coupled circuits as compared with the "single-node" one. The improvement of

e�ciency of the solution is important in optimizing the parameters of circuits

by the global optimization techniques including BHA.

9.2 EVENT-DRIVEN TECHNIQUES

In the circuit simulation, we represent each of non-linear devices in the circuit

by a time-invariant network with non-linear resistors, non-linear capacitors, and

non-linear current sources. Using nodal formulation [20] we obtain:

C(x) _x +G(x)x = U(t); (9.1)

where x represents voltages of n nodes, C(x) = (cij(x)); i; j = 1; :::; n is the

matrix of non-linear capacitors, G(x) = (gij(x)); i; j = 1; :::; n is the matrix

of non-linear conductances, and U(t) = (ui(t)); i = 1; :::; n represents a time-
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dependent input. The order of equation (9.1) is assumed equal to the number

of nodes n.

Non-linear di�erential equation (9.1) is represented as a sequence of linear

di�erential equations. We do it by �xing the voltage-dependent parameters

C(xk) = Ck and G(xk) = Gk at some discrete values x = xk , corresponding to

the moments t = tk. Time-dependent parameters U(tk) = Uk are �xed at the

moments t = tk. We update those parameters after each step k = 0; 1; 2; ::: of

the approximate solution. Thus for any node i we can write

ckii
dxi

dt
+ gkiixi �

X
j2Ji

ckij
dxj

dt
�
X
j2Ji

gkijxj = uki ; i = 1; :::; n; k = 0; 1:2; :::;K:(9.2)

Here Ji is a set of nodes adjacent to node i, cij = cji, and gi;j = gj;i. Increasing

the number of steps K linear solution (9.2) may approach the solution of non-

linear equations (9.1).

The popular system of semiconductor circuit simulation SPICE [108] uses sparse

matrix techniques [25], while solving the equations similar to (9.2). Thus,

the results of simulation may converge to the exact solution of system (9.1).

However, the amount of calculations using SPICE is too large to carry out the

multiple simulation, which is usually needed, if we wish to optimize the circuit.

The alternative system CINNAMON, approximately solving equations (9.2),

uses event-driven technique [47, 155]. The technique considers only one node

at a time, keeping the remaining nodes "constant". This means that in system

(9.2) the voltages xk and their derivatives _xk at the adjacent nodes remain

constant until the next k + 1 step.

The CINNAMON system de�nes the next moment tk+1 as the minimal time for

obtaining a signi�cant change in voltage. This means that we �x a set of voltage

values xk , but not the time moments tk, like in traditional techniques. Thus

the next moment tk+1 is the nearest moment when the voltage reaches the next

(higher or lower) discrete value xki . We de�ne this moment as an event. The

event k + 1 means that we update values of x = xk+1, _x = _xk+1, C = Ck+1,

and G = Gk+1.

One may obtain the next event tk+1 by solving linear di�erential equation (9.2)

for each node i = 1; :::; n. In this way we de�ne the "critical" moment tki when
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the nearest discrete value of the voltage xk+1
i is reached. We can do that by

analytical solution of (9.2) for i = 1; :::; n. Then

tk+1 = min
1�i�n

tk+1
i : (9.3)

If there are no tightly coupled nodes, then this technique usually works very

well. However we get a lot of trouble, if there is at least a pair of tightly coupled

nodes, what is rather usual.

The main idea of this paper is to extend the event-driven techniques to the case

of tightly coupled nodes. We can do that by considering separately not single

nodes but pairs of nodes. We may obtain the analytical solution of the pairs

(i; j) of linear di�erential equations (9.2) . Thus one can de�ne the "critical"

moments tki for each node i and may obtain the next event by expression (9.33).

Obviously the Twin-Node (TN) algorithm is more complicated as compared to

the Single-Node (SN) one. However it pays, if some nodes are tightly coupled.

We shall describe the TN algorithms later, in Section 9.4

The TN event-driven techniques usually work well, but need more calculations.

We can reduce the unnecessary calculations, if we consider not all pairs of

adjacent nodes but only tightly coupled pairs. Thus the Twin-Node algorithm

turns into a Single-Node one of CINNAMON type, if there are no tightly coupled

nodes.

9.3 CRITICAL MOMENT

We may de�ne critical moments tk+1
i = tk+1

i (j) by the analytical solution of

the pair (i; j) of linear di�erential equations (9.2) , keeping the remaining nodes

"constant". This is the main part of the Twin-Node algorithm, therefore we

shall give a complete description. From expression (9.2), writing all constants

on the right side, we obtain:

ckii
dxi

dt
+ gkiixi � ckij

dxj

dt
� gkijxj =

X
l2Jinj

ckil
dxl

dt
+
X
l2Jinj

gkilxl + uki

ckjj
dxj

dt
+ gkjjxj � ckji

dxi

dt
� gkjixi =

X
l2Jjni

ckjl
dxl

dt
+
X
l2Jjni

gkljxl + ukj :(9.4)
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Denote the right sides by bi and bj , respectively

ckii
dxi

dt
+ gkiixi � ckij

dxj

dt
� gkijxj = bi

ckjj
dxj

dt
+ gkjjxj � ckji

dxi

dt
� gkjixi = bj ; (9.5)

where

bi =
X
l2Jinj

ckil
dxl

dt
+
X
l2Jinj

gkilxl + uki

bj =
X
l2Jjni

ckjl
dxl

dt
+
X
l2Jjni

gkljxl + ukj (9.6)

The coe�cients Ai; Aj and �Ai; �Aj of partial solutions are de�ned by the following

equations

(ciir + gii)Ai � (cijr + gij)Aj = 0

�(cjir + gji)Ai + (cjjr + gjj)Aj = 0

(cii�r + gii) �Ai � (cij�r + gij) �Aj = 0

�(cji�r + gji) �Ai + (cjj �r + gjj) �Aj = 0: (9.7)

The eigen-values r and �r in (9.7) are de�ned by the characteristic equation���� ciir + gii �cijr � gij
�cjir � gji cjjr + gjj

���� = 0: (9.8)

Solving equation (9.8) we obtain:

r = �p=2 +
p
p2=4� q + � (9.9)

�r = �p=2�
p
p2=4� q + �; (9.10)

where

p =
giicjj + gjjcii � cijgij � cjigji

ciicjj � cijcji
(9.11)

q =
giigjj � g2ij

ciicjj � c2jj
: (9.12)

Here � > 0 is a small number that keeps r and �r di�erent to avoid unnecessary

complications.
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Substituting r and �r from expressions (9.9) and (9.10) into expression (9.7) we

can write

Aj =
ciir + gii

cijr + gij
Ai =

cjir + gji

cjjr + gjj
Ai (9.13)

�Aj =
cii�r + gii

cij�r + gij
�Ai =

cji�r + gji

cjj �r + gjj
�Ai: (9.14)

Now the partial solutions of homogeneous equations (9.5)

xi = Aie
rt = Die

rt

xj = Aje
rt

= hDie
rt; (9.15)

and

xi = �Aie
�rt = Dje

�rt

xj = �Aje
�rt = �hDie

�rt:

Here Di and Dj are integration constants and

h =
ciir + gii

cijr + gij
=

cjir + gji

cjjr + gjj

�h =
cii�r + gii

cij�r + gij
=

cji�r + gji

cjj �r + gjj
:

Thus, the general solution of homogeneous equations (9.5) is

xi = Die
rt +Dje

�rt

xj = hDie
rt + �hDje

�rt: (9.16)

We can obtain a partial solution of non-homogeneous equations (9.5) by substi-

tuting the general solution xi and xj (9.16) of the corresponding homogeneous

part of (9.5) into complete non-homogeneous equations (9.5), and assuming that

Di and Dj are not constants but depend on time Di = Di(t); Dj = Dj(t). Thus

cii _Die
rt + cii _Dje

�rt � cijh _Die
rt � cij�h _Dje

�rt = bi

�cji _Die
rt � cji _Dje

�rt + cjjh _Die
rt + cjj�h _Dje

�rt = bj (9.17)

or

(cii � cijh) _Die
rt + (cii � cij�h) _Dje

�rt = bi

(�cji + cjjh) _Die
rt + (�cji + cjj�h) _Dje

rt = bj : (9.18)
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Here _Di = dDi(t)=dt, and _Dj = dDj(t)=dt. Denote

ai = cii � cijh; �ai = cii � cij�h (9.19)

aj = �cji + cjjh; �aj = �cji + cjj�h; (9.20)

and

vi = aie
rt; �vi = �aie

�rt

vj = aje
rt; �vj = �aje

�rt: (9.21)

Then from expression (9.18)

_Divi + _Dj�vi = bi

_Divj + _Dj�vj = bj : (9.22)

Expression (9.22) yields

_Di =
bi�vj � bj�vi

vi�vj � vj�vi

_Dj =
bivj � bjvi

�vivj � �vjvi
(9.23)

From expressions (9.23) and (9.21)

_Di =
bi�aj � bj�ai

ai�aj � aj�ai
e�rt

_Dj =
biaj � bjai

�aiaj � �ajai
e��rt: (9.24)

Denote

Hi =
bi�aj � bj�ai

ai�aj � aj�ai

Hj =
biaj � bjai

�aiaj � �ajai
: (9.25)

Then

_Di = Hie
�rt

_Dj = Hje
��rt: (9.26)

After integration of expression (9.26)

Di =

�
�1=rHie

�rt +Di0; if r 6= 0

Hit+Di0; if r = 0

Dj =

�
�1=�rHje

��rt +Dj0; if �r 6= 0

Hjt+Dj0; if r = 0
: (9.27)
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From expressions (9.16) and (9.27)

xi = �(Hi=r +Hj=�r) +Di0)e
rt +Dj0e

�rt

xj = �(hHi=r + �hHj=�r) +Di0)e
rt +Dj0e

�rt: (9.28)

We are looking for a partial solution, therefore we set zero integration constants

Di0 = Dj0 = 0. Then the partial solution of non-homogeneous equations (9.5)

is

xi = �(Hi=r +Hj=�r)

xj = �(hHi=r + �hHj=�r): (9.29)

Expressing the general solution of non-homogeneous equation (9.5) as a sum of

general solution (9.16) of homogeneous equation (9.5) and the partial solution

(9.29) of non-homogeneous equation (9.5), we obtain

xi = �(Hi=r +Hj=�r) +Die
rt +Dje

�rt

xj = �(hHi=r + �hHj=�r) + hDie
rt + �hDje

�rt: (9.30)

Here Di and Dj are constants. Let us de�ne these constants by the initial values

of x. Denote the values of xi and xj at the zero moment t = 0 as xi0 and xj0,

respectively.

Denote

H = �(Hi=r +Hj=�r)

�H = �(hHi=r + �hHj=�r)

Then, the initial values

xi0 = H +Di +Dj (9.31)

xj0 = �H + hDi + �hDj :

We can de�ne constants Di and Dj by solving equations (9.31)

Di =
(H � xi0)�h� ( �H � xj0)

h� �h

Dj =
(H � xi0)�h+ ( �H � xj0)

h� �h
: (9.32)
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9.4 TWIN-NODE EVENT-DRIVEN

TECHNIQUES

Let us specify the order in which nodes will be processed. We make as few

changes as possible in comparison to the well known Single-Node Event- Driven

technique CINNAMON. First recall the CINNAMON algorithm:

Step 0 : Set the starting time t = t0. Linearize equations at the starting voltage

level xi = x0i .

Step 1 : Solve equations (9.2) for each node i. Determine the time t1i when the

node i marks the next event 1.

Step 2 : Choose a node i1 with the smallest time t1 = mini t
1
i and set the

respective voltage to the new level xi1 = x1i1 .

Step 3 : Linearize the equations at the new voltage level x1i1 for all the nodes

i adjacent to the node i1.

Step 4 : Set the time for this group of nodes to t1 and return to Step 2.

The main idea of CINNAMON is that the perturbation induced in some node

causes perturbations in the adjacent nodes and thus propagates through the

circuit. We take advantage of this wave-like behavior of the algorithm in the

Twin-Node technique, too. We refer to the TN technique as CINNAMON2.

Suppose that an event occured in the node i. In the SN technique, all the voltage

values and their derivatives of the adjacent nodes are considered constant. We

solve a single equation for each single node i and thus de�ne the next event time

tk+1
i .

Using TN technique we solve the systems of two equations for the pairs of the

node i and all the adjacent nodes j. Denote by tk+1
i the time when the voltage

of the event node i reaches the next discrete level.

The event time tk+1
i for the �xed event node i depends on the "partner" node

j, too. This means that tk+1
i = tk+1

i (j). We choose the smallest tk+1
i (j) as the

next event time tk+1.

1The moment when voltage xi will reach the next discrete level.
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tk+1 = min
j

tk+1
i (j): (9.33)

Now let us describe the Twin-Node algorithm:

Step 0 : Set the starting time t = t0. Linearize the equations at the starting

voltage level xi = x0i .

Step 1 : Solve equations (9.2) for each node i. Determine the time t1i when the

node i marks the next event

Step 2 : Choose a node i1 with the smallest time t1 = mini t
1
i and set the

respective voltage to the new level xi1 = x1i1 .

Step 3 : Linearize the equations at the new voltage level x1i1 for all the nodes

i adjacent to the node i1.

Step 4 : De�ne the times t1i (j) corresponding to each adjacent node j by solving

the pairs (i; j) of equations (9.2).

Step 5 : Choose for time t1 the smallest of t1i (j)

Step 6 : Set the time t1 for the node i and all the adjacent nodes j. Return to

Step2.

9.5 COMPUTING RESULTS

We consider three techniques:

Single-Node CINNAMON [155];

Twin-Node CINNAMON2;

Multi-Node SPICE that solves the complete system (9.1) directly using the

sparse matrix techniques [25, 159].

These techniques are compared using three examples.
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Example 1: A circuit (Fig 9.1) of two RC elements, where C1 = C2 = 1, and

R1 = 500, R2 = 1, V = 5. Fig 9.2 shows how the voltage of node 3 depends

on time. Using the CINNAMON algorithm we see some voltage delay . The

results of both CINNAMON2 and SPICE algorithms are close enough.

V

R1 R2

C1 C2

Figure 9.1 The circuit of two RC elements

Example 2: A circuit of ten RC elements, where

C1= C2 = ... = C10 = 1 , R1 = R2 = ... = R8 = 10, R9 = 100, R10 = 1, and

V=5.

Figure 9.3 shows how the voltage of node 11 depends on time. Like in the

previous example, CINNAMON voltage demonstrates a delay. The remaining

two algorithms show very close results.

Example 3: The same circuit as in example 2, but resistances are di�erent:

R1 = R3 = R5 = R7 = R9 = 1000, R2 = R4 = R6 = R8 = R10 = 1,

V = 5. Figure 9.4 shows the voltage of node 11. We see that the Twin-Node

CINNAMON2 and the Single-Node CINNAMON don't reach the stable voltage

level. The example shows that with a strong coupling between serial nodes the

results of the CINNAMON2 algorithm are between SPICE and CINNAMON

algorithms, but closer to SPICE.

The results show that TN solutions of systems of non-linear di�erential equations

are good heuristics and thus may be used applying BHA for the optimization

of circuits parameters. It is useful to complete the circuit optimization by the

"exact" Multi-Node techniques at the optimized circuit parameters.
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Figure 9.2 Comparison of voltages by three techniques in the circuit of two

RC elements and a weak coupling. A thin line is obtained by CINNAMON, a

thick line is by CINNAMON2, and a dotted line is by SPICE
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Figure 9.3 Comparing voltages by three techniques in the circuit of ten RC

elements and a weak coupling
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Figure 9.4 Comparing voltages by three techniques in the circuit of ten RC

elements and a strong coupling





10
OPTIMIZATION IN NEURAL

NETWORKS

10.1 INTRODUCTION

The idea of Arti�cial Neural Networks (ANN) is to build a massively connected

and highly parallel system from simple processing units. This idea stems from

real biological systems. These units are regarded as simpli�cation of biological

neurons what explains the ANN term. The information in ANN is stored in

"weights" of connections between the units. It is assumed that ANN "adapts"

to a problem by changing these weights.

ANN are nonlinear systems of large amount of parameters (up to 103 � 104).

An additional di�culty is that the optimization of neural networks is a multi-

modal problem, so the global optimization methods are needed. An astonishing

moment is that the local optimization techniques are widely used in ANN and

yield satisfactory results in many cases.

Thus it is important to know why the local optimization is so successful in op-

timizing neural networks. In this chapter, we try to get an answer considering

a perceptron-like unit which is the building block for most ANN architectures.

The reason seems to be that by optimizing weights of a linear approximation

of a neural network one can provide a good starting point for the local optim-

ization (see [139, 140]). It means that the solution of a linear problem may be

regarded as a good heuristic for the non-linear one. This may be helpful in

developing faster and more robust algorithms for the optimization of Arti�cial

Neural Network weights using the Bayesian Heuristic Approach.

The new ANN "training" technique (so-called backward error propagation or

back-propagation method ) [133] made ANN a useful tool for solving real world

153
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problems. This training method may be regarded as a stochastic gradient al-

gorithm (often called as stochastic approximation [132]). Therefore the conver-

gence rate of the back-propagation algorithm is as slow as that of a stochastic

gradient (see [146, 39]).

Numerical optimization techniques o�er a set of so-called second-order methods

providing the super-linear convergence rate (see expression (3.8)). The conjug-

ate gradient method is used in ANN optimization [71]. The variable metrics

method [153] is less popular in ANN, apparently because using the variable

metrics one needs to keep and update a high order matrix. However, the con-

jugate gradient accumulates calculation errors.

ANN may "learn" to perform a speci�c task by presenting examples of desired

mapping to the network. The "weights" are adjusted to minimize the total sum

of errors between the actual and the desired mapping. Since the optimization of

ANN is multi-modal, the local optimization techniques can fail. Theoretically

the global optimization methods should be preferable in this situation, However,

in practice, the local optimization technique often yields reliable results. This

contradiction indicates some speci�c features of ANN. The success of local op-

timization in ANN can be explained by a good initialization of weights, because

any local search procedure depends on initial conditions .

Therefore we ought to know error surfaces of ANN while designing e�cient

learning algorithms. The error surface illustrates how the objective function

depends on on the ANN weights.

The objective of this chapter is to show the error surfaces of di�erent simple

ANN (including the feed-forward neural networks). We discuss why and how

local search procedures perform on those surfaces (see [139, 140]). We do not

give any recommendations or rules how to improve the learning in ANN, but

just present and discuss some relevant illustrations. Our objective is to under-

stand why the local search works in multi-modal ANN optimization problems.

This way we de�ne a family of promising heuristics applying BHA to ANN

optimization.

10.2 ERROR SURFACES

The following three important features of error surfaces are discussed in [67].
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if the number of training samples is small, then the error surface is like a

step-function, where steps correspond to individual samples;

the surface becomes smoother increasing the number of training samples;

there are long narrow ravines such that are at in one direction and steep

in other directions.

These characteristics are not convenient for the standard local search tech-

niques. It is not clear how to apply the gradient algorithms in optimizing

step-functions because the gradients of the "at" regions are zero. That and

the multi-modality make it di�cult to understand why the local search proced-

ures work. Further we discuss the factors explaining the success of local search

procedures considering some examples of the error surfaces of the feed-forward

neural networks [140].

10.3 PERCEPTRON AND LINEAR

DISCRIMINANT

It is di�cult to characterize precisely the error surface without a proper visu-

alization. However, the visualization is complicated in dimensions higher than

three. Thus we start by exploring a simple example of a single-node network.

This example is important, because many of single-node characteristics appear

in more complicated ANN, including hidden nodes. An example of the feed-

forward ANN with a hidden layer is shown in Figure 10.1.

A primary building block for most ANN architectures is a Perceptron unit, the

output of which is

y = '(

KX
i=o

wixi); (10.1)

where fwo; � � � ; wKg are adjustable weights (parameters) of the unit, and
fxo; � � � ; xKg is a K + 1 dimensional input vector with xo = 1.

The weight wo on this extra input is called a bias and is equivalent to a threshold

of the opposite sign. It can be treated just like the other weights. The activation
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Input Hidden Output

Figure 10.1 Architecture of the feed-forward ANN with one hidden layer.

Solid circles denote processing units, straight lines are connections.

function '(�) is nonlinear and monotone. There is a strong relationship between
the Perceptron unit (10.1) and pattern recognition.

A concept central to the pattern recognition is that of discriminant. The idea

is that a pattern recognition system learns adaptively from the experience and

constructs an optimal discriminant function D(x) de�ning decision boundaries.

A popular Perceptron discriminant is a linear function

D(x) =

KX
i=0

wixi: (10.2)

In more general cases the discriminant could be a non-linear function of the

weight vector fwo; � � � ; wKg and the input vector fxo; � � � ; xKg

D(x) = D(w; x): (10.3)

In the case of a two classes A and B, the task is to get weight values such that

all the patterns could be classi�ed as correctly as possible:
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D(x) > 0; iff x 2 A (10.4)

D(x) < 0; iff x 2 B:

Here the line D(x) = 0 is a decision boundary.

In general, to solve problem (10.4) one should:

assign target values for the classes, for example, +1 for the class A and

�1 for the class B;

de�ne an error depending on the distance between the classi�er output

y = D(x) and the target value, for example, the squared Euclidean distance;

compose an objective function as a sum of errors over the training data

points x(n); n = 1; ::::; N ;

search for weights w of the discriminant function D(w; x) such that min-

imizes the objective:

min
w

1

N

NX
n=1

(y(x(n)) � t(n))2: (10.5)

Here t(n) is the target (desired output value) at the data point x(n), for example,

t(n) = �1 for the class A, and t(n) = 1 for the class B, and y(x(n)) is the output

of a classi�er for the data point x(n).

Using a linear discriminant function (see expression (10.2)), task (10.4) reduces

to quadratic programming problem (10.5) which transforms to a set of linear

equations, corresponding to partial derivatives of sum (10.5). The Perceptron

is the classical example of linear discriminant functions.

The activation function ' shows how the error of a classi�er is de�ned . The

linear function ('(x) � x) means that the error is de�ned as a squared distance

between the actual output and the target value (see expression (10.5)). In this

case, the classi�er is rather sensitive to outliers, e.g., only one speci�c data point

drawn from the tail of the distribution can signi�cantly shift the resulting linear

discriminant.
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Using a "hard-limiting" step-function ', we just count the number of misclassi-

�cations exceeding the limit error. The error-counting classi�er is not sensitive

to outliers but it ignores all the misclassi�cations which do nor reach the "hard-

limit".

A reasonable compromise between the linear and the hard-limit activation func-

tions is a smooth monotone activation function ' de�ning an outliers-insensitive

classi�er, capable of weighting the classi�cation error, depending on the distance

between the output and target values

We may achieve a similar e�ect by using linear ' and de�ning the error in

expression (10.5) as an absolute value instead of a squared one (see [94]). The

advantage is a possibility to apply the standard methods of linear programming.

The idea is illustrated by the simplest one-layer linear problem. We minimize

the sum of absolute deviations

minw1=N
X

n=1;N

jskj

sn = t(n)� yn

yn = 1=m
X
j=1;m

xnj wj :

Here yn is the output and the vector xn = (xnj ; j = 1; ::;m) is the input of

the learning set n = 1; :::; N . We optimize the weight vector w = (wj ; j =

1; :::;m) to get the minimum of a sum of absolute deviations It is assumed that

xj ; aj ; y
n 2 [0; 1]. By introducing auxiliary non-negative variables un we reduce

piece-vise linear problem (10.5) to the one of linear programming:

minw;u
X

n=1;N

(un)

un � sn

un � �sn
sn = tn � yn

yn = 1=m
X
j=1;m

xnj wj : (10.6)
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A
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X

X2

1

Figure 10.2 Two overlapping Gaussian distributions of Highleyman's classes.

Class A: � = (1; 1); � = (1; 0:5), class B: � = (2; 0); � = (0:1; 2).

A great variety of ANN architectures can be composed by connecting the out-

puts of one group of Perceptron-like units with the inputs of another group of

units. If the function ' is a "hard-limiting" step-function, then the decision

boundary of a composed neural network could be analyzed as a superposition

of linear discriminants. Given a smooth activation function ', ANN can not be

considered as a simple superposition of linear discriminants.

An illustration is a feed-forward network composed of a single linear output

and two hidden nodes with the activation function '(�) = tanh(�). The network
was trained to separate 10 points on 2D input space into two classes. Figure

10.9 shows that such a network creates complicated decision boundaries. We

see that these decision boundaries can not be expressed as a superposition of

two linear discriminant.

10.4 TESTING HIGHLEYMAN'S

PROBLEM

We will analyze the performance of Perceptron unit (10.1) on the classical ex-

ample of Highleyman's classes [60]. The set of data consists of two overlapping

Gaussian distributions with the mean � and dispersion � parameters shown in

Figure 10.2.
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The overlap of these two classes is 6%, but the optimal result for the linear

discriminant function is 10% of errors. For this problem a linear discriminant

function is as follows:

D(x) = wo + w1x1 + w2x2: (10.7)

The task is from a given set of N points (N=2 points belong to the class A, N=2

- to the class B) to �nd the optimal discriminant function from a given set of N

points (N=2 points belong to the class A, N=2 - to the class B) by minimizing

the error function (10.5).

Here the hyperbolic tangent is used as an activation function ('(�) = tanh(�)).
First we parameterize the linear discriminant function (10.7) in terms of spher-

ical angles �1; �2 and radius distance R

wo = R cos�1

w1 = R sin�1 cos�2 (10.8)

w2 = R sin�1 sin�2
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Figure 10.3 Output dependence on the radius parameter R

Obviously, the spherical angles �1; �2 de�ne a discriminant line. The radius R

de�nes error weighting (see Figure 10.3) in the following way:
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R� 1 nearly linear output, squared distance criterion

R � 1 nonlinear smooth output function, weighed errors

R� 1 nearly "hard-limiting" function, error counting

Error (10.5) as a function of the parameters �1; �2; R is a sum of non-convex

functions. Thus we may get a multi-modal error function. The objective of

this parameterization is to determine how error function (10.5) depends on the

radius parameter R and the sample size N .

10.5 ERROR SURFACES OF THE

PERCEPTRON UNIT

The inuence of factor R is investigated by plotting the 2D projection of (10.5)

versus �1 and �2 at di�erent �xed R. A comparison for di�erent sample sizes

N is also made. The results are presented in Figures 10.4-10.7.
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Figure 10.4 The error function at the radius R = 0:1, when the sample size

N = 6.

In the nearly linear case (R = 0:1), the error function is a smooth, unimodal

surface (see Figure 10.4) and the variation of sample size from 6 to 200 makes

just a slight change in the surface shape. Increasing the radius parameter R,
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Figure 10.5 The error function at the radius R = 1 for the sample size N = 6

(top), and N = 200 (bottom).
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N = 6 (top), and N = 200 (bottom).
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new local minima appear (see the upper pictures in Figures 10.5-10.6). We

see a correspondence between individual training samples and the steps on the

surface when the the radius parameter R becomes larger. However increasing

the sample size N further, the error surface gets smoother, see the bottom

pictures in Figures 10.5-10.6. The position of global minimum seems rather

insensitive to the changes in R and N . The decision boundary approaches the

optimal position early in the learning process and do not changes very much

afterwards when one introduces a "non-linearity" by increasing the factor R.

We may control the process by changing the factor R during the optimization.

For example, a traditional regularization approach does just that by penalizing

the non-smooth regions of the objective function where the weights are large.

Figure (10.8) shows the change of weights during the optimization. We see

that at the beginning we may optimize the decision boundary by a local search

techniques because the system is approximately linear (R� 1) thus the corres-

ponding error function is smooth and nearly uni-modal. Later the non-linearity

appears but the optimal solution often may be found searching for the local

minimum along the ravine. On Figure 10.7 we see how the global minimum

depends on R. A full picture of the weights dynamics during the training is

shown in Figure 10.8.. The weights dynamics follows two phases

quasi-linear stage (up to 8 iterations) when the radius parameter R is small

but the angular parameters are close to their the stationary values

nonlinear stage (after 8 iterations) when just the radius parameter is in-

creasing

The last, the nonlinear stage, visually appears like a search for the global min-

imum along the narrow ravine.

10.6 COMPOSING A NETWORK

The general picture of weight dynamics of a single Perceptron unit not neces-

sarily remains in a complex architecture of ANN consisting (at least) of several

hidden units. An extension of single-unit results is not easy because of nonlin-

ear characteristics of the Perceptron unit. For example, it is common to analyze

the decision boundaries of a feed-forward network as a superposition of linear

discriminants. However, it is the right approach, just in some special cases. For

example, if the node activation function � is a "hard limiting" step function.
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Given a smooth nonlinear activation function �, feed-forward network cannot
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Figure 10.9 Complex decision boundaries of a feed-forward network with

two hidden nodes for two di�erent cases net1 and net2.

be considered any longer as a simple superposition of linear discriminants. As

an illustration, a feed-forward network, composed of a single linear output and

two hidden nodes with the activation function '(�) = tanh(�), was trained to

divide 10 randomly generated points on 2D input space into two classes. It was

established that such a network can create more complicated decision bound-

aries than one may expect (�g.10.9). Moreover, these decision boundaries, as

displayed in Figure 10.9, cannot be explained at all as a simple superposition

of two linear discriminants.. The examples of functions net1 and net2 are as

follows:

net1(x1; x2) = 5:0453+ 7:0960tanh(�0:3348x1+ 0:5452x2 � 1:5547) +

1:7869tanh(9:3532x1� 1:0599x2 + 6:3169) (10.9)

net2(x1; x2) = 1:2101� 2:3280tanh(1:2583x1+ 0:4057x2 + 1:3312) +

1:0587tanh(54:4982x1+ 32:9479x2 + 16:7966) (10.10)

The decision boundaries of these networks correspond to zero-level isolines of

the functions net1 and net2. The situation illustrates that a feed-forward

neural network system cannot be decomposed into functional subunits (neurons)

because the aggregate represents more than a mere sum of the components.

10.7 LEARNING WEIGHTS DYNAMICS

A straightforward analysis of error surfaces of a feed-forward network is not

easy because of the great number of network parameters. One may visually
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observe two-dimensional cross-sections of multi-dimensional parameter space by

varying only two parameters and keeping all the others �xed. A disadvantage is

that some important features can be undetected examining just two-dimensional

cross-sections.

Therefore we use an indirect technique to determine the properties of the error

surface by following the dynamics of weights. For each hidden unit i, evolution

of the radius parameterR(i) and angles �
(i)
1 ; �

(i)
2 is observed according to (10.8).

The output weights between the hidden units and the network output are not

taken into account since, these weights span a linear subspace (the network

output is a linear composition of the hidden units). If the network is learning

smoothly, avoiding long discontinuous jumps in the parameter space, then the

dynamics of network weights can be very informative while analyzing the error

surfaces.

We apply more robust gradient-based local search techniques because the con-

ditions for the application of second-order methods are not satis�ed here. We

use a standard back-propagation algorithm [133]. The learning step was set

0:05, and the momentum term was 0:8.

A two-dimensional test function [68]:

f(x; y) = 1:9(1:35+ ex sin(13(x� 0:6)2)e�y sin(7y)) (10.11)

was used to evaluate the weight dynamics of a feed-forward network consisting of

a linear composition of 5 Perceptron-like units (10.1) with a hyperbolic tangent

activation function. The feed-forward network was learning to approximate the

test function (10.11).

The function approximation problem, in general, is more di�cult than the clas-

si�cation problem (see Section 10.4). A 3-dimensional perspective of function

(10.11) together with the approximation by the feed-forward network, consisting

of 5 hidden units, is shown in Figure 10.10. The learning set for a feed-forward

network was generated from 225 sample points on a regular grid over [0; 1]2.

The approximation shown in Figure 10.10, is not very accurate. To approxim-

ate this test function well a network with ten hidden units would be needed.

We use only �ve hidden units. However, the accuracy seems su�cient for the

investigation of the weight dynamics.
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The learning dynamics of weights for problem (10.11) is given in Figure 10.11.

A general picture of weight evolution is more complicated than in the single-

node case, as expected. There are 3 groups of hidden units with a di�erent rate

of dynamics

slow rate (hidden unit 3);

medium rate (units 1,2,3);

fast rate (unit 5).

A general feature of weight dynamics is that the angular parameters �
(i)
1 and

�
(i)
2 stabilize earlier than the radius parameter R(i)

after 100 and 1000 iterations for the `fast' unit;

after 1000 and 2000 iterations for the `medium' units;

after 2000 and 3000 iterations for the `slow' unit.

The pictures of weight dynamics of the feed-forward network show the properties

of the error surface that resemble the case with a single node: at �rst the angular

parameters are optimized, afterwards the optimization is performed along a

narrow hyper-ravine when, in essence, only the radius parameter grows.

However, there are cases when the error surface of a feed-forward network is

more complicated and very di�erent from the single hidden-node case. There is

a well-known example, a \two spirals" classical benchmark problem [140] which

is a very di�cult problem for a standard back-propagation procedure. Given

the desired output tolerance 0:3 for the feed-forward network consisting of 50

Gaussian hidden units, the back-propagation learning (learning step is 0:05 and

momentum term is 0:5) succeeds only after � 130000 iterations, while the

conjugate gradient (CG) technique converges much faster, approximately after

3800 iterations. The dynamics of weights during the back-propagation learning

of the `two-spiral' problem is shown in Figure 10.12.

Indeed, the weight dynamics points to a very complicated picture of the er-

ror surface. It explains why the standard back-propagation procedure is so

slow, only advanced procedures of non-linear optimization are relevant in this

situation. The CG yields a speedup factor of 34 against the standard back-

propagation procedure.
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10.8 WHY LOCAL SEARCH WORKS?

The �gures show that some important features of error surfaces of a single node

also appear in the feed-forward network consisting of several hidden nodes. In

certain situations (see \two spirals" problem [140]), the error surface of the feed-

forward network can be very complicated. There is no indication of straight,

radially oriented ravines as we had seen in the single node case. Consequently,

the standard gradient descent does not perform well. The second order meth-

ods seem to be better in this case. However, for most real-world applications

(the number of weights in the order of 104 and the sample size over 104) only

stochastic (per sample ) gradient descent is a feasible method in terms of CPU

time and required memory.

To succeed with a large problem using a simple gradient descent (and other

methods as well) one should know the basic properties of error surfaces and

how to initialize the weights. We see the following reasons explaining a relative

success of local search procedures:

symmetry of the weight space;

good initialization of weights;

control of non-linearity;

managing of narrow ravines.

Symmetry of Weights Space.

The symmetry of weight space is due to permutations and sign ips of weights

that do not change the network output (see equi-output transformations [15]).

As a consequence, the weight space is divided into many identical cones and

each of them spans a small part.

Depending on the size of a network, a single cone can occupy a very small part of

weight space. The feed-forward network with the � hidden units arranged into a

single hidden layer implies 2� multiple solutions. For instance, the feed-forward

network with 50 hidden units has about 3:4 � 1079 equi-output transformations.

A great number of identical areas of the error surface makes the problem very

di�cult for the conventional "space-covering" techniques of global optimization.

It suggests that random initialization of weights (small values are preferable)

could be useful while starting a local search.
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Initialization of Weights

The traditional method of initialization is to generate random weights within

the range [�c=
p
n; c=

p
n], where n denotes the number of weights leading to

a particular node, and c is, in general, a problem speci�c constant, usually

between 0:1 and 1.

Visualization of error surfaces of a single node supports the concept of small

initial weights. The vicinity of the origin represents an area where the steepest

descent is directed into a \good" ravine, as usual. We may use a \quasi-linear"

solution for initial values, too, as demonstrated in a single node case. Such a

solution can be found explicitly when R is very small, in the order of 0:1. We

call this approach data-driven initialization.

At the next phase, when the weights grow and non-linearity of the network

becomes noticeable, the search tends to go along the narrow ravine until the

deepest point (the global minimum) is found. Thus, in spite of other unfavor-

able conditions ( multiple minima, at regions, etc.), the local search can be

successful. The advantage of data-driven initialization is that the peculiarities

of a data set are taken into account.

There are many methods of applying data-driven initialization to neural net-

works. Most of them can be considered as some type of clustering methods.

Data-driven initialization, as usual, improves the performance of ANN [8], [84],

[158].

Non-Linearity Control

A well-known semi-heuristic method applying the local search to global optimiz-

ation is "smoothing". The idea is to control the smoothing during the process of

local optimization [91]. Thus we reach the global optimum, if the initial smooth-

ing transforms the objective function into a uni-modal one [76] and the steps of

local optimization and the related smoothing relaxation are small enough. The

initial point of the next local optimization is the result of the previous one. The

smoothing idea is used in the path-following methods of global optimization (see

[49, 58]).

There are di�erent smoothing techniques. For example, we may control the

smoothing of error surfaces (10.5) of ANN by gradually increasing the scale

of target t. The small scale mean a strong smoothing. The example is a pro-

gressive range expansion [55]. Here non-linearity of the system is controlled by
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increasing the target values in small steps so that each step can be treated as

a small perturbation of the previous one. For su�ciently small steps there is a

trajectory leading to the global minimum. The case of zero target scale (the

constant output) is solved simply by setting zero weights, except that of the

output bias. Afterwards target scale is increased step-by-step and the network

is "retrained" using the optimal weight values obtained at the previous step.

We may also control the network non-linearity with the view of preventing

trapping into local minimum. Figures 10.5-10.6 show that these minima appear

far away from the origin, especially, when the learning set size is small.

A simple way of preventing the weight growth is to add to error function (10.5)

the penalty function de�ned as the squared sum of all weights

S(w) =

KX
i=0

w2
i ; (10.12)

and then minimize the sum

E0 = E + �S(w): (10.13)

The term (10.12) penalizes at regions of the error surface (where R is large)

by adding a \weight decay" term to the gradient of (10.5).
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Managing Narrow Ravines.

Narrow ravines slows down any local search. If a ravine is deep and the learning

step is small, there is a little possibility to escape from the ravine.

This shows how important is initialization of the starting point of network

weights dynamics. With a properly chosen initialization the network weights

converge fast to a "good" ravine and then proceed towards the minimum along

the ravine. A preferable case is radially oriented ravines.

A bene�t of narrow ravines is that when a point appears to be surrounded by

a narrow ravine, we know that some part of network parameters has a very

low salience and can be ignored. Thus, it is not necessary to optimize accur-

ately. For example, early stopping may prevent an "over-�tting" of the network

without a noticeable deterioration of the performance.

10.8.1 Summary

The factor explaining a relative success of local search in ANN learning is

a good initialization. A random initialization is a reasonable start because

due to symmetries of the weights the solution can be found in any of multiple

identical areas. The initialization with small parameter values is preferable.

The neighborhood around the origin represents a smooth transition area where

the local search often directs the weight vector into a \good" ravine. The well-

known regularization techniques, such as smoothing or weight limiting, helps

us avoid false minima later on while using local optimization procedures.

Another important factor is that we do not need to know the optimal weights

exactly. For example, an early stopping technique may be used as a tool of

preventing over-�tting of the neural network. In terms of this book the described

ANN optimization techniques may be regarded as a source of heuristics that

may be improved by BHA as well as any other heuristics.
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11
BAYESIAN APPROACH TO

DISCRETE OPTIMIZATION

11.1 INTRODUCTION

Various heuristics are widely used in discrete optimization. The average results

of heuristic optimization can be improved by the randomization and optimiza-

tion of heuristic parameters using the BHA. Therefore we consider the discrete

optimization as the main area of BHA application. The representation of dis-

crete optimization as a multi-stage decision problem is also a convenient way

to show how BHA works.

11.2 SEQUENTIAL DECISION PROBLEM

OF DISCRETE OPTIMIZATION

Consider discrete optimization as a multi-stage decision problem. At each stage

i = 1; :::; I one has to choose a decision m 2 Di; 1 � m � Mi. Here Di is a

set of feasible decisions at stage i and Mi is the number of feasible decisions.

The set Di usually depends on all previous decisions, which are represented as

a vector di = (d1; :::; di�1), where di is a decision at the stage i. Denote by

d = dI+1 a sequence of decisions at all I stages. The set D de�nes all feasible

decisions d.

177
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Denote by v(d) a value of the objective function that corresponds to the decision

d 1. Denote by v� the minimum value of the objective function v(d)

v� = min
d2D

v(d): (11.1)

Here Di � D is the set of feasible decisions (di; :::; dI)

11.3 EXACT AND APPROXIMATE

METHODS OF DISCRETE

OPTIMIZATION

Using the well known Branch-and-Bound (B&B) approach we "cut o�" bad

decisions (bad branches of the decision tree) instead of choosing the best one.

We can do this by de�ning lower bounds2, instead of exact values. We cut

o� those "branches" of the decision tree, whose lower bounds are higher than

the best available solution, referred to as "incumbent". Thus, we reduce the

amount of calculations, but the general complexity remains high and thus we

do not avoid the exponential time algorithm (see Sub-section 2.2.5). For a

description of B&B see [144, 119, 134].

The high complexity of exact techniques is one reason to look for simpler ap-

proaches. For example, we can apply randomized techniques where decisions

are made with some probability ri(m). We repeat a randomized decision many

times and accept the best decision as a result. If ri is positive for all feasible de-

cisions, ri � � > 0 , then the randomized technique converges to the best value

of objective v� with probability one (see Theorem 3.2.1). In the sequel, when

discussing convergence, we shall omit the words "with probability one". Usu-

ally the �nal convergence is very slow, thus we stop far away from the optimal

value v�.

1Speaking about the discrete problems we, as usual, denote by v(d) the "original" objective

function of discrete variables d and by f(x) the "auxiliary" objective function of continuous

variables x (see expression (11.30).
2Here we consider minimization.
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11.4 DEFINITION OF RANDOMIZED

HEURISTICS

Suppose that there exists a simple function hi(m), referred to as the "heuristic",

that roughly predicts the consequences of decisions m. In some cases it is

convenient to normalize the heuristics. We use two normalization conditions:

the "positive" one and the "plus-minus-one". If

0 < a < b; (11.2)

where

min
m

hi(m) = a; max
m

hi(m) = b; i = 1; :::; I;

then we obtain the positive normalization used in this book with the excep-

tion of orthogonal polynomial randomization (see Sub-section 11.5.3) and the

randomization of the simulated annealing type (see expression (11.23)). The

positive normalization does not restrict the heuristics scale. We merely keep

the heuristic positive.

If

a = �1; b = 1; (11.3)

then we have the symmetric normalization that is convenient using an orthogonal

randomization (see Sub-section 11.5.3). However, both theses normalizations

are not always desirable. For example, using normalization (11.3) in the "twin-

decision" case, such as simulated annealing (see expression 11.23), we can only

see which of the two decisions is better, but not how much better, if a and b are

constant.

Usually the heuristics hi are de�ned as priority rules. We prefer the decision m

which appears to be best now, at the stage i. We disregard future consequences

of the decision m. A sequence of heuristics is denoted by h = (hi; i = 1; :::; I),

where hi = hi(m); i = 1; :::; I.

If we "build" a solution from "scratch", then we apply so-called greedy heuristics

[59]. If we improve a given feasible decision, then the permutation heuristics

are used. The simplest permutation heuristics would be

hi(m) = �v(m): (11.4)

Here the objective v(m) has the minus sign, because we regard a greater value of

heuristic as better one when minimizing the objective v. Using the permutation
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heuristics the set of decisions Di at each stage i sometimes consists of only

two decisions: one after and one before the permutation, as in the Simulated

Annealing case (see Sub-section 11.5.4).

11.5 ALGORITHM OF RANDOMIZED

HEURISTICS

We take advantage of expert knowledge by relating the probability ri(m) of de-

cision m to the heuristics hi(m). The usual assumption is that the probabilities

ri(m) are proportional to heuristics hi(m). This assumption means linearity of

ri as a function of hi. If we wish to make the relation more "general", then we

have to consider nonlinear functions ri = r(hi), too. Let us de�ne a family of

functions ri = r(hi) by a �xed number of parameters x = (xn; n = 1; :::; N).

Then we can write ri(m) = r(m;hi; x). HereX
m2Di

ri(m) = 1: (11.5)

For example, we implement the algorithm of randomized heuristics including

condition (11.5) by the following three steps:

Step 1. Divide the unit interval into Mi parts U(m);m 2 Di, where length of

each part is equal to ri(m),

Step 2. Generate a random number � 2 [0; 1] from a uniform distribution.

Step 3. Choose the decision m, if � 2 U(m).

Now the problem is to obtain the best expression of probabilities ri as a function

of heuristics hi.

11.5.1 Polynomial Randomization

An ordinary polynomial is a good representation, if we prefer the probability

ri to be expressed as some monotonic function of positive heuristics hi (see

condition (11.2)).

r0i (m) = r0(m;hi; x) =

N�1X
n=0

ainxnh
n
i (m); (11.6)
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where

N�1X
n=0

xn = 1; xn � 0; n = 0; :::; N � 1; (11.7)

and from condition (11.5)

ain =
1PMi

m=1 h
n
i (m)

:

The number n in expression (11.6) is regarded as the "degree of greed" of

the n-th component. The component n = 0 means no greed3 , because all

feasible decisions are equally desirable. If the number of greed n is large, then

we prefer the decisions with the best heuristics. Optimizing x we de�ne a

"mixture" of degrees of greed such that provide the most e�cient randomized

decision procedure. The convergence of polynomial randomization follows from

condition 11.2 and Theorem 3.2.1.

11.5.2 "Sharp" Polynomial Randomization

In some cases, for example, the travelling salesman problem (see Section 12.2),

only small deviations from the pure greedy heuristics are desirable. In such cases

a "sharp" polynomial expression (11.8) of probabilities may better correspond

to our preferences as compared with "regular" polynomial expressions (11.13)

or (11.6):

r0i (m) = r0(m;hi; x) =

NX
n=1

ainxnh
nS
i (m); (11.8)

and

ain =
1PMi

m=1 h
nS
i (m)

;

where S is large.

3That is a reason why we start index numbering from zero, instead of the conventional

one.
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11.5.3 Orthogonal Polynomial Randomization

It is well known that orthogonality of polynomials often helps to represent

functions using a minimal number of components. The Legendre polynomial

Ln is an example in the one-dimensional case:

Ln = Ln(y) =
1

2nn!

dn((y2 � 1)
n
):

dxn
; n = 0; :::; N � 1 (11.9)

Here y denotes hi.

The �rst seven components of polynomial (11.9) are as follows:

L0 = 1; (11.10)

L1(y) = y;

L2(y) =
1

2
(3y2 � 1);

L3(y) =
1

2
(5y3 � 3y);

L4(y) =
1

8
(35y4 � 30y2 + 3);

L5(y) =
1

8
(63y5 � 70y3 + 15y);

L6(y) =
1

16
(231y6 � 315y4 + 105y2 � 5):

The orthogonality of polynomials Ln(y) means thatZ +1

�1

Ls(y)Lt(y)dy = 0; if s 6= t: (11.11)

In this expression the integration is from �1 to +1. Thus, we assume symmetric
normalization (11.3) de�ned by conditions: minm hi(m) = �1; maxm hi(m) =

+1; i = 1; :::; I .

The variance Sn of the polynomial component n is

Sn =

Z +1

�1

L2
n(y)dy =

1

2n+ 1
: (11.12)

If the heuristics hi is multi-dimensional, then each component can be represen-

ted as a separate Legendre polynomial. If one would like to take into account

the interdependence of components of the multi-dimensional heuristics then one
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ought to consider an orthogonal system of multi-dimensional functions. This is

a complicated task and will not be considered it in this book.

The probabilities of decisions can be represented as the sum of Legendre poly-

nomials Ln multiplied by control parameters xn.

r0i (m) = r0(m;hi; x) =

N�1X
n=0

ainxnLn(hi); (11.13)

where x 2 A and

A = fx :

N�1X
n=0

xn = 1; xn � 0; n = 0; :::; N � 1g; (11.14)

and from condition (11.5)

ain =
1PMi

m=1 Ln(hi(m))
: (11.15)

We regard the product of the control parameter xn and variance Sn as a

"weight" wn of the component n:

wn = xnSn: (11.16)

This de�nition can be useful when analyzing the results of optimization of the

control parameter x.

We need some correction to expressions (11.13)-(11.15), if the convergence con-

dition r0i (m) � � > 0 does not hold for some m 2 Di and some i. De�ne the set

Di(�) as a set of all m such that r0i (m) < � . Then the corrected probabilities

ri(m) are as follows:

ri(m) =

�
�; if m 2 Di(�)

r0i (m)�i otherwise.
: (11.17)

Here �i is the correction multiplier:

�i =
X

m=2Di(�)

r0i (m) + jDi(�)j� (11.18)

where jDj is the number of elements of the set D.

We deviate from orthogonality conditions (11.11) using the convergence correc-

tion (11.17). Usually this deviation is not signi�cant.

A disadvantage of representation (11.13) is that the probability ri is not a

monotonic function of heuristics. One can understand the results easier, if the

components of the expression ri are monotonous.
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11.5.4 Non-smooth Randomization

Delta Randomization

We considered two polynomial randomizations: one orthogonal, similar to the

Legendre polynomial, and one non-orthogonal, similar to the Taylor expansion.

It would be convenient to extend the latter by adding a "Delta" term repres-

enting "pure" heuristics

ri(m) =
PN�1

n=0 ainxnh
n
i (m) + xN�i(m); (11.19)

where the Delta term

�i(m) =

�
1; if hi(m) = maxk2f1;:::;Mg hi(k)

0; otherwise.
; (11.20)

Here hi satis�es condition (11.2) and xn satis�es condition (11.7).

From condition (11.5)

ain =
1PMi

m=1 h
n
i (m)

:

To insure the convergence of Delta randomization we limit the probability of

the Delta term:

xN � 1� �; � > 0: (11.21)

Then the convergence follows from condition (11.2) and Theorem 3.2.1.

The pure heuristics term (11.21) may be considered as a limit on the last term

in polynomial expressions (11.6) and (11.8).

Consider, as an illustration, the "twin-case" wherem 2 f0; 1g,M = 2, and N =

1. Here m = 0 denotes remaining in the "old" state, and m = 1 de�nes going to

the "new" state that we obtain after the permutation operation. In this special

case we optimize only one independent parameter x0
4 de�ning the probability

of using Monte Carlo randomization ri(0) = ri(1) = 1=2. Thus, we are looking

for the optimal "lottery" of simple Monte Carlo and "pure" heuristics. This

way we de�ne an alternative to the randomization of the simulated annealing

type (see the next subsubsection).

4The parameter de�ning the probability of using pure heuristics x1 = 1� x0.
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In the "triplet-case" where N = 2 one considers three terms: x0 de�ning the

probability of using Monte Carlo randomization, x1 de�ning the probability of

linear randomization, and x2 de�ning that of pure heuristics. This Delta-triplet

could be better in many cases as compared with the Taylor-triplet: constant,

linear, and quadratic terms.

Simulated Annealing

A popular method of global optimization, namely, the simulated annealing, may

be considered in the framework of the Bayesian heuristics approach. We use

the following heuristics5, convenient for simulated annealing.

hi(m) = �(v(m)� v( �m)); m = 0; 1: (11.22)

Here

v(m) is the objective after the permutation i,

v( �m) is the objective before the permutation i,

Di = fm; �mg, which means that the number of decisions jMij = 2.

The randomized permutation heuristics is:

ri(m) =

�
e

h(m)

x= ln(1+i) ; if h(m) < 0

1; otherwise,
(11.23)

where

i is the iteration number,

x is the "initial temperature".

The di�erence from the usual simulating annealing is that we optimize the para-

meter x for some �xed number of iterations. We disregard the asymptotic be-

havior because the asymptotic properties are beyond the scope of the Bayesian

Heuristics Approach.

GRASP System

Consider in the framework of the BHA the well known system GRASP (see

[42, 118, 130, 116, 117, 131]) of optimization using heuristics.

5Note that these heuristics do not satisfy the normalization conditions (11.3) and (11.2).
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GRASP Algorithm

The essence of the GRASP algorithm (see [129]) is shown in Figure 11.1 The

cost_best=INFINITY;

for (k=1 to MAX_TRIES)

{

s = construct_greedy_randomized_solution();

s = local_search(s);

if (c(s) < cost_best))

{

s_best = s;

cost_best=c(s);

}

}

Figure 11.1 GRASP Nutshell

heuristic is repeated MAX TRIES times. During each iteration a greedy ran-

domized solution is constructed and the neighborhood around that solution is

searched for a local optimum. The component "construct greedy randomized solution()"

constructs a solution, one element at a time (in the style of a greedy heuristic),

by doing the following:

1. apply to all not yet unselected candidates m a GREEDY function h(m);

2. sort these candidates according to the GREEDY function;

3. select a subset, consisting of GOOD (but not necessarily BEST) candidates

to be in Restricted Candidate List (RCL);

4. select a CANDIDATE m, at RANDOM with probability rm, from RCL to

be in the solution;

5. change GREEDY function to take into account the inclusion of the candid-

ate m into the solution.

These steps are repeated until a solution is constructed.
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BHA Version of GRASP

In this paragraph we describe how to apply BHA to implement a GRASP type

algorithm. We will outline the di�erences and additions to the conventional

GRASP version (see Figure 11.1) and explain them

1. It is supposed that using BHA the convergence conditions of Theorem 3.2.1

should be satis�ed. This is a di�cult task, if the candidate list is restricted

(see RCL area in GRASP). Thus applying BHA in GRASP one should

provide positive probabilities

rm � �; � > 0; for all m:

2. Selecting a candidate from RCL by BHA not merely one but the entire

"arsenal" of di�erent heuristics and randomization rules might be applied.

3. Some "lottery" parameters x = (x1; :::; xn) de�ning the "mixture" of di�er-

ent randomization procedures and/or di�erent heuristics are determined by

multiple repetitions using Bayesian methods of continuous global stochastic

optimization.

For example, the GRASP heuristic for the set covering problem [42, 22] may be

regarded in BHA terms as a step-function randomization

r(m) =

�
r0; if jPmj � � max1�j�J jPj j
0; otherwise.

: (11.24)

Here � < 1 is a threshold factor de�ning the RCL set and jPj j is the cardinality
of set Pj (see [22]), and J is the number of available candidates.

An example of a simple BHA implementation of GRASP heuristics would be

a mixture x = (x1; x2) of two di�erent randomizations: the traditional RCL

de�ned by expression (11.24) and the linear one, de�ned by the following ex-

pression

ri(m) =
jPmjPi
j=1 jPj j

: (11.25)

In the GRASP-BHA case, the parameter x1 2 [0; 1] de�nes the probability of

applying randomization (11.24) and the parameter x2 de�nes that of random-

ization (11.25). The vector x = (x1; x2) where x2 = 1 � x1; x1 2 [0; 1 � �]
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is optimized by solving an one-dimensional continuous global stochastic optim-

ization problem applying the Bayesian methods and using the best results of

multiple repetition as an objective function.

The theoretical advantage is that this GRASP-BHA version satis�es the condi-

tions of Theorem 3.2.16 thus assuring the convergence in the sense of conditions

(3.11) and (3.5). Numerous other GRASP-BHA versions could be designed.

We considered this one merely as an illustration because BHA is a conceptual

framework which produce good results if applied by an expert in the speci�c

heuristics.

11.5.5 Transformation to a Unit Box

The equality constraint (11.14) is not convenient for global optimization if N >

2. Therefore we transform the set of feasible values of x, de�ned by condition

(11.14), to a "unit box":

A0 = fx0 : 0 � x0n � 1; n = 0; :::; N � 1g: (11.26)

We do that by a simple transformation

xn =
x0nPN�1
n=0 x0n

n = 1; :::; N � 1: (11.27)

Expression (11.27) transforms the objective function f(x), de�ned on the set A

into some other function f0(x0) = f(x0(x)) de�ned on the N - dimensional unit

cube A0 (see conditions(11.26)). The notation x0(x) means that x0 depends on

x.

Let us �x some x 2 A. Then the values of the function f0(x
0), remain equal to

the value f(x0(x)) for all x0 satisfying condition (11.27) for �xed x.

It follows from condition (11.27) that for �xed x = (x0; :::; xN�1)

x0n =
xn

x0
x00; n = 1; :::; N � 1:

Fixing x00 = 0, we obtain the zero point x0n = 0; n = 1; :::; N � 1. Fixing

x00 = x0, we obtain the point x0n = xn; n = 1; :::; N � 1. This means that

6Assuming that both jPmj and x2 are positive.
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x0 = x. Thus, expression (11.27) de�nes the line in the set A0 going from zero

through the point x0 = x.

This property of the function f0(x0) de�ned by transformation (11.27) is usu-

ally not very important in applying global optimization methods. It does not

contradict the basic assumptions of Bayesian methods designed for the global

optimization in the unit "box" (see [100]). The peculiarity of the function

f0(x0), related to transformation (11.27), seems to be less important in com-

parison with computational advantages of the unit box construction.

11.6 REDUCTION TO CONTINUOUS

STOCHASTIC OPTIMIZATION

Denote by v(K;x) the expectation of the best value of the objective function, if

the randomized decision r(x) is repeatedK times for the �xed parameter x. We

assume that r(x) is such that the probability of any feasible decision is positive.

In such a case the best value of the objective function converges to the exact

optimum v�, if the number of repetitions K is large (see Theorem 3.2.1),

lim
K!1

v(K;x) = v�; x 2 A: (11.28)

The exact computation of v(K;x) is no less complicated than the solution of the

original discrete optimization problem (11.1). A natural and convenient way of

estimating v(K;x) is by Monte Carlo simulation. Let fK(x) be the best value of

the objective function obtained after K repetitions of the randomized decision

procedure r(x) for �xed x. The expectation of fK(x) is equal to v(K;x) by

de�nition. We de�ned the randomized decision procedure so that

lim
K!1

fK(x) = v�; x 2 A: (11.29)

This means that all the values of parameters x are "good" asymptotically.

However the right choice of x could be very important, if the number of re-

petitions K is not very large.

Thus we obtain the following continuous problem of stochastic programming

min
x

f(x); (11.30)

where

f(x) = fK(x);
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and

x = (x0; :::; xN�1);

N�1X
n=0

xn = 1; xi � 0; n = 0; :::; N � 1: (11.31)

Thus we reduced, in the described sense, discrete optimization problem (11.1)

to the problem of continuous stochastic optimization (11.30) (11.31).

11.7 CONVERGENCE

Let R be the number of iterations at each repetition of the stochastic optimiza-

tion. Thus, the total number of observations KT (calculations of the objective

function v(d) for the �xed decision d) is the product of iterations R and repeti-

tions K, therefore KT = RK. Replace condition (11.29) by a weaker condition

lim
KT!1

fK(x) = v�; x 2 A; and K � 1: (11.32)

This expression follows directly from the convergence condition

r0i (m) � � > 0; n = 1; :::Mi; i = 1; :::; I and Theorem 3.2.1.

Condition (11.32) means that the method will achieve the global optimum for

any �xed number of repetitions K � 1, if the total number of observations

KT = KR is large enough. However, the average results of optimization for

the �xed number KT may depend signi�cantly on the number of repetitions K.

Therefore, for any speci�c problem some preliminary investigation is desirable

to de�ne the right number of repetitions K.

11.8 IMPROVING EFFICIENCY

We expect the algorithm employing randomized heuristics to be e�cient, if v�

statistically depends on some simple heuristic hi. Thus, in the �rst stage we

investigate the "quality" of heuristics using the Delta-triplet (see (11.19) and

(11.20)).

The heuristics hi is considered to be useless, if the optimal value of the zero

component x0, obtained using three terms of expressions (11.19) and(11.20),

is near to unit. The reason is that we have obtained the best result using the

simplest uniform Monte Carlo method, without any heuristics.
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The heuristics hi is regarded to be very good, if the optimal value of the second

component x2 is near to unit. Here we obtained the best result by choosing a

decision that corresponds to the best heuristics, without any randomization and

parameterization.

The heuristics hi could be improved by randomization, if the optimal value of

the component x1 was signi�cantly greater than zero. In this case, we proceed

to the second stage of optimization. In the second stage, we use the randomized

procedure r(x) with probabilities de�ned by expression (11.13), or by (11.17) or

(11.6). The optimization of parameters x should make the search more e�cient.

If we see that the optimization of parameters x improves the results signi�cantly,

then we proceed to the third stage. In the third stage, we repeat the randomized

decision procedure r(x) for �xed values of x which had been obtained in the

second stage of optimization. Of course, depending on the speci�c conditions of

the problem, some optimization steps may be omitted.

The number of repetitions K may be di�erent in di�erent stages, namely,

K1;K2; and K3. The total number of observations here is

KT = K1R1 +K2R2 +K3;

where R1 is the number of iterations in the �rst stage of optimization, and R2

is the number of iterations in the second stage.

The right choice of repetition numbers K1, K2, and K3 depends on several

factors. The "cost" of one observation is an important factor. We set the repe-

tition numbersK1 = K2 = 1; and K3 = 0, if the cost of an observation is higher

than that of the auxiliary computations. We use the auxiliary computations to

de�ne the next value of x at each iteration of optimization. Bayesian methods

need a large number of such computations to minimize risk functions (4.9) and

(4.11).

If observations are "cheap", then one should set larger numbers of repetitions

K1;K2. The aim is to make the cost of observations at each iteration close

to the cost of auxiliary computations . Since the auxiliary computations are

de�ned by the optimization method, one cannot control them. However, we

can increase the cost of observations in one iteration by increasing the number

of repetitions. The results are improved by setting a large number of "post-

optimization" repetitions K3, if observations are cheap.
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The described methods are most important in solving families of related discrete

optimization problems. Here one may optimize x for only one typical problem

of the family applying the optimal values of x to many related problems. In

this way, we can reduce the optimization "cost" by dividing it between many

problems. In the examples of this book we optimize parameters x only for indi-

vidual problems. Thus we show only a part of the advantages of the Bayesian

approach. Section 3.4 and Figures 12.1 and 12.2 illustrate the "learning" po-

tential of the Bayesian heuristics approach, when the optimal x of one problem

is extended to the whole family of related problems.

11.9 METHODS OF GLOBAL

STOCHASTIC OPTIMIZATION

There are several speci�c features of problem (11.30) (11.31) that make it dif-

�cult for optimization:

1. the function fK(x) is stochastic;

2. the function fK(x) is multi-modal (usually);

3. the function fK(x) is expensive (one observation requires many calcula-

tions).

There exist techniques of stochastic approximation (see [39]) that converge to

local minimum with probability one. There are methods of global stochastic

approximation (see [152]) that provide a convergence to the global minimum.

Thus, both the �rst and the second conditions are met by traditional methods.

The convergence of conventional methods of global stochastic optimization, such

as global stochastic approximation or simulated annealing, is usually very slow

(see [168]). Sometimes the convergence condition appears almost irrelevant, if

the number of iterations is not very large. The reason for such a behavior is

that these methods are designed for the optimization of inexpensive functions.

If the function is inexpensive, then the number of iterations is usually large and

the asymptotic performance is important.

Therefore, to meet all three conditions one needs a search technique that might

minimize the expected deviation from the global minimum, when the number
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of iterations (evaluations of the function fK(x)) is small. We de�ne such tech-

niques as Bayesian methods of global optimization (see [100]). We apply the

Bayesian approach to discrete optimization using the Bayesian optimization for

continuous auxiliary problem (11.30) (11.31). However, "non-Bayesian" meth-

ods of global stochastic optimization could also be used for this problem. We

regard the BHA as an important special case of the Adaptive Heuristic Approach

(AHA), where heuristics are adapted to the problems.

The main advantage of the Bayesian Heuristics Approach to the discrete optim-

ization is that it shows how to involve expert knowledge about the problem into

the general mathematical framework. We include the expert knowledge directly

into heuristics hi
7. The mathematical part refers to the auxiliary optimization

problem (11.30) (11.31). If the choice of heuristics hi is good, then the optimiz-

ation of auxiliary continuous problem (11.30) (11.31) helps to solve the original

discrete problem (11.1) more e�ciently. If not, then the results of optimization

of problem (11.30) (11.31) indicate that the heuristics hi is irrelevant to original

discrete optimization problem (11.1).

11.10 APPLICATION TO STOCHASTIC

DISCRETE OPTIMIZATION

Suppose that the objective v depends on a random parameter �. Denote by

v(K;x; �l) the expectation of the best value of the objective function if the

randomized decision r(x) is repeated K times. Here the value of the control

parameter is x and the value of the random parameter � is �l, where l = 1; :::; L.

Denote by q = (ql; l = 1; :::; L) a probability distribution of the parameter �.

We de�ne as K the number of optimizing repetitions.

Denote by v(K;x) the expected value of the function v(K;x; �) with respect to

the probability distribution q of the random parameter �.

Denote by fK(x; l) the best value of the objective function obtained after K

repetitions of the randomized decision r(x). We �x the control parameter x and

the random parameter � = �l. We repeat this procedure K(l) times for each

l = 1; :::; L and de�ne K(l) as the number of averaging repetitions. The average

7We include the expert knowledge indirectly, too, while de�ning the a priori distribution

on a set of heuristics randomization parameters.
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of the stochastic function fK(x; l) is de�ned by the following expression:

fK(x) =
1

L

LX
l=1

1

K(l)

K(l)X
k=1

fK(x; l): (11.33)

It is not di�cult to show that the expectation of fK(x) is equal to v(K;x) if

K(l) = qlK0: (11.34)

Here K0 is the number of averaging repetitions corresponding to the minimal

probability min1�l�L ql. The number K0 should not be small. This means that

the stochastic discrete optimization needs many of repetitions.

We optimize randomized decision procedures ri by the same expression (11.30)

(11.31) as in the deterministic case. That is an important advantage of BHA.
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EXAMPLES OF DISCRETE

OPTIMIZATION

12.1 KNAPSACK PROBLEM

12.1.1 De�nition of Heuristics

The knapsack problem (see expression (16.61)) is to maximize the total value

of a collection of objects when the total weight g of those objects is limited. We

denote the value of the object i by ci and the weight by gi.

The decision m means that object m is selected.

De�ne the heuristics hi satisfying expression (11.2)

hi(m) =
am �Ai

Ai �Ai

+ a; (12.1)

where am = cm=gm, and

Ai = min
m2Di

am; A
i = max

m2Di

am; a > 0: (12.2)

Here

m 2 Di; iff

iX
k=1

gk � g: (12.3)

Sum (12.3) denotes the total weight of objects taken during the sequence of i

decisions.

Expression (12.1) de�nes the well known and widely used "greedy" heuristics.

195
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De�ne the randomized procedure r(x) by expression (11.6)

ri = r(hi; x) =

N�1X
n=0

ainxnh
n
i (m): (12.4)

The number n denotes the "degree of greed" of n-th component . The number

n = 0 means no greed component, because all feasible decisions are equally

desirable.

Monotonic expression (11.6) of ri is used in this and the following examples.

Orthogonal expression (11.13) or non-smooth expression (11.19)(11.20) may be

used as well, depending on the situation.

One optimizes the randomized decision function (12.4) by solving stochastic

optimization problem (11.30) (11.31) where function fK(x) de�nes the maximal

feasible sum of weights. We apply the Bayesian methods (see [100, 96, 102]) for

the optimization of fK(x). The solutions to the knapsack problem using various

methods are demonstrated in the form of four tables and related comments.

The results of the Bayesian, deterministic heuristics, and exact B&B method

are compared.

The average results were obtained by repeating the optimization procedures for

100 times with the same data, the same probability distributions, and di�erent

random sequences. Table 12.1 illustrates the results of the Bayesian algorithm

Table 12.1 Comparison of the Bayesian method and the exact one

KB = 100, and K = 1

NO KE fB fE �B% xB(0) xB(1) xB(2)

50 313 9.56057 9.62347 0.654 0.0114 0.0280 0.9605

100 526 13.0703 13.1241 0.411 0.0316 0.0412 0.9271

150 771 16.6301 16.6301 0.000 0.0150 0.1945 0.7904

200 875 37.4665 37.4859 0.050 0.0315 0.0530 0.9437

250 568 53.7781 53.9000 0.226 0.0091 0.0511 0.9397

300 1073 28.3144 28.6106 1.034 0.0113 0.0835 0.9050

350 1416 30.4016 31.7527 4.254 0.0064 0.0646 0.9288

400 2876 32.1632 33.3192 3.469 0.0202 0.0452 0.9344

450 1038 105.467 105.578 0.105 0.0101 0.0149 0.9748

500 2132 39.3583 42.1047 6.521 0.0078 0.1556 0.8365
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and that of the exact method. In this table the symbol N0 stands for the number

of objects, K stands for the number of repetitions, KB denotes the total number

of observations by the Bayesian method, and KE denotes the number of nodes

considered by the exact method. The symbol fB denotes the best result of

the Bayesian method, fE denotes the exact optimum, �B% denotes the mean

percentage error of the Bayesian algorithm, and xB(n); n = 0; 1; 2 denote the

optimal values obtained by the Bayesian method.

If the deviation of some solution does not exceed 5%, we refer to it as a 5%

solution. One can expect that the 5% solution satis�es the applications, where

the level of data uncertainty is not less than 5%. It is not an unusual level in

many applications.

Table 12.1 shows that we need to consider from 313 to 2876 nodes to obtain the

exact solution, while only 100 observations are needed to obtain the 5% solution

by the Bayesian method. The deviation exceeds 1% only for three cases in ten.

The average deviation is 1:67%.

Assume that roughly the same computing time is necessary for one node and for

one observation. As seen from Table 12.1, under this assumption the Bayesian

5% solution is about three times "cheaper" as compared to the exact one, if the

number of objects is 50. If this number is 400, then the Bayesian 5% solution

is almost 30 times cheaper.

Table 12.2 demonstrates the results of three di�erent methods. In Table 12.2,

the symbol fH denotes the best result of the deterministic heuristics method.

Comparing Table 12.2 with Table 12.1 we see the improvement of results when

the number of Bayesian observations is increased from 100 to 1000. For 1000

Bayesian observations, the deviation is less than 1% in all the ten cases. So

we need a large number of observations, if we wish to obtain a higher than 1%

accuracy by the Bayesian methods.

Table 12.1 and Table 12.2 suggest that the most e�cient method seems to be

close to the deterministic heuristics, if we accept the 1% accuracy. If we wish a

higher accuracy, then we have to choose: either to use the exact method, or to

increase the number of Bayesian observations.

Table 12.3 shows that the exact methods can be more economical, if we need

the average accuracy to be much higher than 1%. Table 12.3 illustrates that

using the Bayesian approach one can reach the exact optimum with an accuracy

of 0:1% by increasing the number of observations up to 10,000 (100 repetitions
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Table 12.2 Comparison of the Bayesian, the deterministic heuristics, and the

exact methods

The case when KB = 1000 and K = 1

NO KE fB fH fE xB(0) xB(1) xB(2)

50 313 9.6234 9.5605 9.6234 0.0569 0.2722 0.6708

100 371 15.9162 15.7361 16.1537 0.1174 0.0075 0.8750

150 554 22.7691 22.6892 22.7691 0.0820 0.1537 0.7641

200 1119 12.5672 12.5985 12.7005 0.0412 0.3989 0.5597

250 645 60.2354 60.2058 60.3298 0.0438 0.0267 0.9294

300 2288 40.3135 40.8855 41.2118 0.0197 0.0227 0.9574

350 908 79.5732 79.5914 79.6651 0.0481 0.0801 0.8717

400 1745 36.2534 36.5369 36.5394 0.0101 0.0686 0.9212

450 895 108.022 108.019 108.034 0.0348 0.0329 0.9322

500 1901 96.1148 96.4902 96.1148 0.0031 0.0097 0.8997

Table 12.3 Comparison of the average results of the Bayesian and the exact

method

KB = 10000,

R = 100, K = 100, and KA = 100

NO KE fB fE �B%

50 313 9.623 9.623 0.000

100 311 9.705 9.704 0.010

500 1340 44.753 44.717 0.080

multiplied by 100 iterations). However, we may obtain the exact optimum much

cheaper by the exact B&B techniques.

We can roughly estimate the relation between the average deviation and the

number of observations as an inverse square root. For instance, one can expect

to decrease the deviation ten times by increasing the observation number a

hundred times. The deviation also depends on many other features, including

the relation between the number of repetitions K and the number of iterations

KB .
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We did mention in Section 11.9 that Bayesian methods are not only ones for

stochastic global optimization problem (11.30) (11.31). The theoretical reason

of using Bayesian methods is the possibility to include speci�c heuristics into a

general Bayesian framework. Table 12.4 demonstrates results of using a simple

Monte-Carlo technique to solve stochastic problem (11.30) (11.31) instead of

sophisticated Bayesian methods. By comparing Table 12.1 and Table 12.4

we see that 10 times more Monte-Carlo iterations are necessary to approach

the accuracy of the Bayesian method. The number of Bayesian iterations is

KB = 100, and the number of Monte Carlo iterations is KM = 1000. Aver-

age deviations are about 1:3% and 1:5%, respectively. In Table 12.4 symbols

Table 12.4 Comparison of the Monte Carlo method and the exact one

KM = 1000 and K = 1

NO KE fM fE �M% xM (0) xM (1) xM (2)

50 313 9.623 9.623 0.000 0.0569 0.2722 0.6708

100 502 7.990 7.990 0.000 0.1174 0.0075 0.8750

150 1059 10.898 10.958 0.547 0.0820 0.1537 0.7641

200 105 54.210 54.212 0.003 0.0412 0.3989 0.5597

250 868 57.127 57.184 0.099 0.0438 0.0267 0.9294

300 1377 35.233 36.019 2.182 0.0197 0.0227 0.9574

350 1885 26.834 30.051 10.705 0.0481 0.0801 0.8717

400 1356 89.948 90.327 0.419 0.0101 0.0686 0.9212

450 1800 82.286 83.430 1.371 0.0348 0.0329 0.9322

500 1090 93.988 94.903 0.964 0.0031 0.1970 0.8997

fM ; xM (0); xM (1); xM (2) denote the results of optimization of the parameters

x by the Monte Carlo method using a uniform distribution. The number of

Monte Carlo iterations is KM .

An unexpected result of the knapsack example is the conclusion that the best

approximate method seems to be the pure heuristics if about 1% accuracy is

needed. Consequently in such a case no optimization of parameters x is neces-

sary. If we wish a higher accuracy, then we have to choose: either to use the

exact method, or to increase the number of Bayesian observations. The exact

methods are more economical, if we need the average accuracy to be about

0:1%.
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We see that applying BHA to knapsack problem we did not obtain signi�cant

positive results. Another examples in this book, in particular applying BHA

to a family of scheduling problems (see Section 12.3 and Chapters 14 and 15),

demonstrate e�ciency of BHA.

12.2 TRAVELLING SALESMAN

PROBLEM

The problem is to minimize the total path length of a salesman visiting I cities

and returning home (see[92]). The decision m 2 Di means to go at the stage i

to the city number m 2 Di . Here the set Di is a set of cities the salesman has

not visited in the previous i� 1 stages.

The number cm denotes the length of the path between the city m and the last

city, he has visited in the i� 1 previous stages.

Consider the greedy heuristics satisfying expression (11.2)

hi(m) =
Ci � cm

Ci � Ci
+ a; (12.5)

where

Ci = min
di(m)2Di

cm; C
i = max

di(m)2Di

cm; a > 0: (12.6)

Here cm is with minus sign, because in this book greater heuristics are regarded

as the better ones. It is well known that going to distant cities one usually

misses the optimal decision. However some deviation from the pure greedy

decision (going to the nearest city) may be justi�ed. Therefore we de�ne the

randomized decision function ri by the "sharp" polynomial expression (11.8),

where the number of terms N = 3.

r0i (m) = r0(hi; x) =

3X
n=1

ainxnh
nS
i ; (12.7)

where r0i (m) determines the probability of going to city m.

We used numbers S of order 100. In this case, the probability of going to some

distant city is almost zero. However the probability of some small deviation

from the pure heuristics is signi�cant. For example, the probability of going
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not to the nearest city (in a problem of 100 cities) is about 1% in one iteration

and about 27% in 100 iterations. One may consider these sparse "deviations"

from the pure heuristic decisions as some new "initial" points preventing the

heuristics to be trapped and thus providing the convergence.

We optimize randomized decision function (12.7) by solving a stochastic optim-

ization problem (11.30) (11.31) where fK(x) denotes the shortest path found as

a result of K repetitions.

In numerical experiments "cities" were considered to be points in the ten-

dimensional unit cube. The multi-dimensional case is less realistic, but more

convenient for comparison of di�erent methods. The reason is that the choice

of alternative paths is wider here.

The distances between the cities are de�ned as Euclidean distances between

the corresponding points. The number of cities I is from 100 to 500. I points

(representing cities) are generated 300 times, by sampling from a uniform dis-

tribution in the 10-dimensional unit cube.

Usually the exact optimum is not obtained, because the number of problems

(5 � 300) and the size of the problems (from 100 to 500 cities) is too large.

Consequently we merely compare the Bayesian methods with the pure heuristics.

Both a simple sequential nearest city algorithm and a more complicated local

permutation algorithm are considered.

We execute the randomized algorithm (11.6) for each vector of parameters

x = (x1; x2; x3) de�ned by the Bayesian global optimization method (see [100]).

A length of the shortest path is the result.

For purposes of the algorithm involving local permutations, some initial travel

path must be used. We try to improve this initial �xed path by selecting a pair

of adjacent cities A � B and afterwards considering another pair of adjacent

cities C �D. The pairs are chosen so that reconnecting A to C and B to D we

still obtain a path that visits all cities. We seek such a new path that is shorter.

The initial path is selected by a greedy heuristic, then we repeat I times the

following two steps:

choose the �rst pair of cities at random;

consider the remaining pairs in succession as long as a shorter path is found.
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The local permutation heuristics hm is de�ned by the same expressions (12.5)

and (12.6) as in the case of greedy heuristics. However, the parameter cm is dif-

ferent and determines the total length of travelling salesman path corresponding

to the permutation m.

Table 12.5 illustrates the results of Bayesian algorithms employing simple greedy

heuristics (11.6). The results of pure greedy heuristics and that of pure local

permutation are shown, too, for comparison. In this table the letter B stands for

Table 12.5 Results of the Bayesian method using greedy heuristics.

I S fG fB fGL fG�B dG�B
100 64 78.90 77.62 77 1.28 0.39

200 128 144.88 143.30 142 1.58 0.71

300 128 205.90 203.95 202 1.95 0.85

400 128 264.62 262.63 260 1.99 1.05

500 128 321.35 319.10 316 2.25 1.32

the Bayesian method, the letter G denotes pure greedy heuristics, and the sym-

bol GL denotes pure local permutations. The table provides sample means f

and sample variances d. Thus fG�B denotes the mean of the di�erence between

the results of a greedy heuristic and the Bayesian methods, and dG�B denotes

the corresponding variance. The symbol I stands for the number of cities, and

the letter S is the power of the "sharp" polynomial (see expression (12.7)). The

Bayesian method performs 46 observations.

The results show that the Bayesian method is roughly 1% better than the pure

greedy heuristic. The improvement declines with the size of the problem, from

1:6% for I = 100 to 0:7% for I = 500. Comparing the columns fGL and fB�GL
we see the advantage of local permutation heuristics. Therefore, the Bayesian

method is applied here, too. It is implemented in the following algorithm.

1. Select an initial path joining all the cities.

2. Select a pair A�B of cities from all the pairs of adjacent cities.

3. De�ne the heuristic h on the remaining pairs of adjacent cities C�D (A 6=
C;A 6= D;B 6= C) so that h is proportional to the quantity dist(A;B) +

dist(C;D)� dist(A;C)� dist(B;D) and normalized as in equation (12.5).
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4. Select an edge C �D based on the heuristic h and the parameters x as in

equations (12.7).

5. If the stopping condition is not satis�ed, repeat steps 2-5.

Table 12.6 demonstrates the results of Bayesian algorithms for the case of local

permutation heuristics. The results of pure greedy heuristics and that of pure

local permutation are shown, too. In Table 12.6 the symbol BL stands for the

Table 12.6 Results of the Bayesian method using permutation heuristics.

I S fG fGL fBL fG�BL dG�BL fGL�BL
100 32 78.7 77 76 2.7 0.6 1

200 32 144.5 142 140 4.5 0.7 2

300 32 206.1 202 200 6.1 1.2 2

400 32 265.3 260 258 7.3 1.4 2

500 32 321.5 316 313 8.5 1.5 3

Bayesian method, the symbol GL denotes a pure local permutation heuristic.

The table provides sample means f and sample variances d. Thus, the sym-

bol fGL�BL denotes the average di�erence between the pure local permutation

heuristic and the Bayesian method. The symbol fG�BL denotes the average

di�erence between greedy heuristics and the Bayesian method using local per-

mutations. The symbol dG�BL denotes the corresponding variance. Here the

Bayesian method performed 26 observations and the algorithm stops after 50

repetitions.

Sharp polynomial randomization (11.8) was chosen as a result of some additional

experimentation. When the uniform distribution was included (as in expression

(11.6)), the average value of fG�BL was 1:5 for I = 100 (one hundred cities).

Using expression (11.8) with S = 1, the average value of fG�BL was 2:5 for

the same I = 100. The best average gain was achieved with S = 32 (see Table

12.6). The distribution of coe�cients xi from expression (11.8) or expression

(11.6) shows which powers of hi are most important in calculating r0i (m).

The results of Table 12.6 show that the Bayesian method is approximately 1%

better than the pure heuristics (see the average gain fGL�BL). The improvement

is almost independent of the size of the problem. We consider 1% to be a good

result, because this improvement is obtained near the global minimum, where

even a fraction of percent is important.
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12.3 FLOW-SHOP PROBLEM

12.3.1 De�nition

We denote by J and S the set of jobs and machines. Denote by �j;s the duration

of operation (j; s), where j 2 J denotes a job and s 2 S denotes a machine.

Assumption �j;s = 0 means that operation (j; s) is irrelevant.

Suppose that the sequence of machines s is �xed for each job j. One machine

can do only one job at a time. Several machines cannot do the same job at the

same moment. The decision di(j) 2 Di means the start of a job j 2 Ji at stage

i. We de�ne the set of feasible decisions Di as the set Ji of jobs available at the

stage i conforming to the ow-shop rules.

The objective function is the make-span v. Denote by Tj(d) the time when

we complete job j (including the gaps between operations) using the decision

sequence d. Then the make-span for d is

v(d) = max
j2J

Tj(d): (12.8)

12.3.2 Algorithm

Permutation Schedule

We can see that the number of feasible decisions for the ow-shop can be very

large. The number can be reduced by considering only smaller subset of sched-

ules, the so-called permutation schedules.

The permutation schedule is a schedule with the same job order on all machines.

Such a schedule can be de�ned by �xing job indices 1,2,...,n. We assume the �rst

operation to be on the �rst machine, the second on the second, and so on. The

schedule is transformed by a single permutation of job indices. It is generally

assumed that permutation schedules approach the optimal decision su�ciently

closely and are easier to implement (see [6]).

Denote
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�j =

jSjX
s=1

�j;s;

where j S j stands for the number of machines. We de�ne �j as the length of the

job j.

Heuristics

De�ne the Longer-Job heuristics satisfying expression (11.2)

hi(j) =
�j �Ai

Ai �Ai

+ a: (12.9)

Here

Ai = min
j2Ji

�j ; A
i = max

j2Ji
�j ; a > 0: (12.10)

We also consider the well known Gupta priorities (see [6]).

tj =
ej

min1�s�jS�1j(�j;s + �j;s+1)
;

where

ej =

�
+1; if �j;1 < �j;jSj
�1; otherwise.

We de�ne the Gupta heuristics by an expression similar to (12.9)

hi(j) =
tj �Ai

Ai �Ai

+ a: (12.11)

Here

Ai = min
j2Ji

tj ; A
i = max

j2Ji
tj ; a > 0:

The Longer-Job heuristic (12.9) and the Gupta heuristic (12.11) de�ne job pref-

erences by di�erent priority rules. The priority rule (12.9) prefer a longer job.
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The Gupta priority rule (12.11) is the "multi-machine" extension of well known

Johnson's rule for the exact solution of the two-machine problem. If there are

more than two machines, then the Gupta priority rule (12.11) may be considered

as a greedy heuristic, an alternative to the LJ heuristic (12.9).

In both cases a randomized decision function ri is de�ned by expression (11.6).

We optimize it by solving stochastic optimization problem (11.30) (11.31) where

function fK(x) de�nes the minimal make-span (see (12.8)) found as a result of

K repetitions.

12.3.3 Results

Table 12.7 illustrates the results of the Bayesian method after 100 iterations

using the Longer-Job heuristic (12.9) and di�erent randomization procedures.

Assume that J = S = O = 10, where J; S; O are the number of jobs, machines,

and operations, respectively. Lengths and sequences of operations are gener-

ated as random numbers uniformly distributed from 0 to 99. The expectations

and standard deviations are estimated by repeating optimization of a randomly

generated problem 40 times. In Table 12.7 the symbol fB denotes a mean,

Table 12.7 The results of Bayesian methods using Longer-Job heuristics

(12.9)

R = 100, K = 1, J = 10, S = 10, and O = 10

Randomization fB dB x0 x1 x2
Delta 6.183 0.133 0.283 0.451 0.266

Taylor 3 6.173 0.083 0.304 0.276 0.420

Legendre 3 6.140 0.214 0.321 0.335 0.345

CPLEX 12.234 0.00 | | |

and dB denotes a standard deviation of make-span. "Delta" denotes random-

ization (11.19), "Taylor 3" denotes randomization (11.6) with the number of

terms N = 3, "Legendre 3" denotes randomization (11.13) with N = 3, and

"CPLEX" denotes the results of the well known general discrete optimization

software after 2000 iterations (one CPLEX iteration is comparable to a Bayesian

observation). The bad results of CPLEX show that the standard MILP tech-

nique is not e�cient in solving this speci�c problem of discrete optimization.
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It is not yet clear how much one improve the results using speci�cally tailored

B&B.

Table 12.8 shows the results of the Bayesian method after 100 iterations using the

Gupta heuristic (12.11), the Longer-Job heuristic (12.9), the Longer-Remaining-

Time (LRT) heuristic (12.12), and di�erent randomization procedures. We also

included the results of deterministic techniques, for comparison. The number

of jobs J = 7, the number of machines S = 25, and the number of operations

O = 25.

We de�ne lengths and sequences of operations generating random numbers uni-

formly distributed from 0 to 99, and estimate expectations and standard de-

viations repeating optimization of 10 randomly generated problems 40 times.

No comparisons with CPLEX are made in Table 12.8, since the example is

too large. In Table 12.8 the notation "Taylor 4" means randomization (11.6)

Table 12.8 The results of Bayesian methods using Gupta (12.11), Longer-Job

(12.9), and Longer-Remaining-Time (12.12) heuristics

R = 100, K = 1, J = 7, S = 25, and O = 25

Randomization fB dB T x0 x1 x2 x3
Gupta heuristics (see expression (12.11))

Delta 1861.38 16.89 | 0.383 0.349 0.267 |

Taylor 3 1857.38 11.90 | 0.008 0.365 0.625 |

Taylor 4 1857.02 16.27 | 0.252 0.271 0.224 0.253

Legendre 1870.21 15.16 | 0.386 0.377 0.238 |

Deterministic 2092 | | | | | |

Longer-Job heuristics (see expression (12.9))

Delta 1876.81 20.68 | 0.420 0.341 0.239 |

Taylor 3 1868.67 18.13 149 0.387 0.308 0.305 |

Taylor 4 1874.82 16.52 199 0.277 0.263 0.231 0.229

Legendre 1856.85 17.48 149 0.311 0.326 0.363 |

Deterministic 2261 | | | | | |

Longer-Remaining-Time heuristics (see expression (12.12))

Delta 2113.50 47.59 | 0.041 0.023 0.934 |

with the number of terms N = 4 , "Deterministic" denotes a choice of the best

heuristic, without any randomization, and T denotes the CPU time.
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The LRT heuristics hi(j) depends on the remaining time �j of the job j and is

de�ned by expression

hi(j) =
�i(j)�Ai

Ai �Ai

+ a: (12.12)

Here

Ai = min
j2Ji

�i(j); A
i = max

j2Ji
�i(j); a > 0

and

�i(j) =
X

s2S(i;j)

�j;s;

where S(i; j) is the set of machines to be used after the stage i to complete the

job j.

Assuming that a machine can be used only once, S(i; j) is the set of machines

not belonging to the set of machines used by the previous decisions di.

Thus the LRT heuristics prefer jobs with the longest remaining time at each

stage i.

We see that the Bayesian adaptation of heuristics signi�cantly improved the

results in all the cases. The Gupta heuristic (12.11) provides better results

compared to the LJ heuristic (12.9). Unexpectedly the number of terms and

orthogonality of polynomials shows no signi�cant e�ect. We did expect better

results from the LRT heuristics. Disregarding those two exceptions, the results

of Table 12.7 and Table 12.8 in general correspond to the theoretical predictions.

Usually we compare the Bayesian and other methods neglecting the "learning"

potential of Bayesian methods. For example, Figure 12.1 (top) estimates the

learning e�ect (see Section 3.4) by showing the density of optimal values of

parameters x1 and x2. Those values correspond to 100 di�erent randomly

generated ow-shop problems. We see that the maximal density of optimal

values of x1 andx2 exceeds the average density several times. According to the

results of Section 3.4 it means that the optimal parameters of Bayesian methods

are rather robust and thus could be applied to other related problems.
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For a di�erent approach to the ow-shop problem, see [145].

12.3.4 Stochastic Flow-Shop Problem

Consider the case when some machine can fail. Thus we obtain not one but

L+ 1 scheduling problems �l; l = 0; :::; L where L is the number of machines.

Denote by �l; l = 1; :::; L the case when all machines are working with the

exception of machine j. Denote by �0 the case when all machines are functioning.

We de�ne each problem �l by a di�erent operation time matrix �j;s(l); l =

0; 1; :::; L; j 2 J; s 2 S(l). Here S(l) = Sl if l = 1; :::; L and S(l) = S; if l = 0

The parameter ql de�nes the probability of the case �j ; l = 0; 1; :::; L, occuring.

The parameter q0 denotes the probability that all machines work. Neglecting

the events when more than one machine is out of order

q0 = 1�
LX
l=1

ql: (12.13)

The make-span is hardly a compatible objective function for the stochastic prob-

lem. The total throughput time (the time in the shop for all the jobs)is a better

objective function for the stochastic scheduling problem.

Denote by fK(x; l) the best value of the throughput time obtained after K

repetitions of the randomized decision procedure r(x) for �xed x and �l. De�ne

the average value of fK(x; l) by expression (11.33)

fK(x) =
1

L+ 1

LX
l=0

1

K(l)

K(l)X
k=1

fK(x; l) (12.14)

De�ne the number of averaging repetitions K(l) by expression (11.34)

K(l) = qlK0 (12.15)

Here K0 is the number of averaging repetitions corresponding to the minimal

probability ql; l = 0; 1; :::; L. The number K0 should not be too small.

We may use the same LJ heuristics (12.9) as in the deterministic scheduling

problem. However, the length of the job j is a less obvious heuristic, if the

objective function is the throughput time. We need further study to de�ne

appropriate greedy heuristics for the stochastic ow-shop problem.
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The randomized decision function ri is de�ned by expression (11.6). It is optim-

ized by solving stochastic optimization problem (11.30) (11.31) where function

fK(x) is the the best average value of throughput time obtained after K repe-

titions (see (12.14).

We can consider the on-line scheduling problem by de�ning the corresponding

sequence of stochastic scheduling problems.

12.3.5 "Learning" Bayesian Heuristics

Introduction

In this section the "learning" mode using BHA is considered. The "learning"

mode means that the randomization parameters are optimized for some "learn-

ing" set of problems. These parameters are used later on for a family of related

problems. The "non-learning" form corresponds to the case in which the ran-

domization parameters are optimized for each problem separately.

We de�ne the learning e�ciency as a non-uniformity of the optimal parameters

while solving a set of randomly generated problems. We optimize the ran-

domization parameters by multiple application of randomized heuristics. One

may optimize these parameters for each problem separately. Alternatively one

may optimize the randomization parameters only for some "learning" set of

problems. The "learned" parameters may be used later on without or with an

additional optimization.

The question is whether such learning will help. We try to obtain the answer

by Monte Carlo simulation of a set of ow-shop problems using randomized

heuristics.

Learning is regarded as ine�ective, if the density of optimal values of parameters

is uniform. Therefore we de�ne the "non-uniformity" of optimal parameters as

a measure of learning e�ciency, see Section 3.4. We show that for ow-shop

problems non-uniformities and consequently learning is signi�cant.

Learning Mode

We generate 100 ow-shop problems with 10 tasks and 10 tools each [10]. We

de�ne lengths and sequences of operations by random numbers uniformly dis-
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tributed from 0 to 99. 100 di�erent problems are generated and randomization

parameters of each problem are optimized separately by Bayesian techniques.

The �rst three �gures show the density of the optimal parameters.

Figure 12.1 (top) shows the probability density function of the �rst parameter

pair (x1; x2). Figure 12.1 (bottom) shows the density function of the second

pair (x1; x3). Figure 12.2 shows the probability density function of the third

pair (x2; x3). The last three �gures show the objective as a function of the �rst

pair of parameters (x1; x2) for three di�erent samples of the ow-shop problem.

The density functions and objectives are smoothed to improve the visualization.

For the densities (see the �rst three �gures) the following smoothed function is

used:

T (x) = 1=N
X
i=1;N

e�Ckjxi�xj: (12.16)

Here T (x) denotes a smoothed density of the optimal parameters, N is the

number of points, and C1 = C2 = C3 = 15; C4 = 22; C5 = 18; C6 = 22 are

smoothing parameters.

The objectives were smoothed (see the last three �gures) using a smoothing

function (12.17)

F (x) =
1P

i=1;N f(xi) e�Ckjxi�xj

X
i=1;N

e�Ckjxi�xj: (12.17)

Here F (x) denotes a smoothed density of the objective function.

Figures 12.1 and 12.2 show that in a ow-shop problem the learning of BHA is

rather good because the density of optimal parameters is considerably greater

around the point x = (0:2; 0:5; 0:6).
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Figure 12.1 Density of optimal parameters x1; x2 (top), and that of x1; x3
(bottom)
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Figure 12.2 Density of optimal parameters x2; x3
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Figure 12.3 The objective of the 1-st sample problem as a function of para-

meters x1; x2
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Figure 12.4 The objective of the 2-d sample problem as a function of para-

meters x1; x2 (top), and that of the 3-d sample function
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12.4 JOB-SHOP PROBLEM

This discrete optimization problem is stated in a similar way to the ow-shop

problem. The di�erence is that we do not �x the sequence of machines required

to execute job j. At each stage we choose not only the next job j = ji but also

the next machine s = si to do the chosen job ji.

Here the greedy heuristic has two components hi(m) = (hi(j); h(ji; s));m =

(j; s). The �rst component hi(j) depends on the remaining time �j of the job j.

It may be de�ned by the expression

hi(j) =
�i(j)�Ai

Ai �Ai

+ a:

Here

Ai = min
j2Ji

�i(j); A
i = max

j2Ji
; �i(j); a > 0;

and the remaining time at stage i

�i(j) =
X

s2S(i;j)

�j;s; (12.18)

where S(i; j) is the set of machines to be used after the stage i to complete the

job j.

Assuming that a machine can be used only once, then S(i; j) is the set of

machines not belonging to the set of machines used by the previous decisions

di. Thus the the �rst component is a heuristic of LRT type prefering the jobs

with the longest remaining time at each stage i.

The second component h(ji; s) depends on the time �ji;s of operation (ji; s). It

can be expressed as

hi(ji; s) =
�ji;s � Ci

Ci � Ci
+ a: (12.19)

Here

Ci = min
s2Si

�ji;s; C
i = max

s2Si
�ji;s: (12.20)
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We apply the randomized procedure similar to (11.6) twice. The �rst time the

next job j = ji is de�ned by the heuristic hi(j). The second time the next

machine s = si is de�ned for the �xed job s = si by the heuristic hi(ji; s).

The randomized decision procedure r(x) is optimized by solving the stochastic

optimization problem (11.30) (11.31) where function fK(x) de�nes the minimal

make-span found after K repetitions at �xed vector x.

For di�erent approaches to solving the job-shop problem, see [107].

12.5 PARAMETER GROUPING

12.5.1 De�nition

Parameter grouping is important in cluster analysis and empirical data pro-

cessing (see [2]).

A good partition means:

strong interaction inside the groups

weak interaction outside the groups.

The partition is described by a discrete vector d = (d(1); :::; d(n)) where d(i) = j

means that the parameter si belongs to the group gj . We maximize the sum of

parameter-group interactions using permutations (see [33]). The permutationm

means adding or subtracting a unit to d(i) Only one component is changed at a

time (see [101]). The search is terminated after k steps. We optimize the initial

"temperature" x of Simulated Annealing (see(11.23)). The one-dimensional

Bayesian algorithm (4.10) is used.

12.5.2 Results

The number of randomly generated problems is 20. The number of iterations is

20. The initial partition is:

g1 = fs1; :::; s5g; g2 = fs6; :::; s10g; g3 = fs11; :::; s15g; g4 = fs16; :::; s20g.
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The optimal value x� = 0:08.
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Figure 12.5 The relation of simulated annealing results with the initial tem-

perature x
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12.6 CONCLUSIONS

The discrete optimization problem is considered as a multi-stage decision one.

We de�ne the probabilities of a randomized decision procedure r(x) as a function

of heuristics h and the parameter x. The randomized search is repeatedK times.

The result is denoted as a stochastic function fK(x). Thus one can obtain the

global minimum of the discrete problem, if the number K is su�ciently large.

We optimize parameters x to make the randomized decision procedure r(x) more

e�cient. That is done by global stochastic optimization techniques such as the

Bayesian methods of global optimization. Thus we obtain the global minimum,

if the numberKB = KR is su�ciently large, where R is the number of iterations

of the optimization method. If this number is not large, an approximation to

the global minimum is obtained.

This is a new approach which helps to incorporate, in a natural way, expert

knowledge about a speci�c problem into the mathematical framework of optim-

ization. It is well known that expert knowledge can be very important, if we

wish to obtain an approximate solution fast (see [156, 157, 122, 83, 5]).

Thus the main results of BHA are:

the expert knowledge is included in the heuristics h;

the convergence is provided by randomization r = r(m;h; x);

the e�ciency of search is increased by optimizing r(m;h; x) via Bayesian

techniques of continuous optimization;

the optimal x may be applied to a family of related problems.





13
APPLICATION OF BHA

TO MIXED INTEGER NONLINEAR

PROGRAMMING (MINLP)

13.1 INTRODUCTION

An important part of nonlinear optimization is Mixed Integer Nonlinear Pro-

gramming (MINLP). MINLP involves both integer and real variables. Tra-

ditionally algorithms of B&B type are used for these problems. The B&B

algorithms generally needs exponential time to ensure the exact solution. Thus

application of BHA is desirable if approximate solution is acceptable and expo-

nential processing time is not.

The well known subset of MINLP family is Mixed Integer Linear Program-

ming (MILP). In this chapter in solving MILP problems we will apply BHA

using heuristics involved in Genetic Algorithms (GA). The reason is that GA

is developing fast and provides an interesting family of randomized heuristics.

In solving Mixed Integer Bilinear Programming (MIBLP) problems BHA is

applied using penalty function type of heuristics (PFH). Both GA and PFH

are rather general heuristics. However, domain oriented heuristics may be more

e�cient in solving speci�c MINLP problems. An example is MRP heuristics

(see Chapter 14).

221
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13.2 APPLYING OF GENETIC

ALGORITHMS (GA) TO MILP

PROBLEM

13.2.1 General Idea

The general idea is to reduce the original MILP problem by �xing some integer

variables. We de�ne the reduced MILP as the "heuristic MILP" and the �xed

variables are referred to as the "heuristic variables". We stop optimizing the

heuristic MILP as soon as the �rst feasible solution is obtained. This solution

is de�ned as "heuristic incumbent" and the corresponding objective is regarded

as heuristics.

If we prefer the standard Linear Programming (LP) software (instead of MILP),

then we may create the corresponding "heuristic LP" problem by �xing "heur-

istic variables" and "relaxing" the remaining ones. If the feasible solution may

be obtained and the corresponding heuristics de�ned by rounding-o� the re-

laxed variables then the "heuristic LP" could be more e�cient as compared

to the "heuristic MILP". A description of the m-th step of the "heuristic LP"

algorithm is as follows:

1. �x the heuristic variables s(m) = (si(m); � = 1; :::; I(m)); m = 1; :::;M ;

2. relax the remaining integer variables z = (zj ; j = I(m) + 1; :::; J);

3. denote the LP solution under these conditions as z(m) = (zj(m)) and

y(m) = (yl(m); l = 1; :::; L), where y is a vector of continuous variables;

4. obtain a feasible solution by rounding z(m) components;

5. de�ne heuristics as an objective function L(m) at the feasible solution

h(m) = �L(m) (assuming that greater h(m) is better);

6. randomize heuristics h(m) by the procedure satisfying convergence condi-

tions (3.2.1) (assuming that a � h(m) � b; a > 0);

7. select vectors s(m) using this randomized procedure;

8. update the best feasible solution;

9. optimize the parameters of randomization and heuristic generation.
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Both heuristic MILP and heuristic LP procedures are based on the assumption

that one may obtain a feasible MILP solution by an algorithm of polynomial

complexity. Otherwise, one has to design an algorithm to obtain approximately

a feasible solution, for example, by using a penalty function. Using penalty

functions, we have to take care that in accepting the approximately feasible

solutions we do not violate convergence conditions (3.2.1).

13.2.2 Randomization by GA

A procedure that generates and selects a sequence of decision vectors s(m)

is de�ned as randomization. Genetic Algorithms (GA) present a general and

visual way of randomization in this sense.

GA is a general methodology for searching a solution space in the manner similar

to the natural selection procedure in biological evolution (see [62]) . Each

candidate solution is represented by a string of symbols. The set of solutions at

state m is referred to as the population of the mth generation. The population

evolves for a prescribed number M of generations.

The basic structure processed by GA is the string. Strings are composed of a

sequence of characters and may be represented as follows

s(m) = (si(m); � = 1; :::; I); m = 1; :::;M (13.1)

where si(m) is a character of length �.

A simple GA consists of one reproductive plan, de�ned as the �tness propor-

tional reproduction and two genetic operators, de�ned as cross-over and muta-

tion. The probability of selection is de�ned (see [53]) as

r(m) = h(m)=
X
m

h(m) (13.2)

During the cross-over operation we split two selected strings at some random

position is. Then two new strings are created, by exchanging all the characters

up to the split point is.

During the mutation operation we alter some string characters at random. A

mutation is said to be of n-th order if we change n elements during one mutation

operation. A mutation is feasible if it satis�es all the constraints.
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The traditional de�nition of simple GA does not determine the rates of cross-

over and mutation operations and considers only linear randomization (�tness

proportional reproduction).

In the BHA framework these rates are regarded as unknown parameters of the

heuristic generation procedure. We consider a mixture of di�erent randomiza-

tion procedures (see, for example, a "polynomial" set (11.6) that also includes

linear randomization (13.2)). The optimal rates and the optimal polynomial

randomization parameters are obtained by BHA.

One may obtain di�erent heuristic algorithms merely by a change of the GA

parameters. For example, GA may be reduced to simulated annealing if we

restrict the population size to merely two members: the old m and the new

one m+ 1;

�x zero cross-over rate;

replace the �tness proportional reproduction (13.2) by �tness exponential

reproduction (13.3)

r(m) =

�
e
h(m+1)�h(m)

x= ln(1+m) ; if h(m+ 1) < h(m)

1; otherwise,
(13.3)

where parameter x denotes an initial temperature.

13.2.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of GA

while using BHA

To satisfy convergence conditions (see Theorem 3.2.1) mutations are needed.

A simple explanation is that mutations help us to escape from "local" minima.

The need for cross-over is not so clear.

Traditional GA assume that some segments of strings de�ne speci�c "traits".

In such a case we may "enforce" good traits by uniting "good" segments. One

may also expose bad traits by uniting "bad" segments. The reproduction plans

favor the good traits and tend to reject the bad ones. Thus, cross-over will

"improve" the population, if the traditional assumption is true.

If not, then the cross-over may be regarded merely as a sort of mutation that

may help to jump the area dividing separate "local" minima. The same jump
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may be accomplished by high order mutation, too. However, the cross-over

operation may work better in some cases.

Traditionally (see [4]) mutation is regarded as a more "radical" operation as

compared with cross-over. This is true if we change many elements of "genetic"

sequence during one mutation, meaning that the mutation order n is close to

the string length I . In this case it may be useful to lower the mutation rate

during optimization (see [4]).

The results of some real life network optimization (see [98]) and parameter

grouping (see [33]) problems show that better results are reached by low order

mutations when merely a few elements of the decision vector r(k) are changed.

In such a case, the mutation may be considered as a less radical operation

because less elements of the string r(k) are changed as compared with a cross-

over operation.

13.2.4 Cross-Over v.s. High-Order Mutation

It is interesting to know how best to escape the "local" minimum: by cross-over

or by high-order mutation.

In the latter case the "genetic" analogy may be replaced by a similarity with

a "multi-start" algorithm (see [63]) when the local search is applied multiple

times from randomly chosen starting points. The low order mutations play a

role similar to that of the local search, the high order mutations generate a sort

of "starting points".

Apparently the answer depends on the degree of "structure". In the "well-

structured" problems one may expect good results using cross-over. It is not

clear how cross-over can help in "ill-structured" problems. By "well-structured"

we understand such problems, where the objective and/or constraints depend

not as strongly on the string characters as on some segments that may be

regarded as "trait carriers". That is typical of living organisms but not so

typical of discrete optimization problems. If the string contains no such "trait

carriers", then an "ill-structured" problem is obtained.
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13.2.5 Cross-over Rate Optimization

In the above discussion we have o�ered no simple test for determining which

problem is "well-structured" and which is not. We may obtain a partial answer

and improve the e�ciency of search by using the cross-over rate as an optimiz-

ation variable in the BHA framework. Using BHA the cross-over rate may be

regarded as a time function (see [4]) and the parameters of this function optim-

ized. This concept may be extended to a "mixture" of time-functions and the

mixture parameters optimized also. We denote the above approach as BHA-

GA. This approach will be illustrated by application to the Batch Scheduling

Problem (see Chapter 16).

13.3 APPLYING PENALTY FUNCTION

HEURISTICS (PFH)

TO MIXED INTEGER BILINEAR

PROGRAMMING (MIBLP)

13.3.1 General Idea

A natural and important extension of MILP is Mixed Integer Bilinear Pro-

gramming (MIBLP). By the term "Bilinear" we mean a minimization of the

sum of products of two di�erent variables. By the term "Mixed Integer" we

mean that some of the variables are "Boolean", merely zero or one. Denote

x = (xi; i = 1; : : : ; nx); w = (wi; i = 1; : : : ; nw) to be real valued variables

and y = (yi; i = 1; : : : ; ny); z = (zi; i = 1; : : : ; nz) to be Boolean variables.

Suppose that the real variables w = (wi; i; : : : ; nw) multiply only by real vari-

ables. The Boolean variables z multiply only by Boolean variables. This par-

tition of variables is merely for convenience in problem formulation. Suppose,

for simplicity of description, that nx = nw = ny = nz = n. Then we minimize

minx;w;y;z(
X
i=1;n

(a0ixi + b0iyi + c0izi + d0iwi) +

X
i;j=1;n

(a0ijxiyj + b0ijyizj + d0ijxiwj)); (13.4)
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satisfying constraints

(
X
i=1;n

(akixi + bkiyi + ckizi + dkiwi) +

X
i;j=1;n

(akijxiyj + bkijyizj + dkijxiwj)) � 0; k = 1; :::;m (13.5)

xi � 0; wi � 0; yi 2 f0; 1g; zi 2 f0; 1g:

Assume that aki 6= 0; bki 6= 0; dki 6= 0; cki 6= 0; k = 0; : : : ; m; i = 1; : : : ; n.

Also suppose that most of the triple-index parameters such as akij ; bkij ; ckij ; dkij
are zero. Otherwise, too many additional inequalities could be needed later,

when reducing MIBLP to the standard Mixed Integer Linear Programming

(MILP).

13.3.2 Solution of MIBLP as a sequence of

Mixed Integer Partly Bilinear

Programming problems (MIPBLP)

By the term "Partly Bilinear" we mean a problem in which there are no products

of real variables. That helps us when reducing MIPBLP to the standard MILP.

Formally one can de�ne MIPBLPmerely by deleting the variablesw in (13.4),(13.5).

We minimize

minx;y;z(
X
i=1;n

(a0ixi + b0iyi + c0izi) + (13.6)

X
i;j=1;n

(a0ijxiyj + b0ijyizj));

satisfying constraints

(
X
i=1;n

(akixi + bkiyi + ckizi) + (13.7)

X
i;j=1;n

(akijxiyj + bkijyizj)) � 0; k = 1; :::;m

xi � 0; yi 2 f0; 1g; zi 2 f0; 1g:

MIBLP is solved as a sequence of corresponding MIPBLP problems by the

following iterative algorithm:

1. �x some initial value of w = w0. in expressions (13.4), (13.5);
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2. determine the optimal value x = x0, given w = w0;

3. determine the optimal value w = w1, given x = x0;

4. stop, if there is no improvement, otherwise go to step 1.

A disadvantage of this technique is that for some initial w = w0 there might be

no feasible solutions. We may succeed if we carefully select w0. Otherwise we

relax the constraints and minimize the auxiliary objective. The auxiliary object-

ive includes the original one, plus the distance to the original feasible set. We

shall describe the auxiliary objective later on, when considering Combinatorial

Linear Programming (CLP).

An alternative technique is the Outer Approximation algorithm (see [128]).

However the Outer Approximation is rather a general technique. It can be

expected to be less e�cient as compared to the algorithm, designed specially

for MIBLP.

13.3.3 Reduction of MIPBLP to MILP

There are well known algorithms for MILP problems. We reduce here the

MBPBLP problem to the MILP problem. We minimize

minx;y;z;u;v(
X
i=1;n

(a0ixi + b0iyi + c0izi) +
X

i;j=1;n

(a0ijvij + b0ijuij)); (13.8)

satisfying constraints

(
X
i=1;n

(akixi + bkiyi + ckizi) +
X

i;j=1;n

(akijvij + bkijuij)) � 0; k = 1;m (13.9)

vij � Kyj ; uij � yi; uij � zj

uij � yi + zj � 1

xi � 0; vij � 0; yi 2 f0; 1g; zi 2 f0; 1g; uij 2 f0; 1g;

where K is a large number.

Problem (13.8), (13.9) can be solved using a MILP algorithm. However, we have

to stop before reaching the global minimum being short of time in many real

problems. In such cases the "incumbent" may be regarded as an approximate

solution of MILP. Such a technique is referred to as the "truncated B&B".
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The truncated B&B looks like a very convenient deterministic technique. We

proceed until the time limit is reached. Then we stop and obtain an approximate

solution. However B&B is designed to obtain the exact solution. It is not

clear how good a solution "incumbent" really is. The convergence to the exact

solution does not necessarily mean that a good solution will be obtained, if we

stop before reaching the exact solution, see, for example, Table 12.7.

A convenient way to obtain a good approximation is by designing randomized

heuristics. The heuristics helps to involve the expert intuition. Randomization

gives the exibility of design. Optimization of the decision parameters adapts

the algorithm to the given family of problems.

13.3.4 Reduction of MIPBLP to

Combinatorial Linear Programming

(CLP)

For problems in which it is too di�cult to keep inside the feasible regions

penalty function construction can prove to be useful. The penalty function may

be regarded as a sort of heuristics which is de�ned as follows: �x the values

of discrete variables y; z and minimize the original linear objective (13.6) plus

the sum of violations of constraints (13.7) multiplied by the factor r > 0. The

result is denoted by L(y; z). From this de�nition and expressions (13.6), (13.7)

it follows that

L(y; z) = min
x
(
X
i=1;n

(a0ixi + b0iyi + c0izi) +

X
i;j=1;n

(a0ijxiyj + b0ijyizj) + r
X

k=1;m

sk); (13.10)

where

sk � �(
X
i=1;n

(akixi + bkiyi + ckizi) +

X
i;j=1;n

(akijxiyj + bkijyizj)); k = 1; :::;m (13.11)

xi � 0; sk � 0; yi 2 f0; 1g; zi 2 f0; 1g:

The advantage of CLP is that all the Boolean decisions y; z are "feasible". Here

the "feasibility" of y; z means that some auxiliary objective L(y; z) is de�ned

for any �xed y; z. We see from (13.10) and (13.6) that the auxiliary objective
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(13.10) is the minimum of the original objective (13.6) plus the "distance" from

the original feasible set (13.7). The distance from set (13.7) is de�ned as the

sum of constraint violations sk. Now let us apply some randomized heuristics

to minimize L(y; z) as a function of Boolean variables y; z. We consider an

algorithm that solves CLP in �ve steps:

1. �x a vector (y0; z);

2. generate a "perturbation" vector (yl; zl);

3. de�ne heuristics hl for the perturbation (yl; zl). A simple and natural way

is to assume the heuristics hl to be a function (13.12) of the auxiliary

objective Ll = L(yl; zl);

4. go over to perturbation l with probability rl de�ned as some function of

heuristics hl;

5. repeat the randomized technique many times optimizing the parameters of

the randomization function by Bayesian methods (see [94]).

De�ne the heuristics hl as

hl = Ll �A+ a; (13.12)

where

A = min
j2J

Lj ; a > 0:

Here J is a set of perturbations.

The simplest example of this algorithm is to perturb the Boolean variables

(y; z) = (yi; zi; i = 1; : : : ; n) one-by-one, then to use the simulated annealing,

to optimize the unknown parameters (To; r) by the Bayesian techniques. Here

T0 is the initial temperature of annealing. We can also use more complicated

perturbation and randomization algorithms, described by [94].

The heuristics hl are designed for a family of MIPBLP problems. For more

speci�c problems one can design simpler heuristics tailored to �t only those

problems. For example, the longest remaining time for a given job is apparently

the simplest heuristics in some scheduling problems.

It is important to investigate which approximation is better: solving MIPBLP

by the truncated B&B or solving CLP by Bayesian optimization of randomized

heuristics. To encounter similar problems while considering the scheduling of

batch operations (see Chapters 14, 15, and 16).
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14
BATCH/SEMI-CONTINUOUS

PROCESS SCHEDULING

USING MRP HEURISTICS

14.1 INTRODUCTION

The problem of decision timing in the context of batch scheduling is addressed

in this part of the book. Representation of time in any scheduling model a�ects

the number of integer variables and the modality of the objective function 1.

The traditional procedure in batch process scheduling is to divide the scheduling

interval into equal-size intervals short enough to achieve the required accuracy.

That is the Uniform Discrete-Time Model(UDM). This construction generates

a formulation with a potentially very large number of Boolean variables2.

In the following the time events arising in the schedule will be optimized directly.

A Non-Uniform Discrete-Time Model (NUDM)3 excludes Boolean variables

over periods during which no changes occur in the system state.

Using several test examples computational comparisons are made against the

UDM formulation. The results suggest that BHA combined with the NUDM

looks promising for the solution of batch scheduling problems.

1Meaning, for example, uni-modal or multi-modal functions.
2The term "Boolean" denotes zero-one variables. The term "binary" is reserved for two-

valued variables, not necessarily zero-one.
3In this work time events are represented by real numbers therefore the term "Discrete"

may be omitted.
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14.1.1 Di�erent Ways to Apply BHA

We apply BHA to the Batch Scheduling Problem in three di�erent ways:

using a speci�c heuristics, such as the well known Material Requirements

Planning (MRP) (see this chapter) while formulating the problem as a

Mixed Integer Bilinear Program (MIBLP) (see Chapter 13);

optimizing "initial temperature" of Simulated Annealing while applying the

MIBLP penalty function as a heuristic (see Chapter 15).

applying a Genetic Algorithm (GA) and optimizing its parameters while

considering GA as randomized heuristics (see Chapter 16). Using GA

it is convenient to reduce MIBLP to Mixed Integer Linear Programming

(MILP). This way involves a very large system of equations and inequalit-

ies, but we may easily extend the results to any other MILP problem.

The computational results of both the MRP and the Simulated Annealing cases

are described in Chapter 15.

14.1.2 Why Consider Batch Scheduling?

A wide range of products in the chemical processing industry are produced

using the batch mode of production. This mode of production has long been

the accepted procedure for the manufacture of many types of chemicals (spe-

cialty chemicals, pharmaceuticals, polymers, biochemical, and foods), particu-

larly those which are produced in small quantities and for which the production

processes or the demand pattern are likely to change.

The most important feature of batch processes is their exibility in processing

multiple products by accommodating diverse operating conditions associated

with each product. Therefore, in spite of the traditional drive towards continu-

ous production, the batch mode remains the only alternative for a number of

sectors of the processing industry. As a result, there has been an increasing in-

terest in the development of procedures for scheduling batch process operations.
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14.2 DIFFERENT MODELS

14.2.1 State-Task Networks

A state-task network concept is employed to represent various models of the

batch processing system [80]. The basic idea of this concept is to represent

the batch processing system as a network of state nodes (which represent the

state of material: feed, intermediate and �nal products) and task nodes (which

represent the processing operations). The processing operations transform ma-

terial from one or more input states to one or more output states. State and

task nodes are denoted by circles and rectangles, respectively. Batch sizes and

task-equipment allocations are exible. Temporary unavailability of equipment

due to maintenance or breakdown, sequence dependent clean-out times and

frequency of use-dependent cleaning of equipment are accommodated directly.

This form of NUDM proved to be superior over UDM when processing times

di�er by, say, an order of magnitude.

14.2.2 Uniform Discrete-Time Models

A well-known approach to batch scheduling problems is a uniform discrete-time

model [80]. In this case, to represent a process accurately one needs a large

number of Boolean variables.

14.2.3 Non-Uniform Discrete-Time Models

The basic NUDM idea (see [105, 106, 97]) is to divide the scheduling horizon

into intervals of unknown length. Then we force each event, such as the start or

the end of the task, to occur on the boundaries of these intervals. Some Boolean

variables associated with each interval are start indicators. The start indicator

is equal to one only when the task starts. Thus, the number of variables depends

only on the number of tasks. The number of tasks is smaller than the number

of UDM uniform intervals, since the processing times of di�erent tasks are not

the same.

In [105, 106, 97], regarding NUDM and assuming the �xed recipes and the con-

stant processing times the problem is posed as a Mixed Integer Bilinear Pro-

gram (MIBLP). The reason is that the recipes with constant processing times

and the state-task recipe representation lead to the formulation in which the
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nonlinearity is expressed as a product of continuous variables. Batch sizes and

task-equipment allocations are not �xed, a temporary unavailability of equip-

ment due to maintenance or breakdown, sequence dependent clean-out times

and frequency of use-dependent cleaning of equipment are accommodated dir-

ectly.

In [105] the non-linear model is reduced to a bilinear one which is made linear

using speci�c linearization techniques. The Outer Approximation algorithm

(OA) modi�ed for non-convexities was used to solve the resulting problem just

for testing the idea that NUDM formulation is superior over UDM when the

number of time intervals, generated by UDM, is large. This was shown by a

simple test example. The OA algorithm is intended for convex functions. In

the non-convex cases the OA algorithm may miss the optimal solution. In [97]

an alternative NUDM formulation for batch process scheduling was given and

solved using BHA instead of OA.

14.2.4 Non-Uniform Discrete-Time

Algorithms

One of the possible ways of solving NUDM problems is to use stochastic ap-

proaches such as the Bayesian Heuristic Approach. The BHA framework allows

us to employ a speci�c heuristic for a given class of problems.

In this chapter, we consider the same models as in [97] but present a simpler

NUDM formulation and describe a global optimization algorithm based on BHA

using MRP heuristics. The algorithm has the property that the solution time is

growing slowly with the number of Boolean variables in contrast to Branch-and-

Bound enumeration 4. Another feature of the BHA-MRP algorithm is that the

original mixed-integer non-linear optimization problem is transformed into a

problem of calibration of randomized MRP heuristics. The calibration problem

is continuous and is solved by the Bayesian global optimization methods (see

[100]).

The computational experiments, described in the next chapter suggest, that

using BHA and the Non-Uniform models one signi�cantly outperforms the exact

methods and the Uniform Models, when the number of Boolean variables needed

by the UDM is large.

4B&B is known to be an exponential time algorithm forNP -complete problems (see Section

2.2.5).
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In the following two chapters we consider some well known global optimization

algorithms, namely the Simulated Annealing (SA) and the Genetic Algorithm

(GA) in the framework of BHA.

In the next chapter while applying SA we describe the batch/semi-continuous

scheduling problem as a Mixed Integer Bilinear Programming (MIBLP) one (see

Chapter 13). In this case and also in the case of MRP heuristics, constraints

are represented as penalty functions. The di�erence is that in the MRP case,

the penalty function just helps to keep the decisions feasible. In the SA case,

the penalty function is a part of heuristic. The BH algorithm, based on the

SA randomization of MIBLP penalty function heuristics and the computational

results of both the SA and MRP cases, are described in the next chapter. We

illustrate the performance of the algorithm, compare the the results with the

MRP case, and draw some conclusions.

Considering GA, the batch scheduling is represented as an Mixed Integer Linear

(MILP) problem and constraint feasibility is obtained by choosing appropriate

mutation and cross-over techniques. The algorithm, based on the GA techniques

using the Mixed Integer Linear Programming representation, is described in

Chapter 16.

An illustrative example of a batch process model, based on a Non-Uniform

Discrete-Time approach, is presented in the next section. In section 14.4 the

discussion of the BH approach is given. The algorithm, based on the "polyno-

mial randomization" (see Subsection 11.5.1) of MRP heuristic, is described in

Section 14.5.

14.3 ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

To explain NUDM consider a batch processes example BATCH1 [135]. In the

next chapter the NUDM model is described in MIBLP terms. In Chapter 16

the MIBLP description is reduced to the MILP form. The state-task network

and relevant data for the illustrative example are shown in Table 14.1. The

data from [135] was slightly modi�ed adapting to our needs. The objective is

to maximize pro�t at the end of 4 hours.

The uniform discrete-time approach generates 40 intervals of size 0:1. Thus

82 Boolean variables are needed in the case when only two Boolean variables
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Table 14.1 Data of Illustrative Example

Task1

Task3

Task2

-

-

-

-

-

Int

Prod2

Prod1
States

States Capacity Prices

Int 250

Prod1 Unlimited 10

Prod2 Unlimited 8

Units, tasks

Units Size Units suitability Processing times (hr)

Unit1 1000 Task1 0.9

Unit2 1000 Task2 1.1

Unit3 1000 Task3 0.8

Figure 14.1 Number of Boolean variables generated by UDM and NUDM

Task1
Task2
Task3

NUDM
UDM

represent each interval. The nonuniform discrete-time approach requires for

only 12 Boolean variables (see Figure 14.1).

Task processing times are as follows:

i = Task1 �i = 0:9

i = Task2 �i = 1:1

i = Task3 �i = 0:8

The example is described by these parameters:

Sso is amount of material stored in state s at time to;

Nio is number of units i available at time to;
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Bi is amount of material processed by task i;

tSi is start time of task i;

tFi is �nish time of task i;

WS
io = 1, if and only if tSi = to;

WF
io = 1, if and only if tFi = to;

�i is task i processing time;

cs is the unit price associated with material in state s.

The independent decision variables are batch sizes Bi and starting times tSi
of each task i. If these are �xed, then the �nish times tFi = tSi + �i for each

task i are readily calculated and so the event set X = ftSi g [ ft
F
i g is de�ned.

The Boolean variables WS
io (W

F
io ) which have the value of one only if to = tSi or

to = tFi are de�ned by the decision variables. These variables are needed writing

model equations such as material balances, capacity and allocation constraints.

Material balances show the amount of material accumulated in state s at given

time to:

State Int Prod1 Prod2

Sso

Po
k=1fP
i=Task1 BiW

F
ik�P

i=Task2;Task3 BiW
S
ikg

Po
k=1P
i=Task2 BiW

F
ik

Po
k=1P
i=Task3 BiW

F
ik

Demands and feeds are readily incorporated. The material balances introduce

non-linearity and multi-modality into the model.

The amount of material stored in a state s must not exceed the maximum

storage capacity for this state, it means that

0 � Sso �

8<
:

5000 if s = Int

1 if s = Prod1

1 if s = Prod2:

An idle item of equipment can start at most one task. If the item does start

performing a given task, then it cannot start any other task as long as the

current one is not �nished, i.e., the operation is non-preemptive.
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We express the allocation constraints in this way:

Nio =

oX
k=1

f
X
i

WF
io �

X
i

WS
iog;

where Nio represents unit i ability to process a task. Unit i is taken from the

"pool" of units when it begins processing some task and so is unavailable to

process other tasks. It is returned to the same pool when it �nishes the pro-

cessing of this task and thus is available to process other tasks. The temporary

unavailability of equipment due to the maintenance or breakdown is modeled

in the same way.

The objective to be maximized, is the value of products:X
s

csSs;jXj; cs =

�
10 if s = Prod1

8 if s = Prod2:

We maximize the pro�t by varying the decision variables Bi and tSi while sat-

isfying the constraints.

14.4 APPLYING BHA

14.4.1 Randomizing Heuristics

In general, a decision process consists of a number of steps (see Chapter 11). In

batch scheduling problems these steps are: selecting a task, selecting a suitable

equipment unit processing the task, and the amount of material to be processed

by this task. At each step we have to select an object from some decision set,

for example, select a task from the set of tasks producing the necessary product.

A heuristic is a set of rules used in performing a step. Suppose that some

weights are assigned to all objects in the decision set. It may be helpful to think

of heuristic rules as a rule of selecting an object with the maximal "weight". The

BHA idea is to randomize these rules (see Section 11.4). Instead of selecting

an object with the maximal "weight" we select an object with some probability

which is a function of its weight. This function is called a randomized heuristic.

Here a similarity is noticeable with Genetic Algorithms (GA) in that an object

is included into a new population with a probability that is increasing with the
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weight of the object. The di�erence is that BHA optimizes the relation of this

probability to the weight (see Chapter 16), while in the traditional GA this

relation is �xed (see [62]).

The goal of randomization is to increase the e�ciency of the search (see Sec-

tion 3.3). Thus, instead of using the heuristic directly, we select a decision

with some probability, that is a parametric function of the given heuristic (see

Section 11.5). The randomized heuristic function can be adapted to a given

class of optimization problem by optimizing its parameters repeatedly apply-

ing optimization procedures (see Section 11.6). Thus the original optimization

problem is replaced by an auxiliary problem of continuous stochastic optim-

ization which is solved by the Bayesian methods of global optimization [100].

Using the Bayesian terms, this implies some a priori distribution to be assumed

on a set of randomized heuristics (see Section 11.9).

The simplest example is the knapsack problem (see Section 12.1). A commonly

used heuristic is selecting an object with a maximal speci�c value (the ratio of

the value and the weight of the object). The randomized heuristic selects an

object with a probability that is a parameterized function of its speci�c value.

By varying parameters of this function we are looking for the best parameters

while preserving the positive trends of this heuristic.

14.4.2 Penalty Function

The feasible region of a the model de�ned in Section 14.3 is quite complex.

However, Bayesian global optimization methods, as usual, are designed for a

hyper-rectangle. Thus some tool is needed to extend the feasible region to this

hyper-rectangle. The penalty function is a convenient way to do this. Since

there are Boolean and continuous variables, we need two components for a

penalty function: one for violation of Boolean constraints and one for violation

of continuous constraints.

14.5 BAYESIAN APPROACH USING MRP

HEURISTICS

Once the randomized heuristic function is de�ned in BHA, we optimize its

parameters using Bayesian algorithms, see [100] and Chapter 4. The objective

is the highest pro�t reached after a �xed number of repetitions. Using BHA
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one obtains the optimal randomization parameters as a "byproduct". These

parameters may be used while solving other similar problems.

In this chapter, a parametric second order polynomial randomization (see Sub-

section 11.5.1) of a Material Requirements Planning heuristics is employed. The

feasible region of this heuristic is complicated, therefore a penalty function is

used to extend the feasible region to a hyper-rectangle. Using MRP as heur-

istics we penalize just the excess amount of material in the given state. All the

other constrains, Boolean and continuous, are not violated while applying the

MRP algorithm. Thus, only one penalty parameter is needed for the continuous

constraints which are set to the value of 500. That is fairly much as compared

with the value of products but it is comparable to the pro�t.

Using MRP we try to schedule tasks as near to the deadline as possible. Thus

we de�ne the MRP heuristics as the function of the distance Di between the

deadline and the �nish time of a task i.

If di is a decision to schedule a task i (or to select an equipment unit), then h(di)

is the heuristic. The exponential function of the distance h(di) = expf�Dighas
given the best results. The function r(x; h(di)) is a randomized heuristic func-

tion, i.e., with this probability we select the decision di. The function r used in

this chapter has the following form:

r(x; h(di)) = x0a0 + x1a1h(di) + x2a2h
2(di);

where

x0 + x1 + x2 = 1; a0 =
1

M
; a1 =

1PM
i=1 h(di)

; a2 =
1PM

i=1 h
2(di)

:

Here M is the number of possible decisions and x is the parameter set by the

Bayesian method. An exponential heuristic function is applied instead of a

linear one so that the probability to select product with late due date would

be very small. As we see the products with smallest due dates are chosen with

highest probability, thus we preserve the useful trend of the the MRP heuristic

while making it random. In a similar manner we deal with other rules.

The generated schedule may be infeasible because of violation of the state ca-

pacity constraints. It is possible that the state capacity is exceeded or we have

a negative amount of material in a given state. These situations are handled

by penalizing the variations from the minimal and the maximal state capacity
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values and adding this penalty to the objective function. The objective function

is readily evaluated by calculating the storage and utility costs, the pro�t gained

by satisfying demands less the raw material costs.

14.5.1 Heuristic Priority Rules

We next discuss the application of the Material Requirement Planning Heuristic

(MRP). MRP is an inventory management and production planning technique

which, given a delivery schedule for a �nal products, determines the initiating

times for all raw materials orders, for the production runs needed to prepare all

required intermediate products, as well as the starting times for the production

of the �nal product itself. Given a delivery time for a product shipment, each

branch of the product processing tree is traced from the product in question and

each component requirement is calculated. If the inventory is inadequate, then

a production order is issued for that component. The tracing of each branch

of the processing tree continues until all raw materials requirements have either

been met or ordered.

For scheduling problems relevant to the chemical industry we have to extend

this heuristic to handle unit and task assignment, batch size determination, and

other features. For the purpose of this book we will employ three simple and

natural heuristic rules:

Product selection rule. The production run of each product in a batch and

continuous processing system has a due date. One begin with a product

that has the earliest due date. The rationale for this is that later due dates

are less certain. When the production of this product is scheduled one

recursively schedules the production of intermediates required for producing

it.

Equipment item selection rule. To schedule the production of a given

product or an intermediate one has to decide a task and to select an equip-

ment unit to process this task. When there are several tasks producing

the same product, we randomly assign the quantity of a product to be pro-

duced. We select an equipment item that is free during the time interval,

closest to the deadline.

Task start selection rule. Usually this time interval is longer than the task

processing time. Thus we start a given task so that it ends exactly at the

end of this interval.
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Using MRP heuristics BHA algorithm is represented by the following steps:

Step 1. Fix parameters x using the global Bayesian method [100];

Step 2. Evaluate the schedule for these parameters;

Step 3. If the number of iterations is greater than the maximal value, then stop;

Step 4. Go to step 1.

We comment the �rst two steps:

Step 1. The parameter vector x = (x0; x1; x2) is controlled by the global Bayesian

method [100]. Note, that any method generating a positive vector x provides

the convergence with probability one, see Theorem 3.2.1. We use namely

BA for both the theoretical and the practical reasons.

Theoretically BHA is interesting because it unites the Bayesian approach

and Heuristic programming by de�ning an a priori distribution on a family

of heuristics.

The practical reason is that Bayesian methods are designed for the global

stochastic optimization so we may expect good results optimizing a multi-

modal and stochastic auxiliary function f(x);

Step 2. The schedule is formed by using randomized MRP heuristics at a �xed

parameter vector x. The value of this schedule is the pro�t (for example, the

value of products). It is possible that the generated schedule is infeasible,

i.e., the capacity for some states is exceeded or some states contain negative

amount of material. Then we penalize it;

The results are given in Table 15.3 (see the next chapter) which includes the

results of both the BHA algorithms: one using the MRP heuristics with poly-

nomial randomization, and the other one using the randomization of simulated

annealing type (see expression 11.23).
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BATCH PROCESS SCHEDULING

USING SIMULATED ANNEALING

15.1 INTRODUCTION

The problem is formulated in the Mixed Integer Bilinear Program (MIBLP)

form (see Chapter 13) as in the previous chapter. A di�erence is that here we

optimize the randomization procedure of Simulated Annealing type using the

MIBLP penalty function as a part of heuristics. Another di�erence is that we

describe the complete batch scheduling problem, not just illustrative example

as in Section 14.3 of the last chapter.

Computational comparisons, applying BHA to several NUDM test problems

and both the MRP and the SA heuristics, are made against a Uniform Discrete-

time Model.

15.2 OUTLINE

A Non-Uniform Discrete-time Model is considered in this chapter. This model

is not as general as the Non-uniform Continuous-time one [160] because the

assumptions of [160] are less restrictive. However, the constraints, generated

using the state-task network in this chapter, are the same as those generated

using the resource-task in [160].

A model similar to [105] is considered here.. We make it simpler under the same

assumptions to create a more e�cient algorithm using the generic heuristics

calibration idea [94].

245
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15.3 MODEL DESCRIPTION

Each task is assumed to occur once in a given equipment unit. This is not

an unduly restrictive assumption since one can readily estimate the number

of times a task can be executed and thus create the corresponding number of

identical tasks. In case a task is not executed at all, the corresponding batch

size is set to zero. It is also assumed that the output from a task to all its

output states occurs at the same time. To model separation processes where

this is not the case we create additional tasks with di�erent processing times

corresponding to di�erent output times. States which connect these tasks are

then required to be of zero wait type.

The key variable in the model is the timing of events. We denote an event by Xo

and the time of occurrence of this event by to. The set of all events is denoted

by X .

15.3.1 Constraints

The constraints include:

material balances;

limitations on the capacities of units and storage states; and

allocation of equipment units to tasks.

These constraints occur in all the batch scheduling problems. In addition, there

could be other factors, too. For example, temporary unavailability of equipment

during the time horizon, due dates on the delivery of products to customers, the

late arrival of raw materials, a limited availability of utilities and manpower,

equipment cleaning requirements, etc.

Material Balances

It is often necessary (e.g., due to contractual obligations) to deliver to customers

certain agreed quantities Dsl; l = 1; : : : ; Ds of material in product state s at

various times tDsl . It may be necessary (e.g., due to a limited availability of local

storage capacity), or desirable (e.g., due to price variations) to receive quantities

Rsl; l = 1; : : : ; Rs of raw materials in feed state s at times tRsl rather than having

all the required feed-stocks stored locally at the beginning of processing.
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The corresponding material balances are expressed as follows.

Sso = Ss;o�1 �Dslo +Rslo �
X
i2Ts

�is
X
j2Ji

BijW
S
ijo + (15.1)

X
i2Ts

�is
X
j2Ji

BijW
F
ijo;8s; o

where

Sso is the amount of material stored in state s at time to;

Dslo is the amount of material delivered at time to;

Rslo is the amount of material received at time to;

Bij is the amount of material processed by task i on unit j;

Ji is the set of units which can process task i;

tSij is the start time of task i processing on unit j;

WS
ijo = 1 if tSij = to;

�ij is the task i processing time on unit j;

tFij is the �nish time of task i processing on unit j: tFij = tSij + �ij ;

WF
ijo = 1 if tFij = to;

Ts is the set of tasks receiving material from state s;

Si is the set of states which feed task i;

�is is the proportion of input of task i from state s 2 Si :
P

s2Si
�is = 1;

Ts is the set of tasks producing material of state s;

Si is the set of states which receive from task i;

�is is the proportion of output of task i to state s 2 Si :
P

s2Si
�is = 1.

This constraint simply states that the net increase Sso�Ss;o�1 in the amount of

material stored in a state s at time to is given by the di�erence of the amounts

produced and used in this state.
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A similar notation list is given while explaining the illustrative example in

Section 14.3. We did repeat that list here, including some extension, for reading

convenience 1.

Capacity constraints

The amount of material stored in a state s must not at any time exceed the

maximum storage capacity for this state:

0 � Sso � Smax
s ;8s; o: (15.2)

The amount of material that starts undergoing task i in unit j at time to is

bounded by minimum and maximum capacities of that unit:

Bmin
ij � Bij � Bmax

ij ;8i; j 2 Ji: (15.3)

Allocation constraints

At any time, an idle item of equipment can start at most only one task. If the

item does start performing a given task, then it cannot start any other task as

long as the current one is �nished, i.e., the operation is non-preemptive.

The allocation constraints are expressed as:

Njo = Nj;o�1 �
X
i2Ij

WS
ijo +

X
i2Ij

WF
ijo;8j; o (15.4)

where

Njo is the number of units j available at time to;

Ij is the set of tasks which can be performed by unit j.

1For the same reason we shall repeat some of these expressions once more while de�ning

the batch scheduling process in the MILP form (see Section 16.2).
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15.3.2 Objective function

The criterion is the maximization of pro�t. We express the pro�t as:

pro�t = (15.5)

value of products� cost of feed� cost of storage� cost of utilities

value of products �
X
s

cs(

DsX
l=1

Dsl + Ss;jXj) (15.6)

cost of feed �
X
s

cs(Ss0 +

RsX
l=1

Rsl) (15.7)

cost of storage �
X
s

cMs (Ss;jXjhorizon+

jXjX
o=1

to(Ss;o�1 � Sso)) (15.8)

cost of utilities �
X
u

X
i2Iu

X
j2Ji

�ij(�uij

jXjX
o=1

WS
ijo + �uijBij); (15.9)

where

cs is the unit price associated with material in state s;

cMs is the running cost of storing a unit amount of material in state s;

Iu is the set of tasks using utility u;

�uij is a constant demand factor;

�uij is a variable demand factor.

15.4 FORMULATION EXAMPLE

Denote the parameters as tDsl and tRsl.

the decision variables as Bij and tSij .

the equations as

tFij =

�
tSij + �ij if Bij > 0

tSij otherwise;
(15.10)
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X = ftSijg [ ft
F
ijg [ ft

D
slg [ ft

R
slg (15.11)

Dslo =

�
Dsl if to = tDsl
0 otherwise;

(15.12)

Rslo =

�
Rsl if to = tRsl
0 otherwise;

(15.13)

WS
ijo =

�
1 if to = tSij and Bij > 0

0 otherwise;
(15.14)

WF
ijo =

�
1 if to = tFij and Bij > 0

0 otherwise:
(15.15)

The material balances are de�ned by expression (15.1), the state capacity is

determined by inequalities (15.2), the batch size limits are described by in-

equalities (15.3), and the allocation constraints are given by inequalities (15.4).

Note, that:

a task can be assigned to di�erent equipment units;

expression (15.10) enforces the requirement that operations be

non-preemptive;

expressions (15.12-15.13) enforce that sales and purchases take place at

required times;

the Boolean variables W are not decision variables.

15.4.1 Reducing Discrete Optimization to

Continuous One

In some cases it is convenient to reduce the discrete optimization problem to

the global optimization of continuous variables. One may do this by including

logical conditions and discrete parameters into some algorithmically de�ned

objective and constraints.

The model, described before, de�nes a mixed integer non-linear non-convex

problem. Both the objective function and the constraints are non-linear. A
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speci�c di�culty is the presence of non-linear equality constraints. This is the

price one has to pay for reducing the number of independent variables.

We try to avoid infeasible solutions by penalizing the constraint violations.

Thus the original mixed integer nonlinear optimization problem is reduced to a

continuous global optimization one. We use BHA techniques (see [94]) to obtain

an approximate solution of this problem. Using the BHA a positive probability

density of any feasible point is provided. Thus the convergence conditions (see

Theorem 3.2.1) are satis�ed.

We optimize the parameters of the randomized heuristics using the global optim-

ization method [100]. The penalized pro�t function is considered as heuristics

in this approach. Simulated Annealing is used as a randomization technique

and the initial "temperature" as the parameter to be optimized.

15.4.2 Penalty Function

The penalty function Ln(Bij ; t
S
ij) is used to extend the feasible region to a

hyper-rectangle. We de�ne two components of the penalty function:

Ln(Bij ; t
S
ij) = P b

n(Bij ; t
S
ij) + P c

n(Bij ; t
S
ij) (15.16)

Here P b
n(Bij ; t

S
ij) is a penalty for the violation of Boolean constraints in iteration

n, and P c
n(Bij ; t

S
ij) is a penalty for violation of continuous constraints in iteration

n.

The right choice of penalty parameters rbn and rcn is an important problem when

using penalty functions. If we set too large values of those parameters, then the

optimization problem may degenerate into the search for the "nearest" feasible

decision. If we set too small values for rn, then we may violate the constraints.

Some compromise may be reached by increasing penalty parameters after each

iteration.

The Boolean penalty parameter rbn must be much greater than the continuous

one rcn. The reason is that some violation of continuous constraints is per-

missible, if the constrains are de�ned by economical considerations. If not,

then one may include some "safety margin" while de�ning "strict" continuous

constraints. Unfortunately, we cannot do such things in the case of Boolean

constraints. We may ignore the strict nature of Boolean constraints at the ini-

tial stages of global optimization, when the optimum is still far away, but have

to observe those constraints exactly when approaching the global optimum.
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Thus the penalty function is as follows:

Ln(Bij ; t
S
ij ; r

b; rc) = (15.17)

jXjX
o=1

X
j

rbmaxf0; Njo � 1;�Njog+

X
i

X
j2Ji

rcmaxf0; Bij �Bmax
ij ; Bmin

ij �Bijg+

jXjX
o=1

rcmaxf0; to � horizon;�tog+

jXjX
o=1

X
s

rcmaxf0; Sso � Smax
s ;�Ssog:

15.4.3 Penalized Pro�t as Heuristics

A direct way of optimizing a penalized pro�t function

L(Bij ; t
S
ij) = profit� Ln(Bij ; t

S
ij) (15.18)

is by the usual continuous global optimization techniques. Unfortunately, the

techniques are designed for the case when the penalty parameters rn do not

depend on the iteration number.

If the number of variables is not large, one may apply the B&B techniques.

However, if the number of variables is large, then the Bayesian Heuristics Ap-

proach seems a good alternative.

We apply BHA by �xing some initial decision (Bij ; t
S
ij) (not necessarily feasible),

and then improving it by permutations. The "best" permutations are selected

by randomized heuristics (regarding the penalized pro�t (15.18) as heuristics).

A permutation of the current decision (Bij ; t
S
ij) may be performed sequentially

by adding a Gaussian (0; �) random variable to each component of Bij and tSij
one by one. A more sophisticated permutation would be to add a Gaussian

random vector to several components at a time. In the latter case, we need

some expert knowledge for choosing the right combination of components.
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15.4.4 Simulated Annealing as Randomized

Heuristics

There are many ways of randomizing heuristics. The simplest one is Simulated

Annealing. In this case, one has to optimize only one randomization parameter,

namely, the initial temperature.

Altho there are a number of publications which use simulated annealing for

di�erent scheduling problems [145, 43, 26, 120], no regular optimization of the

simulated annealing parameters was performed.

We regard Simulated Annealing as the �rst step in considering the Bayesian

Heuristic Approach to the optimization of batch scheduling. Di�erent ap-

proaches will be investigated and compared: one of them is the Genetic Al-

gorithm (see Chapter 16).

15.4.5 BHA Algorithm

We describe the algorithm in terms of the following steps.

Step 1. Select not necessarily a feasible initial point (Bij ; t
S
ij). Denote it by

(Bbest
ij , tSbestij ), if it is feasible.

Step 2. Set global iteration to 1.

Step 3. Select T0 with a global Bayesian method.

Step 4. Set iteration to 1, rb to rb0, and rc to rc0.

Step 5. Set the initial point for simulated annealing to be (Bbest
ij ; tSbestij ).

Step 6. Calculate y to be equal to �profit+ Penalty(Bij ; t
S
ij). Increase r

b by

rb0, and rc by rc0 for each �xed number iterations.

Step 7. Perturb the point to get a new point (Bnew
ij ; tSnewij ).

Step 8. Calculate ynew to be equal to �profit+ Penalty(Bnew
ij ; tSnewij ).

Step 9. Go to the new point, if ynew is less than y or if ynew is greater than y

with probability exp
y�ynew

T0= ln (1+iteration)
.
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Step 10. Select the best point (Bbest
ij ; tSbestij ) which is feasible and gives a greater

profit.

Step 11. Increase iteration by 1.

Step 12. Go to Step 6, if iteration is less than max iterations.

Step 13. Increase global iteration by 1.

Step 14. Go to Step 3, if global iteration is less than max global iterations.

Step 15. Fix tSij to t
Sbest
ij , create corresponding LP and solve it.

The traditional logarithmic cooling schedule of simulated annealing is used in

this BHA algorithm. Using BHA this schedule is not so important, because

in the Bayesian framework the convergence conditions are satis�ed just by

keeping the probability density positive for all feasible points (see Theorem

3.2.1). Therefore BHA satis�es weaker convergence condition (3.5). SA satis-

�es stronger convergence condition (3.6), if the cooling schedule is right, and if

the initial temperature is high enough 2.

15.5 COMPUTING RESULTS

Here we discuss the computing results of both the previous and this chapter.

We compare various BHA algorithms with the truncated solutions of the MILP

uniform discrete-time model using B&B [163]. The results are reported for

di�erent test examples, both the batch and the continuous ones.

The results are summarized in Table 15.3. There are several lines for some ex-

amples. The successive lines relate to stopping B&B enumeration after 10; 000,

20; 000, and 30; 000 nodes, respectively. A di�erent number of nodes is reected

in the table as di�erent solution time. It is surprising to see that the "optimal"

B&B pro�t remains the same in all the three lines. The "optimal" BHA pro�t

increases with the number of observations reected as the solution time. Denote

by BHA-1 and BHA-2 two versions of BHA using MRP heuristics. Denote by

BHA-3 the BHA version using SA and the MIBLP penalty function as heurist-

ics.

The two lines marked 'uni-mod" correspond to an unmodi�ed version of the

batch scheduling problem where the uniform discrete-time interval length (1

2As usual, it is not clear how to test the last condition.
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Table 15.1 Data used for example BATCH1

Task1

Task3

Task2

- -

-

-

-

-

Feed Int

Prod2

Prod1

States

States Capacity Prices

Feed Unlimited 5

Int 5000

Prod1 Unlimited 10

Prod2 Unlimited 8

Costs

�ij = 200 �ij = 0:6 cMs = 0:18

Demands

Time

States 4 6 7 10 11 12

Prod1 200 300 400 100

Prod2 50 150 200 100

Units, tasks

Units Size Unit suitability Processing time

Unit1 1500 Task1 0.9

Unit2 1000 Task2 1.1

Unit3 1000 Task3 0.8
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Table 15.2 Data used for example BATCH4

Task1

Task2

Task3

Task7

Task6

Task4 Task5

Task8

?
-

-

-

�

6

6

-

-

�

-

-

-

-

?

?
-

-

?

?

?

Feed1

Feed2

Feed3

Prod3

Int6

Int4

Int5

Prod1

Int8

Int7

Int9

Prod2

Prod4

States

States Capacity Prices

Feed1,2,3 Unlimited 0

Int4 1000

Int5 1000

Int6 1500

Int7 2000

Int8 0

Int9 3000

Prod1 Unlimited 18

Prod2 Unlimited 19

Prod3 Unlimited 20

Prod4 Unlimited 21

Costs

�ij = 200 �ij = 0:6 cMs = 0:18

Demands

Time

States 3 4 5 6 7 8

Prod1 110 110 133.3 100 33.3 33.3

Prod2 233.1 260 360 360

Prod3 116.6 56.6 116.6

Prod4 333.3 333.3 685.8

Units,tasks

Units Size Unit suitability Processing time

Unit1 1000 Task1 0.8

Unit2 2500 Task3,7 1.2

Unit3 3500 Task4 0.9

Unit4 1500 Task2 1.1

Unit5 1000 Task6 0.8

Unit6 4000 Task5,8 1
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for both examples) is comparable to the scheduling horizon. As seen, NUDM

performs better even in this case. In theory, in such a case, UDM has to

outperform NUDM. A possible explanation is that the MRP heuristics suit

these examples well.

The computational experiments were performed using a HP 9000/755 work-

station. For some batch processes (BATCH3, BATCH4, BATCH8), BHA gives

only suboptimal solutions. For both the continuous processes CONT1 and

CONT2, BHA gives better results than UDM.

NUDM works much better than UDM for problems with sequence dependent

tasks (CONT1, CONT2). This is due to the fact that NUDM handles sequence-

dependent tasks in a more e�cient way.

Examples BATCH1 and BATCH4 are from [135]. The state-task networks for

these problems are shown in Figures 15.1 and 15.2. The problem parameters are

given in Tables 15.1 and 15.2. The examples were modi�ed so that the uniform

discrete-time interval length (0.1 for both examples) is much smaller than the

scheduling horizon (12 for BATCH1 and 8 for BATCH4). This is achieved by

slightly perturbing the processing time from the original integer value.

Processes BATCH6, BATCH7, and BATCH8 di�er by the increasing number of

sequence dependent tasks. That explains why the solution time by B&B grows

faster as compared with that by BHA. The attempt to solve BATCH8 exactly

by B&B was not successful, the solution time was too great (see the mark * in

Table 15.3). The B&B solution of example CONT1 was terminated after 20000

nodes for the same reason (see the mark ** in Table 15.3).

We compared the three versions of BHA algorithm (BHA-1, BHA-2, and BHA-

3) with the MILP uniform discrete-time model (denoted as B&B) which was

solved by the Branch-and-Bound (see [163]). Two BHA versions: BHA-1 and

BHA-2 represent the MRP heuristics using a di�erent number of iterations. The

version BHA-3 implements BHA by optimizing the SA initial "temperature"

using a "penalized pro�t" of the MIBLP model as heuristics for the Batch/Semi-

Continuous Scheduling Problem. Detailed numerical data for these examples

is available electronically from the rcsplib account (rcsplib@ecn:purdue:edu) in

the form of an RCSPec language �les.

Clearly BHA is more e�cient compared with the truncated B&B in UDM,

if the discrete-time interval is not large. The results also con�rm that in the

NUDM formulation the number of variables and constraints does not depend
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Table 15.3 BHA and B&B comparison

CPU Numb. Numb. Numb.

Problem Alg. Pro�t time Boolean cont. constr.

var. var.

BATCH1 B&B 2744.5 584.9 305 860 1073

same 1217.5 same same same

same 1901.2 same same same

BHA-1 2696 0.03 18

2939 0.04 14

BHA-3 3007 6.9 384 376 744

3079 85.4 same same same

3079 1396.5 same same same

uni-mod B&B 3230 6

3230 11.21 36 101 88

BHA-1 3230 0.03 24

BHA-2 3230 0.9

BHA-3 3230 19.34 384 376 744

BATCH3 B&B 105756 8.6

BHA-2 105702 1.5

BATCH4 B&B 60224 944.8 488 1553 1823

same 1919.7 same same same

same 2944.5 same same same

BHA-3 60284 103.0 2240 1776 3976

60306.2 163.2 2240 same same

60311.7 1276.8 2240 same same

BHA-1 60459.2 21.28 54

60468.3 63.36 54

uni-mod B&B 60533.5 1.7

60533.5 1.86 56 176 174

BHA-1 60533.5 0.19 50

BHA-2 60471.6 3.6

BHA-3 60474.7 309.7 2240 1776 3976

BATCH5 B&B 1400 66

BHA-2 1400 30

BATCH6 B&B 4724 0.6

BHA-2 4724 0.05

BATCH7 B&B 8122 188.5

BHA-2 8122 1.15

BATCH8 B&B 1205 *

BHA-2 11996 13.26

CONT1 B&B 20879 **

BHA-2 20992 13.6

CONT2 B&B 22800 824.6

BHA-2 23346 51.6

on the discrete-time interval length. In the UDM formulation the corresponding

relation is exponential.
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15.6 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

It is important to choose the right scheduling approach. In the case of a homo-

geneous processing time, UDM is adequate. In the case of a non-homogeneous

processing time, NUDM works better.

The proper schedule can lead to signi�cant improvement in processing e�ciency.

On the other hand, obtaining the optimal schedule can require a large amount

of computational time. Thus we need \good" engineering judgment to �nd a

compromise between the cost and the bene�t of schedule improvement. The

Bayesian Heuristic Approach, combined with the Non-Uniform Discrete-time

Model is a convenient tool for achieving that compromise.

In the previous chapter the polynomial type randomization of speci�c MRP

heuristics was optimized. In this chapter, the initial "temperature" of SA type

randomization was optimized using the MIBLP penalty function as heuristics.

While the computational evidence is only preliminary, the results are encour-

aging. In theory, a polynomial type randomization should lead to the improved

performance since one has more parameters to be tuned up.

The Bayesian Heuristic Approach is stochastic by de�nition. Therefore the ap-

plication of this approach to optimize batch processes with random parameters

(see Section 11.10) is straightforward. It is well known that an a priori distribu-

tion is a convenient way to represent uncertainties in the model , see [27]. This

way BHA includes uncertain parameters, too. The present formulation may be

easily expanded to modeling continuous processes, a temporary unavailability

of equipment, and changeovers.

It is not the goal of this book to compare di�erent batch scheduling models,

such as UDM and NUDM. However, we may conclude, as a "byproduct", that

NUDM yields smaller optimization problems without sacri�cing accuracy.





16
GENETIC ALGORITHMS

FOR BATCH PROCESS

SCHEDULING USING BHA AND

MILP FORMULATION

16.1 INTRODUCTION

So far we have described two ways of applying BHA to the Batch Scheduling

Problem. In Chapter 14 speci�c MRP heuristics were used. In Chapter 15 the

SA "initial temperature" parameter was optimized while applying the MIBLP

penalized pro�t function as a heuristic.

In this chapter we reduce MIBLP to Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP)

and optimize the parameters of the Genetic Algorithm (GA) which is considered

as a randomized heuristic.

The formulation of batch scheduling in the "MILP way" involves a much larger

system of equations and inequalities. An advantage is that we see how to extend

the results to any other MILP problem.

In the last section of this chapter the aggregation is dealt with.

16.2 EQUALITIES AND INEQUALITIES

The following expressions look like the expressions (15.1)-(15.9) in the previous

chapter. The reason is that in the MILP we use similar notation and de�nitions

as in the MIBLP. However we need more equations and inequalities to de�ne

the Batch Scheduling problem using the MILP form

Sso = Ss;o�1 �
X
l

Dslo +
X
l

Rslo

261
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�
X
i

�is
X
j

BS
ijo +

X
i

��is
X
j

BF
ijo (16.1)

Njo = Nj;o�1 �
X
i

WS
ijo +

X
i

WF
ijo: (16.2)

We split BS
ijo, B

F
ijo, Dilo, and Rilo into two components each

BS
ijo = Bmin

ij WS
ijo + bSijo (16.3)

BF
ijo = Bmin

ij WF
ijo + bFijo (16.4)

Dslo = Dmin
sl aDslo + dslo (16.5)

Rslo = Rmin
sl aRslo + rslo: (16.6)

The sum Dso =
P

lDslo denotes the delivery at the moment to, the sum Rso =P
lRslo denotes the feed at the moment to.

The Boolean indicator aDslo = 1 denotes the delivery of material Dslo at the

moment to, and aRslo = 1 denotes the feed of material Rslo at the moment to.

Here i = 1; :::; I; j = 1; :::; J; o = 1; :::; O; l = 1; :::; L.

Variables bSijo; b
F
ijo and deliver/feed parameters dslo; rslo satisfy the inequalities

0 � bSijo � Bmax
ij �Bmin

ij (16.7)

0 � bFijo � Bmax
ij �Bmin

ij (16.8)

0 � dilo � Dmax
i �Dmin

i (16.9)

0 � rilo � Rmax
i �Rmin

i : (16.10)

The Boolean variables aDslo; aRslo are called "indicators" and the continuous

variables dslo; rslo are called "delivery/feed parameters", because at this stage

they are considered as �xed. We will regard them as variables later, when

considering an aggregation of the batch scheduling problem.

It is convenient to select scales of Bij such that Bmax
ij � Bmin

ij = 1. Variables

Wijo and indicators aDilo; a
R
ilo are all Boolean

WS
ijo = f0; 1g; WF

ijo = f0; 1g; aDilo = f0; 1g; aRilo = f0; 1g (16.11)

Variables Wijo; Bijo and indicators aDilo; a
R
ilo satisfy equalities

X
k>o

BF
ijk = BS

ijo (16.12)
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X
k>o

WF
ijk =WS

ijo (16.13)

X
l

aDilo = 1 (16.14)

X
l

aRilo = 1 (16.15)

and inequalities

1�WS
ijo � 1=�(to � tSij); 1�WS

ijo � 1=�(tSij � to) (16.16)

1�WF
ijo � 1=�(to � tFij); 1�WF

ijo � 1=�(tFij � to) (16.17)

1� aDilo � 1=�(to � tDil ); 1� aDilo � 1=�(tDil � to) (16.18)

1� aRilo � 1=�(to � tRil ); 1� aRilo � 1=�(tRil � to): (16.19)

Here tDij ; t
R
ij denotes "delivery/feed time", that was �xed.

� = aT; a > 1; T = "horizon" (16.20)

0 � Njo � 1 (16.21)X
o

WF
ijo =

X
o

WS
ijo =Wij � 1; (16.22)

and

X
o

WS
ijo =Wij =

8<
:
0; if (i; j) is irrelevant

1; if (i; j) is necessary

qij ; otherwise,

(16.23)

where

qij = f1; 0g (16.24)

�bSijo �WS
ijo � 1=� bSijo (16.25)

�bFijo �WF
ijo � 1=� bFijo (16.26)

�dilo � aDilo � 1=� dilo (16.27)

�rilo � aRilo � 1=� rilo (16.28)

to+1 � to (16.29)

tFij = tSij + �ij : (16.30)
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Inequality (16.29) allows the multiple cases when to + 1 = to. That is not

convenient de�ning material balance constraints. One may easily restrict the

multiple cases replacing inequality (16.29) by the following one

to+1 � to + �; (16.31)

where � > 0 is a small number. Using inequalities (16.31) instead of (16.29) we

consider a decision as an "�-feasible" one, if the violation of any constraint does

not exceed some "�-limit".

In the case WS
ijo = 0, all the values of to satisfy inequalities (16.17). We may

avoid this uncertainty by including a small penalty term L� into the objective

function (16.37):

�
X
o

to; (16.32)

where to � 0. In such a case, all "irrelevant" to will be as small as possible

depending on �.

16.3 OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

An objective function is pro�t (16.37) de�ned by following four components:

"value" = Lv =
X
s

cs(
X
l

Dsl + SST ) (16.33)

"feed" = LF =
X
s

cs(
X
l

Rsl + Ss0) (16.34)

"storage" = LS = T=R
X
s

csSso (16.35)

"utilities" = Lu =
X
u;i;j

(�uij
X
o

WS
ijo + �BS

ijo) (16.36)

"profit" = L = Lv � LF � LS � Lu: (16.37)

The problem is to maximize the pro�t

L� = max
bS;tS

L (16.38)

which is a function of real variables

bS = (bSijo); t
S = (tSij) (16.39)
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satisfying conditions (16.1)-(16.30) which depend on the real variables

bF = (bFijo); t
F = (tFij); to; B

S
ijo; B

F
ijo; Sso (16.40)

and integer variables

WS
ijo; W

F
ijo; Njo; (16.41)

where i = 1; :::; I; j = 1; :::; J; o = 1; :::; O.

Here the delivery and feed variables Dslo; Rslo are assumed to be given.

The exact solution of MILP problem (16.37) is hardly possible in the realistic

cases. Therefore we will consider how to apply BHA to this problem. We start

that by considering batch scheduling optimization in a general MILP form.

16.4 APPLICATION OF BHA TO THE

BATCH SCHEDULING PROBLEM,

USING MILP AND GA

16.4.1 "String" De�nition

We de�ne a state m by �xing the vector

s(m) = (q(m); p(m)) (16.42)

Here q(m) = (qij(m); i = 1; :::; I; j = 1; :::; J) and

p(m) = (pij(m)i = 1; :::; I; j = 1; :::; J),

where

qij(m) =

8<
:
0; if operation (i; j) is irrelevant

1; if operation (i; j) is necessary

qij 2 f0; 1g; otherwise,

(16.43)
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and pij(m) is an order-number of operation (i; j). Here the symbol f0; 1g denotes
a Boolean variable.

We eliminate "zero qij" operations that are irrelevant in the sense of (16.43).

As usual, in real-life batch scheduling problems, we do not know in advance

which operations are necessary and which are irrelevant. Therefore we have to

regard qij(m) as an optimization variable.

The vector q(m) is called an operation-vector, and the vector p(m) an order-

vector. Thus the operation-vector q(m) de�nes which operations to perform and

the order-vector p(m) de�nes an order of operations.

For example, the operation-vector

q(m) = (q1;2 = 1; q3;4 = 1; q5;6 = 0; :::) (16.44)

means that at the m-th state operations (1; 2); (2; 3) are performed, and oper-

ation (4; 5) is not performed.

The order-vector

p(m) = (p1;2 = 1; p3;4 = 2; :::) (16.45)

means that operation (1; 2) is performed before operation (3; 4), and so on.

In MILP terms the order vector s(m) is de�ned by �xing Boolean variables

WS
ijo. If we start the operation (i; j) at the moment to thenW

S
ijo = 1, otherwise,

WS
ijo = 0. The delivery/feed indicators aDilo; a

R
ilo, time t

D
o ; t

R
o , and parameters

dio; rio are regarded as input data.

Constraints (16.21) can be coped with by introducing some additional variables

bjo1 = 1�Njo � 0 (16.46)

bjo0 = Njo � 0: (16.47)

16.4.2 Reproductive Plan

If the population size is not limited to just a few "members", then the extended

polynomial randomization with the "Delta" term (see subsection 11.5.4) seems

reasonable because it includes
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"pure" heuristics (choose the �ttest);

Monte-Carlo (chose at random);

linear randomization (�tness proportional choice).

More sophisticated randomization procedures including polynomials of higher

degrees might be included as well, if preferable.

If we limit population size to just two members (the old and the new one), then

we may also consider an exponential randomization of simulated annealing type,

too (see 11.22).

16.4.3 Cross-Over and Mutation Operations

We may apply the same cross-over and mutation operations as described in

Chapter 13.2.2. Two selected strings are split at some random position is.

Then two new strings are created, by exchanging all the characters up to the

split point is.

A mutation is said to be of n-th order if n = 1; :::; I; elements are changed at

random during one mutation operation. A mutation is feasible, if it meets all

the constraints.

There are some speci�cs, too. It would not be natural to cross-over segments

between the operation-vector q(m) and order-vector p(m). Therefore we cross-

over segments of those vectors separately. If the operation-vector q(m) and/or

order-vectorp(m) contain some segments de�ning speci�c "traits" of the batch

scheduling problem, then the cross-over operation will contribute a lot to the

general optimization. Otherwise, it could be of some help "escaping" from the

"local" minima. We may get the answer by extensive experimentation.

16.4.4 Getting Feasible Solutions

As usual, we get feasible solutions for �xed string s(m) using the standard

MILP software. One may also use speci�c round-o� algorithms, such as this

one:
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�x the string s(m) and "round-o�" to 1 the greatest component:

max
o

WS
ijo = 1; (16.48)

It follows from conditions (16.1)-(16.30) that in this case we get integer values

of the variables Njo; W
F
ijo, too.

The rounding-o� operation (16.48) is simpler as compared with the general

MILP procedures getting the �rst feasible solution.

16.5 AGGREGATE OF BATCH

SCHEDULING PROBLEMS

We need an exponential time T = C 2n to solve a NP-complete n-dimensional

problem. We need just T = NC 2n=N of time to solveN "parts" of this problem

independently. The trouble is that the set of "partially" optimal solutions will

not represent the general optimal solution of the whole problem. The objective

of Aggregation is to "coordinate" the partial and the general solutions, to show

how to get the general solutions uniting the partial ones.

By an aggregationwe call splitting of an whole problem A intoM slave-problems

(aggregates) Am; m = 1; :::;M . The aggregates communicate via the variables

of the master-problem.

By a Batch-Aggregate Am we denote a union of some batch operations (i; j),

preferably close in space and time. The Batch-Master C de�nes communications

between pairs (m; p) of Batch-AggregatesAm and Ap, and between an aggregate

Am and the environment.

Mutual communications of the pair (m; p) are de�ned as a vector

Cmp = (D
mp
slo ; R

mp
slo ; t

mpD
o ; tmpR

o ; o 2 Omp): (16.49)

Here

D
mp
slo is what m delivers to p,

R
mp
slo is what m receives from p,
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tmpD
o is the delivery time,

tmpR
o is the receive time,

Omp is a set of these times.

The external communications of the aggregate m are de�ned as a vector

Cm
= (Dm

slo; R
m
slo; t

mD
o ; tmR

o ; o 2 Om
): (16.50)

Here

Dm
slo is what m delivers outside

Rm
slo is what m receives from outside

tmD
o is the delivery time

tmR
o is the receive time

Om is a set of these times.

Complete communications of the aggregate m are de�ned as a vector

C(m) = (Cm; Cmp; p 2 Pm): (16.51)

Here Pm is a set of all "neighbors" of aggregate m.

We indicate "internal" parameters of aggregatem by an additional upper index

m in expressions (16.1)-(16.30).

16.5.1 Slave-problem

In the m-th slave-problem, we maximize pro�t Lm of the aggregate m given

the communication-vector C(m). We denote the maximal pro�t as L(m) =

L(C(m)). We may de�ne L(m) approximately by BHA-MILP algorithms (see

Chapter 13).
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16.5.2 Master-problem

Solving the master-problem we search for a communication-vector C(m) which

maximizes the total pro�t of all the aggregates

L� = max
C(m); m=1;:::;M

MX
m=1

L(C(m)) (16.52)

satisfying the conditions

D
mp
slo = �Rpm

slo (16.53)

tmpD
o = tmpR

o (16.54)

p 2 Pm; m = 1; ::::;M; o 2 Omp:

Master problem (16.52) is a continuous one. Therefore we may use Bayesian

methods of global optimization directly, if the number of vector C(m) compon-

ents does not exceed, say, 20. Otherwise, BHA is applied.

16.5.3 Why Aggregate?

Denote by Km the number of variables of the m-th aggregate. Then the number

of variables of the whole problem is given by:

K =

MX
m=1

Km: (16.55)

Fixing the communication-vector C(m), we reduce the whole K-dimensional

problem to a sequence of M Km-dimensional problems.

Denote the number of components of the communication-vector C(m) by Km
C .

Then the dimension of the master-problem is

KC =

MX
m=1

Km
C : (16.56)

Now we see that aggregation is useless, if

KC � K: (16.57)

The aggregation could be of some use, if K is much greater than KC

KC << K: (16.58)
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It follows from (16.58) that the aggregation may be e�cient, if the communic-

ations are weak, meaning a small number of components of communication-

vector. If this number is large, it means that we get a "non-aggregated" prob-

lem. If this number is small, it means that the aggregation might help. We say

"might" because it is di�cult to compare directly the complexity of discrete

slave-problems and the complexity of a continuous master-problem.

16.5.4 Simpli�cation of Master-problem

If we may sell or buy all the materials at any moment at �xed market prices,

then we may maximize pro�ts Lm of aggregates adding the costs of delivered

materials and subtracting the costs of received ones. However, we have to de�ne

the optimal delivery and receive time tmpD
o ; tmpR

o , anyway.

If the master-problem is optimized by Bayesian methods, one may use roughly

approximate solutions of slave-problems, because these methods are relatively

insensitive to "noise". We increase the accuracy towards the end of optimiza-

tion, if needed.

16.5.5 Aggregate Complexity

The whole and the slave problems are assumed to be NP-complete1 (see [79])

We assume that the master-problem is polynomial-time computable (see [79]).

Then the optimization of the master-problem belongs to a family of NP-complete

problems. We say that a real function f(x) is polynomial-time computable, if

for any given real number x and any precision n one may get in a polynomial

time a rational number an such that

jan � f(x)j � 2�n: (16.59)

The optimization problem is said to be computable if for any precision n one

may get a rational number an such that

jf(an)�min
x

f(x)j � 2�n: (16.60)

1A problem belongs to a family P if there exists a polynomial-time algorithm of solution

(see Subsection 2.2.5). We denote by NP = P an assumption that all the problems belonging

to the NP-complete family may be solved by polynomial-time algorithms. It follows from

the de�nition, that no NP-complete problem can be solved by the polynomial-time algorithm,

unless NP = P .
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Solution of the master-problem in the sense of expression (16.60) is as di�cult as

an NP-compete problem even if them-th derivative of f exists and is continuous

on [0,1] for allm (see [79]). Note that the precision n plays a similar role de�ning

the complexity of continuous optimization as a number of variables k in discrete

optimization (see Sub-section 2.2.5).

16.5.6 Aggregate Complexity and Knapsack

Example

Whole Problem

We may illustrate the aggregate complexity better considering the simple knap-

sack problem.

max
x

nX
i=1

cixi (16.61)

nX
i=1

gi � g

xi 2 f0; 1g:

Here the objective depends on n Boolean variables xi.

Aggregate-Problem

Denote xj = (x
j
1; :::; x

j
nj
); j = 1; :::; N ,

where x11 = x1; x
1
n1

= xn1 ; x
2
1 = xn1+1; ::::; x

2
n2

= xn1+n2 ; x3 = xn1+n2+1; :::.

Denote gj = (g
j
1; :::; g

j
nj
); j = 1; :::; N ,

where g11 = g1; g
1
n1

= gn1 ; g
2
1 = gn1+1; ::::; g

2
n2

= gn1+n2 ; g3 = gn1+n2+1; :::.

Denote yj ; j = 1; :::; N positive numbers such that
PN

j=1 yj = g. In this case,

x = (xj ; j = 1; :::; N) and we may write

max
x

NX
j=1

njX
i=1

c
j
ix

j
i (16.62)
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NX
j=1

njX
i=1

g
j
i � yj :

Slave-Problems

Whole knapsack problem (16.61) is split into N slave-problems j = 1; :::; N

cj(yj) = maxxj

njX
i=1

c
j
ix

j
i (16.63)

njX
i=1

g
j
i � yj

x
j
i 2 f0; 1g;

Master-Problem

The slave-problems are controlled by the following master-problem:

maxy

NX
j=1

cj(yj) (16.64)

NX
j=1

yj � g:

Aggregate Optimization

We need Kj = 2nj iterations in optimizing the j-th slave-problem by "ex-

haustive" search. We need K =
PN

j=1Kj iterations to optimize all the slave-

problems.

The objective function of master-problem (16.64) is a step-function of N real

variables yj ; j = 1; :::; N . In optimizing the master-problem by exhaustive

search, as many iterations are necessary as there are "steps". The number of

steps depends not only on N but also on nj ; j = 1; :::; N .

This implies that aggregation may be of no use if we apply an exhaustive search

in optimizing the master-problem. Aggregation may help if we use Bayesian
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methods to optimize this problem. The reason is that Bayesian methods are

based on statistical models (for example, a Wiener model) which "smooth" the

small "steps" of the master-problem objective function during the process of

global optimization.



PART VI

SOFTWARE FOR GLOBAL

OPTIMIZATION





17
INTRODUCTION TO GLOBAL

OPTIMIZATION SOFTWARE (GM)

17.1 BACKGROUND

The global optimization software was developed considering the results of inter-

national "competition" of di�erent algorithms of global optimization (see [30]).

Some experience in real life optimization problems was also used selecting the

set of optimization algorithms. The set of algorithms of global optimization

includes

four versions of the Bayesian search,

a version of clustering, a version of uniform deterministic grid,

a version of pure Monte Carlo search.

Usually it is reasonable to start optimization by a global method and to �nish it

by some local method. An exception is two global algorithms: the Torn version

of clustering [148], and the Zilinskas version of the Bayesian technique [148].

Both these algorithms contain some simple algorithms of local search. This

means that the local search is not necessary for those two methods, but it may

be useful.

There are three local optimization methods:

a method of variable metrics type with Lagrangian multipliers and penalty

functions for constrained optimization of smooth functions (see [137]),

277
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a method of simplex type of Nelder and Mead with penalty functions for

constrained optimization of non-di�erentiable functions.

a method of stochastic approximation type for "noisy" functions (see [100]).

Each subroutine represents a global or a local method. The choice of method

has to follow the idea that the computational complexity of the method should

roughly correspond to that of the objective function:

For computationally "expensive" functions the Bayesian methods could be

recommended. Those methods need a large amount of auxiliary calcula-

tions to make each observation more e�cient.

For "cheap" functions the simple grid methods, like Monte Carlo or a uni-

form deterministic grid (see [141]), can be better. Here observations are

not so e�cient, but auxiliary calculations are negligible. This explains a

relative e�ciency of simple methods when optimizing simple functions.

The clustering techniques (see [148]) may be the best choice, if we expect

the number of local minima to be small.

A relatively simple Bayesian technique is available [148] for global optim-

ization of one-dimensional functions;

There are optimization problems where objective functions can be roughly

represented as a sum of components depending on di�erent variables. Here

the Bayesian method of line search along the coordinates usually shows

very good results. This method globally optimizes one variable at a time

by one-dimensional Bayesian search. The di�erence of this method from

other methods of global optimization is that it depends on the starting

point. Thus a deviation from the global minimum can be made as small

as desired by applying a multi-start procedure with di�erent uniformly

distributed starting points.

All the global methods optimize in a rectangular region. Therefore we represent

the linear and non-linear inequality constraints as some penalty functions. The

same applies to the local method of stochastic approximation type. In local

methods of simplex and variable metrics type the linear and the non-linear

constraints can be de�ned directly. This may be done by constraint subroutines,

supplied by the user in addition to the objective function.
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The global optimization software is in four versions:

portable Fortran Library,

interactive software for Microsoft C&Fortran compiler and DOS operating

system,

interactive software for Turbo C compiler and DOS operating system,

interactive software for C++ compiler and UNIX operating system and

X-Window system.

The library of portable Fortran subroutines (LINUX 1.2.8. and DOS versions)

and the interactive UNIX C++ software (LINUX 1.2.8. version), are in the

enclosed disk.

17.2 TYPICAL EXAMPLES

Many examples of applications are related to the optimization of parameters

of mathematical models, represented as some systems of non-linear di�erential

equations. The objective function f(x) here depends on a solution of equa-

tions. Variables x represent the controlled parameters of the system. A good

illustration of this family of problems is the following three examples :

Maximization of the general yield of di�erential ampli�ers [100] (see Section

5.2).

Optimization of the mechanical system of shock-absorber [100] (see Section

5.3).

Estimation of the parameters of non-linear regression of an immunological

model [100] (see Section 5.4).

The last example suggests a broad area for applications of global optimization.

It is well known that in non-linear regression a square deviation as well as a

likelihood function could be multi-modal for some data.

The number of local minima may be very large, even in simple cases. The

examples are estimation of unknown parameters of ARFIMA (see Chapter 6)

and ANN (see Chapter 10) models.
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There are other important families of global optimization problems, namely:

A large source of di�cult global optimization problems is engineering design.

Here we are optimizing parameters of some mathematical models, usually

non-linear. Optimization of composite laminates [104] (see Section 5.6)

serves as an example.

Many laws of nature could be de�ned in terms of global optimization. An

example is the "Disk" problem: minimization of potential energy of organic

molecules [104] (see Section 5.7).

We are often not able to describe the behavior of new materials and techno-

logies by mathematical models, because the corresponding information and

knowledge is not available. Here one can optimize by direct experiments,

changing the control variables and observing the results. An example is the

planning of extremal experiments of thermostable polymeric composition

[104] (see Section 5.8).

A number of examples of GM software applications are given in [100, 94].

Bayesian algorithms of the global optimization software GM are an essential

part of BHA, needed to optimize the parameters of randomized heuristics (see

Chapters 12, 14, 15, and 16).

17.3 DIFFERENT VERSIONS

17.3.1 Portable Fortran Library

We start a description of global optimization software from the Fortran library

(see Chapter 18), because it is easy, and in the Turbo C and UNIX C++ ver-

sions mostly the same algorithms are used and their parameters have a similar

meaning. The UNIX C++ version is described in Chapter 19. However, a

UNIX user may obtain some useful information by reading the Fortran library

description. The portable Fortran version can run on any computer with a

standard Fortran compiler. Users should represent objective functions in the

form of FUNCTION FI(X,N), where X is an array of variables, N is its dimen-

sion.
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Rectangular constraints are given by the lower bound array A and the upper

bound array B. Using local methods of simplex and variable metrics type one

may represent constraints by subroutine CONSTR(X,N,G,MC), too. Here, G

is an array of length MC which contains the values of constraints at the point

X, and MC is the number of constraints.

17.3.2 Interactive DOS C&Fortran version

Here the objective function can be written in one of the two forms: Fortran or

C. This system is for users which prefer to represent objective functions, both

in C and in Fortran. This version needs Microsoft C&Fortran compilers [96].

In this version, there is a possibility of vector optimization applying the idea of

Pareto optimality. The Pareto set is approximately de�ned by comparing all

the "Bayesian" or "Uniform" observations and excluding the dominated ones.

17.3.3 Interactive DOS Turbo C version

This version is for objective functions represented in C. It needs a Turbo C

compiler. A user represents the objective function f(x) as some C subroutine

fi:c.

In both C & Fortran, and Turbo C interactive systems users can select a global

or a local method by a menu system. The current results can be observed in

both, tabular and graphical, forms. There are two graphical forms:

GRAPH: shows how the best value of the objective function depends on

the observation number.

PROJECTION: shows how current objective function value depends on a

�xed variable.

The main advantage of the �rst version, the Fortran library, is its portability. A

disadvantage is that interactive possibilities are very limited. This means that

this version can be easily used for some well de�ned optimization problems, but

not for preliminary investigations, where the interaction is essential.

An advantage of the second (C&Fortran) and the third (Turbo C) version is

rather good interactive facilities. A disadvantage is that both these versions
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can be used only on PC. It is all right for a preliminary investigation and for

solution of small scale problems. For real life global optimization problems the

limitations of DOS operating system and computational power of a single PC

can be too restricting.

17.3.4 Interactive UNIX C++ version

It is a global optimization software designed for UNIX and X Window systems.

It has the same interactive facilities as a DOS Turbo C version, plus port-

ability to almost any computer, including super computers and some parallel

computers.

Concluding this chapter note that two global optimization software versions and

application examples will be described in detail:

the Fortran library, in the next chapter,

the interactive UNIX C++ software, in Chapter 19,

application examples of the UNIX C++ version in Chapter 20.

Most of the algorithms and their parameters described in the Fortran version

remain in the UNIX one. Therefore a glance at the next chapter describing the

Fortran library could be useful before reading about the structure and applica-

tion examples of the interactive UNIX C++ version.
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PORTABLE FORTRAN LIBRARY

FOR CONTINUOUS GLOBAL

OPTIMIZATION

18.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose is to minimize a continuous function

f(x); x = (x1; : : : ; xn); (18.1)

where x 2 A � Rn.

It is assumed for most methods that the set A is a rectangular parallelepiped

A =
�
z : ai � xi � bi; i = 2; : : : ; ng: (18.2)

The more general cases are approximately reduced to expression (18.2) using

the penalty function techniques (see [100]). A distinction of the software is

implementation of the methods which can be regarded as optimal in the sense

of average deviation. The next observation is de�ned by minimizing the risk

function (expected deviation from a the global minimum). The number of ob-

servations is �xed, as usual.

The procedures that minimize the risk function are as simple as possible (see

Section 4.4), but there exist some natural limits. The risk function cannot

be reduced to the uni-modal one, if the convergence to a global minimum of

any continuous function is to be provided. Consequently it seems that the

global Bayesian method described in [100] is, possibly, the simplest one which

minimizes the average deviation and converges to a minimum. If the objective

function f(x) is simple enough, then it is better not to minimize the risk function

at all but to take more observations, that need not to be planned optimally.
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In such a case, a good idea is to use a uniform search, for example, of LP type

(see [141]). We lose the average optimality but still have the convergence. Even

the LP-search can be too expensive, if the observations are very cheap. Then

we use the uniform random (Monte Carlo) search which is very simple, but

we obtain the convergence only in the probabilistic sense. Both the LP search

(LPMIN) and the uniform random search (MIG1,MIG2) are in the library.

The method of clustering [148] is included as a good heuristic technique under

the title GLOPT. It usually works well, if the number of local minima is small

and known in advance, and if the "attraction area" of the global minimum

is large. The clustering GLOPT is comparable to LP-search LPMIN by the

computing time .

The global line search EXKOR is a "semi-global" method designed for approx-

imately "additive" functions (see [148]). Note that EXKOR includes elements

of visualization. Using EXKOR one may conveniently see how the objective

depends on a variable. That is important for the preliminary investigation.

The global methods search a whole area, as usual. Otherwise one can miss

the global minimum. Obviously, the global search is not a most e�cient way

for local optimization. Therefore, in the GM software the best result of global

search is de�ned by default as an initial point for a local search completing the

optimization process.

For local optimization of non-linear constrained continuously di�erentiable func-

tions without noise the methods of variable metrics (VM) type seem to be the

best. A version of VM described in [11] is included under the name REQP1.

A speci�c VM version for rectangular constraints is de�ned as MIVAR4 (see

[147]).

For local optimization of non-di�erentiable functions with non-linear constraints

the simplex type method is used [61] under the name FLEXI. If there are some

reasons to expect that the inuence of some variables and their groups is con-

siderably greater than that of others, then the method LPMIN should be used

for analysis of the structure before we start the regular optimization. The LP-

MIN orders variables by their "importance" using a sort of variance analysis

techniques (see [136]).

1In the interactive C and C++ versions a di�erent VM algorithm is implemented (see

[137]) under the name NLP.
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For local optimization of uni-modal functions with a noise is a stochastic ap-

proximation type algorithm with the "Bayesian" step length control under the

name LBAYES (see [100]).

By adjusting standard machine-dependent constants, the software can be adap-

ted to any computer with a standard FORTRAN compiler, since no machine-

dependent routines are used.

18.2 PRELIMINARY DISCUSSION

18.2.1 Installation

DOS Fortran 77 version of GM

Installing:

copy the �le 'gmf.arj' by the DOS command

> copy a: gmf.arj

extract the GM �les from the 'gmf.arj' archive

> arj e gmf.arj

This version was tested using the Digital Research Fortran-77 Version 4.1 and

LINK-86 Linkage Editor Version 1.5f, Digital Research, Inc.

The example:

compile

> f77 ex9.for

> f77 i1mach1.for

> f77 exkor.for

link

> link86 ex9,i1mach1,exkor
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run

> ex9

Here the �le 'ex9.for' is an example of the Main program using EXKOR method

(see Subsection 18.3.8) to minimize FURASN function (see expression 18.3).

The �le 'exkor.for' is the source of EXKOR.

The �le 'i1mach1.for' contains portability codes (see Subsection 18.3.13) and

other service routines such as independent random number generator, various

test functions, etc.

LINUX Fortran 77 version of GM

Installing:

copy the �le 'gm.tgz' by the LINUX command

> mcopy a: gmfl.tgz

extract the GM �les from the 'gm.tgz' archive

> tar -zxf gmfl.tgz

This version was tested using standard LINUX f77-style shell script 'f77' to

compile and load Fortran, C, and assembly codes.

The example:

compile and load

> f77 ex9.f i1mach1.f exkor.f

run

> a.out

Note that here the �le extensions are 'f'.

18.2.2 Parameters

The parameters X, A, B, N, FM, IPAR, PAR, IPA, IPAA are used in all sub-

routines. Here
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X is an array of length N which de�nes the coordinates of a point being con-

sidered (initial, optimal or current),

A is an array of length N which de�nes the lower bounds of X,

B is an array of length N which de�nes the upper bounds of X,

N is the number of variables (dimension of X) usually N� 20,

FM is the value of the function FI(X, N) at the point X,

IPAR is the array of length 30 which de�nes the real control parameters,

IPA is a shift of integer control parameters,

IPAA is a shift of real control parameters.

If only one method is used, then both shifts are zero: IPA = 0 and IPAA = 0.

If several methods are used sequentially, then a shift for the next method must

be equal to the sum of numbers of control parameters used before by other

methods. The number of control parameters of di�erent methods is given in

Table 18.1. For all the methods the �rst integer control parameter is the printing

parameter:

IPAR(IPA+1)=IPR

(IPA=0 if only one method is used).

If IPR < 0,

then only diagnostic messages are printed.

If IPR = 0,

then the initial data, the �nal results and diagnostic messages are printed.

If IPR > 0,

then not only those but also the results of each IPR-th iteration are printed.

The meaning of other control parameters will be explained when describing the

corresponding subroutines.
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18.2.3 List of Methods

Table 18.1 Table of Parameters

No Name Method No. of control parameters

Integer IPAR Real PAR

Global optimization with rectangular constants

1 BAYES1 Bayesian (see [100]) 3 0

2 UNT Extrapolation (see [166]) 4 0

3 LPMIN Uniform deterministic (see [136, 141]) N+3 0

4 GLOPT Clustering (see [148]) 3 0

5 MIG1, MIG2 Uniform random 2 0

6 EXTR Bayesian one-dimensional (see[165]) 3 2

7 EXKOR Extension of EXTR to

multi-dimensional case (see[165]) 5 N+1

Local optimization

8 MIVAR4 Variable metric with rectangular

constants (see [147]) 4 4

9 REQP Variable metrics with non-linear

constraints (see [11]) 4 4

10 FLEXI simplex with non-linear constraints

(see [61]) 4 2

Local optimization with noise

11 LBAYES stochastic approximation with

Bayes step length and

rectangular constraints (see [100])

3 2

We see from Table 18.1 that to set the algorithm parameters one must make

many adjustments. The setting of parameters can be made easy using the

"ready-made" examples including sequences of di�erent algorithms. We may

chose the sub-sequence we wish just by "commenting-out" the redundant al-

gorithms. For example, the �le 'gm/ex8.f' in the enclosed disk includes seven
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algorithms named as BAYES1, MIVAR4, LBAYES, FLEXI, REQP, UNT,

GLOPT. The �le 'gm/ex9.f' includes only one algorithm EXKOR.

18.2.4 Common Blocks

In the array /BS1/Y(100) there are values of the function FI(X, N), where X

is de�ned by the array XN of length MN=N*M.

In the array /STATIS/IFAIL, IT, IM, M:

IFAIL is a control indicator:

- if the initial data is not correct, then IFAIL = 10 and return to the main

program,

- if the initial data is correct, then IFAIL 6= 10 and shows the number of the

termination criterion,

IT is the number of iterations,

IM is the number of the optional iteration (where the best point was found),

M is the number of function evaluations (observations).

18.2.5 Objective Function

The function to be minimized should be represented as a real function FI(X,N).

In most methods, only the lower and upper bounds should be �xed by arrays

A and B.

In methods with non-linear constraints the subroutine

CONSTR (X, N, G, MC)

should be used, where

G is a one-dimensional array of length MC which de�nes the constraints at the

point X

MC is the number of constraints.

It is well known that the local methods of optimization in general are sensitive

to the scales of variables. The parameters of local methods in this package

are usually adjusted to the case when A(I) = �1 and B(I) = 1; I = 1; N:

Therefore, it can be useful to reduce the rectangular constraints A � X � B
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to the N -dimensional hypercube [�1; 1]N ; which can be arranged using the

reduction formulae2).

The reduction formulae are as follows

X(I) =
2

B(I)�A(I)
X0(I)�

B(I) +A(I)

B(I)�A(I)
; I = 1; N ;

where X0 are original variables, and X are variables scaled to �t into [�1; 1]N .

EXAMPLE. In most of the following examples, the following test function f(x)3

is used

f(x) = 2=N

NX
i=1

�
x2i � cos(18xi)

�
(18.3)

with N = 2; x1 2 [�0:25; 0:5]; x2 2 [�0:125; 0:625] ;

which is represented by the subroutine function FURASN:

FUNCTION FURASN(X,N)

DIMENSION X(N)

NN=N

F=0.

DO 10 I=1,NN

XI=X(I)

10 F=F+XI*XI-COS(18.*XI)

AN=NN

FURASN=F*(2./AN)

RETURN

END

Figure 18.1 Objective Function FURASN

2In the case of LBAYES those formulae are included in the algorithm, therefore no addi-

tional reduction is needed.
3This is the well known Rastrigin [127] test function.
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18.2.6 Main Program

The main program de�nes the input data and the sequence of methods. At

the beginning, we should choose, from Table 18.1 (or using the ready-made

example 'gm/ex8.f'), a desirable sequence of methods of optimization and

analysis. Then a function FI(X, N) should be prepared that evaluates the

objective function at a �xed point X.

If necessary, the subroutine CONSTR(X, N, G, MC) is included which evaluates

the constraints at the point X. The length of arrays usually depends on the

subroutines. The exception is the arrays IPAR and PAR. The length of these

arrays is always 30. The parameters of methods are included in the arrays

IPAR and PAR in accordance with the given sequence of methods. The formal

parameters IPA and IPAA are �xed using the rules given in the previous section.

In the case when only one method is used, IPA = IPAA = 0.

18.2.7 Example of the Main Program

The following test problem is considered. The global minimum of test function

(18.3) should be determined using the global Bayesian method BAYES1. Then

the results of global search should be corrected by the local method of variable

metrics MIVAR4.

The test function is represented as the function FURASN (X, N).

The arrays are: X, A, B, XN, HES, IPAR, PAR

It follows from Table 18.1 that in the subroutine BAYES1 three integer para-

meters, and in the subroutine MIVAR4, four integer parameters are used. In

MIVAR4 four real parameters should be de�ned, too. This means that seven

elements of IPAR and four elements of PAR should be �xed.

The main program is in Figure 18.2

18.3 DESCRIPTION OF ROUTINES

In this chapter a general description of routines corresponding to di�erent meth-

ods of global and local optimization will be given. The general description of

routines includes the title and purpose of a routine, restrictions and accuracy.

It also shows how to use the routine. Simple examples are provided.
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program main

dimension x(2),a(2),b(2),xn(200),hes(3),ipar(30),par(30)

data n,nm,nh,ipa,ipaa/2,200,3,0,0/

data a/-0.25,-0.125/,b/0.5,0.625/

data ipar/0,100,5,0,100,2,100,23*0/

call bayes1(x,a,b,n,xn,nm,fm,ipar,ipa)

ipa=3

call mivar4(x,a,b,n,hes,nh,fm,ipar,par,ipa,ipaa)

stop

end

function fi(x,n)

dimension x(n)

fi=furasn(x,n)

return

end

Figure 18.2 Example of MAIN

The FORTRAN codes are given separately in the diskette, because the complete

listings are needed only for advanced users who want to check or to change

the parameters and procedures of optimization. In the general description of

algorithms and programs only the most important information is provided.

18.3.1 BAYES1: the global Bayesian method

by Mockus

PURPOSE. To �nd the global minimum of a continuous function (18.1) of N

variables de�ned on a rectangular parallelepiped (18.2).

RESTRICTIONS. In terms of e�ciency this program becomes increasingly less

successful as the dimensions of the parallelepiped are increasing. Consequently

the dimensions must be as small as possible.

The global Bayesian method uses a considerable amount of auxiliary calculation.

As a result no more than 1000 function evaluations can be performed. This

means that BAYES1 can be e�ciently used only when the function f(x) is
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di�cult (takes more CPU time than the calculation of the coordinates of the next

point). The global method search the whole area. Therefore, as usual, it �nds

a point in the neighborhood of a global minimum but not the exact minimum.

Therefore some local methods are used to carry out the local minimization.

ACCURACY. The global method provides the minimal average deviation in

accordance with a given statistical model (see [100]) and the convergence to

the global minimum for any continuous function. This implies that if we solve

many problems, the average error will be as small as possible. However, for

some �xed samples it can be large, if the iteration number is limited.

HOW TO USE THE METHOD

CALL BAYES1 (X, A, B, N, XN, NM, FM, IPAR, IPA)

where the input is: A, B, N, NM, IPAR, IPA

and the output is X, XN, FM.

XN is an array of length NM = N*M which contains coordinates of M points

of function evaluation.

In the main program the following arrays should be described:

A(N), B(N), X(N), XN(NM), IPAR(30)

N � 20

IPAR(1) = IPR is a printing parameter

IPAR(2) = M is the number of function evaluation M � 1000.

IPAR(3) = LT is the number of initial points which are uniformly distributed

by LP sequences of Sobolj (1969) 0 < LT � m:

EXAMPLE. The program locates the minimum of the multi-modal function

(9.5.1). IPR = 0; M = 100; LT = 5: The initial information is �xed by DATA.

The main of BAYES1 is in Figure 18.3 and the output is illustrated by Figure

18.4.
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program exbayes1

dimension x(2),a(2),b(2),xn(200),ipar(30)

data n,nm,ipa/2,200,0/,a/-0.25,-0.125/,b/0.5,0.625/

data ipar/0,100,5,27*0/

call bayes1(x,a,b,n,xn,nm,fm,ipar,ipa)

stop

end

function fi(x,n)

dimension x(n)

fi=furasn(x,n)

return

end

Figure 18.3 Example of BAYES1 main

18.3.2 UNT: The global method of

extrapolation type by Zilinskas

PURPOSE. To �nd the global minimum of a continuous function (18.1) of N

variables de�ned on the rectangular parallelepiped (18.2). RESTRICTIONS.

The restrictions are the same as in the BAYES1 method except that if the

function is di�erentiable, then the local search of variable metrics type can be

directly incorporated in UNT. ACCURACY. The method provides the min-

imal average deviation in accordance with a set of assumptions given by [166].

All other accuracy considerations are similar to those in the BAYES1 method.

HOW TO USE THE METHOD

CALL UNT (X, A, B, N, XN, NM, FM, IPAR, IPA)

where the input is: A, B, N, NM, IPAR, IPA and the output is X, XN, FM.

XN is an array of length NM = N*M which contains coordinates of M points

of function evaluation.

In the main program the following arrays should be described:

A(N), B(N), X(N), XN(NM), IPAR(30)

N � 20
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B A Y E S 1

I N I T I A L D A T A

NUMBER OF VARIABLES N = 2

PRINTING PARAMETER IPR = 0

NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS M = 100

NUMBER OF INITIAL POINTS LT = 5

VECTOR OF LOWER BOUNDS (A) FOR X

-.25000000E+00 -.12500000E+00

VECTOR OF UPPER BOUNDS (B) FOR X

.50000000E+00 .62500000E+00

R E S U L T S

OPTIMAL FUNCTION VALUE FM = -.19903086E+01

OBTAINED IN NR = 81

OPTIMAL POINT

.22979677E-02 -.73658228E-02

NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS L = 100

BAYES1 TERMINATED

Figure 18.4 Example of BAYES1 output

IPAR(1) = IPR is a printing parameter

IPAR(2) = M is the maximal number of function evaluation,

M � 500.

IPAR(3) = LT is the number of RANDOM uniformly distributed

initial points, LT � 30

IPAR43) = ML is the maximal number of local minima,

0 <ML � 20:
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EXAMPLE. The program locates the minimum of the multi-modal function

(9.5.1). IPR = 0; M = 500; ML = 5: The initial information is �xed by DATA.

The main of UNT is in Figure 18.5 and the output is illustrated by Figure 18.6.

program exunt

dimension x(2),a(2),b(2),xn(200),ipar(30)

data n,nm,ipa/2,200,0/,a/-0.25,-0.125/,b/0.5,0.625/

data ipar/0,100,30,5,26*0/

call unt(x,a,b,n,xn,nm,fm,ipar,ipa)

stop

end

function fi(x,n)

dimension x(n)

fi=furasn(x,n)

return

end

Figure 18.5 Example of UNT main

18.3.3 LPMIN: The global method of uniform

search by Sobolj, Saltenis and

Dzemyda

PURPOSE. To locate the global minimum of a continuous function (18.1) of N

variables de�ned on the rectangular parallelepiped (18.2).

RESTRICTIONS. The restrictions are similar to those in the BAYES1 method

with the exception that LPMIN is using less auxiliary calculations and therefore

it can be recommended for minimizing simpler functions than BAYES1 or UNT.

ACCURACY. The method provides a convergence to the minimum. The av-

erage deviation is usually considerably greater than in methods BAYES1 and

UNT.

HOW TO USE THE METHOD
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U N T

I N I T I A L D A T A

NUMBER OF VARIABLES N = 2

PRINTING PARAMETER IPR = 0

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS M = 100

NUMBER OF INITIAL POINTS LT = 30

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF LOCAL MINIMA ML = 5

VECTOR OF LOWER BOUNDS (A) FOR X

-.25000000E+00 -.12500000E+00

VECTOR OF UPPER BOUNDS (B) FOR X

.50000000E+00 .62500000E+00

R E S U L T S

OPTIMAL FUNCTION VALUE FM = -.19660562E+01

OPTIMAL POINT

-.13996658E-01 -.36565200E-02

LOCAL OPTIMA

FUNCTION VALUE POINT

-.19660562E+01 -.13996658E-01 -.36565200E-02

NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS L = 100

IFAIL = 2. TERMINATION CRITERION: NUMBER

OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS EQUALS M

UNT TERMINATED

Figure 18.6 Example of UNT output

CALL LPMIN (X, A, B, N, NM, FM, IPAR, IPA)

where the input is: A, B, N, NM, IPAR, IPA and the output is X, XN, FM.
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XN is an array of length NM = N �M which contains coordinates of M points

of function evaluation.

In the main program the following arrays should be described:

A(N), B(N), X(N), XN(NM), IPAR(30)

N � 20

IPAR(1)=IPAR is a printing parameter

IPAR(2)=M is the indicator of structure analysis. IF M <0, then no analysis of

structure is performed. If 10 � M � 300, then the results of M observations are

used to number the variables in decreasing importance order. If M = 0, then

the order of variables should be �xed by the user in accordance with his opinion

on the importance.

IPAR(3)= ML is number of steps of LP search

IPAR(4)

: : : : : : : : : : : :

: : : : : : : : : : : :

IPAR(N+3)

9>>=
>>;

are the number of variables in order of decreasing

importance which should be �xed when IPAR(2)=M=0.

EXAMPLE. The program locates the global minimum and makes the structure

analysis of multi-modal function (18.3).

The main of LPMIN is in Figure 18.7 and the output is illustrated by Figure

18.8.

18.3.4 GLOPT: The global method of

clustering type by T�orn

PURPOSE. To �nd the global minimum of a continuous function (9.1.) of N

variables de�ned on the rectangular parallelepiped (18.2).

RESTRICTIONS. The restrictions are the same as in the BAYES1, UNT, LP-

MIN with the exception that GLOPT uses a smaller number of auxiliary calcu-

lations. Therefore it can be recommended for minimizing simpler functions as

compared with all the previous methods, if the convergence is not important
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program exlpmin

dimension x(2),a(2),b(2),xn(100),ipar(30)

data n,nm,ipa/2,100,0/,a/-0.25,-0.125/,b/0.5,0.625/

data ipar/0,50,1000,27*0/

call lpmin(x,a,b,n,xn,nm,fm,ipar,ipa)

stop

end

function fi(x,n)

dimension x(n)

fi=furasn(x,n)

return

end

Figure 18.7 Example of LPMIN main

ACCURACY. The convergence to the global minimum is not provided but the

accuracy usually satis�es practical needs if the number of local minima is not

large.

HOW TO USE THE METHOD

CALL GLOPT (X, A, B, N, FM, IPAR, IPA)

where the input is: A, B, N,IPAR, IPA and the output is X, FM.

In the main program the following arrays should be described:

A(N), B(N), X(N), IPAR(30)

N � 20

IPAR(1) = IPR is a printing parameter

IPAR(2) = M is the maximal number of function evaluation,

M � 10000.

IPAR(3) = LT is the number of random uniformly distributed initial points,

LT � 150, recommended LT is about double the number

of an expected number of local minima.

EXAMPLE. The program locates the minimum of the multi-modal function

(18.3).
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L P M I N

I N I T I A L D A T A

NUMBER OF VARIABLES N = 2

PRINTING PARAMETER IPR = 0

NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS FOR ANALYSIS M = 50

NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS FOR LP-SEARCH ML = 1000

VECTOR OF LOWER BOUNDS (A) FOR X

-.25000000E+00 -.12500000E+00

VECTOR OF UPPER BOUNDS (B) FOR X

.50000000E+00 .62500000E+00

LP-SEARCH WITH ANALYSIS

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

VARIABLES BY DECREASING INFLUENCE 2 1

OPTIMAL FUNCTION VALUE FM = -.19209301E+01

OBTAINED IN NR = 10

OPTIMAL POINT -.15625000E-01 .15625000E-01

RESULTS OF LP-SEARCH

OPTIMAL FUNCTION VALUE FM = -.19915358E+01

OBTAINED IN NR = 404

OPTIMAL POINT .63476562E-02 -.34179688E-02

R E S U L T S

OPTIMAL FUNCTION VALUE FM = -.19915358E+01

OPTIMAL POINT .63476562E-02 -.34179688E-02

NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS L = 1050

LPMIN TERMINATED

Figure 18.8 Example of LPMIN output
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The main of GLOPT is in Figure 18.9 and the output is illustrated by Figure

18.10.

program exglopt

dimension x(2),a(2),b(2),xn(1000),ipar(30)

data n,ipa/2,0/,a/-0.25,-0.125/,b/0.5,0.625/

data ipar/0,1000,10,27*0/

call glopt(x,a,b,n,fm,ipar,ipa)

stop

end

function fi(x,n)

dimension x(n)

fi=furasn(x,n)

return

end

Figure 18.9 Example of GLOPT main

18.3.5 MIG1: The global method of Monte

Carlo (uniform random search)

PURPOSE. To �nd the global minimum of a continuous function (18.1) of N

variables de�ned on the rectangular parallelepiped (18.2).

RESTRICTIONS. Can be recommended to minimize very simple functions, say,

less than 1 sec of CPU times.

ACCURACY. The method converges in probability to the global minimum of

continuous functions. The average deviation is considerably greater compared

with global methods using the same number of function evaluations.

HOW TO USE THE METHOD

CALL MIGI (X, A, B, N, FM, IPAR, IPA)

where the input is: A, B, N, IPAR, IPA and the output is X, FM.
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G L O P T

I N I T I A L D A T A

NUMBER OF VARIABLES N = 2

PRINTING PARAMETER IPR = 0

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS M = 1000

NUMBER OF INITIAL POINTS LT = 10

VECTOR OF LOWER BOUNDS (A) FOR X

-.25000000E+00 -.12500000E+00

VECTOR OF UPPER BOUNDS (B) FOR X

.50000000E+00 .62500000E+00

R E S U L T S

OPTIMAL FUNCTION VALUE FM = -.19999995E+01

OPTIMAL POINT

-.14713220E-04 -.48472517E-04

NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS L = 558

IFAIL = 0. TERMINATION CRITERION: NUMBER OF

ITERATIONS EQUALS 20

GLOPT TERMINATED

Figure 18.10 Example of GLOPT output

In the main program the following arrays should be described:

A(N), B(N), X(N), IPAR(30), X(N)

N � 100

IPAR(1) = IPR is a printing parameter

IPAR(2) = M is the number of function evaluation.
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EXAMPLE. The program locates the minimum of the multi-modal function

(18.3).

The main of MIG is in Figure 18.11 and the output is illustrated by Figure

18.12.

program exmig

dimension x(2),a(2),b(2),xn(1000),ipar(30)

data n,ipa/2,0/,a/-0.25,-0.125/,b/0.5,0.625/

data ipar/0,1000,28*0/

call mig1(x,a,b,n,fm,ipar,ipa)

stop

end

function fi(x,n)

dimension x(n)

fi=furasn(x,n)

return

end

Figure 18.11 Example of MIG main

18.3.6 MIG2: A modi�ed version of MIG1

This is exactly the same method as MIG1 except that the coordinates of the

points of all M function evaluations are stored in the array XN of length

NM=N*M. The corresponding values of functions are stored into the array

/BS1/Y(1000).

HOW TO USE THE METHOD

CALL MIG2 (X, A, B, N, XN, NM, FM, IPAR, IPA)

where the input is: A, B, N, NM, IPAR, IPA and the output is X, XN, FM.

In the main program the following arrays should be described:

A(N), B(N), XN(NM), IPAR(30), X(N)

N � 20
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M I G 1

I N I T I A L D A T A

NUMBER OF VARIABLES N = 2

PRINTING PARAMETER IPR = 0

NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS M = 1000

VECTOR OF LOWER BOUNDS (A) FOR X

-.25000000E+00 -.12500000E+00

VECTOR OF UPPER BOUNDS (B) FOR X

.50000000E+00 .62500000E+00

R E S U L T S

OPTIMAL FUNCTION VALUE FM =

-.19686284E+01 OBTAINED IN NR = 411

OPTIMAL POINT

.76193810E-02 .11618406E-01

NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS L = 1000

MIG1 TERMINATED

Figure 18.12 Example of MIG output

IPAR(2)=M is the number of function evaluations, M � 1000:

18.3.7 EXTR: The global one-dimensional

method by Zilinskas

PURPOSE. To locate the global minimum of a continuous function of one vari-

able in a closed interval.
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RESTRICTIONS. Restrictions are similar to those of multi-dimensional global

methods. The local search is included into EXTR.

ACCURACY. The method provides the minimal average deviation from the

minimum under the assumption that the objective function can be regarded

as a sample of a Wiener process and converges to the minimum of continuous

functions.

HOW TO USE THE METHOD

CALL EXTR (X, A, B, FM, IPAR, IPA, IPAA)

where the input is: A, B, N, IPAR, IPA and the input is: A, B, IPAR, PAR,

IPA, IPAA

and the output is: FM, X

IPAR(1)=IPR is a printing parameter

IPAR(2)=M is the maximal number of function evaluation, M � 500:

IPAR(3)=LT is the number of initial points which are random uniformly dis-

tributed points,

LT � 6; recommended LT = 6:

PAR(1)=EPS1 is the accuracy of minimization,

PAR(2)=EPS2 is the accuracy of the point to be minimized.

In the main program the following arrays should be described:

IPAR(30), PAR(30).

EXAMPLE. The program locates the minimum of the multi-modal function

f(x) = �
rX
i=1

i sin(i+ 1)x+ i)

with x 2 [�10; 10]:

IPR=0, M=200, LT=6, EPS1=106, EPS2=106:

The main of EXTR is in Figure 18.13 and the output is illustrated by Figure

18.14.
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program exextr

dimension ipar(30),par(30)

data ipa,ipaa/0,0/,a,b/-10.,10./

data ipar/0,200,6,27*0/,par/2*1.e-6,28*0./

call extr(x,a,b,fm,ipar,par,ipa,ipaa)

stop

end

function fi(x,n)

a=0

do 2 i=1,5

ai=float(i)

2 a=a-ai*sin((ai+1.)*x+ai)

fi=a

return

end

Figure 18.13 Example of EXTR main

18.3.8 EXKOR: The semi-global

multi-dimensional method by Zilinskas

PURPOSE. To locate the global minimum of continuous function using EXTR

along each coordinate one-by-one.

RESTRICTIONS. Restrictions are similar to those of multi-dimensional global

methods. The local search is included into EXTR.

ACCURACY. The method approximates the global minimum of roughly addit-

ive functions such that f(x) =
Pm

i=1 fi(xi) + c f0(x) and c > 0 is small.

HOW TO USE THE METHOD

CALL EXKOR(X, A, B, N, FM, IPAR, IPA, IPAA)
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E X T R

I N I T I A L D A T A

PRINTING PARAMETER IPR = 0

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS M = 200

NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS

FOR PARAMETER ESTIMATION LT = 6

ACCURACY OF OPTIMAL FUNCTION VALUE EPS1 = .10000000E-05

ACCURACY OF OPTIMAL POINT EPS2 = .10000000E-05

LOWER BOUND (A) FOR X = -.10000000E+02

UPPER BOUND (B) FOR X = .10000000E+02

R E S U L T S

OPTIMAL FUNCTION VALUE FM = -.12031250E+02

OPTIMAL POINT XM = .57918034E+01

LOCAL OPTIMA

POINT FUNCTION VALUE

-.10000000E+02 -.26305482E+01

-.67745752E+01 -.12031250E+02

-.17255491E+01 -.94947062E+01

-.49138370E+00 -.12031250E+02

.45576849E+01 -.94947062E+01

.57918034E+01 -.12031250E+02

NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS L = 128

IFAIL = 0. TERMINATION CRITERION: PROBABILITY OF FINDING THE

GLOBAL OPTIMUM WITH GIVEN ACCURACY IS MORE THAN 0.95

EXTR TERMINATED

Figure 18.14 Example of EXTR output
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where the input is: X,A,B,N,IPAR,PAR,IPA,IPAA

and the output is: X,FM X is initial point as input, and optimal point as output

A is beginnings of optimization intervals

B is end of these intervals

N is dimensionality of X

FM is optimal value

IPAR(1)=IPR is a printing parameter

IPAR(2)=M is the maximal number of function evaluation, M � 500:

IPAR(3)=LT is the number of initial points which are random uniformly

distributed points, LT � 6; recommended LT = 6:

IPAR(4) is number of cycles

IPAR(5) number of coordinate starting optimization in the �rst cycle

PAR(1)=EPS1 is the accuracy of FM

PAR(1+I)=EPS2 is the accuracy of X(I), I=1,...,N.

In the main program the following arrays should be described:

IPAR(30), PAR(30).

EXAMPLE. Function: FURASN(X,N),

Parameters: IPR=0, N=2, M=400, LT=6, EPS1=106, EPS2=106:

The main of EXKOR is in Figure 18.15.

The output is illustrated by Figure 18.16.

program exexkor

dimension x(2),a(2),b(2),ipar(30),par(30)

data n,nm,ipa,ipaa/2,400,0,0/,a/-0.25,-0.125/,b/0.5,0.625/

data ipar/0,100,6,2,1,25*0/

data par/0.01,0.01,0.01,27*0./

call exkor(x,a,b,n,fm,ipar,par,ipa,ipaa)

stop

end

function fi(x,n)

dimension x(n)

fi=furasn(x,n)

return

end

Figure 18.15 Example of EXKOR main
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E X K O R

I N I T I A L D A T A

NUMBER OF VARIABLES N = 2

PRINTING PARAMETER IPR = 0

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS IN ONEDIMENSIONAL

SEARCH M = 100

NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS FOR PARAMETER ESTIMATION

IN ONEDIMENSIONAL SEARCH LT = 6

NUMBER OF CYCLES KC = 2

NUMBER OF FIRST COORDINATE TO BE OPTIMIZED NO = 1

ACCURACY OF OPTIMAL FUNCTION VALUE EPS1 = .99999998E-02

ACCURACY OF OPTIMAL POINT

.99999998E-02 .99999998E-02

VECTOR OF LOWER BOUNDS (A) FOR X

-.25000000E+00 -.12500000E+00

VECTOR OF UPPER BOUNDS (B) FOR X

.50000000E+00 .62500000E+00

STARTING POINT

.00000000E+01 .00000000E+01

FUNCTION VALUE F = -.20000000E+01

R E S U L T S

OPTIMAL FUNCTION VALUE FM = -.20000000E+01

OPTIMAL POINT

.00000000E+01 .00000000E+01

NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS L = 103

EXKOR TERMINATED

Figure 18.16 Example of EXKOR output
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18.3.9 MIVAR4: The local method of variable

metrics by Tiesis

PURPOSE. To locate the local minimum of a di�erentiable function (18.1)

de�ned on the rectangular parallelepiped (18.2).

RESTRICTIONS. Only the local minimum of di�erentiable functions can be

found. Both a numerical and an analytical di�erentiation can be used. In the

analytical case, the subroutine of di�erentiation should be provided.

ACCURACY. Arbitrarily close approaches to the minimum can be made de-

pending on parameters EPS.

HOW TO USE THE METHOD

CALL MIVAR4 (X, A, B, N, HES, NH, FM, IPAR, IPA, IPAA)

where the input is: X, A, B, N, NX, IPAR, PAR, IPA, IPAA,

and the output is: X, FM.

HES is a working array of length NH which contains the elements of an inverse

Hessian, where NH=N(N+1)/2.

In the main program the following one-dimensional array should be described:

IPAR(1)=IPR is a printing parameter

IPAR(2)=M is the maximal number of function evaluation,

IPAR(3)=NSTOP is the stopping parameter. If in the sequence of iterations

of NSTOP length the values of function are decreasing less than EPS1 per

iteration, then the procedure stops. Recommended NSTOP>1

IPAR(4)=IMAX is the maximal number of iterations,

PAR(1)=XEPS is the step length tolerance,

PAR(2)=EPS is the norm of gradient tolerance,

PAR(3)=EPS1 is the function decreasing tolerance,

PAR(4)=DELT is the length of the initial step of numerical di�erentiation.

If partial derivatives are de�ned analytically, then the following subroutine is to

be used to de�ne a gradient:

SUBROUTINE GRABP1(X, N, A,B)

DIMENSION X(N), A(N), B(N)

COMMON/B3/GR(100)
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DO 1 I=1, N

1 GR(I)=@f=@xI
RETURN

END

The values of the gradient are stored in the one-dimensional array GR of length

100 by the common block /B3/.

EXAMPLE. The program locates the local minimum of the function (18.3).

The parameters are: IPR=0, M=100, NSTOP=2, IMAX=100, XEPS=100,

EPS=10�4,

EPS1=10�4, DELT=10�4. The coordinates of initial point are (-0.1; 0.1).

The main of MIVAR4 is in Figure 18.17 and the output is illustrated by Figure

18.18.

program exmivar4

dimension x(2),a(2),b(2),hes(3),ipar(30),par(30)

data n,nm,nh,ipa,ipaa/2,200,3,0,0/,a/-0.25,-0.125

data b/0.5,0.625/,x/-0.1,0.1/

data ipar/0,100,2,100,26*0/,par/100.,3*1.e-4,26*0./

call mivar4(x,a,b,n,hes,nh,fm,ipar,par,ipa,ipaa)

stop

end

function fi(x,n)

dimension x(n)

fi=furasn(x,n)

return

end

Figure 18.17 Example of MIVAR4 main
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M I V A R 4

I N I T I A L D A T A

NUMBER OF VARIABLES N = 2

PRINTING PARAMETER IPR = 0

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS M = 100

NUMBER OF SMALL FUNCTION CHANGE

RECURRENCE NSTOP = 2

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IMAX = 100

SMALL STEP TOLERANCE XEPS =.10000000E+03

GRADIENT NORM TOLERANCE EPS =

.99999997E-04

FUNCTION CHANGE TOLERANCE EPS1 = .99999997E-04

DIFFERENTIATION STEP DELT = .99999997E-04

VECTOR OF LOWER BOUNDS (A) FOR X

-.25000000E+00 -.12500000E+00

VECTOR OF UPPER BOUNDS (B) FOR X

.50000000E+00 .62500000E+00

STARTING POINT -.10000000E+00 .10000000E+00

FUNCTION VALUE F = .47440425E+00

R E S U L T S

OPTIMAL FUNCTION VALUE FM = -.20000000E+01

NORM OF CONSTRAINED GRADIENT = .12782573E-03

OPTIMAL POINT -.64514052E-06 .32752268E-06

NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS L = 34

NUMBER OF ITERATIONS NR = 5

IFAIL = 1. TERMINATION CRITERION: CHANGE OF FUNCTION,

LESS THAN EPS1, OCCURED NSTOP TIMES

MIVAR4 TERMINATED

Figure 18.18 Example of MIVAR4 output
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18.3.10 REQP: The local method of recursive

quadratic programming by Biggs

PURPOSE. To locate the local minimum of a di�erentiable function (18.1) with

non-linear constraints

RESTRICTIONS. Only the local minimum of di�erentiable functions with non-

linear constraints can be found. Both numerical and analytical di�erentiation

can be used. In the analytical case the subroutine of di�erentiation should be

provided. The user should also provide the subroutine of constraints.

ACCURACY. Arbitrarily close approaches to the minimum can be made de-

pending on parameters EPS.

HOW TO USE THE METHOD

CALL REQP (X, H, Q, GC, N, FM, IPAR, IPA, IPAA)

where the input is: X, N, IPAR, PAR, IPA, IPAA,

and the output is: X, FM.

The working arrays are: H, Q, GC

In the main program the following arrays should be described:

X(N), Q(N,N), H(N,N), GC(100, N), IPAR(30), PAR(30).

N � 100

IPAR(1)=IPR is a printing parameter

IPAR(2)=IMAX is the maximal number of iterations,

IPAR(3)=NC is the number of equality constraints,

IPAR(4)=NIC is the number of inequality constraints,

PAR(1)=R1 is the penalty parameter, recommended R1=1.

PAR(2)=scale is a scale parameter of the penalty function,

recommended 0:1 � SCALE � 0:75;

PAR(3)=DELTA is the step length of numerical di�erentiation,

recommended 102 � DELTA � 10�6

PAR(4)=EPS is the accuracy parameter, recommended 10�2 � EPS � 10�6

Constraints should be represented by the subroutine

CONSTR(X, N, G, MC)
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where G is a one-dimensional array of length MC which contains the constraints

at the point X, MC is the number of constraints.

The equality constraints should be represented at the beginning of array G. In

the case of analytical di�erentiation the derivatives should be represented by

the subroutine.

SUBROUTINE CALGRD(X, N, MC, GC)

COMMON/B3/GR(100)

DIMENSION X(N), GC(100, N), G(MC)

DO 1 I=1, N

GR(I)=@f=@xI
DO 1 J=1, MC

1 GC(J,I)=@gi=@xi
RETURN

END

The values of a gradient are stored in the one-dimensional array GR of length

100 by the common block /B3/. The values of gradients of constraints are put

in the two-dimensional array GC of dimension 100*N in accordance with the

following formula

GC(J,I) = @gj=@xi

where gj is the constraint j:

EXAMPLE. The program locates the local minimum of the function

f(x) = 4x1 � x22 � 12

with constraints
25� x21 � x22 = 0

10x1 � x21 + 10x2 � x22 � 34 � 0

x1 � 0

x2 � 0:

IPR=0, IMAX=50, R1=1, SCALE=0.25, DELTA=10�4; EPS=10�4;

NC=1, NIC=3. The initial point is (1,1)

The main of REQP is in Figure 18.19. The output is illustrated by Figure

18.20.
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program exreqp

dimension x(2),ipar(30),par(30),h(2,2),q(2,2),gc(100,2)

data n,ipa,ipaa/2,0,0/,x/0.5,0.5/

data ipar/0,50,1,3,26*0/,par/1.,0.25,2*1.e-4,26*0./

call reqp(x,h,q,g,n,fm,ipar,par,ipa,ipaa)

stop

end

function fi(x,n)

dimension x(n)

fi=4.*x(1)-x(2)**2-12.

return

end

subroutine constr(x,n,g,m)

dimension x(n),g(m)

g(1)=25.*x(1)**2-x(2)**2

g(2)=10.*x(1)-x(1)**2+10.*x(2)-x(2)**2-34.

g(3)=x(1)

g(4)=x(2)

return

end

Figure 18.19 Example of REQP main
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R E Q P

I N I T I A L D A T A

NUMBER OF VARIABLES N = 2

PRINTING PARAMETER IPR = 0

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS IMAX = 50

NUMBER OF EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS NC = 1

NUMBER OF INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS NIC = 3

PENALTY PARAMETER R1 = .10000000E+01

SCALING PARAMETER SCALE = .25000000E+00

DIFFERENTIATION STEP DELTA = .99999997E-04

TOLERANCE LEVEL EPS = .99999997E-04

STARTING POINT = INFEASIBLE

.50000000E+00 .50000000E+00

FUNCTION VALUE F = -.10250000E+02

CONSTRAINTS

.60000000E+01 -.24500000E+02

.50000000E+00 .50000000E+00

R E S U L T S

OPTIMAL FUNCTION VALUE FM = -.49521263E+02

OPTIMAL POINT .13077012E+01 .65385065E+01

CONSTRAINTS

-.46767041E-05 -.72481351E-04

.13077012E+01 .65385065E+01

LAGRANGE MULTIPLIERS

-.39409199E-02 .42631583E+01

.00000000E+01 .00000000E+01

NUMBER OF ITERATIONS K = 27

NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS L = 113

NUMBER OF GRADIENT EVALUATIONS LG = 27

NUMBER OF ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS MA = 2

NUMBERS OF ACTIVE CONSTRAINTS : 1 2

IFAIL = 0. TERMINATION CRITERION: NORMS

OF GRADIENTS LESS THAN EPS

REQP TERMINATED

Figure 18.20 Example of REQP output
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18.3.11 FLEXI: The local simplex method by

Nelder and Mead

PURPOSE. To locate the local minimum of a di�erentiable function (18.1) with

non-linear constraints

RESTRICTIONS. Only the local minimum of a function with constraints can

be found. The user should provide a subroutine of constraints.

ACCURACY. Convergence to the minimum is not provided but usually the

accuracy satis�es practical needs, if the number of iterations is large enough.

HOW TO USE THE METHOD

CALL FLEXI (X, H, FM, IPAR, IPA, IPAA)

where the input is: X, N, IPAR, PAR, IPA, IPAA,

and the output is: X, FM.

In the main program the following arrays should be described:

X(N), IPAR(30), PAR(30).

N � 20

IPAR(1)=IPR is a printing parameter

IPAR(2)=M is the maximal number of function evaluations,

IPAR(3)=NC is the number of equality constraints,

IPAR(4)=NIC is the number of inequality constraints, NC +NIC � 100.

PAR(1)=DELTA is the DIMENSION OF THE INITIAL SIMPLEX.

Recommended DELTA = 0:2min(B(I) �A(I))

PAR(2)=EPS is the stopping accuracy, recommended EPS = 10�5 or EPS =

10�6.

Constraints should be represented by a subroutine

CONSTR(X, N, G, MC)

where G is a one-dimensional array of length MC which contains the values of

constraints at the point X, and MC is the number of constraints.

The equality constraints should be represented at the beginning of array G.
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EXAMPLE. The program locates the local minimum of the function

f(x) = 4x1 � x22 � 12

with constraints
25� x21 � x22 = 0

10x1 � x21 + 10x2 � x22 � 34 � 0

x1 � 0

x2 � 0:

IPR=0, M=200, NC=1, NIC=3.

DELTA=0.3, EPS=10�5: The initial point is (1,1)

The main of FLEXI is in Figure 18.21 and the output is illustrated by Figure

18.22.

program exflexi

dimension x(2),ipar(30),par(30)

data n,ipa,ipaa/2,0,0/,x/0.5,0.5/

data ipar/0,50,1,3,26*0/,par/0.3,1.e-5,28*0./

call flexi(x,n,fm,ipar,par,ipa,ipaa)

stop

end

function fi(x,n)

dimension x(n)

fi=4.*x(1)-x(2)**2-12.

return

end

subroutine constr(x,n,g,m)

dimension x(n),g(m)

g(1)=25.*x(1)**2-x(2)**2

g(2)=10.*x(1)-x(1)**2+10.*x(2)-x(2)**2-34.

g(3)=x(1)

g(4)=x(2)

return

end

Figure 18.21 Example of FLEXI main
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F L E X I

I N I T I A L D A T A

NUMBER OF VARIABLES N = 2

PRINTING PARAMETER IPR = 0

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS M = 50

NUMBER OF EQUALITY CONSTRAINTS NC = 1

NUMBER OF INEQUALITY CONSTRAINTS NIC = 3

SIZE OF INITIAL POLYHEDRON DELTA = .30000001E+00

DESIRED CONVERGENCE EPS = .99999997E-05

STARTING POINT .50000000E+00 .50000000E+00

FUNCTION VALUE F = -.10250000E+02

CONSTRAINTS

.60000000E+01 -.24500000E+02

.50000000E+00 .50000000E+00

STARTING POINT - INFEASIBLE

CALCULATED FEASIBLE STARTING POINT

.10619404E+01 .52252302E+01

FUNCTION VALUE F = -.35055267E+02

CONSTRAINTS

.88990617E+00 .44095817E+00

.10619404E+01 .52252302E+01

R E S U L T S

OPTIMAL FUNCTION VALUE FM = -.49522427E+02

OPTIMAL POINT .13077219E+01 .65386019E+01

CONSTRAINTS

.96653355E-04 -.21364361E-03

.13077219E+01 .65386019E+01

NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS L = 45

NUMBER OF ITERATIONS NR = 18

IFAIL = 1. TERMINATION CRITERION:

CONSTRAINTS ARE VIOLATED

MORE THAN TOLERANCE CRITERION

FLEXI TERMINATED

Figure 18.22 Example of FLEXI output
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18.3.12 LBAYES: The local Bayesian method

by Mockus

PURPOSE. To locate the minimum of a uni-modal function with noise on the

rectangular parallelepiped (18.2).

RESTRICTIONS. Only the minimum of a uni-modal function is found.

ACCURACY. Arbitrarily close approaches to the minimum can be found with

probability 1, when the number of iterations is large enough. The Bayesian

step length provides the minimal average deviation in accordance with a given

statistical model (see [100]).

The number of iterations should be sharply increased, if we wish to make the

average error considerably less than the level of noise.

HOW TO USE THE METHOD

CALL LBAYES (X, A, B, N, F, IPAR, PAR, IPA, IPAA)

where the input is: A, B, N, IPAR, PAR, IPA, IPAA,

and the output is: X, F, XM, FM

where

X is the last point,

F is the value of the function at point X,

XM is the array of length N which de�nes the point of minimum of the function,

FM is the minimum

Arrays XM and FM are de�ned by the common block

COMMON/LAIK/FM,XM(100)

In the main program the following arrays should be de�ned:

A(N), B(N), IPAR(30), PAR(30), X(N),

N � 100

IPAR(1)=IPR is a printing parameter

IPAR(2)=M is the maximal number of iterations,

IPAR(3)=NIPA is the number of integer variables. They should be at the be-

ginning of the array X,

PAR(1)=ANIU is the rate of decreasing of the di�erentiation step,
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PAR(2)=BETA is the rate of decreasing of the iteration step,

recommended BETA=1.{2*ANIU, ANIU=0.01 to 0.1.

In terms of expression (7.3.31) ANIU = �; BETA = 1 � � � �; to provide the

convergence � � 0; � > 0; �+ � < 0:5; � � � > 0:

EXAMPLE. The program locates the local minimum of the following function

with noise

f(x) =

nX
i=1

(x3i =6000+ x2i =200) + �

with n = 2; x 2 [�10; 10]:

Here IPR=0, M=20, NIP=1, ANIU=0.05, BETA=0.9, and � is the random

variable uniformly distributed in the interval [-0.5, 0.5]*0.046
p
(n=2); by the

real function ATS(1) from this package. The initial point is (5,5).

The main of LBAYES is in Figure 18.23 and the output is illustrated by Figure

18.24.

program exlbayes

dimension x(2),a(2),b(2),ipar(30),par(30)

data n,ipa,ipaa/2,0,0/,a/-10.,-10./,b/10.,10./,x/5.,5./

data ipar/0,20,1,27*0/,par/0.05,0.9,28*0/

call lbayes(x,a,b,n,fm,ipar,par,ipa,ipaa)

stop

end

function fi(x,n)

dimension x(n)

fi=x(1)**3-12*x(1)*x(2)+8*x(2)**3+ats(1)

return

end

Figure 18.23 Example of LBAYES main
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L B A Y E S

I N I T I A L D A T A

NUMBER OF VARIABLES N = 2

PRINTING PARAMETER IPR = 0

NUMBER OF ITERATIONS M = 20

NUMBER OF INTEGER VARIABLES NIPA = 1

RATE OF TRIAL STEP DECREASING ANIU =

.50000001E-01

RATE OF ITERATION STEP DECREASING BETA =

.89999998E+00

VECTOR OF LOWER BOUNDS (A) FOR X

-.10000000E+02 -.10000000E+02

VECTOR OF UPPER BOUNDS (B) FOR X

.10000000E+02 .10000000E+02

STARTING POINT

.50000000E+01 .50000000E+01

FUNCTION VALUE F = .82546283E+03

R E S U L T S

LAST FUNCTION VALUE F = -.15957556E+01

LAST POINT

.20122664E+01 .46329933E+00

OPTIMAL FUNCTION VALUE FM =

-.15970689E+01 OBTAINED IN NR = 17

OPTIMAL POINT

.20122664E+01 .46329933E+00

NUMBER OF FUNCTION EVALUATIONS L = 394

LBAYES TERMINATED

Figure 18.24 Example of LBAYES output
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18.3.13 Portability routines

The routines I1MACH and R1MACH de�ne the machine constants. Those

routines correspond to the PORT subroutine library (see [45]). The following

table is an example for PC AT and compatibles.
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INTEGER FUNCTION I1MACH(I):

I/O unit numbers Constants

for PC AT

I1MACH(1) is the standard input unit, 5

I1MACH(2) is the standard output unit, 6

I1MACH(3) is the standard punch unit, 7

I1MACH(4) is the standard error message unit, 6

Words

I1MACH(5) is the number of bits per integer

storage unit 32

I1MACH(6) is the number of characters per

integer storage unit, 4

Integers

I1MACH(7)=A is the base, 2

I1MACH(8)=S is the number of base A digits, 31

I1MACH(9)=A**S-1 is the largest magnitude, 2147483647

Floating point numbers

I1MACH(10)=B is the base, 2

Single precision

I1MACH(11)=T is the number of base B digits, 23

I1MACH(12)=EMIN is the smallest exponent E, -128

I1MACH(13)=EMAX is the largest exponent E, 127

Double precision

I1MACH(14)=T is the number of base B digits, 52

I1MACH(15)=EMIN is the smallest exponent E, -1024

I1MACH(16)=EMAX is the largest exponent E, 1023
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REAL FUNCTION R1MACH(I):

Single precision machine constants

R1MACH(1)

=B**(EMIN-1) is the smallest positive magnitude 0.30e-38

R1MACH(2)

=B**EMAX*

(1-B**(-T)) is the largest magnitude 0.17e+39

R1MACH(3)

=B**(-T) is the smallest relative spacing 0.119e-06

R1MACH(4)

=B**(1-T) is the largest relative spacing 0.230e-06

R1MACH(5)

=LOG10(B) 0.301e+00

Double precision machine constants

DR1MACH(1)

=B**(EMIN-1) is the smallest positive magnitude 0.419d-308

DR1MACH(2)

=B**EMAX*

(1-b**(-T)) is the largest magnitude 0.167d+309

DR1MACH(3)

=B**(-T) is the smallest relative spacing 2.22d-16

DR1MACH(4)

=B**(1-T) is the largest relative spacing 4.44d-16

DR1MACH(5)

=LOG10(B) 3.01d-01

The list of machine constants should be �xed by operator DATA in the same

order as shown here.
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SOFTWARE FOR CONTINUOUS

GLOBAL OPTIMIZATION USING

UNIX C++

19.1 USER'S REFERENCE

19.1.1 Introduction

The set of optimization algorithms and the rules how to use them are similar to

that of the Fortran library, but not the same. Therefore we will present a short

description of these algorithms in this chapter.

19.1.2 Requirements

- C++ compiler, for example, GNU g++ compiler or any ANSI C++

compliant compiler,

- X-Window system,

- UNIX (LINUX, SunOS, Solaris, HP-UX, AIX, ULTRIX, or compatible)

- experience in writing simple C, or C++ functions.

19.1.3 Purpose of GM

GM is designed for continuous multi-variate global optimization.

The user de�nes the optimization problem in terms of variables describing:

327
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the parameters that can be changed (de�ned as variables),

the function of those variables (de�ned as objective),

some constraints restricting a possible change of variables.

Formally:

minf(x); (19.1)

a � x � b; (19.2)

gi(x) � 0; i = 1; :::; p; (19.3)

gi(x) = 0; i = p+ 1; :::;m: (19.4)

Here

x is a vector of n variables,

f(x) is an objective,

a � x � b de�nes rectangular constraints

gi(x) � 0; i = 1; :::; p de�nes inequality constraints

gi(x) = 0; i = p+ 1; :::;m de�nes equality constraints

The objective function may be deterministic or (for some methods) with "noise".

The optimization region may be de�ned by rectangular constraints (19.2) or

(for some methods) by linear and non-linear constraints de�ned by expressions

(19.3) or (19.4).

19.1.4 Installation

If you run LINUX then the GM software will just run (hopefully). If you

use another UNIX version, then you should change the 'Make�le" accordingly.

Installing GM one should
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copy the archive �le 'gmc.tgz' by the LINUX command

> mcopy a: gmc.tgz

extract GM �les from the archive 'gmc.tgz' by the LINUX command

> tar -zxf gmc.tgz

The GM software is tested by a small group of people. Therefore the authors

will do what they can �xing errors and eliminating inconveniences. Contact

e-mail:

jonas:mockus@ktl:mii:lt

jonas@optimum:mii:lt

audris@bell� labs:com

mockus@ecn:purdue:edu

19.1.5 Initialization

De�ne the objective as some function de�ned as fi. The function fi has

two parameters: an array of values of each variable and the number of

variables. The function fi returns the value of objective, given the values

of variables.

De�ne "non-interactive" linear or non-linear constraints as a function named

constr. It has four parameters: an array of values of variables, the number

of variables, an array of values of constraints, and the number of con-

straints. The function constr returns the values of constraints, given the

values of variables.

The user can also de�ne rectangular constraints interactively, during the

optimization.

Describe an objective and constraints in a �le named

fi.C

{ the objective routine is

double fi (const double *xx, int dim)

{ the constraints routine is

void constr (const double *x, int n, double *g, int ng)

Start optimize the problem described in the �le

fi.C:
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set X-window

compile

> rm fi.o

> make

run

> ./test

19.1.6 Menu System

The Main Menu:

Global, Local, Operations, Quit, Parameters, Results, Output

Global Optimization Menu:

Bayes1, Mig1, Unt, Exkor, Glopt, Lpmin

Local Optimization Menu:

Nlp, Flexi, Lbayes

By default the initial point for local optimization is the result of previous

global optimization.

Operations Menu:

Run, Stop, Exit

Quit Command

Parameter Box

Enter the parameters of methods and point O.K.

For recommendations how to choose parameters see Chapter 18 and [100]).

Results Box:

Shows the best objective Y and the best variables X(I). If you prefer no

changes then point to O.K.

Output Menu:

{ Convergence, Projection, and Numeric Windows

{ Convergence window shows how the objective depends on the iteration

number.

{ Projection windows show how the objective depends on the di�erent

variables.Enter the number of variable de�ning the projection.
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{ Numeric window shows the current values of objective and variables.

Using Menu:

{ To see some "invisible" components of vector point to 'down' or 'up'

arrows. The vector will scroll, if there are invisible components.

{ To edit a variable, touch BACKSPACE1, then edit the variable and

point to O.K.

{ Enter the Parameter Box immediately after selecting a method.

19.2 DESCRIPTION OF METHODS

For a conceptual description of methods see [100, 104], and Chapter 4 of this

book.

Here is a short description:

19.2.1 Global Methods

Bayes1 is the Bayesian method by J.Mockus.

{ Region: rectangular

{ Objective: continuous (possibly with "noise")

{ Convergence: to global minimum (in probability, if noisy)

{ Remarks:

for "expensive" objectives using not too many observations.

Mig1 is for uniform Monte Carlo search.

{ Region: rectangular

{ Objective: general

{ Convergence: in probability

{ Remarks:

for inexpensive and irregular objectives using great number of obser-

vations.

1One should use the 'xmodmap' command to adapt the keymap, if BACKSPACE key is

not working.
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Unt is the extrapolation type method by A. Zilinskas.

{ Region: rectangular

{ Objective: continuous

{ Convergence: to global minimum

{ Remarks:

for expensive objectives using not too many observations.

Exkor is the Bayesian coordinate line search method by A. Zilinskas.

{ Region: rectangular

{ Objective: continuous

{ Convergence: to global minimum along the search line.

{ Remarks:

for approximately "separable" objectives and also for preliminary ex-

ploration using the projection windows.

Glopt is the clustering method by Torn.

{ Region: rectangular

{ Objective: continuous

{ Convergence: not provided

{ - Remarks:

works well in many practical problems with a moderate number of

local minima

Lpmin is the uniform deterministic search by I.Sobolj and G. Dzemyda.

{ Region: rectangular

{ Objective: general

{ Convergence: to global minimum.

{ Remarks:

for inexpensive objectives using many observations

19.2.2 Local Methods

Nlp is the non-linear programming method by K. Schittkowski

{ Region: de�ned by linear and non-linear constraints
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{ Objective: di�erentiable

{ Convergence: to local minimum

Flexi is the simplex method by Nelder, Mead and Himmelblau.

{ Region: de�ned by non-linear constraints

{ Objective: non-di�erentiable

{ Convergence: not provided

Lbayes is the method of stochastic approximation with Bayesian step size

control by J.Mockus.

{ Region: rectangular

{ Objective: continuous with noise

{ Convergence: in probability to local minimum

19.3 HP-UNIX CLASS-ROOM VERSION

OF GM

The HP-UNIX Class-Room Version is for a HP server and a class of X-terminal

users. In the example server �les are in the directory 'classroom/server' and

X-terminal �les are in the directory 'classroom/user'.

Installing server

change to server directory

> cd server

copy the �le 'gmhp.tgz'

> cp gmhp.tgz

extract the GM �les

> tar -zxf gmhp.tgz

Installing user

change to user directory

> cd user
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copy the �le 'Make�le'

> cp Makefile

adapt 'Make�le' to your HP-UNIX system, if needed

copy user objective '�.C'

> cp fi.C

compile

> make

run

> ./test

Example of 'Make�le'

An illustrative example of 'Make�le' is in Figures 19.1 and 19.2. For complete

�le see enclosed disk 'classroom/user/Make�le'.
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#Makefile

#

# compile by GNU make

#

# adapt auxiliary variable:

#

ORIGIN =/home/classroom/server/gmhp

VPATH = .:$(ORIGIN)

# pathname to X11/*.h files

# if compilation errors are "Can not find include file ..." then

# try /usr/local/include or /usr/include/X11R5

#

# appendix:

#

# Complete path for 'include' files

# was '.'

#

INCDIR = $(ORIGIN) # . # /usr/include

# C++ compiler. If errror is "Can not load ..."

# (try CC or gcc instead of g++)

C++ =gcc -Wall -I$(INCDIR) -L$(LIBDIR) -O

# pathname to libX11.a

# If errror is "Can not find library ..."

# try /usr/local/lib or /usr/lib/X11R5

LIBDIR = /usr/lib/X11

#LIBDIR=/usr/local/lib

CPP = /lib/cpp

F77 = f77

LIBS = /usr/lib/X11R5/libX11.sl -lm

Figure 19.1 Example of the �le 'user/Make�le', Page 1
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# appendix:

# was only SRC = $(wildcard *.C)

SRC1 = $(wildcard $(ORIGIN)/*.C)

SRC = $(SRC1) ./fi.C

OBJS = $(notdir $(SRC:.C=.o))

RES = menu.res bayes1p.res nlpp.res var.res lbayesp.res \

res.res num.res mig1p.res untp.res exkorp.res lpminp.res \

gloptp.res flexip.res help.res

TARGET = test

.SUFFIXES: .C .o .rc .res .f

.f.o: $(F77) -c $*.f

.C.o:

$(C++) -c $*.C

.rc.res:

$(CPP) -P $(ORIGIN)/$*.rc > $*.res

all: $(RES) $(TARGET)

libgm.a : $(OBJS)

ar cr libgm.a $(OBJS); ranlib libgm.a

$(TARGET): $(ORIGIN)/libgm.a fi.o $(RES)

$(PURIFY) $(C++) -o $(TARGET) $< fi.o $(LIBS)

.PHONY: clean

clean:

rm -f *.o *.a

depend: $(SRC)

rm -f $@

$(C++) -MM $^ >> $@

# DO NOT DELETE THIS LINE -- make depend depends on it.

Figure 19.2 Example of the �le 'user/Make�le', Page 2
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EXAMPLES OF UNIX C++

SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS

20.1 INTRODUCTION

In the next two sections we apply the continuous global optimization UNIX

C++ software GM to the minimization of squared residuals (6.11) of ARFIMA

model (see Chapter 6) as a function of the parameters d and b = (b1; :::; bq)

while the parameters a = (a1; :::; ap) are de�ned by the corresponding system

of linear equations (6.12). LINUX 1.2.8 version is used.

In Section 20.2, GM is applied in the interactive mode to estimate unknown

parameters d and b by global optimization using merely a part of available data

t � T0 < T . Here T denotes all the data, and T0 de�nes that part.

We predict the exchange rates using these estimates and assuming the Gaussian

residuals �t; t > T0 of the ARFIMA model. The prediction is repeated many

times and the average, the upper and the lower values are de�ned. The results

are compared with actual data t > T0.

In Section 20.3, GM is used as a library of global optimization subroutines. In

this case the main program performs many ARFIMA predictions and compares

the average results with that of random walk (RW). Here we omit the parameter

d, because we did obtain d = 0 in most of the previous cases1.

In Sections 20.4 and 20.5 it is explained how to de�ne the data while applying

GM to the optimization of BHA parameters using randomly generated ow-shop

and knapsack problems.

1In some cases we obtained the optimal value d > 0 (see the rial/$ exchange rate before

the Iranian revolution). In such cases, not only b but also the parameter d, is optimized.
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The traditional test problem of Rastrigin (see [127] and Section 18) is in the

�le 'gmc/�test.C'.

20.2 EXCHANGE RATES LONG-TERM

PREDICTION USING THE ARFIMA

MODEL AND GM IN INTERACTIVE

MODE

20.2.1 Optimizing Parameters a, b, and d

Installing

copy the archive �le 'ar�ma.tgz' by the LINUX command

> mcopy a: arfima.tgz

extract �les from the archive 'ar�ma.tgz' by the LINUX command

> tar -zxf arfima.tgz

Changing directory to 'gmc'

> cd gmc

Updating the parameter �le '�timeb.h'

An illustration how to de�ne the data in the �le 'gmc/�timeb.h is in Figure 20.1.

Here the matrix c denotes a bilinear extension (see the matrix C in expression

(6.19)

Updating the objective function �le '�.C'

We see in Figure 20.2 how to de�ne data in the �le 'gmc/�.C'. In this �gure the

parameter R is the truncation parameter, the number of non-zero components

of sequence (6.4)2.

2Note that here the meaning of R is not the same as in Figure 20.1.
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#define P 10 /* number of parameters a */

#define Q 2 /* number of parameters b */

#define S 0 /* number of rows of matrix c */

#define R 0 /* number of columns of matrix c */

#define T 496 /* number of data entries in DATAFILE */

#define DATAFILE "exchr" /* data */

#define T0 (int)(T/2) /* Number of entries for estimation */

#define N_MC 100 /* number of Monte Carlo simulations */

Figure 20.1 Example of the �le 'gmc/�timeb.h'

#include "fi.h"

#include <math.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#define P 5 /* number of parameters a */

#define Q 2

#define T 491

#define R 10

#define DATAFILE "intclosing"

static double z[T], w[T], d[R], A[T][P], B[T], ma[P][P], mb[P] ;

static double a[P] ;

const double *b ;

int number_of_variables = Q+1 ;

Figure 20.2 Example of the �le 'gmc/�.C'

Compiling

> rm fi:o

> make

Using the GM X-window menu system

set X-window

run
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> ./test

set a mode: GLOBAL or LOCAL

set a method in the mode GLOBAL

{ Bayes1

{ Mig1

{ Unt

{ Exkor

{ Glopt

{ Lpmin

or set a method in the mode LOCAL

{ Nlp

{ Flexi

{ Lbayes

set parameters in the PARAMETERS box

set an output mode form in the OUTPUT menu

set an operation mode in the OPERATIONS menu

read the optimal parameters in the RESULTS box

The meaning of parameters is similar to that of the GM Fortran version (see

Chapter 18). The output format and the set of operation modes are described

in Section 19.1. Erase by touching 'BackSpace' key, move down by pointing

to r, and move up by pointing to 4. One points to the mark O:K: before

proceeding further.

20.2.2 Plotting Sum of Squared Residuals as

Parameter Functions

Change directory to 'ar�ma'

> cd arfima

Update the data �le 'data.C'
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#include "fi.h"

#include <math.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#define N 3 /* Number of variables */

#define NVAR 0 /* Number of non fixed parameter */

double param[N] = {

0.e-01,

0.e-01,

0.e-08} ;

double f ( double d )

{

param[NVAR] = d ;

return fi ( param , N ) ;

}

main ()

{

for ( double d = -1 ; d<=1 ; d+= 0.022 )

printf ( "%e %e\n", d, f(d) ) ;

}

Figure 20.3 Example of the �le 'ar�ma/data.C'

The example how to de�ne data in the �le 'ar�ma/data.C' is in Figure 20.3. We

have to:

de�ne the number of parameters 'N'=q+1

de�ne the number of the variable parameter 'NVAR'

de�ne the optimal values of N-1 non-variable parameters 'double param[N]'

de�ne the bounds of the variable parameter d in the loop: double d = -2 ;

d<= 1 ; d+= 0.01

Updating objective �le '�time.C' Figure 20.4 shows how to de�ne data in

the �le 'ar�ma/�time.C' Here the meaning of R is the same as in Figure 20.2

We have to:
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#include "fi.h"

#include <math.h>

#include <stdio.h>

#define P 5 /* number of parameters a */

#define Q 2 /* number of parameters b */

#define T 400 /* number of data entries */

#define R 10 /* number of non-zero d-components */

#define DATAFILE "exchr" /* data */

static double z[T], w[T], d[R], A[T][P], B[T], ma[P][P], mb[P] ;

static double a[P] ;

const double *b ;

int number_of_variables = Q+1 ;

Figure 20.4 Example of the �le 'ar�ma/�time.C'

de�ne the number of a parameters 'P'=p,

de�ne the number of b parameters 'Q'=q,

de�ne the number of data entries 'T',

de�ne the number of non-zero d components 'R',

de�ne the data �le 'DATAFILE', for example, DATAFILE= 'exchr' where

'exchr' means $/$ rate

Compiling and computing

> cc � o data fitime:C data:C � lm

data > data:out

Plotting by 'Gnuplot'

> gnuplot

gnuplot > set data style line

gnuplot > plot 0data:out0

gnuplot > q

If you like the picture on the screen, then you may obtain a "tex" �le, for

example:
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> gnuplot

gnuplot > set term latex

gnuplot > plot 0data:out0 with lines

gnuplot > q

> latex data

> xdvi data

20.3 EXCHANGE RATES "ONE-STEP"

PREDICTION USING THE ARMA

MODEL AND GM IN BATCH MODE

Installing

copy the archive �le 'arma.tgz' by the LINUX command

> mcopy a: arma.tgz

extract �les from the archive 'arma.tgz' by the LINUX command

> tar -zxf arma.tgz

Change directory to 'arma'

> cd arma

Update the �le '�timeb.h' 3

An example how to de�ne data in the �le 'arma/�timeb.h' is in Figure 20.5. We

have to:

de�ne parameters P,Q,S,R,T,T0 and B and C bounds,

de�ne data �le DATAFILE,

chose the global and the local method

de�ne parameters of these methods

3Not the same '�timeb.h' as in the directory 'ar�ma'.
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#define P 10 /* number of parameters a */

#define Q 2 /* number of parameters b */

#define S 0 /* number of rows of matrix c */

#define R 0 /* number of columns of matrix c */

#define T 460 /* number of data entries in DATAFILE */

#define DATAFILE "intclosing" /* data */

#define T0 (int)(T/4) /* Number of entries for estimation */

#define MAX_B_BOUND 1

/* -MAX_B_BOUND <= b[i] <= MAX_B_BOUND */

#define MAX_C_BOUND 0.01

/* -MAX_B_BOUND <= c[i][j] <= MAX_B_BOUND */

#define LOCAL_METH EXKOR

#define GLOBAL_METH BAYES1

#define GLOPT_MAX\_IT 1000 /* glopt IT */

#define GLOPT_LT 200 /* glopt LT */

#define GLOPT_MAXL 1000 /* glopt MAXL */

#define NLP_MAX_IT 40 /* nlp IT */

#define NLP_M 0 /* nlp M */

#define NLP_ME 0 /* nlp ME */

#define BAYES1_MAX\_IT 20000 /* bayes1 IT */

#define BAYES1_LT 10000 /* bayes1 LT */

#define EXKOR_MAX_IT 2000 /* exkor IT */

#define EXKOR_INIT_POINTS 6 /* exkor LT */

Figure 20.5 Example of the �le 'arma/�timeb.h'

Compiling:

general case

> rm main:o

> rm fi:o

> make onestep

> onestep > onestep:out
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See the results are in the �le 'onestep.out':

the �rst column denotes the sum of squared errors of the ARMA model

the second column stands for the sum of squared errors of the RW model

the third column de�nes the di�erence of squared errors of ARMA and RW

models

the fourth column means errors of the ARMA model

the �fth column indicates errors of the RW model

In the �le 'params.out' the optimal values of the �rst components of a and b

are stored. The prediction is performed many times. For the �rst prediction a

global method is used. For subsequent predictions a local method is applied,

as usual.

special case a1 = 1

> rm main:o

> rm fia1:o

> make onestepa1

> onestepa1 > onestepa1:out

20.4 OPTIMIZING BHA PARAMETERS

IN FLOW-SHOP PROBLEM

An example how to de�ne data in the �le 'gmc/� ow.C' is in Figure 20.6.

20.5 OPTIMIZING BHA PARAMETERS

IN KNAPSACK PROBLEM

An example how to de�ne data in the �le 'gmc/� knap.C' is in Figure 20.7.
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#include <stdio.h>

#include <math.h>

#include <malloc.h>

#include <string.h>

#include "task.h"

#define DIM 3

#define NUMBER OF JOBS 7

#define NUMBER OF MACHINES 40

#define NUMBER OF FCALC 100

#define FALSE 0

#define TRUE 1

int number of variables = DIM;

Figure 20.6 Example of the �le 'gmc/� ow.C'

#include "fi.h"

#include "task.h"

int number_of_variables = 3;

#define NUMBER_OF_FCALC 1

#define NUMBER_OF_OBJECTS 500

static int number_of_objects = NUMBER_OF_OBJECTS;

static int object [NUMBER_OF_OBJECTS] ;

static double object_cost [NUMBER_OF_OBJECTS];

static double object_weight [NUMBER_OF_OBJECTS];

static double ratio [NUMBER_OF_OBJECTS];

static double total_weight;

static double normx [3];

static int init = 0;

Figure 20.7 Example of the �le 'gmc/� knap.C'
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21
DYNAMIC VISUALIZATION IN

MODELING AND OPTIMIZATION

OF ILL DEFINED PROBLEMS:

CASE STUDIES AND

GENERALIZATIONS

21.1 INTRODUCTION

We consider visualization as a decision optimization tool in problems where

the model and/or the objectives are not well de�ned. Four speci�c problems

representing di�erent degrees of determination are investigated.

The �rst problem concerns a smooth dynamic representation of data collected at

�xed locations. In the example we want to minimize deviations from a constant

temperature over space and time.

The second and third problems are a dynamic representation of observations in

the form of averages over regions in space and time, and they are exempli�ed

by epidemiological data. We are looking for spatial-temporal patterns that can

suggest the most e�cient ways of prevention and control.

The fourth problem may be referred to as visual indexing. We perform an

exploratory analysis of a large collection of complex objects. The example is

a dynamic index to a collection of 30,000 images. We search for the "most

interesting" subsets of images via visual inspection of the index. In all cases

we de�ne appropriate techniques for visual representation. We describe the

software and hardware. A videotape which displays the results is available.

For the description of well-de�ned global optimization problems see [63, 64]. An

application of some elements of visualization in those problems was considered

by [96]. A number of visualization techniques for well-de�ned optimization

problems are considered in [72].
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In real-life applications we often encounter ill-de�ned problems. In this book

we de�ne a problem as ill-de�ned if it cannot be accurately described in terms

of �nding the optimum of a function (as opposed to the conventional meaning

of an ill-de�ned problem which originates in the area of integral equations). In

such cases we expect to improve the mathematical model and/or the objective

after inspecting the results of modeling and optimization.

We think that in ill-de�ned problems the visualization is an essential part of

e�cient problem solving. It seems that as the model and the objective speci�c-

ation becomes less precise, the visualization becomes more important. We use

a dynamic visualization as a modeling and optimization tool in the problems

where a complete formalization of the model and/or of the objectives is di�cult

or impossible.

The investigation starts from a relatively "well-de�ned" problem of minimiza-

tion of spatial and temporal temperature deviations on a thin metal plate. Then

we consider a quantity which varies as a smooth function in space and time but

is measured as average values over a region in space-time. As an example, the

incidence rate of the disease mumps is considered. A natural objective is to

minimize the impact of the disease using the minimum amount of resources

but, unfortunately, it is not well-de�ned.

There was a common subproblem in both examples, namely, to �nd the op-

timal smoothing function that represents the temperature distribution in the

�rst example and the incidence rates in the second one. Finding the optimal

function can be transformed into a scalar optimization problem by taking a

scalar measure of deviation from the best function, e.g., integrated squared er-

ror, maximum absolute error. However, those scalar measures do not represent

all the information about the di�erence between the best and the considered

function. Visualization of this di�erence conveys more information and helps

to select a more appropriate solution.

In the last example both, the model and the objective, are not well de�ned.

We are studying a large collection of digital images. To facilitate the search for

the "most interesting" subsets of images, we construct an index of images in

the collection. The index utilizes a small copy of each image (a \thumbnail") to

represent the full-size version. We consider various layout techniques, including

the Peano curve, and investigate the ways of speeding-up the search.

In this chapter, our techniques are tested using real data: temperature meas-

urements in the �rst example, disease incidence rates in the second and third

example, and a large collection of images in the last one. We use these data as
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"teaching" sets for our visualization techniques. Similar techniques, software,

and hardware may also be used in the cases when the data is obtained via

computer simulation.

In practical optimization problems a set of objective function arguments cor-

responds to parameters of the model that is being optimized. The visualization

of that model in the optimization process can provide a valuable insight and

might lead to a revision of the objective function itself (after all, the objective

function is just a scalar representation of optimality for the model of interest).

A common theoretical problem in all cases is to de�ne the best visualization

techniques to facilitate a better formulation of the problem and of the objective.

It is important to design speci�c software and hardware systems to process the

data e�ciently and to display the results. There are two ways of displaying the

results: non-interactive (on a videotape) or interactive (on a computer screen).

Each way has its advantages and disadvantages. Thus we consider both.

21.2 INTERACTIVE AND

NON-INTERACTIVE DYNAMIC

GRAPHICS

21.2.1 Graphical Techniques

Graphical methods are widely used for the presentation of results. Here we con-

sider visualization methods as a solution tool rather than as a way of presenting

results. The main advantage of visualization methods is a possibility to commu-

nicate great amounts of information (\one picture is worth a thousand words")

in a short time period.

In optimization problems the objective function is a scalar or (sometimes) a

vector representation of the \quality" of a very complicated model. One scalar

value is, often, an incomplete speci�cation of a model in vector-optimization

problems. We, usually, are not certain how to relate di�erent components

of a vector-valued objective function or which one of many di�erent Pareto-

optimal decisions to take in vector-optimization problems. Communicatingmore

information about the model in the process of optimization can be e�ectively

handled using visualization methods. As the numeric optimization process is
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dynamic by nature so must be the visualization methods used in optimization

problems.

If, on the other hand, it is assumed that all the information about the model

is contained in the values of the objective function, another approach can be

taken. In such a case, the visualization should be performed on the values

of the objective function and its arguments, namely, given function values f i

at points xi1; : : : ; x
i
n visualize a set of vectors (f i; xi1; : : : ; x

i
n). This problem

presents a serious challenge in any nontrivial case when n > 2. The visualization

system described in the last example addresses this problem in a new way (see

Subsection 21.6.5).

We consider interactive and non-interactive dynamic graphical displays in this

book. The choice of interactive or non-interactive graphical display depends on

two factors:

the amount of computer time needed to generate a graphical display

the amount of time a user is willing to wait for the display to be generated

As computers become faster the advantages of interactive display seem to be

obvious. But modeling and visualization tools become more complicated too,

consuming all the increase in computing power.

The �rst two examples of this part use non-interactive graphics. We discuss

the new interactive dynamic graphics system in the third example. The fourth

example is interactive except for the preprocessing stage.

21.2.2 Non-interactive Dynamic Graphics

Equipment

A special equipment has to be obtained, if we wish to use non-interactive dy-

namic graphics systems conveniently and economically. Therefore a potential

user of those systems needs information not only about the algorithms and

software, but about the hardware, too.

A non-interactive dynamic graphical display (animation) can be created by

recording successive video frames, which are replayed at the rate of thirty frames

per second (the NTSC video system used in the United States and Japan). We
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can play-back such recording on any standard home VHS video cassette recorder

(VCR). We need a special video equipment (more sophisticated than a home

VCR) to record individual video frames.

The generated images are recorded on a laser video disk recorder (LVR). Our

model is Sony LVR-5000A. This recorder uses twelve-inch write-once disks.

Each side of each video disk holds roughly 43,000 frames which is equivalent to

about 23 minutes of dynamic graphics at 30 frames/sec. This laser video disk

recorder has some special characteristics:

One has an access to any individual frame almost instantaneously because

the disk has a random access as compared to a sequential access on a

one-tape device. Therefore LVR does not limit the recording speed.

One can control LVR from the workstation over a standard RS-232 serial

line using a simple protocol.

One may jump instantaneously between arbitrary frames in the playback

mode. This is an additional bene�t of LVR, important for comparison.

One can not do that with a tape.

We can play back LVR at many di�erent speeds both forward and back-

ward.

We generate the images in a window of computer screen. We use a video scan

converter (Otto Graphics converter Model 9500 produced by Folsom Research)

to convert a high resolution component video (input of a workstation display)

to the NTSC system.

The video equipment is completed with a VHS video cassette recorder, which

is used to transfer animations onto conventional VHS videotapes, and a color

monitor that can display both an RGB component video signal and an NTSC

composite video signal.
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Figure 21.1 The metal plate showing locations of thermocouples

.

21.3 DYNAMIC GRAPHICS IN THE

MANUFACTURING PROCESS

21.3.1 Background

Here the manufacturing process is described in general terms. The results in

this section are adapted from [34] which contains more detailed description

of the manufacturing process. The process of interest continuously generates

a product. The product is divided into equal size units (completed during

approximately thirty minutes of production time) to be further processed and

shipped to the customer.

We are focusing on the spatial and temporal distribution of temperature over

a thin rectangular metal plate which conducts the ow of the product via thou-

sands of tiny holes. Figure 21.1 shows schematic of the plate as seen from the

direction of product ow. The dots in the diagram indicate the locations of

thermocouples used for gathering test data and will be described further. The

holes which pass the product are not shown but are distributed nearly uniformly

over the plate.

21.3.2 Objectives

Since the ow rate of the product is proportional to temperature (over a narrow

range of operating temperatures), it is essential to have the temperature main-
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tained constant (in time) and uniform (in space) over the surface of the plate.

Consequently, a low variability of temperature in time increases the uniformity

of the product, and low variability of temperature in space improves the process

e�ciency. If temperatures fall outside the operating range, the process fails to

produce the desired product.

The temperature of the plate is a�ected by three main factors:

The ow of product through the holes in the plate. The temperature of the

product can vary.

The ow of electric current across the plate. The ow of the current is

controlled.

The ow of coolant across the discharge surface of the plate.

Eddy and Shirakawa [37] described the spatial distribution of temperature over

the plate by use of the heat equation (a partial di�erential equation) constrained

by measured temperatures at the thermocouples (taking account both of the

measurement error and incomplete speci�cation of partial di�erential equa-

tions).

21.3.3 Data Collection

To gather the information the process engineers designed a special metal plate

with 74 thermocouples at various locations on the plate. Subject to engineering

constraints, the locations were chosen so that the distance from any point on the

plate to the nearest thermocouple was small. Dots indicate the locations of the

74 thermocouples on the plate (the two large dots correspond to thermocouples

used for the control of electric current) in Figure 21.1.

Data was gathered automatically during continuous operation of the process un-

der various test conditions from the 74 thermocouples. Data was gathered for

300 time intervals corresponding to the production of a single unit of product.

Such gathering process was repeated a number of times under di�erent condi-

tions.
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Figure 21.2 Heat distribution on the metal plate
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21.3.4 Dynamic Display

An example of graphical display is given in Figure 21.2. Since the spatial

variation in the data is ten times as great as the temporal variation at any �xed

point in space, any dynamic display which does not remove the spatial variation

would not reveal very much of the temporal variation. We combine two views

of the plate: a static view showing a typical state and a dynamic view showing

deviations from the typical state.

There are several regions in the display. The bottom rectangular region is

static, and it displays median temperature across time. The top rectangular

region displays the deviation from that median. The middle region represents

a time series plot of the median temperature (over the thermocouples at each

time point). Distance between tick marks corresponds to 50 time intervals

(roughly 5 minutes). The thermocouples used for �tting are indicated in white

and the electrodes and current taps are indicated in black. At bottom of the

display a color scale gives correspondence between colors and temperatures.

Two sets of numbers (below and above the scale) correspond to lower and

upper images of the plate. The bottom numbers were linearly transformed to

preserve con�dentiality. Upper image of the plate shows residuals from median

temperature and the numbers are given in degrees.

In the dynamic display, a vertical bar moves horizontally through the time series

plot. The time location of the particular frame is indicated by the position of

the bar.

We are convinced that the most important information in this example is con-

veyed by the dynamic displays. Also, it seems the most persuasive way to

convey this information to the process engineers.

21.3.5 Results

The dynamic graphics had an immediate e�ect on the process engineers. They

started several tests of various methods to control the coolant ow across the

metal plate to reduce the spatial variation of the temperature. They also ran

a number of tests to �nd the best locations for actual production process. As

a result they decided to utilize a control system based on six thermocouples.

De�ning the optimal weights in the linear combination of the six thermocouples

used to control the electric current is an optimization problem of some future.
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We see that in this case optimization of the manufacturing process was indirect.

The e�ect was achieved mainly by a better understanding of the system using

the dynamic graphics1. We may apply the same dynamic graphic techniques for

a direct optimization, too, using the data generated by computer simulation. It

is a future task.

A direct optimization subproblem was to select a smoothing procedure such

that the predicted temperatures would be close to the actual temperatures on

the metal plate. The actual temperatures can be computed by solving heat

transfer and electric current equations. Then we may optimize 2 the smoothing

procedure. The work on this problem is ongoing. In the example we chose a

smoothing parameter by selecting the visually acceptable dynamic display.

21.4 NON-INTERACTIVE DYNAMIC

MAPS IN THE EPIDEMIOLOGICAL

MODEL

21.4.1 Outline

Analysis of geographic data is important in many applications. Often, geo-

graphic data is reported as counts or averages over a region in space for an

interval in time. We explore the intensity function underlying the data using

dynamic graphics. We will refer to the dynamic display of such a function as

a dynamic map. We think that this particular model (the intensity function)

is, in many cases, most appropriate to visualize the spatial-temporal data. The

aim of display of the intensity function is to detect spatial-temporal patterns.

We will exemplify this problem with data on the mumps disease collected

monthly in the United States from 1968 until 1988. A brief summary of the

problem and the results is given here. For a more detailed description of this

example see [35].

Let us begin with a description of the problem we are trying to solve, namely,

estimation and display of a smoothly varying function of space and time. We

1In our opinion, this is as legitimate a way of optimization as any other way
2We search for a smoothing technique which satis�es the appropriate physics equations as

closely as possible
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also provide a description of the data in a speci�c example under consideration

(mumps).

We describe in some detail the animation methods used. Some statistical models

are considered for estimating a smooth function from averages over regions.

Two di�erent animations with varying degrees of smoothness in space and time

are described.

21.4.2 Objectives

Our objective is to estimate and display a smooth function with three arguments

(x; y; t) representing two spatial coordinates (x; y) and time coordinate t. The

available data consists of average values of the function over regions in space-

time. A dynamic graphical display (animation) of the function consists of a

sequence of images (frames) shown one after the other in a rapid sequence.

Each image (frame) represents color map of the values of the function in the

(x; y) plane. The sequence number of a frame represents the time dimension t.

21.4.3 Data

The mumps disease is of current public health interest in the United States in

part because of a large outbreak which occurred in 1986-1987, primarily among

unvaccinated adolescents and young adults in states without requirements for

mumps vaccination.

The weekly provisional information on the occurrence of mumps (and some

other diseases) is collected by the National Noti�able Diseases Surveillance

System (NNDSS). Details concerning NNDSS can be found in [18]. The raw

data consists of the number of cases of mumps reported from each state for

each month for the period 1968-1988. Data is not available for some states and

periods. One reason for this is that mumps has become reportable at di�ering

times in the various states. Another reason is that small numbers of cases

are less likely to be reported. We presume there are other reasons, too. The

data-set spans 48 states times 21 years times 12 months per year which yields

12,096 possible state-month combinations. There are 1787 missing observations,

approximately 15% of those possible.

The raw counts were converted to incidence rates for each state (cases per

100,000 population) by dividing by the estimated population in units of 100,000
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people (we linearly interpolated 1970 and 1980 decennial census estimates of

state population).

21.4.4 Video Display

Raw Data Animation

The entire dataset consists of 252 months. After several experiments we decided

that displaying the data at the rate of two-thirds of one second per month was a

reasonable compromise between the time required to look at the entire data set

and the apparent speed with which changes take place. In NTSC video (NTSC

is the television signal used in the United States and Japan), 30 video frames

(images) are shown in a second, so a month would be shown in 20 frames.

The speed of interactive animation would depend on the computer speed and the

complexity of the animation algorithm, consequently the number of frames per

month would vary accordingly. If the recording were done so that all identical

frames were recorded and then the switch were made to the next month's data,

the viewer would be distracted by the jumpiness of the resulting images.

Consequently, we choose to interpolate linearly between consecutive months.

Precisely, the correctly colored maps for two consecutive months are calculated

and then the intermediate maps are calculated by linear interpolation in the

color scale. This produces a substantially smoother appearance.

Smooth Animation

It seems natural to assume that the incidence rate for a disease is actually given

by a smooth function over the entire United States. The incidence rates com-

puted for each state are the integral of this unknown function over the respect-

ive state (divided by the area of the state). Our problem then is to estimate

the smooth function given its integral over the di�erent states. A discussion

on smoothing methods appropriate in this case can be found in [93, 35]. We

sampled locations randomly in each state, assigned the state-month value to the

sampled locations, and used a kernel smoothing technique to generate a map

for each month.

As with the \raw" data, we interpolate linearly the intermediate frames between

the monthly smoothed maps. Thus we smooth in space and in time using dif-
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Figure 21.3 Incidence Rates in December 1986. Smoothed Rates (top), Raw

Rates (bottom)
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ferent techniques. A single frame corresponding to December 1986 is displayed

in Figure 21.3.

21.4.5 E�ect of Dynamic Maps

The mumps disease has highest incidence before the vaccination started at the

end of 1960's. In the 1970's vaccination almost completely wiped out the disease,

leaving only a few cases per state per month. Mumps incidence rates in the

US vary according to season. The peak occurs in early spring, while lowest

incidence rates can be observed in autumn. School year could be an important

factor since most of the cases are school age children.

The periodic e�ects are most obvious in the early years of the data set. Later,

when the widespread use of the mumps vaccine reduced the typical monthly

incidence rate below .1 cases per 100,000 people, the e�ect is not obvious in the

raw version of the videotape. However, the smooth version still exhibits clear

incidence di�erences between seasons.

The spatial spread of mumps can be seen in the raw data only after repeated

viewing. It is most noticeable in the winter of 1987-1988 in the states surround-

ing Illinois. However, in the smoothed data the geographic spread of the disease

is readily apparent. One can notice geographic areas that �rst reach high in-

cidence rates in winter, and areas that are the last to be free from mumps in

summer. Additional striking e�ect is relatively low (as compared to neighboring

states) incidence rates in Louisiana in 1968-1972. This could reect the fact that

each state might use di�erent disease reporting mechanism. The outbreak dur-

ing the late winter of 1986-87 when the disease spreads from Illinois to Arkansas

and Tennessee and in the subsequent winter when the disease spreads to all the

neighboring states is more apparent in the smooth version of the videotape.

The vaccination programs were stopped in some states in the early 1980's and

strong outbreaks of the disease occurred in 1986-1987 and in 1989, primarily

among unvaccinated adolescents and young adults in the states without require-

ments for mumps vaccination. The explanation is well supported by the graph

(see Figure 21.4) of the logarithm of incidence rates in California and Wiscon-

sin. We can see a seasonal periodicity (high in spring and low in autumn) and

an outbreak in Wisconsin in the second half of the eighties.
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Figure 21.4 Log of the mumps monthly incidence rates versus months from

Jan. 1968 to December 1988
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Clearly a non-interactive dynamic graphics system is useful for indirect optimiz-

ation by �ltering the general patterns. We need an interactive dynamic graphics

system for the direct optimization.

21.5 INTERACTIVE DYNAMIC MAPS

21.5.1 Background

In this section we extend the results of the previous example to a more general

setting. We consider an interactive dynamic map of the vector quantities that

were aggregated over regions in space and time. Unlike the non-interactive

case, for the interactive graphics we need a much larger set of potentially useful

visualization and modeling tools.

As an example, 19 noti�able diseases are considered for spatial and temporal

trends. The reported data are given on a state-by-month basis (for the period

1962-1992). We convert the reported cases to incidence rates before analyzing

the data further. We produce interactive dynamic maps of those diseases trying

to show the spatial and temporal behavior at the same time. The objective and

the data in this case are very similar to the mumps example. There are two

di�erences:

multiple quantities (diseases) are visualized;

an interactive approach is presented.

21.5.2 Interactions

The interactive tools can be divided into several classes according to their func-

tionality A brief discussion of each class follows.

Transformations

The usefulness of transformations in modeling is well known. The creation of a

graphic display is a mapping from the data (or the model) to a range of display

attribute values (e.g., range of pixels, colors, patterns, and glyph). To emphasize

di�erent features in the data or in the model one may want to use appropriate
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transformations. In our system (it is currently under development), the user

may choose di�erent transformations: linear, general power, logarithmic, and

rank.

Smoothing

We need smoothing methods to predict the value at a point for a quantity given

as an average over the region. It is easier to perceive the smooth model visually,

especially with large amounts of information in a dynamic display. The region

boundaries may contain no essential visual information and their display may

hide important features of the model or of the data.

Di�erent prediction techniques may be appropriate for di�erent data/model

combinations. A simple method is to use a constant value over the whole region.

A disadvantage is jumps at the boundaries of the regions. An alternative method

is to interpolate so that the interpolant has correct averages over the regions.

Such interpolated values are more di�cult for computing and may be outside

the range of observations. We are currently adapting the Kriging method [93]

and the Histospline method [32] to our system. The method described in [35] is

currently being used.

Multiple Views

We de�ne the mapping from the model to a particular display as a view. Inter-

active selection of a view facilitates the visual inspection of di�erent types of

features present in the model and in the data.

A quantity of interest f is a function of three arguments x; y, and t correspond-

ing to latitude, longitude, and time. The dynamic display can be described

as a function df of three variables: horizontal and vertical o�sets dx and dy
(describing the pixel location) and a frame number dt. The range of possible

values for df includes available colors, patterns, glyph, and the combinations of

those named above. Hence, the view is a mapping from the quadruple (f; x; y; t)

to (df ; dx; dy; dt). The mapping with variable values of dt would correspond to

a dynamic map. When the view has a �xed value for dt we obtain a static map.

The view could be in the form of an XY plot, where, for example, the quantity

f is mapped to dy and t is mapped to dx. In such a case, one could map the

remaining arguments x; y to the frame number t. We have implemented three

types of views corresponding to a dynamic map, to a static map, and to a time

series plot.
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Sections and Aggregation

A view, as described in the previous section, is the mapping (f; x; y; t) !
(df ; dx; dy; dt). A mapping that selects particular values of x; y, or t is a section,

while the mapping that aggregates the values of f over subsets of x; y, or t is

an aggregation. Section is a speci�c case of aggregation. For several quant-

ities of interest f1; : : : ; fn, the section may select one of those quantities, and

aggregation may be a function on a subset of quantities.

We envisage four types of aggregation functions:

Arithmetic (sum, variance).

Order (minimum, maximum, median).

Selection (section, several sections).

Composition of all of the above mentioned.

Display of Vector Quantities

In the mumps example we dealt with the incidence rates of one disease (mumps).

If the incidence rates are reported for several diseases then one might be in-

terested in detecting relationships between them. This raises the question of

simultaneous display of multiple quantities that we try to address in our inter-

active dynamic graphics system.

We may use for vector quantities the following forms of display:

side by side;

alternate in time;

use di�erent attributes (color, pattern, height, transparency) for di�erent

quantities;

use aggregation to produce a single quantity.

Display of Missing Values

We implemented the following ways for handling missing values:
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a) leave out:

{ use neutral color;

{ use background color;

b) �ll in:

{ impute the value from available data (we use median for calculated

value);

{ indicate that the value was imputed (we added a pattern to the calcu-

lated color).

21.5.3 Display

An example display of our system is in Figure 21.5.

The system consists of the main control window and view windows. The con-

trol window contains menus and selection lists. Modeling and transformation

methods are controlled from the main window. In Figure 21.5 the data on the

disease salmonellosis is selected and the rank transformation is being used. The

main window also contains the current date and time for the dynamic map view

shown to the right. The bottom view contains a time series plot of disease

incidence in California. The state and the disease can be selected interactively

using scrollbars at the bottom and on the left of the time series plot.

21.5.4 Optimization Potential

We consider the interactive dynamic maps as an integral part of interactive

optimization of various space-time systems, such as epidemiological, ecological,

economic, social, public relation, etc., using the collected data and/or data from

computer simulation of those systems.
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Figure 21.5 Control window and two views of the Interactive Map Animator
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21.6 INTERACTIVE ICON INDEX

21.6.1 Outline

We are interested in interactive exploration of a large collection of complex

objects, e.g, images, functions, and text, to name a few. Each object is regarded

in the collection as an individual observation. To simplify the search for the

"most interesting" object, we construct an index of objects in the collection.

The index utilizes a small image (a \thumbnail") to represent each object. A

large number of these thumb-nails are laid out in a workstation window. We

refer to our system as an Iinteractive Icon Index, hence I3; hence, Icecube.

One can interactively arrange and rearrange the thumb-nails within the window.

For example, one can order the thumb-nails by the values of a function computed

from them or by the values of data associated with each of them. We access

any individual object by simply clicking on the corresponding thumbnail. One

selects subsets of objects by their attributes and values. Various operations on

the selected subsets, e.g., animate, index, retrieve the original objects can be

performed. We are currently extending the system to have a hierarchic index, a

possibility to link di�erent indices, and history functions to facilitate navigation.

The software may be regarded as the beginning of the development of explorat-

ory tools for studying collections of complicated objects as we routinely study

batches of numbers. Our focus to date has been on developing a tool that will

assist in selecting the "best" individual objects or their subsets for detailed

inspection. We anticipate that in the future it will be possible to consider sum-

mary information and distributional properties of various aspects of the objects,

as well as a de�nition of optimal classi�cation and search strategies.

The problem and the approach to its solution is described. The section is

concluded with the description of a system optimizing layout strategies and list

potential applications.

21.6.2 Objectives

An interactive dynamic index is designed that would be suitable for complex

objects more general than text.

Term "object-base"is used , to refer to a structured collection of objects. In

this way a data-base of general objects is distinguished from a data-base of
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numerical and textual information. In the example an object-base containing

approximately 30,000 images is considered.

The techniques of search for interesting objects and groups of objects in the

object-base are in development. Inspection and manipulation of individual ob-

jects is merely a part of this task. We are developing a hardware and software

system to explore and to interact with the object-base. The system currently

includes two workstation monitors, several CD-ROM players, and some spe-

cialized video equipment(a laser video disk recorder/player and a TV monitor).

This system is regarded as a �rst tool for interactive exploratory analysis of

this particular kind of a large object-base.

Additional goals are anticipated in the future, particularly the optimization ones,

as our understanding of the object-base improves. A useful feature would be to

cluster the images in the object-base and then use the images corresponding to

the cluster centers in our index. If the number of cluster centers is much smaller

than the number of images, one could inspect a very large object-base using a

relatively small index.

21.6.3 Data

This example is described more in detail in [36]. The sample object-base was

obtained from NASA's Voyager Project and Planetary Data System. The de-

scription here was derived from [38]. This collection contains images acquired

by Voyager 1 and 2 as they passed by the planets Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and

Neptune. The images show mentioned planets and their satellites. The archive

consists of twelve CD-ROM volumes. Each volume contains approximately 2500

images stored in individual compressed �les. For the description of the archive

see [38]. A sample image from the collection is given in Figure 21.6.

Each object in our sample digital image archive is an image with associated

attributes, such as information about what is in the image, a histogram of

the pixel intensities, etc. Retrieving and sorting images by means of those

attributes as keys can be accomplished as an enhancement of the standard

data-base technology with the ability to handle images. Such attempts are

usually referred to as multi-media data-bases (see [14]). We want to index

images according to their appearance to better use the ability of the human

visual system to detect relationships and unusual features.
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Figure 21.6 A sample image of Jupiter
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21.6.4 Visual Representation and Interactions

The main idea for the visual representation is simultaneous display and re-

arrangement of all images in the collection. Since displaying images at full

resolution would require a huge computer screen having the size of a football

�eld, we achieve the simultaneous display by using small copies of the images

(thumb-nails). We refer to the entire collection of thumb-nails as a contact sheet

by analogy to photography. One can see from 775 to 7500 thumb-nails simul-

taneously in a window depending on thumbnail and window sizes (775 for 32

by 32 thumbnail in a 1000 by 800 contact sheet, 7500 for 16 by 16 thumb-nails

in a 1600 by 1200 contact sheet). One can scroll the contact sheet to see all the

images.

A very large collection of objects (more than 100,000) might exceed computer

display resources and only thumb-nails corresponding to selected objects could

be shown in a contact sheet. To select the objects we can classify them into

a limited number of classes and only one thumbnail from each class would be

shown in a contact sheet. Such higher level thumb-nails would serve as nav-

igation tools to be expanded into the subset of thumb-nails corresponding to

objects belonging to the same class. This expansion could be done in the same

contact sheet or into another contact sheet by starting another Icecube. An in-

verse operation would be to collapse a selection of thumb-nails into one class and

leave only one thumbnail as a representative from that class. The hierarchical

indexing described in this paragraph is not implemented in Icecube.

A sample window of the Interactive Image Index appears in Figure 21.7.

Scrolling the contact sheet across the window is accomplished through standard

scroll bars provided by the windowing system. Since our sample object-base

could naturally be subdivided according to major planets, we were able to create

separate pages (contact sheets) for each planet which could be handled more

easily by our windowing system. Creation of an individual page can be done at

the preprocessing stage once the object-base has been created.

The thumb-nails can be rearranged in the contact sheet by ordering the thumb-

nails and by using di�erent layout methods. In addition to display and re-

arrangement we can select individual and subsets of thumb-nails for further

inspection.
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Figure 21.7 A sample window of Interactive Image Index with a contact sheet

containing thumb-nails of Jupiter
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Ordering

We order all the thumb-nails to facilitate a fast layout and selection. A simple

layout (see \Layout" subsection) is a function giving a position in the contact

sheet for each order number. The selection of thumb-nails by point-and-click

requires an inverse function, namely, to identify a thumbnail located at a given

position in the contact sheet. One may change the order interactively by sorting

according to various keys (that represent image attributes) or by randomly

assigning order numbers to each thumbnail. We have chosen to use a stable sort

(see, [78]) in order to provide hierarchical sorting without sorting on multiple

keys simultaneously.

Layout

One can lay out the thumb-nails within the contact sheet in certain predeter-

mined patterns. The natural patterns (similar to the text ow on paper) are

across, from left to right, and down, from top to bottom. One can interactively

specify the number of columns or rows to emphasize any possible periodicities

in the sequence of thumb-nails. We found it useful to discover clusters of similar

images. Simple layouts did not accomplish the goal of \keeping the neighbors"
3. Thus, an capability of laying out the images along a space-�lling curve was

added. The \Peano" space-�lling curve (see [121, 13]) was chosen.

Selection

We record the images in standard video format on a Laser Video Recorder (see

the \Non-interactive Dynamic Graphics Equipment" subsection) rather than

digital format. The video disk recorder (as opposed to reading the digital image

from a CD-ROM) allows a nearly instantaneous access. The user simply points

and clicks on the desired thumbnail. This is the single most valuable feature

of our system. The objects other than images might not be as convenient to

display using video recording. Fast retrieval of a non-image type object might

need other implementation. One may also select and play back any subsequence

of images, or create a separate contact sheet from the selected thumb-nails.

3By \keeping the neighbors" we mean that images near in linear ordering will remain close

on the screen, too.
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Creation of Thumb-nails

An important assumption of having the collection of thumb-nails as the object-

bas index is a possibility of determining the object content from the thumbnail.

When indexing a collection of images to create a thumbnail one has to reduce

the original image in size without losing the image content (information that

distinguishes the image from the other images in the collection). In our collection

the small-scale features of images were not important, therefore pixel averages

of the brightness-adjusted image were used to produce a thumbnail.

For the objects representing X-Y plots (e.g., f(x)), one can just scale a plot to �t

into the thumbnail. For a scalar function of two arguments f(x; y) one encodes

the values of a function by colors of the corresponding pixels in a thumbnail.

21.6.5 Results

Application Potential

To appreciate the real application potential one must collaborate with the ex-

perts in the corresponding �elds. Our experience lets us suppose that the sys-

tem may be applied to such diverse areas as medical imaging, earth imaging,

organic chemistry, astronomy, and large data-bases. In many scienti�c �elds

large amounts of data are being collected. It becomes more and more import-

ant to be able to retrieve relevant data. We have immediate plans to use the

Icecube in at least two applications described below.

We are currently working on the analysis of large collections of functional mag-

netic resonance (fMRI) images of the brain obtained under various experimental

conditions. A general purpose of the project is the localization of various cognit-

ive functional areas of the human brain. Due to a small signal-to-noise ratio in

those experiments, a large number of images is needed to show brain activation

patterns. Imaging equipment can take approximately �ve images per second

and an average experiment takes about one hour,

bringing the total number of images to about 18 thousand per experiment. We

intend to use the Icecube to select and process relevant images from di�erent

fMRI experiments.

Another project is to use the Icecube for non-image data. We have obtained

some data from the Centers for Disease Control on 19 noti�able diseases in the
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United States (see sections \Non-interactive Dynamic Maps in Epidemiological

Model" and \Interactive Dynamic Maps"). The data represents counts for 372

months and 48 continental states. In the Icecube one can consider this data as

48� 19 di�erent time series of length 372, as 48� 19� 31 di�erent time series

of length 12 (corresponding to one year), or as 372� 19 di�erent maps.

Icecube and Optimization

A feasibility of the concept of visual indexing is demonstrated in the example.

The e�ect of visual indexing can be appropriately estimated only by using the

index while solving real problems. Therefore we merely mention some of the

features which could be useful for optimization.

visual classi�cation;

search for patterns;

selection of subsets;

extensibility.

The extension of Icecube to include new features valuable for image and object

optimization 4 is under development.

One may apply the Icecube for visualization of some conventional optimization

problems, too, using, for example, the following strategies:

Take thumb-nails to represent a projection of the values of the objective

function in a particular direction. Each thumbnail would correspond to a

di�erent direction.

Take thumb-nails to represent objects that correspond to the argument

values of the objective function.

Take thumb-nails to represent each local minimum found in the optimiza-

tion process.

4By image and object optimization we understand the search for the \most interesting"

image(s) or object(s).
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21.7 SUMMARY

The importance of visualization techniques in modeling and optimization of de-

cisions were demonstrated by four di�erent examples. That is a �rst step hoping

that these techniques will be widely applied in global and discrete optimization,

eventually.

Non-interactive visualization methods were considered in the �rst two examples

and interactive methods in the remaining two. The �rst three examples describe

attempts of using visualization when the objective is in�nite dimensional, i.e.,

a function of three arguments (two-dimensions in space and time). In the �rst

example, the objective was temperature distribution over a metal plate, in the

second and third examples, the objective was disease incidence rates in the

United States.

The last example presents a di�erent approach in which the emphasis is laid on

the ability of the human visual system to detect patterns. We simultaneously

display a large number of \thumb-nails" (each representing a complex object)

on a computer window and rearrange them to help classify and/or select the

objects of interest.

In the considered cases, there was no obvious scalar or vector function that

would describe the objective completely. One may use dynamic graphics as a

natural, convenient and e�cient way of direct interaction between the real or

simulated data and a human decision maker. That is most important while

solving ill de�ned optimization problems.
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Bayesian algorithms, 21

Bayesian Approach, 3{4, 6, 11,

19{20, 23{24, 38

Bayesian Heuristic approach, 3

Bayesian Heuristic Approach, 4,

8{9, 11, 13, 24, 31, 40

Bayesian heuristics, 25

Bayesian Risk, 35

Bilinear Time Series, 76

Branch-and-Bound, 9, 22

Clustering, 29

Combinatorial linear programming,

229

Common Blocks, 289

Competitive Model, 119{120

Complexity, 22

Composite laminates, 27, 76

Computed information, 32

Conditional probabilities, 20

Consistency conditions, 20

Consistency conditions, 40

Continuous function, 15

Convergence of Bayesian Methods,

67

Convergence of Deterministic

Techniques, 48

Convergence of Randomized

Techniques, 50

Convergence rate, 14

Convergence, 15

Convergence, 190

Cost of Computing, 33

Covariance, 20

Creation of the Thumb-nails, 375

Critical Moment, 141

Cross-over and mutation, 225

Cross-over and mutation, 267

Cross-over rate optimization, 226

Cross-over, 8

Data Collection, 355

Decision Algorithms, 36

Delta Randomization, 184

Description of Routines, 291

Discrete Optimization, 43

Discrete, 3

Discriminant

linear, 156, 160, 166

linear
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parameterized, 160

Display and Interactions, 372

Display of Missing Values, 366

Display of Vector Quantities, 366

Dominant Analysis, 18

Dynamic Display, 357

Dynamic Graphics Equipment, 352

Dynamic Graphics, 351

Dynamic index data, 370

Dynamic index objectives, 369

Dynamic index, 27

Dynamic Visualization Approach,

3, 25

E�ect of dynamic maps, 362

Electric circuits, 27

Epidemiological Model, 358

Error of approximation, 32

Error surface, 154, 161, 164, 174

Errors, 37

Estimation of the Deterministic

Model, 91

Event-Driven Techniques, 139

Exchange Rate Forecasting, 83

Expected deviation, 21

Expert knowledge, 3, 23

Exponential time, 21

Exponential-Time Algorithms, 34

Flow-shop problem, 27, 204, 345

Flow-shop, 24

Function

activation, 157, 160

discriminant, 156

multi-modal, 161

unimodal, 161

Gap-Avoiding Randomization, 51

Gaussian distribution, 159

Gaussian, 20

Genetic Algorithms, 8, 222{223

Global Bayesian method, 292

Global Line-Search, 131

Global Methods, 331

Global one-dimensional method,

304

Global Optimization Software, 29

Global optimization

stochastic, 6

Global Stochastic Optimization,

192

Global, 3

Graphical Techniques, 351

Gupta heuristics, 24, 205

Heuristic Approach, 11

Heuristic Priority Rules, 243

Heuristic Programming, 6

Heuristic, 3

Heuristics, 22

High-Voltage Networks, 134

Highleyman's classes, 159

Homogeneity, 20

Ill-De�ned Problems, 25

Image Transformations, 364

Immunological model, 26

Information Operations, 32

Information-Based Complexity, 31

Initial temperature, 25

Initialization, 154, 172

random, 172

Integer Bilinear Programming, 227

Interactions, 364

Interactive Analysis, 25

Interactive DOS software, 281

Interactive Dynamic Maps, 364

Interactive Icon Index, 369

Interactive UNIX software, 282

Isoline, 166

Job-shop problem, 25, 215

Knapsack problem, 27, 195, 345

Knapsack, 24

Kolmogorov's consistency

conditions, 20

Lagrange multipliers, 29, 126

Layout of the Thumb-nails, 374

Learning Bayesian Heuristics, 210
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Learning Heuristics, 43

Learning mode, 210

Learning, 13, 154

back-propagation, 170

backpropagation, 154

conjugate gradient, 170

convergence, 154

Perceptron, 164

step, 170

Likelihood Maximization, 85

Linear Programming, 222

Lipschitz constant, 15

Lipschitz functions, 17

List of Methods, 288

Local Bayesian method, 320

Local Methods, 332

Local optimization, 16

Long-Memory Processes, 83

Lottery, 12

Lower bounds, 9

Main Program, 291

Manufacturing Process, 354

Markovian, 20

Maximum Likelihood, 83

Mechanical System of

Shock-Absorber, 74

Menu System, 330

Method of clustering, 298

Method of extrapolation, 294

Method of uniform search, 296

Method of variable metrics, 310

Minimax Approach, 4, 10, 14{15

Minimax, 15, 17

Minimization of Residuals, 86

Minimizing Risk Functions, 66

Minimum

global, 164

local, 164, 173

Mixed Integer Line-Search, 136

Monte Carlo, 16, 21

Monte-Carlo Simulation, 123

Multi-modal stochastic function, 13

Multi-Modality Examples, 101

Multiple Views, 365

Mutation, 8

Network optimization, 27

Noise, 16

Noisy functions, 29

Non-di�erentiable functions, 29

Non-linear di�erential equations,

139

Non-linear Regression, 75

Non-smooth Randomization, 184

Non-Uniform Discrete-Time

Algorithms, 236

Non-Uniform Discrete-Time

Model, 28, 235

Objective Function, 289

Observation, 15

Observations, 36

One-Step Predictions, 343

Optimization of networks, 131{132

Ordering of the Thumb-nails, 374

Organic Molecule Model, 79

Original objective function, 12

Orthogonal Polynomial

Randomization, 182

Parallel Bayesian Algorithms, 45

Parallel computing, 31

Parallel Heuristics, 46

Parallel Observations, 46

Parallel Risk Optimization, 45

Parameter grouping, 25, 27, 216

Pareto Optimality, 19

Pareto-Optimal Approach, 18

Penalty function heuristics, 226

Penalty function, 29, 241

Perceptron, 155, 159

Permutation Schedule, 204

Plotting Sum of Squared

Residuals, 340

Polymeric composition, 27

Polynomial Randomization, 180

Polynomial time algorithms, 24
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Portability routines, 323

Portable Fortran Library, 280, 283

Potentially optimal intervals, 18

Power System, 134

Predicting "Next-day" Rate, 114

Predicting Exchange Rates, 338

Radius of Information, 35

Radius, 160{161

Random Walk, 114

Randomization Approach, 11

Randomized decision, 22

Randomized Heuristic Approach,

12

Randomized Heuristics, 3, 179

Randomized, 3, 22

Randomizing Heuristics, 240

Raw Data animation, 360

Rectangular region, 29

Regularization, 173

\weight decay", 173

Risk function, 20

Search for Equilibrium, 120

Sections and Aggregation, 366

Semi-global method, 306

Semi-Monte Carlo Simulation, 97

Sequential Decision Problem, 177

Sequential Decisions, 38

Sharp Polynomial Randomization,

181

Shock-absorber, 26

Simpli�ed Decisions, 38

Simulated Annealing, 25, 185, 253

Smooth Animation, 360

Smooth dynamic representation, 27

Smoothing, 365

Social Model, 125

Software Examples, 337

Software Initialization, 329

Software Installation, 285, 328

Software Requirements, 327

Solution

multiple, 171

Spherical angles, 160{161

Squared Residuals Minimization,

87

State-Task Networks, 235

Stochastic approximation, 29

Stochastic case, 25

Stochastic Discrete Optimization,

193

Stochastic ow-shop problem, 209

Stochastic optimization, 22

Taboo Search, 9

Theory

optimization, 161

Thermostable Polymeric

Composition, 81

Travelling salesman problem, 25,

27, 200

Travelling salesman, 24

Twin-Node Event-Driven

Techniques, 146

Twin-node technique, 139

Uniform Discrete-Time Model, 28,

233, 235

Uniform random search, 301

Unit

hidden, 164, 170{171

Updating A Priori Distributions,

65

Users Reference, 327

Video display, 360

Visual indexing, 26{27, 376

Weights

dynamics, 164, 170

initialization, 154

symmetries, 171

Worst Case Analysis, 14

Worst case, 22

Yield of Di�erential Ampli�ers, 72


